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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores the process of population turnaround in Winnipeg's inner

city in the 1981-1986 period. Population turnaround is the stabilization of, or increase in,
population after a period of decline. Drawing from various theoretical insights that have
been used to explain inner city change, the study explores the demographic and socio-

economic changes accompanying turnaround, the local factors and conditions that underlay

fumaround, and the culture of tumaround in terms of the re¿ìsons, rationales and factors
influencing residential choice. The study employs quantitative and qualitative methods
including analyses of census and housing market data" interviews with local experts, and
focus groups with residents who contributed to inner city population growth in the study

period. The findings determine that the strongest factor in the tumaround process was the
tight rental market conditions prevailing throughout Wiruripeg during the study period-a
result of low private construction activity, economic uncertainty, high mortgage and interest
rates, decreased inter-provincial out-migration, increased inter-provincial in-migration, and

the ageing of the population in prime rental cohorts. Turnaround in inner city V/innipeg
\ilas accompanied by strong growth in preschool age children and young- and middle-aged
adults ("babyboomers"), marginal socio-economic gains and increased impoverishment, and
increases in the public housing stock. Three rationales were characterized for relocating to

the inner city during the study period: relocating downtown because the downtown
supported a lifestyle based on simplicity, convenience and access; relocating downtown
because personal circumstances left no alternative; and relocating to an older inner city

neighbourhood because of its sense of community, diversity, and character. The findings
challenge the conventional notion that tumaround represents a renewed interest in inner

cities as places of residence and is fuelled by upper class professionals athacted by new

work and housing options.
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CHAPTER

1.

INTRODUCTION

Canadian cities experienced large scale suburbanization and inner city population
loss during the 1950s, 60s and 70s. In the 1980s, however, the Canadian inner city is said

to have experienced population turnaround-that is, the stabilization of, or increase in
population after a period of decline, also referred to in the literature as "reversal

of

population decline," "repopulation," and sometimes, the "back-to-the-city-movement."
The primary concern of this study is to contribute to the understanding of the population

tumaround process through an investigation of Winrripeg in the 1981 to 1986 period.
Numerous intriguing questions awaitexploration. Did inner city Winnipegindeed
experience turnaround? If yes, how and why did more people come to populate the inner

city? Did the inner city become

a more desirable place

to live? Did attitudes towards the

inner city change? How did demographic changes, the housing market, the economy
and/ot planning interventions factor into the repopulation process? Did the composition

of the population change as the population grew? Do the explanations contained in the
literature apply to Winnipeg? Is turnaround sustained?
The conventional view is that population turnaround is accompanied by changing
demographic,

famil¡ culfural

and socio-economic characteristics-increases, for example,

in young adults, quaternary sector employment, social stafus, and renters, and reductions

in seniors, single parent families, and household size. The population accounting for
turnaround is commonly profiled to be young childless adults, who have above average
incomes, higher education levels, who work downtown in professional occupations and

who desire to be close to work and recreationaUcultural amenities. The origin of the

population accounting for tumaround has not been clearly defined but, following
American explanations, some implications are made that "shifting" from the suburbs to the
inner city is occurring (hence the term "back-to-the-city").
Inner cities that exhibit turnaround are thought to be characterized by service
rather than industry based economies, strong downtown office concentrations, the
presence of institutional facilities, areas of historical, architectural and recreational

significance, condominium developments, viable public transportation, and the absence

of

public housing projects. Public policy is thought to contribute to the turnaround process
by investing in environmental amenities and transportation, and by introducing the
planning permi ssions for residential redevelopment.
The American "central city" is also thought to have experienced repopulation in

the 1980s and much has been written on the subject. Given the strong influence that
American literature has on the study of urban issues in Canada" it is important to note,
however, that "central city" population tumaround refers to a process occurring at a much
larger geographic scale than in the Canadian context (central cities are Metropolitan Areas
over 50,000; the metropolitan oriented area outside the central city is called "the

suburbs"). Further, within thç American context alone, "central city" population
turnaround takes on several different meanings in part due to the varying meanings
accorded to "central city" in the research (for example, the

full central city; the core

thereof), and in part due to various meanings applied to the process by researchers, such
as: the literal return of residents from the suburbs to the city; the slowing of out-migration

from the city; or simply renewed interest and investment by central city residents in their

current places of residence. Nevertheless, as in the Canadian context, the conventional

view is that the "back-to-the-city process" is associated with yomg, middle-class
professionals buying homes in those neighbourhoods that contain sound and athactive

housing. The factors undeilying the process, some of which are also thought to underlay
the process in the Canadian context, include: shifts in the employment patterns

within

cities from manufacturing to office jobs; rapid increases in energy and transportation;
increased foreign immigration; the availability of reasonably priced housing; the

practicality of central city living due to energy shortages; poor public transportation
between central cities and suburbs and the convenience of pubic transportation within
central cities; increased disposition toward central city living andTor "character"
neighbourhoods; and desire to spend less time commuting and more time with families.

While the literature on central city repopulation in the American central city is
abrurdant, literature on the process of population turnaround as it occurs in the Canadian

inner city is sparse. The present study contributes to the Canadian-specific body

of

literature, and, in doing so, also responds to the need for more empirical observations
accounting for inner city change in general. Aiming for "completensss," "fullness" and
"richness" of explanation, the present study incorporates quantitative and qualitative
methods and three angles of study

-the

demographic/socio-economic changes

accompanying tumaround, the local factors and conditions underlying turnaround, and the

culture of turnaround. The study shows that the current conventional explanations of the
demographic/socio-economic changes accompanying tumaround do not necessarily apply

to V/innipeg (strong growth in the 0-4 age group, for example, accompanied population

tumaround). The study shows the significant impact that local factors had on
repopulation (inner city Winnipeg, for example, experienced strong demand for rental
accommodations dwing the turnaround period due to the recession of the early 1980s,

making Manitoba rnore desirable than some other provinces as a place of residence). The
study captures in newcomers'own words the factors influencing their relocation to the

inner city during the study period (downtowners, for example, cite convenience and access
to amenities while residents of a non-downtown inner city neighbowhood cite sense

of

community, diversity, and character. Still others explain that they relocated downtown
only because they felt they had limited choice).
As for the theoretical underpinnings of population turnaround in the Canadian
inner city, there is even less theoretical than empirical literature that specifically addresses
the topic (certainly there is, of course, much theoretical based literature on the related

topics of inner city decline, gentrification, and revitalization.) Nevertheless, several
theoretical paradigms can be drawn on to explain the turnaround process: ecological
(focusing on spatial and demographic factors), neo-classical (focusing on housing
preference and ability to pay), political economic (focusing on the capitalism and the

political structure that supports it), and socio-cultural (focusing on culture, values and
post-industrialism).
Few authors sfudying urban phenomenon, however, con-fine themselves to a single

explanation instead advooating that explorations of inner city change require the use

of

multiple theories (theory triangulation), the integration of theoretical approaches into a
comprehensive explanation (integration), or the acceptance of various equally valid but

complementary pictures (complementårity). Yet others order knowledge according to
certain basic questions regarding a specific process, i.e., the where, who, when and why.
The curent sfudy is informed by those positions advocating consideration

of

various theoretical perspectives in studying inner city change. This conceptual framework
leads to the asking of "cert¿in basic questions" about the repopulation process from which

the research objectives and questions

1.1

flow

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
The central purpose of this study is to explore the process of inner city population

turnaround in'Winnipeg in the 1981 to 1986 period. Aiming for completeness, the study
incorporates three components of study: the demographic/socio-economic changes
accompanying turnaround; the local conditions underlying turnaround; and the culture

of

furnaround. The first component establishes the occunence of population tumaround in
inner city V/innipeg and the demographic (age, sex and ethnicity) and socio-economic
(household composition, economic and employment structure, and housing) changes
accompanying turnaround. The second component identifies the local factors and

conditions that contributed to and./or accompanied turnaround and in so doing establishes
the context in which turnaround occurred. The third component determines the reasons

that newcomers c¿ìme to reside in the inner city during the study period according to

newcomers'own words-the intent not to gather data to represent the population of inner
city newcomers at large, but rather to give a "voice" to the population accounting for
change, and, in doing so, to make a unique research corttribution. Finally, the study

attempts to determine the intersection of the demographic/socio-economic, local, and

cultural factors that led to repopulation. Quantitative and qualitative methods are
employed in order to enrich the exploration. The study promotes the notion that the inner

city is not one homogenous whole, all the parts of which experienced equally the process
of tumaround. Throughout, the study attempts to consider the current findings in light

of

the existing influential literature. Because the investigation involves three angles of study,
the scope is broad, but nevertheless suffrciently deep; the aim of future pieces of research

will

be to increase the depth of understanding of some of the issues investigated here. The

specific objectives of the study are stated as follows:

l.

to establish the nature and extent of population turnaround in inner cÍty
Winnipeg;

2.

to determine the demographic and socio-economic changes underlying
population turnaround in inner cify Winnipeg;

3.

to identiff local factors and conditions-neighbourhood amenifies,
housing stock, and public interventions-that underray population
turnaround in inner city Winnipeg;

4.

to explore the culture of populatÍon turnaround in inner city Winnipeg in
terms of the reasons, rationales and factors influencing residential choice,
and the underþing values; and

5.

to determine the interrelation among the various factors underlying
population turnaround that are identified in the research.

I.2

STATEMENT OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Each of the five objectives is associated with a series of research questions outlined

as

follows:

1.

The research questions pertaining to the nature and extent of population

turnaround in inner city Winnipeg are as follows:

6

Did inner city Winnipeg experience population turnaround as reported in the
literature?
How does inner city population change compare to change for the CMA
Winnipeg?

of

How does population change for the inner city of Winnipe g os a whole compare to
change ¿rmong census tracts delineating the inner city? What is the proportion of
census tracts that have experienced turnaroturd compared to those that have not?
Is population turnaround sustained?

2.

The research questions pertaining to the demographic and socio-economic

changes utderlying population turnaround in inner city Winnipeg are as follows:
What changes accompanied population tumaround in terms of age and sex,
household composition, occupation, housing, ethnicity, and mobility?

Are changes occurring in the inner city unique or do they reflect changes occurring
atthe CMA level?
Are changes occurring among turnaround census tracts congruent with changes
occurring among non-turnaround census tracts?
Do the results support prominent notions reported in the literature?

3.

The research questions pertaining to the local factors and conditions that

underlay populafion turnaround in inner city Wiruripeg are as follows:
lVhat are the local factors and conditions that played a role in inner city
repopulation as identified by local experts of inner city housing and policy?
What neighbourhood atlributes and amenities are visually evident within select
inner city neighbourhoods that may have played a role in repopulation?
What role did changes in the housing stock play in repopulation?
What role did public interventions play in repopulation?

4.

The research questions pertaining to the culfure of populaúion turnaround in

7

inner city Winnipeg are as follows:

What reasons, rationales and factors do residents identify as having brought
them to reside in the inner city during the study period?
Do the results support prominent notions reported in the literature?

5.

The research questions pertaining to the interrelation among the various factors

underlying population turnaround identified in the research are as follows:
trVhat is the intersection of those factors which in combination, and in certain
situations, have led to the repopulation of inner city Winnipeg?

.

What is the relationship between the quantitative and qualitative data generated in
the study?
1.3

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Population turnaround is the stabilizationof or inçreases in population after a

period of decline-also referred to in the literature as "reversal of population decline,,,
"repopulation," and sometimes, the "back-to-the-city-movement." Ilt this study, the term
population turnaround is used interchangeably with "reversal of population decline" and
"repopulation."

ln the next Chapter, the inner city as it has been defined in the literature is
reviewed in a careful manner (see Section2.l andFigures 3 through 8). Based on this

review and in consideration of current local perceptions of the inner city, it was deemed
that for this study, inner city V/innipeg would be delineated by the following census

tracts-l I,

12, t3, 74, 15, 16, 17, 18,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,29,29,33,34,35,36,

42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,116,

117 (Figure

l).

Census tracts (as opposed to

"neighbourhood areas" constituted by the City of Winnipeg) were chosen as the unit

of

FIGURE 1. INNER CITY WINNIPEG DELINEATION: PRESENT STUDY

City of Winnipeg
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FIGURE 2. INNER CITY WINNIPEG AS DELINEATED IN
THE PRESENT STUDY AND BY OTHERS
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(continued next page)

FIGURE 2. CONTINUED
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(continued next page)

FIGURE 2. CONTINUED
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measure for a number of reasons: e¿ße of accessingthe data; opportunity to compare the

current data with existing Canadian city studies almost all of which use the census tract as
the unit of measure; the opportunity to easily update the data base in follow-up studies;
the opporhrnity to do comparative studies with other cities in follow-up studies.

As for the actual tracts selected, they represent a long standing notion of what
constitutes the inner city Winnipeg according to a number of sources. The delineation
matches most closely, as far as the census tracts

will allow, the inner city

as defined by the

City of Winnipeg's "neighbourhood characteization areas" (Figure 2). Italso closely
corresponds to the delineation used by the V/innipeg Core Area Initiative Agreement.

Both of these delineations tend to be adhered to by local research organizations such as
the Institute of Urban Studies and the Social Planning Council of Winnipeg. The present
delineation also approximates Brown and Bu¡ke's (1979) that is based on a number

of

criteria including age of housing stock and that continues to be used in recent studies (see

for example, Ley, 1988; Broadway, 1992,lg91).

Certainl¡ however, the appropriateness of the present study's inner city delineation
can be scrutinized. The author herself scruttnizedthe Core Area Initiative delineation by

choosing to exclude the Elmwood area (east of the Red River and north of the St.
Boniface tracts of t 16 and 117) even though this area was part of the second CAI

Agteement; Elmwood wasn't part of the first Agreement and some observers say that
w¿ìs a

it

politically motivated inclusion in the second Agreement. Likewise, observers have

suggested that including St. Boniface and the area south of the Assiniboine River (tracts
11 and 12) inboth Agreements was politically motivated yet the author chose to include
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tracts I1,12,116 and

lt7-the

rationale being that these tracts falt within the City

of

V/innipeg's inner city definition using neighbourhood areas and that, as Filion (1987)
points out, the inner city can be delineated according to sectors where "the athaction

of

the CBD is most strongly felt" (i.e., within walking distance, or a very short public transit

or car journey from the CBD) and the "attraction" extends over geographical boundaries
such as rivers (see for example, Figure

8).

One might also query the inclusion of tract 18,

somewhat removed from the other tracts; as two thirds of this tract falls within the City
'Winnipeg's

of

neighbourhood area based definition of the inner city, it was included in the

present study.
Regardless of how the inner city is delineated,

it is critical to recognize that the

inner city is not an homogenous whole. In an attempt to provide a more accurate
description of the turnaround process, a segment of the demographic and socio-economic
analysis in this study involves looking at the inner city "as a whole" as delineated by the

thirty one census tracts (cts), and another segment involves grouping tracts according to
whether or not they experienced population turnaround. "Turnaround tracts" refers to
those census tracts that experienced population

tumaround-i.e, that turned around-tn

the 1981-1986 study period. "Non-turnaround tracts" refers to those census tracts that

didnot experience population turnaround-i.e., that did not turn around-inthe 19811986 study period. The categonzationofturnaround and non-turnaround tracts emerges

in the analysis contained in Chapter 4.
Focus group paficipants that relocated to inner city rù/innipeg from a non-inner

city areain Winnipeg or from beyond the city of Winnipeg during the study period are

t4

sometimes referred to as "newcomers." The "newcomers" that specifically moved into

downtown census tracts are refemed to as "downtowners" and those that specifically
moved into an inner city neighbourhood fringing the downtown are referred to as "inner

city neighbourhood residents. "

I.4

PRESENTATTON OF STUDY
The study is presented in nine Chapters. The literature is reviewed inChapter 2

wherein discussed is: ways in which the inner city has been defined; the meaning of the
population turnaror¡nd process and evidence of its occlrïence; theoretical approaches to
studying repopulation; and the place of the study in relation to the literature. The study

methodology and methods are outlined in Chapter 3. Each of the next five Chapters is
devoted to one of the study's five objectives. Chapter 4 (dealing with Objective 1)
provides the context for population turnaround in the 1981-1986 period by outlining inner

city population counts and change over the past forfy years. Chapter 5 (Objective 2)
describes demographic and socio-economic changes that occurred in the inner city during

the study period first looking at the inner city as a whole within the context of the CMA
and then looking specifically at tumaround tracts in relation to non-tumaround tracts. The

results of statistical tests are presented here. Chapter 6 (Objective 3) outlines the local
factors underlying population tumaround as identified through interviews with local
experts, field observations and examination of empirical data. Chapter 7 (Objective 4)
discusses the reasons, rationales and factors influencing residential locational choice based

on the data collected from focus group interviews with newcomers to the inner city
between

l98l and 1986.

Focus group dat¿ is also presented according to: responses that

15

nev/comers received from others regarding their choice; newcomers'recollections of the

inner city during the tumaround period; and newcomers'residential origins. Chapter 8
discusses the results of the three components of study: demographic (what is the

"fit"

between the study findings and the literature); local factors (what is the relative influence

ofthe various local factors on repopulation); and culture (what is the "fit" between the
findings of the focus groups and interviews and the literature). Discussed next is the
interrelation among factors underlying population tuma¡ound that are identified in the
research (Objective 5) in terms of: the critical factors underþing population turnaround
and the relationship between the quantitative and qualitative
areas

findings. Three additional

of discussion are cont¿ined in the Chapter: the relationship between the findings and

the various theoretical paradigms; inner city Winnipeg in the post turnaround period in the

context of other Canadian inner cities; and potential avenues for further enquiry. Chapter
9 provides a srmtmary of the main f,rndings of the study.

1.5

SUMMARY
The primary objective of this study is to examine the process of population

turnaround in inner city Winnipeg in the 1981-1986 period. Population tumaround is
defined as the st¿bilization of, or increases in, population after a period of decline-also
referred to in the literahre as "reversal of population decline" and "repopulation."

Infonned by the notion that studying inner city change requires consideration of various
theoretical perspectives, the current study explores three angles of study-the
demographic and socio-economic changes accompanying tumaround, the loçal factors and

conditions underlying turnaround, and the culture of turnaround.
Quantitative and
16

qualitative methods are employed in an effiort to en¡ich the study findings. The study
addresses the need for more empirical observations on inner city change generally, and on

repopulation specifically,

t7

CIIAPTER

2.

LITERATURE RE\rIEW

Emphasizing the Canadian experience but giving some attention to the United
States and other industrialized nations, the literature review consists of four main parts.

In

the first part, the various delineations that have been used to define the inner city are
discussed (Section

2-l)- Ir,the

second part, evidence of population tumaround is

presented and the meaning of the phenomenon is outlined (Section

2.2). The theoretical

paradigms of population turnaround are presented next (Section 2.3). Inthe final part, the
place of the study in relation to the literature is stated (Section 2.4).

2.I

DELINEATING THE INNER CITY
The term inner city is value laden. To many, it conveys the image of a physically

and socially blighted area which is characterizedby poverty and

crime. Often it is

equated with specific racial or ethnic communities and, in the United States,

it is equated

with the "slum" or "ghetto." These views are clearly ethnocentric and "reflect the middleclass social status of most observers and writers" @oume 1978,p.6).

At the same time, there is no single definition of the inner city; "the term is strictly
relative" (Bourne 1978, p. 5).
There is no agreement on what constitutes the inner city, the central core or even
the CBD. For some authors the central core is limited to the predominantly
commercial CBD; for others it includes the surrounding transition zone of mixed
commercial, industrial and residential uses; while for others it is the entire central
city. How these boundaries are drawn will substantially determine the empirical
results obtained.

@ourne, 1992,p.74).

2.1.1

The Canadian Inner City
Various irurer city delineations have been applied in studies pertaining to the
18

Canadian inner city. They are described below and are illustrated in Figures 3 through g
and in Tables 1A and

18. The study by the Ministry of state (Mclemore, Aass, and

Keilhofer, 1975) was one of the first to document Canadian inner city demographic and
socio-economic characteristics in Ca¡radian Census Metropolitan Areas (CMAs). The

Ministry felt that the study responded to "a perceived need for

a better understanding

of

Canadian inner cities which, as the report shows, difiler in important ways from the central
cores of urban areas in the United States"

(Ibid.,p.

iii).

In the study, age of housing stock

was used as the index for defining the inner city, more specifically "all census tracts where
the percentage of housing stock built prior to 1946 is more than double the metropolitan

figure" (p. 3). Two limiting factors were applied to the use of the index: l) the tracts were
to be generally contiguous single tracts were removed spatially from the cluster of tracts
which emerged (the authors note that this happened rarely); and2) a tract which did not
emerge based on the housing index but was generally surrounded by other tracts which
did
emerge was included (again, the authors note that this happened

rarely). In the biggest

cities, large areas emerged "encompassing much of the politically-defined central city (e.g.,
Toronto but not the other boroughs). But this was not incongruent with the size of the
area experiencing inner city pressures in large metropolises, justified the authors. While

the authors believed that they could have devised "a much more complicated index," they
deemed their index effective on a number of counts. It accounted
average age between,

&r example,

for "vast differences in

Quebec and Edmonton." It reflected the other

important characteristics oflpressures on the inner city due to its form and location relative
to the remainder of the city, and it permitted the use of easily available census data. The

T9

pulpose of the study was, after all, to provide a better understanding
of Canadian inner
cities and in doing so it provided demographic and socio-economic data from
the

l97l

c€nsus for the inner cities as a whole for ten CMAs as well as similar
data for sub-areas

within the inner city from the

I 95 I

, 196l and l97l census. The obvious limitation of this

inner city delineation, however, is that it elíminatedthose areas that had
a newer housing
stock but were' nevertheless, subject to stress through land use competition
and/or were
undergoing serious physical deterioration or rapid social change. It also included
arcas
that were not subject to the aforementioned stresses but contained relatively
large portions

of housing stock built prior to 1946. Applying this definition to Winnipeg, for
instance,
results in the inner city containing a considerable portion of River Heights (see
Figure g).

Mclemore et al.'s delineation

of

the inner city has not been used in other studies.

Four years later, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
@rown and Burke,
1979) attempted a "universally acceptable set of inner city definitions
for the twenty-three

CMAs of Canada" (p. 1). A lack of such a definition was partially responsible,
thought
the authors' for the relative lack of systematic investigation of the Canadian
inner city

unlike its American counterpart. Although the authors note that the inner
city of a
metropolitan area should ideally be defined in the context of a specific research
desigrr,
was felt that

it

it is useful to have a set of general definitions for comparative analysis. Using

census tracts as the basic

building block, the inner city was, therefore, defined as the older

central area (or areas) of a census metropolitan area. It included the central
core or
central business district plus a suror¡nding band of mature residential
districts usually
pre-war stock. Although period of dwelling construction
was the principal criterion,

20

it

of

wasntt the only criterion as in Mclemore et a/.'s delineation. The use of local perceptions

of the inner city, topography and natural boundaries, and definitions used by the ptanning
departments of respective cities were factored into the definition. Brown and Burke's

inner city definition continues to be commonly used.

ln the following decade, Statistics Canada (Statistics Canada" 1980; Ram, Norris
and

Skot

1989) noted that there is no standard defrnition of the inner city and delineated

Canadian inner cities according to land-use and age of development criteria selected in
consultation with the planning departrnents of respective cities. Also using census tracts
as the basic

building block, the inner city was defined

as the core

of the nietropolitan are4

which includes the site of the earliest development of the city, ttre'central business district,'
and the surrounding areas

ofmixed land uses, with high density residential development.

Although the criteria sowtd similar to Brown and Burke's,1979), the resulting geographic
area was much smaller.

In his study of the evolution of the inner city, Filion notes that his definition of the
inner city was "prescribed by the nature of the hypothesis and the proposition being
tested" (1987, p.225). In measuring an area's potential for gentrification, the focus of his
study was directed to sectors where the athaction of the CBD is most strongly felt (i.e.,

within walking distance, or a very short public-transit or carjoumey, from the CBD). In
the CMAs with populations over one million, the inner city was thus defined as census
tracts within 3 km of the central business district. To account for the smaller size and
weaker attraction to the CBD for CMAs with populations 500,000 to one million, the
distance was reducedto 2

km. When over one-third of á census tract fell within the
21

specified distance, it was included in the study. As we
shall see in the discussion

of

delineating the inner city in the American context (Section
2.1.2),Filion,s definition is
reminisce of that used by Lipton (1977) in his study of
twenty of the largest American

cities' In his case study of population tumaround in "inner" Toronto,
Boume (lggz)
employs a hierarchy of four delimitations (unfortunatel¡
for the reader, without the

inclusion of a map). The first and smallest is the "downtown
area,, (or cBD) i.e., the
largely commercial-financial core of the city. The second
is the entire ,,central aÍeu,,
including downtown and adjacent residential areas, i.e., planning
district #1. The third is
the "inner city," amore extensive area incorporating
the central area and older
neighbourhoods with largely pre-war housing "and based
on earlier studies by CMHC and

Ley [1988]" (Ibid.,p. s4)- The fourth, is the "central city"
or the politically defined
central municipatity where the concept is applicable.
"only the inner city definition is
comparable across the entire Canadian urban system,
and only in the Toronto case study
ate all four levels utilized" (Ibid.). A fifth delineation-central

core-is introduced in the

text and tables presented; this area apparently is comprised
of four cBD

districts-uptown, midtown, financial district and waterfront-and
is smaller than the
central area' That various delineations are used in Bourne's
case sfudy of ,,inner Toronto,,
illustrates the multiplicity of meanings that the inner
city may have in a large urban centre.
What Boume refers to as the entire central are4 including
downtown and adjacent
residential areas, i.e., planning district #1, is also used
by Nowlan and Stewart (1991) in

their study of downtown population growth and commuting
trips in Toronto. Nowlan and
Stewart describe their area of focus to be "the central
commercial area of Toronto,
22

broadly defined to include more than just the central financial district,.
. .bounded by the
Central Area cordon line that constitutes one of the cordons used by Metropolitan

Toronto and the Toronto Transit Commission for their annual traffic counts,, (p.
166).
The boundary of the Central Area cordon is congruent to what Ram
e/. ø/. delineate as
Toronto's inner city.

Table

lA

shows how the inner city populations can vary widely according
to the

delineation employed-

In

1971, for example, inner city Toronto is reported to be 124,g00

(Rarn et al.), r99,760 (Filion, rggT),642,290 (Mclemore et
at.) and 664,570 (Brown and

Burke, 1979). Another figure of 16,146 is provided for the
"total central core of
Toronto" @ourne, 1992) denoting an inner area of Toronto that is only
a portion of the
relatively small delineations used by Pram et al.
Figures 3 through

I show the inner city delineations

of the seven cities

(Vancouver, Edmonton, Toronto, Ottawa-Hull, Montreal and
Winnipeg) that are common

to the studies by Mclemore et at.(r975),Brown and Burke (lg7g),Filion
(19g7), and
Ram ef al- (1989). The small areas delineated by Ram er al. arereadily
apparent; they
tend to constitute only the downtown portion of cities. The authors
are a\ryare that their
delineations present "problems" (as indicated in personal communication
with Ram).

Filion's delineation of the inner city based on walking distance or
a very short publictransit or car journey from the CBD is either congruent to or smaller
than p1am et al.,s

delineation. The delineations by McIæmore et al. (ageof housing stock
the principal
criterion) and Brown and Burke (based on age of housing stockplus
other factors) are the
most geographically encompassing. As previously mentioned,
Brown and Bu¡ke,s 1979
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TABLE

14.

POPULATION CANADIAN INNER CITIES:
VARIOUS YEARS AS COMPILED F'ROM VARIOUS STT]DIES

CITY

1951

A

I 956
B

196t
A

t97t

1966
BB

B

ACDEF

Toronto

143,500

Montreal

2t9,700

Vancouver

83,900

70,400

72,600 96,375 236,320

305,505

Ottawa-Hull

80,900

72,100

57,500 63,270 l30,lt5

178,890

Edmonton

20,400

17,800

20,000

41,330 48,775 99,585

Calgary

22,000

17,000

17,800

42,535

Winnipeg

45,400

38,200

31,700 75,550 89,160 91,490 t42,t4o

Quebec

50,600

44,300

32,900 41,480 96,445

Halifax

24,800

23,t00

14,600

Saskatoon

6,500

5,300

4,400

Regina

16,800

14,300

11,800

Saint John

13,200

r3,700

12,200

t7,350

t27,100

702,500

16,421

163,000

124,800 199,760 642,290 664,570
128,000 246,290 644,400 1,274,300

Hamilton

119,185

74,910

32,165
30,680 30,665

15,685

42,030

38,995

18,03s

Sudbury

133,835

154,590

29,300

70,79s

St. John's

92,030

88,915
18,940

48,690

Victoria

15,3 10

Kitchener

45,000

London

33,320

Oshawa

3 1,5

I0

St. Catha¡ine'

Niagara

67,345

Thunder Bay

39,62s

Windsor

7t,565

Table continued on next page
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Table 1A continued

CITY

1976

Toronto

ABBBCF

16,146 633,300 s9l,39s

Montreal

1986

1981

BBBEF

I,127,3

114,700

20,311

93,500

l0

ABBBF
t28,200 28,534 6t 1,300

599,200

t7,478

93,000

Vancouver

288,445

7t,600

178,644

Ottawa-Hull

152,490

43,000

90,769

43,600

83,413

17,800

50,474 78,696

18,300

77,3M

t07,39s ttg,76t

17,300

36,768 t20,26t

18,800

tt4,t70

79,945 124,098

26,100

41,503 ttr,749

28,300

tt5,t42

21,000

29.018

Edmonton

93,655

Calgary

Winnipeg

74,000

2t,900

Quebec

133,695

Halifax

6s,s90

Saskatoon

29,800

14,367

3,800

13,61s

4,400

14,839

Regina

26,300

35,980

8,300

30,387

8,600

32,849

Saint John

3

Hamilton

78,625

St. John's

t4,570

Sudbury

4r,090

Victoria

14,815

Kitchener

39,460

London

27,985

Oshawa

29,600

r0,100

1,280

10,500

7,100

6,800
62,107

St. Catharine's

Niagara

60,260

Thunder Bay

36,615

Windsor

6r,90s

Source: Compiled by author from sources noted.

A)
B)

Ram, Norris and

C)

Filion,

Skofl

1989.

Boume, 1982, "total cenfral core."
BB) Bourne, 1992, " central Toronto."

D)
E)
F)

1987.
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Mclemore, Aass and Keilhofer, 1975.
BrowneandBu¡ke, 1979.
Charette,1994.

FIGURE 3. INNER CITY VANCOUVER: VARIOUS DELINEATIONS

J McLemore, R., C. Aass and P. Keilhofer, 1975.

- Brown, P. and D. Burke, 1979.1

Ram, 8., M. Norris and K. Skof, 1989.1

Filion, P., 1987.1

o

5 krn

I

I

Scale 1:175,000
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FIGURE 4. INNER CITY EDMONTON: VARIOUS DELINEATIONS

Brown, P. and D. Burke, 1979.1

Filion, P., 1987.

I

Ram, 8., M. Norris and K. Skof, 1989.1

o

5 kIn

I

I

Scale 1:175,000
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FIGURE 5. INNER CITY TORONTO: VARIOUS DELINEATIONS

I-

McLemore, R., C. Aass and P. Keilhofer, 1975·1

Brown, P. and D. Burke, 1979.1

-----, Ram, 8., M. Norris and K. Skof, 1989.1

o

5 km

I

I

Scale I: 175,000
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FIGURE 6. INNER CITY OTTAWA-HULL: VARIOUS DELINEATIONS

_I

1

-='

Brown, P. and D. Burke, 1979.1

"] Ram, B., M. Norris and K. Skof, 1989.1

Filion, P., 1987·1

o

5 krn

I

I

Scale 1:175,000
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FIGURE 7. INNER CITY MONTREAL: VARIOUS DELINEATIONS

McLemore, R., C. Aass and P. Keilhofer, 1975.1

o

Sian

I

I

Scale 1:175,000
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(continued next page)

FIGURE 7. CONTINUED

1 ~ Brown, P. and D. Burke, 1979·1

~

Ram, 8., M. Norris and K. Skof, 1989.1

o

5km

!

!

Scale 1:175,000
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FIGURE 8. INNER CITY WINNIPEG: VARIOUS DELINEATIONS

Brown, P. and D. Burke, 1979.1

Ram, 8., M. Norris and K. Skof, 1989.1

o

5 krn

I

I

Scale 1:175,000
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inner city definition continues to be commonly used. Ley, for instance, in his examination

of social upgrading in the inner city neighbourhoods of six major Canadian cities between
1971 and 1981, employs this definition because it uses as criteria "a combination

of

housing age. . .and proximity to the central business district. The eflect of these criteria is

to include some of the older, inner suburbs within an inner-city classification" (1988, p.

32). Amencan academic Michael Broadway

also adheres to this definition in his study

of

inner city deprivation (1992) and in his analysis of inner city conditions (1995)-stating
that CMHCs definition "has been routinely used in longitudinal analyses of inner-cit¡r
social change" (1995, p. 6).

ln the present study, inner city Winnipeg is delineated according to a series of
census tracts that are congruent with delineations that have been used by various
goverTrment and research orgarnzations (for e.g., City of Winnipeg, Core Area Initiative,

Institute of Urban Studies, Social Planning Council). The delineation, specifically outlined

in Chapter

I

(Section 1.3; Figures 1 and 2), is closest to that used by Brown and Burke

(1979) and by Mclemore et al. (1975).

2.1.2 The American Central City and Inner City
That there is no single definition of the inner city is particularly applicable when
considering the American literature and especially when applying the American literature

to the Canadian context. ln examining how the American inner city is defined, it is useful
to consider that Canadian inner cites difler in important ways from the central cores

of

urban areas in the United States. The socio-economic downfall of American inner cities
has not been felt with comparable severity in Canadian urban areas (Goldberg and Mercer,

JJ

1980; Ley, 1981). The factors that account for the healthier state of the Canadian i¡rrer

city fall within three categories:
the relative compactness of Canadian agglomerations, associated with greater
reliance on public transportation and restraint in expressway construction; the high
employment and retail outlet concentration within central cities; and the nearabsence of racial and criminal deterrents to the presence of middle and upper
classes in inner-city areas.

(Filion, 1987,p.229).
In understanding the way in which the inner

cþ

is delineated in the American

context, it is also necessary to consider first the delineation "central city." Metropotitan
areas are called

Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). An MSA is

group of counties having a central city of 50,000 or more or twin cities
of 50,000 or more. As of the 1990 census, there were some 284 areas designated
as MSAs. The area in the county outside the central city and all of any adjacent
counties that are judged by the Bureau of the Census to be metropolitan in
character and socially and economically integrated with the central city is
designated as the MSA "outside the central city." This metropolitan-oriented area
outside the central city is what is commonly referred to as the suburbs.
(Palen 1995,p.ll).
a county or

In the American contexf the meaning and use of "central city," is often blurred with the
term "cit5r" or "central area" and sometimes "inner city." The frequently referenced book
Back to the CÌty, Issues in Neighbourhood Revitalîzation (Laska and Spain, l9B0) is

introduced for example, as follows:
The national evidence, case studies, and theoretical interpretations offered in this
volume provide a firm basis for placing neighbourhood renovation in perspective
and for judging the impact on American cities. . . The'[renovation] trend is
occurring in the context of continued net outrnigration from central cities. More
people--both black and white--are moving out of cities than are moving into them.
"Back to the city" is thus a symbolic return to an interest in city living.
(p. xiii).

In his article "The Future of America's Central Cities," Landis (19S8) argues that:

If

the recent rejuvenation of American cities is to continue they must confront
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th¡ee challenges: the growth ofjobs in the suburbs; the possibility of the BabyBoom generation leaving the city for the suburbs; and the concentration of Blacks
and Hispanics in inner-city areas where poverty and unemployment are
at their
highest.

(p.42).
Although the Bureau of Census doesn't fficíatty use the term "suburb" to label
the

MSA outside the central city, the concept of city or central city is strongly linked
to the
concept of what constitutes the suburbs andvice versa. Although the distinction
between

city and suburb is a legal and political definition, there is a strong social definition
attached
to both the central city (city) and the suburbs. The city line has come to be viewed
as also
being an economic, social, and sometimes racial boundary.
Further contributing to definitional confiision of citylcentral city and
suburbs is that
the polìtical

definition of citylcentral area and suburbs and the social definitions don,t

always match; the old distinction between city and suburb is often stretched.
While

muqicipal boundaries are significant in many ways, including financing, taxing,
and the
provision of publip services such as police and schools, they are
"arbitrary divisions,,
(Palen, op- ctt.)- As a resul! often found are "suburbs-within-the-city"-for
example, the

affluent Buckhead area of Atl antathatis "clearly suburban in appearance
and lifestyle, but
is legally part of the city of Atlanta" and the "af,fluent" River Oaks in Houston
(Ibid.).
The "central city"/"outside the central city" delineations used by the
Bureau of the
Census can also mean that those who are essentially city dwellers are
considered

suburbanites simply because they live in a smaller city that lies near
an even larger central

ci¡r.

"Areas outside the largest central cities of New York, philadelphi4
Chicago, and

Los Angeles may include long-established communities that if located
in Kansas or
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Montana would be considered cities in their own right"

(Ibid.,p.l2). Industrial

such as Camden, New Jersey (across the river from Philadelphia)
and Egin,

cities

Illinois (west

of Chicago) are considered to be outside the central cities of philadelphia
and chicago
respectively.
The meaning of population turnaround in the Canadian inner
citltcan be quite
difÊerent from the meaning of population tumaround in the
American central citywhere

the cenhal city may in itself be an entire incorporated city within
a sprawling metropolitan
region and where the central city has not only a political but
a social meaning. When,

Moss (1997) speaks of reinventing the central city asa place to
live and work (1997),for
example, he is talking about how emerging demographic and
cultural trends ,,provide new
opporhrnities for cities to retain and attract middle-class households',
that have

traditionally been attracted to the suburbs
G,.471)- When questioning the extent of a
back-to-the-city movement, Kasard4 Appold, Sweeney, and Sieff(l
997) arcevaluating
residential migration patterns between the central city and
the subwbs as defined by the
U.S- Census Bureau.

Having considered the meaning of the central city nthe Americ4n
context, we
now considçr the delineation ìnner city which as we saw is often
equated with central city.
Sometimes, however, inner city is assigned a specific meaning.
Michael porter,s widely
discussed and influential article "The Competitive Advantage
of the Inner City,, (1995)

calls for

¿m

economic strategy for inner cities. Porter's research was based
in part ,'on

studies of nine major inner

cities." The inner city was defined as ',census tracts where the

median household income is no more than80%of the median
for the SMSA and where
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the unemployment rate is more than 25Yo greater than the state average" (Boston
and
Ross, 1997, p. 333).

In their (negative) response to Porter's proposed strategy, Blakely and Small
(1997) examine unemployment levels among black adult males without
a highschool

education. The authors provide figures for the "inner city" and "suburb" for various
geographic regions in the U.S. The tenn inner city unfornrnately is not defined
and the
reader wonders

if the material is a presentation of the two MSA categories---central city

and outside the central

city.

Throughout their response, the authors also use the term

ghetto and ghetto communities. Their conclusion is that "Michael porter.
. . has
proposed a mixture of old and new cures for the continuing problems of
inner-city

America. . . His arralysis and prescriptions are incomplete. The ghetto is
complicated place than Porter depicts" (p.

a

far more

lSl).

In his search for evidence of "central city revival," Lipton (Ig77)assigns a specific
meaning to the "urban core" of twenty of the largest United States cities. The urban
core

is defined as the area within two miles of the CBD and still within the political
boundaries
of the city noting that each CBD is defined by the U.S. Census Bureau. While the
decision was admittedly arbitrary, it was felt that this area was within a

thiÍy minute walk

or a ten minute bus ride of the CBD and would be about the limit that someone would
live

from downtown who held accessibility to the centre to be important. As we saw earlier,
a
similar delineation was used in the study of major Canadian cities by Filion (1937).
In presenting an historical perspective concerning the growth of U.S. metropolitan
areas but decline of many big cities, Downs (1997) uses the term
"core area"
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which he

defines to be the central city plus the inner-ring suburbs of a metropolitan
area. Inner-ring
subu¡bs are those legally separate communities immediately
adjacent to, and contiguous

with, the central city of

a

metropolitan region. Outer-ring suburbs are those legally

separate communities on the outer periphery of the metropolitan
area, usually not adjacent

to or contiguous with the central city, and often some distance
away from that city (p.
3se).
zavarclla (1987) on the other hand does not use the terminology ,,inner
city,, or
"urban core" in his case study of "the back-to-the-city movement
in Hartford,

connecticut" þopulation at the time of the study 136,3g3). He
does, however,
distinguish "revitalizing neighbourhoods" within central cities.
His study examines
changes occurring in two of these neighbourhoods within
the city of

Hartford-Asylum

Hill (population I 1,I22; located adjacent to and west of downtown)

and The West End

(population 8,696; located adjacent to and west of Asylum
Hill).
Perhaps even more so than in studies pertaining to Canadian
inner cities, a

multiplicity of terms and meanings is used in reference to the American
inner city. It is
necessary to be aware of the delineations used as they certainly

will determine the

empirical results obtained. Further, because of the differences
in meaning of the inner city

for the Canadian and the American inner city, findings from the
U.S. should not be
transferred to Canada uncritically.

2.1.3 Otherlndustrialized Nations
European and Aushalian inner cities are perhaps more like
Canadian inner cities in
that they include the absence of significant negative externalities,
the continuing presence
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of a substantial middle-class population, and ongoing private sector investment in the
built
environment (Goldberg and Mercer, 1980). ln Australi a, the definitions of the inner
areas

of cities embrace the local govemment areas a-round the central city, covering only about
six percent of the metropolitan urban are4 "much smaller than the American central
city.

In

1976 they housed only about

l0 percent ofthe urban population but provided about 40

percent of the jobs" (Kendig, lgg4, p- 236).
The central city, inner city and suburban delineations of large European cities,

however, are more reflective of the delineations as they pertain to large American
cities.

A study of urban renewal policies and back-to-the-city migration in Hamburg, for
example, looks at migration to the suburbs from the central city and the inner
city

(Friedrichs,1987) where Hamburg is defined as a "city-state" comprised
of the central city
and the suburbs that lie beyond the central

city. The central city (288 square miles),

also

referred to as just the city, is comprised of the inner city (23 square miles)
and the outer
cify (265 square miles). Back-to-the-city-movement is movement from
the suburbs to the
central city not just necessarily to the inner city. Likewise Schenk's study (19g4),
also

of

Hamburg explores residents' reasons for moving to two suburbs (21 and27 kilometres
away from the centre of the city) and their propensity either to stay there or
migrate back

to the city.
When citing empirical evidence of inner city population turnaround, Bourn (1992)
e
makes reference to the study of the recovery ofpopulation turnaround
in the entire

London metropolitan areaor Greater London (Champion and Congdon, lggg).
Greater
London is shown to be comprised of outer and inner Boroughs. Among the
inner
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Boroughs some are classified as central Borougþs.

As we can see' much of the literature pertaining to population turnaround
in cities

in the United States and other industrialized nations is referring to a different process
than
what is meant by turnaround in Canada and in this study. If for example,
some of these
studies were to be transferred to Winnipeg, we would be studying the
movement

of

population from a town the distance away of Sanford or Lorette
to the cifl of Winnipeg.

2.1.4

Summary
There is no single definition or geographic delineation of the inner
city. In the

literature pertaining to change in the Canadian inner city, various delineations
have been

applied. Most are census tract based using criteria such as age of housing, level
of
physieal and social deterioration, and natural bowrdaries (Mclemore
et al.,l915;Brown
and Burke, 1979; Statistics Canad4 1980; Rarn et a1.,1989). Other
delineations have
been based on walking distance from the CBD

(Filion,

1987) or planning dishicts as

defined by a city (Nowlan and stewart,lggr;Boume, lgg2). Brown
and Burke,s

delineation tends to be the most referenced in other pieces of research (see,
for example,

Le¡

1988 and Broadway,1992).

Terminology pertaining to American cities differs greatly from that applicable
to
the Canadian city, not surprisingly given some of the major differçnoes
between American
and Canadian cities the relative compactness of the latter for instance.
American

Metropolitan Areas over 50,000, for example, are called "central cities" and
the
metropolitan oriented area outside the central area is called "the subu¡bs.,,
Often,
however, the meaning and use of the term "central city" is blured
with the term ,,cit¡r,, or
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"central area" and even "inner

city." [n large European cities, the central city,

irurer city

and suburban delineations are reflective of the delineations as they pertain to large

American cities. Population turnaround in the American and European "inner city,"
therefore, is not necessarily congruent to the process of turnaround in the Canadian inner

city. Findings should not

be transferred to Canada uncritically.

In the present study inner city Winnipeg is delineated according to a series of
census tracts that are congruent with a long standing inner city delineation that has been
used by various local govemment and research organizations the criteria of which include
age

ofhousing, level ofphysical and social deterioration, and natural boundaries and the

boundary of which is reminisce of Brown and Burke's delineation.

2.2

INNER CITY POPTJLATION TUR¡IAROTIND: MEANING AND
EVIDENCE
Having discussed the various definitions and interpretations of what delineates the

inner city, the process of population turnaround'ù¡ill now be discussed. As noted in the

Introduction, population turnaround is the stabilization of or increases in population after
a

period of decline. Population tumaround is also referred to as "reversal of population

decline," "repopulation," and, sometimes, the "back to the city movement."
The differences that exist between Canadian cities and American cities (see, for
instance, Goldberg and Mercer, 1980) and the geographic and social meaning of their
inner cities may lead one to question the relevance of including the American literature in

this review---considering that this research undertakes a case study of Winnipeg. The lack

of Canadian specific inner city literature has been lamented since early on (Mclemore et

4t

a1.,1975; Brown and Burke, 1979) and numerous writers have taken the stand that the
distinctiveness of the Canadian city, particularly the inner city, constitutes a serious
obstacle to the tra¡rsfer of theories grounded in U.S. urban reality

(Filion, 1987; Goldberg

and Mercer, 1980, 1986; Ley 1981; Mercer, 1979). And Williams warns us not to accept

"universal accounts" of urban change (19S4). "Given the locally specific nature of the
structure of each urban centre, its economy and social patterning, it is reasonable to expect
the precise form taken by any process of change to vary from centre to centre"
O. 205).
The literature, however, is indeed relevant on a number of fronts. First, and most simply,

in terms of exploring the phenomenon of turnaround as it pertains to Winnipeg it is useñrl
to place the study within an appropriate context-industrialized nations. Second, as we
are heavily influenced by the American-specific body of literature on urban issues,

it is

crucial that we understand this body of literature. Third, lessons from the research on
tumaround in American inner cities can be drawn and can contribute to the exploration

of

issues and questions regarding the process of tumaround in Canada. Nevertheless,
because of the differences in Canadian a¡rd American cities and inner cities, the Canadian
and American literature in this Section

2.2.1

Q.2) wllmostly

be presented separately.

Canadian Context
Evidence
The populations of the inner cities of most metropolitan areas in the Western

industrialized world have been declining for several decades. "By the late 1970s and
1980s, however, the long-term decline in population in many inner cities had ceased.

Their central area populations had either stabilized or begun to increase" (Boume, lgg2,
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p.66).
Despite the extensive literature associated with revital izationand gentrification,
the
base of empirical evidence available to illustrate this trend is

weak. Nevertheless, the

literature that is available has been influential in accepting the presence of this
phenomenon in Canada- In the widely quoted publication The Inner City
ìn Transition
(Ram et al., 1989), unique because of its long study period, the total population
decline
between 1951 and 1981 for all inner cities combined is shown tobe 40%o. In individual

cities, inner city populations declined by:
Regina; 42Yo to

2I%

n

47%o

50o/o

or more in Halifax, euebec, Montreal and

in Ottawa-Hull, Winnipeg, Saskatoon and Saint John;

and. l3o/o to

Calgary, Toronto, Vancouver and Edmonton.
Boume's case study of Toronto (1992),influential because it is the only Canadian

study that specifically focuses on the subject of population turnaround, shows
that

between 1956 and 1976the "downtown and central core" population of Toronto
declined

by7% andbetweenlg6r and 198r the "central city" declinedby

r5%o-

Declines in population have been shown in other studies with shorter study

periods' Brown and Burke (1979),who's inner city delineations continue
to be employed
in current research, show decline between

l97I

and 1976 fortwenty four Canadian cities

combined tobe l4o/o,ranging from23Yo in St. John'sto 3yoin

Victoria Using Brown

and

Burke's inner city delineation, Broadway (1995) shows further population
decline to

1981. with the exception of three cities which either lost no add.itional population
or even
gained in population between 1976 and 1981 (Vancouver, Calgary
and Oshawa) all twenty
one remaining cities lost population-l3o/o or more in Montreal, Regin4
St. John, St.
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John's and Victoria and generally 5Yo to lTYo in the other cities. Likewise,

Filion (19g7)

showed that the total population decline in inner cities of nine major Canadian cities
between

l97l

and 1981 was I8%o, ranging from 2Yo inCalgary

to 3}yoin euebec.

The percentage population change among Canadian inner cities as reported in
various studies is outlined in Table 18. For the period 19T\-1976 and

I97l-l9g1

percentage population decline within cities can be compared according to
various studies.

How the inner city has been delineated in the various studies can affect the degree to
which decline is considefed to have occurred. Between

I97l

and 1981, for example, the

decline in inner city Halifax is reported tobe l8%o by Broadway (1995;using Brown
and

Burke's 1979 inner city delineation) and 3l%by Ram e/ al. (1989;using comparatively
small inner city delineations). Generally however, the reported percentage population
decline within a city is fairly consistent even though the inner city has been delineated
in a

vatiety of ways. Further, among studies, there is agteement that Canadian inner
city
population decline to the late 70s has been has marked.
That longterm population decline in many cities had ceased became celebrated

with the 1986 Census of Canada. Ram et al.(1992), for example, reported that between
1981 and 1986, some inner cities experienced increases

of IYoto 4%o(Vancouver,

ottawa-Hull, Edmonton, Quebec, Halifax, Regina) and others

as

high as gvoto l2yo

(Saskatoon, Toronto, Calgary and Winnipeg).

A turnaround in the long-term decline of inner city populations occurred during the
1981-1986 period. In Toronto, Vancouver, Edmonton and Calgary, it occgrred
as
early as 1976. During 1981-1986, all inner cities increased in
except
fopulation,
for Montreal and Saint John which lost population. These recenitrends suggest

that the historic decline of the inner city has been reversed, and indeed, some
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TABTE

1B:

PERCENTAGE POPULATIÍIN CHANGE CANADIAN INNEB CITIES: VARIÍ)US YEARS AS CÍ)MPIIED FBtlM VARII¡US STUDIES

OTTAWA-HULL

À
IJì

ST. CATHARINES
-NIAGABA
THUNDER BAY

TOTAL INNER
ctTtEs

Source: Compiled By Author From Sou¡ces llloted.-

A) Fam, Nonis ¡nd Skoff. 1989.
B) Eourne, 1992, "total cenrral core.'
BB) Bourne, 1992, 'central Toronto.'
C) Filion,1987.
D) Mclemore, Aass and Keilhofer, 1975.
E) Browne and 8urke, 1979.
F) Cha¡ette, 1994.
G)

Broadway, 1995.

*.

observers believe that a "back-to-the-city" movement has begun.

(Ibíd.,p.18).
Previously, we saw that figures for in¡rer city population decline reported for a city
were fairly consistent even though the delineation used by the various reporters may have

varied. With respect to population turnaround, however, the percentage population
change does vary considerably depending upon the area described as the inner city.

Boume (1992), for example, reports that, after a decline of l5%o between 1961 and 1981,
"central Toronto" increased by 2%between 1981 and 1986 (a "modest" tumaround, says
Bourne, given that "decline continued in some areas of the central city"). The "downtown
and central core of Toronto," however, increased26%o between 1976 and 1981 and

another

lo/obetween 1981 and 1986. Meanwhile, Ram et al.reportthat "innercity

Toronto" increased by 12% between

l98l and 1986 (see Table 1B).

Another example that the percentage population change does vary considerably
depending upon the area described as the inner city is provided by earlier work undertaken
by the author (1994; 1997). In looking atthe five Prairie cities, the author did not find
turnaround rates consistent with those reported by Ram ef al. for the 1981-1986 period.

Using inner city delineations similar to Brown and Burke's (1979) that are more
encompassing than Ram ef al.'s,the author found smaller percentages of population

turnaround for three cities (Winnipeg, Regina and Saskatoon) and found that there was no
turnaround but rather continued decline in two cities (Calgary and Edmonton).

Also delineating the inner city according to Brown and Burke in his study,
Broadway (1995) provides population figures for 1971,1981 and 1991 (excluding the
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critical year 1986) and concludes that only six inner cities-Vancouver, Victori4 Toronto,
London, Saskatoon and Edmonton--experienced population turnaround. These cities had
positive population change (l3yo, llyo,60/0,30/o and}%o, respectively) while the
remaining sixteen cities he examined continued to have negative population change
between 1981 and 1991. Further, intra-city analysis shows that among these six cities
experiencing turnaround at the whole inner city level, a significant proportion of inner city
census tracts

within each city did not experience turnaround. It is important to note that

Broadway's results could be influenced by the exclusion of the 1986 census data. If inner

city population growth in the 198 1 - I 986 period was less than the population /oss in the
1986-1991

period, the net change between'81 and'91 would be negative. Broadway

does, however, show that the percentage decrease among the sixteen cities not

experiencing tumaround slowed greatly from the previous decade. Inner city population
change, for example, for St. John's, Regin4 Sudbury, Montreal and
Quebec between 1971

and 1981 was -39Yo, -29o/o, -260/0, -24% and -23%orespectively; between l9B1 and

lggl,

however, population change in these inner cities was -l lo/o, -4yo, -6yo, -6yo and -7yo,
respectively.
The above noted findings point to a number of important issues with respect to

population turnaround in Canadian inner cities. Certainly there is great variability
from
city to city, broad differences which, according to Ley (1981), make it "impossible to posit
a nation-wide trend" G,. 127). Further, while the results may not concur regarding

how

widespread the population turnaround is within acity,or in some cases whether or not
it is
even occurring, the results may be interpreted that, atthe very leas! the decline is
slowing
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and/or that there are definitely pockets within the inner city that are experiencing

tumaround. Alternately, where an inner city

as a

whole may be experiencing a net

turnaround there may be inner city areas still experiencing decline. ln terms of research
designs on the topic, the way in which the inner city has been geographically delineated
can affect the findings as can the chosen study period.

Having narrowed the discussion up to this point on population change, we tum
now to look at the composition of thepopulation associated with population decline
and
turnaround, a necessaty step towards understanding the re¿Nons and sources

of

turnaround. What are the demographic, and socio-economic characteristics that
accomp¿uty tumaround?

Although there may be lack of concurrence regarding what constitutes the inner
city and the degree to which it may be experiencing turnaround, there tends to
be
agreement that reversal of population decline is accompanied by changing
demographic,

family, cultural and socio-economic characteristics. The population accounting for
turnaround is thought to be comprised of young childless adults who have above
average
incomes, higher education levels, professional occupations located in the downtown,
and

who choose to combine the convenience of downtown living with easier access to jobs
(Bourne, 1992,p.79). T\e Toronto case study found that the latest arrivals
to the central
area have "even more distinctive characteristics;" they were

likely to be young, single,

highly educated and often tenants, typically renting a new condominium (Ibid.).
The
literature does not contain speculation on how long these particular residents
will remain
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in the inner city.
Broadway (1995) associates inner city population turnaround
with reductions in

two "dependent group5t'-persors who are

aged 65 and over and

families headed by lone

parents' Among the six cities he reports to have experienced
population turnaround for
the period 198I-1991, five experienced reductions in both
dependent groups. @dmonton,
however, was an anomaly in the pattern as it experienced
both population tumaro wñ. and
increases in the two dependent

groups). Intra-cityanalysis further showed that for two of

the six cities reported to have experienced population
turnaround at the city wide level
(Vancouver and Victoria), almost no individrral
census tracts had declining population in

combination with rising proportions of elderly and female
lone parents. For the other four
cities that exhibited population turnaround at the city
wide level, asignificant proportion

of census tracts in each inner city (24%in Toronto
,l2yoto l6%oin London, Saskatoon,
and Edmonton) experienced continued decrease in population;
these decreases were in

combination with increases in the two dependent groups.
Families, reports Broadway (Ibid.) show high correlation
analyses with percentage

population change between
population losses between

l97l-lgïI

l97l-lgïl

and 1981-1ggl. A"major factor,, behind inner city

is the reduction of families. Inner cities which

experienced the largest declines in population also
experienced the largest family loses,,

6)' conversel¡

þ.

cities which experienced turnaround also exhibited significant
increases in

the number of families residing in their inner cities.
According to Broadway, although

Winnipeg's inner city did not experience population turnaround
between 19gl and lggl, it
did experience a reduction in the proportion of elderly residents,
small increases in families
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and slowdown in population losses. He concludes that the Winnipeg Core Area
llritiatives
have had some success in reducing the dependent population and athacting people
back to

the inner city

þ.

t0).

While national trends conceal ma¡ked variations from city to city, it is important
nevertheless to consider whether Canadian inner city population turnaround represents
a

dramatic arresting and reversal of neighbourhood blight as has been the case in
the United
States (although, as we shall see in the next section, not all agree that such',dramatic,,
.processes

are occurring in the U.S.). The Toronto case study suggests that turnaround

does not represent a dramatic arresting of neighbourhood blight, the
"principal source,,

of

population growth being the redevelopment of grey-field industrial, railway
and harbour
lands rather than intensification or gentrification" (Bourne, 1992,p. S2).
Further, in inner

city Toronto, deepening impoverishment, the expansion of elite, high income
neighbourhoods, and stability in the location and composition of middle income
areas all

co-exist (Bourne, 1993b)- And as reported earlier, Broadway shows that inner
city
Edmonton experienced population turnaround between 1981-1991 and also an
increase in
dependent groups.

Shedding important understanding on population tumaround and the composition

of the population involved is the relationship of inner city change to broader shifu in
the
national economy and society. Despite the wide disparity in social and economic
conditions that Canadian inner cities exhibit (Davies and Murdie,l993;Bourne
lgg2,
1993a" 1993b; Ley 1986,

l9gï,1992; Broadway lgg2,lgg5), certain groupings

evident at the inter-city level.
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are

The distinction is one between the service-oriented, white collar, regional centres,
particularly in the western provinces, and the blue-collar, manufacturing cities of
Ontario and the Atlantic provinces. These distinctions already existed in 1971, but
they had become sharper by 1976.
(Ley, 1981, p.127).
krrrer city revitalization is likely to be far more a feature of the fust set of cities than the
second. Inner cities experiencing increases in social status among inner city residents is a

reflection of the expansion of high-paying quatemary sectorjobs in downtown areas and
the consumption demands created by a new class of professionals (Ley 1980;

l98l).

Alternately, the increasing concentration of impoverished groups in inner city
neighbourhoods reflects the loss of manufacturing jobs and the affordability of older
housing stock @unting and Filion, 1991). In short, post industrial forces have produced a

continuum of social change between and among canada's inner cities.

At the one end are amenity-rich inner cities which have experienced substantial
growth in the quaternary sector and an increase in population, while at the
opposite end are inner cities chaructenzed by increasing impoverishment,
population decline and a weak or non-existent quatemary sector in their downtown
area.

@roadway,l995,p.

15)

Between these two extremes are "stable" inner cities which have been able to balance
between declines in manufacturing employment and growth in the service sector,, (Ibid., p.
2). Vancouver and Oshawa says Broadway epitomizethedifferences between the two

extremes. Not only is Vancouver's economy dominated by high order service functions,
its inner city has many amenities "to attract newcomers." Conversely, Oshawa's economy
is dependent upon the automobile industry arrd has "few amenities

to attractmigrants to its

downtown area" suggesting that "if cities wish to reverse their decline in inner-city

5l

population, they need to focus their efforts upon expanding professional and technical job
opportunities within thei¡ downtown areas, as well as improving the physical appearance
of the inner city" (Op. cit.). Saskatoon's irurer city has gained population "due in large
measure to the presence of the University of Saskatchewan and the attractions of
heritage

neighbourhoods within the core area,, (Ibid).

In addition to local and regional factors, national and even international forces
have contributed to high levels of investment in Vancouver's core and inner city
districts.

Latge flows of foreign and domestic capital moved into Vancouver from Hong Kong,
Europe, and central Canada from a variety of sources, including conglomerates,
development and insurance companies, pension funds, and speculative interests (Ley,

t984).
Repopulation may even contribute to the polarization of the inner city. In
Toronto, land and housing prices have risen and speculation has been rampant
and social
housing construction has not kept pace with private rental housing construction
(Bourne,

1992). In areas witnessing widespread tenure conversion and gentrification, the loss
of
older low-coast rental housing has also been substantial (Filion,
landscape of the revitalized arfd repopulated core is now more

lggl).

The social

firmly divided between up-

scale and down-scale areas (Broadway, l9g9; Boume, 1990; Murdie, 1990).

We are, nevertheless, reminded of the difficulty of making national generalizations.
The inadequacy of too simple a view of inner city change is further demonstrated
by
Edmonton which, as \¡/e read earlier w¿ìs an anomaly in Broadway's pattern
that

population tumaround is associated with reductions in dependent groups.
Further, Ley
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(1988) reports that betweenlgT5 and 1983, Edmonton saw an increase
of almost sixteen

million square feet of office space in its downtown. During this period, however, social
staflx gains were not significantly high. Social upgrading, he concludes,

w¿rs

limited by:

the absence of a tight housing market; the limited nature of environmental amenities
in the

inner city;

and,

apublic culture that preferred new, single-family dwellings in the suburbs

over older, inner city locations.
The process of gentrification should not be confüsed with the process

repopulation. Gentrification is often wrongly used as a generic description

of

of

neighbourhood revitalization. V/ith local names that include brownstoning (New york),

whitepainting (Toronto), and Chelseafication (Cape Town), gentrification implies
both
social up-filteting (traditional working-class neighbourhoods are invaded and occupied
by
middle and upper income groups) andphysical renovation (Smith and Williams, l9g5;

Le¡

1988;

Filion, l99l). Population turnaround,

associated with increases in social status nor is

as was shown above, is

not necessarily

it, according to the Toronto

case study,

attributable to upgrading of exiting housing stock but rather residential development

of

grey-field industrial lands. Gentrification erodes modestly priced accommodation
resulting

in displacement of existing residents, at least initially. Nevertheless, the processes
of
tumaround and gentrification are "frequently related" (Bourne, lgg¿). Gentrification
may
create spill-over effects in improving the athactiveness of nearby areas
which in tum could

contribute to a renewed population growth elsewhere in the central core. Furthermore,
the literature on gentrification provides an understanding of why some middleand upperincome residents arc atttacted to inner city locations and
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will

be referenced in some of the

sections to follow.

Origin of Population Involved
What are the origins of the population accounting for re-population? Does the

population hail from rural regions, outside the province, outside the country, the
suburbs
or natural growh within the inner city

itselfl Untike in the American context

examination of central city repopulation is inextricably linked to consideration

where an

of

suburban-central city migration pattems of the middle- and upper-class, the Canadian

literature, sparse to begin with, spends little effort defining from where the population
acconnting for turna¡ound came. Ram er at. (1989) state that "in recent decades,
there
has been renewed interest in the irurer cities as places of residence" (p. 9) and
frrrther ,,the

historic decline of the inner city has been reversed, and indeed, some observers believe
that a 'back-to-the-city' movement has begun" (p.

1s). The authors, however, do not

specifically address where residents accounting for turnaround originate, but they
do,
nevertheless, hint that residents have been attracted from the suburbs.
The more rapid increase in the inner-city areas can be attributed to the increasing
concentration of young single persons for whom inner cities tend to serve ¿ìs
"staging areas" before they marry and move to the suburbs to raise families. It can
also be attributed to an increasing proportion of widowed and divorced persons
who choose to live in the inner parts of the cities, rather than in the suburbs.

@.22).
In Varrcouver, Edmonton and Calgary,for example, the increasingly high proportion
one person households in the inner city relative to the non-inner

city "is largely athibutable

to a younger single and divorced population, whereas in Saskatoon and Regina
it is
athibutable to an older and widowed population, (Ibid.).
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This explanation appears to have been lifted directly from an American
study. In
reference to white net inmigration at ages20-24 and outmigration
at ages under 10 and
25-40 for the cities of Washington, D.C., Boston and Manhattan
for the periods 19507960 and 1960-1970, Long (1980) stares that
central cities have appealed not only to young persons in nonmetropolitan
areas,
but also to suburban youth, for the high-incomã suburban counties
ihut *" shown
had net ourFnigration (apparent.to cifies) among persons Z0
to 24years old (age
after migrating). In this way, cities have r"*"ã as places where
fu-ili", *"r"
forrned - "staging aleas" where young people could meet and
marry - but not as
preferred places for raising child¡en.

(p.64).
The Toronto case study more specifically addresses origin
of the population
accounting for tumaround. With respect to turnaround in the
central core arect,¿ur area

within the central city as discussed earlier, Boume (lgg2)concludes
that ,,most of the new
residents caÍre not from the suburbs, but from other parts
of the central city (or from
outside the regions). clearly there is no evidence here of a,return-to-the-city,movement,,

Ø.7e).
As far as population turnaround in the more encompassing larger
central city in
Toronto, Boume points to the combined outcomes of demographic
change (particularly
decreasing household size) and increased levels of consumption.
While the population

continued to decrease between 1961 and 1981, the number
of households increased as did
number of square metres of housing per person. Meanwhile
housing construction was
sustained and eventually units accumulated. Continued
out-migration, then, was offset by
reduced household size and increased housing consumption.
But does this trend, asks

Bourne without offering

¿ìri

answer, represent a new stage of urban development
or does
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it

simply represent avery small population base that remains in the core?
The Culture of Turnaround: Factors Influencing Residential Choice

ln their widely quoted publication The Inner City in Transítion,Ram et al. (1959)
deduce that population tumaround and the accompanying demographic,

famil¡ cultural

and socio-economic changes occurring in the Canadian irurer city in the 1981-19g6
period

reflect that "there has been a renewed interest in the inner city as a place of residence,,
(p.

9). Although they do not develop the concept of "renewed
that "interest"

\ryas

interest,,, their study implies

replacing "non-interesf " that the inner city had once again become

desirable.
Others, however, have suggested that there have always been those households

that are amenable to, if not positively athacted to, central locations and their
more urbane

living and working environment (Ley, 1984,1986;Smith and Williams, l9g5; Miron,
lggg;
Boume, 1992)- Population tumaround reflects that the 1981-19g6 turnaround
had more

of these types of households. Middle-class irurer city resettlement represents
a,'historical
fact: an apparent enduring affinity of the bourgeois for the heart of the
city that, in some
social settings, has only been briefly disrupted by the turmoil of industrial
urbanism,,

(Caulfield, 1994, p. xv).
As for the specific reasons, rationales and factors influencing residential
choice in
the turna¡ound period, inferences have been made-to be close to work,
to be close to
recreational and cultural amenities, to gain access to condominiums-although
this has not
yet been captured in the words of those accounting for population
turnaround leaving us

v¡ith the "need to know much more about the reasons and motivations
behind the revival
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of interest in some central areas as living places" (Bourne, 1992, p. g2).

ln the case of gentrification,

a process related

to turnarowrd, Caulfield similarly

argues that the voices of gentrifiers need to be heard. "Although there is a substantial

literature concerning'genhification,'middle-class

inner-city resettlers have been

conspicuously silent amid the theoretical treatments and demographic analyses that
compose the literature's bulk

(caulfield, 1994,p.r53-154). A number of surveys

nevertheless have documented the range of factors influencing residential choice from
the

gentrifier's perspective (see Appendix

A). These surveys

have shown that acentral

location is valued for offering: access to work, shops, cultural and recreational institutions,
and linkages between home, work and leisure; environmental amenities such as views,

waterfront access, architecture, streetscape, a unique character; affordability and./or
invesûnent potential; and the social quality of the neighbourhood in providing both

compatible and diverse neighbours.

ln the vein of diversity and non-conformity, gentrifiers locate themselves as a
social group apart from the conventional middle class and its suburban values. They
view
themselves to be "city people" and often react vehementþ against the prospect
suburban

of

life (Mills, l99l,p. 309). Gentrification then may be in part "a rejection of the

suburbs as a place in which to earn and spend" (Williams, 1986, p.69),
"a reaction to the

perceived homogeneity of the suburban dream" (Smith, 1987, p.168), a response
"to the
perceived blandness and standardizationof the suburbs" (Ley, l9g5
,p-24).

Also in the vein of neighbourhood diversity and tolerance/nourishment of nontraditional and marginal values, inner city reinvasion is associated with countercultural
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lifestyles involving the arts community (P. Jackson, 1985), the political activist community
@. Jackson,1984), and/or the gay community (Castells, 19S3). ln Montreal during the
1970s, for example, the new class of gentrifiers \ryere associated with the reform progïam

in urban politics (Ley and Mills, 1986). In Toronto, marketing for new condominium
development on redeveloped land close to the downtown core is often targeted to those
groups whose lifestyles are perceived to be urban such as gays and lesbians (Rose, 1996).
Furtherrnore, the social diversity of the contemporary Canadian city that has resulted from
the proliferation of divorce, single-parenthood, blended families, delayed childbearing or
childlessness, and common-law partrrerships means that the "Canadian city can no longer
be grasped adequately by the. . .zonalpattern dominated by

either'family'or'non-family'

households corresponding to a broadly suburbar/inner city divide"
@ay and Rose, 2000,

p. s06).
Whether or not tumaround represents "renewed interest," an "enduring affinity,"
and/or "anti-suburbanism," the rise of professional and administrative workers in inner
cities has provided a key social group in inner city restructuring. This social group is said

to be charactenzed by the culture of consumption expressive of personal style (Raban,
1974; Ley, 1980; Bourne, 1992), New young, affluent singles, free from child-rearing and
home maintenance and with discretionary income increases the demand for public goods
and services. Churches, schools and

thrift stores

are neglected and replaced by leisure and

fitness centres, pubs and restaurants, and shops oriented to purchasers with an eye for
specialized and designer products. Spring Garden Road in Halifax, Rue St-Denis or SteCatherine in Montreal, Yorkville or Harbourfront in Toronto, and füanville Island or
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Fourth Avenue in vancouver "are all part of a broader
transition towards the construction

of landscapes of consumption in the inner

ciql' (Ley,2000, p.296).

The rapidly expanding quatemary sector has also
expanded openings to female

employment in this sector and has allowed growing numbers
of women to make their own
decisions about residential location. Whether or not
this translates into inner city
residence by women workers, however, "depends
on a complex interaction of occupation,
household situation, and life-course position-sometimes
mediated by ethnocultural

identification and structured by local housing-market conditions
and by considerations
such as personal safety" (Rose and Villeneuve, 1993,

p. 169).

At the same time that the professional and administrative
category rises, however,
the polarization of the work force between occupational
categories also occurs. The

middle class shrinks (in part due to the reduced manufacturing
sector) and low paying jobs

in the service sector grow to support increased inner city population.
This has given rise
to marginal gentrifiers, often females who must live
cenhally because that is where they

find employment and housing. Single parents and university
students fall into this
category (Rose, 1984).

In addition to service based economies, there are other
features tikely to be
exhibited by those inner cities that show substantial housing
stock reinvestrnent and the
expansion of middle- and high-income areas. These
features tend to be common to inner
cities of Canad4 the U.S., England and Australia
and act to maintain the relative
attractiveness to inner cities. They are: strong downtown
office concentrations (Ley,
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1988); the presence of institutional facilities such as universities and hospitals (Ley,
19SS);
areas of historical, architectural,

culhral and recreational significance (Barnett, 19g9;

Bourne, 1992; cybriwsþ, l97B; Dantas, rggg; Knox, r99l;Ley, r9gr; Tanghe,
Vlaeminck, and Berghoef,1984; Winters, 1977); condominium developments (Bourne,
1992;

Eilbot, 1985; Preston, l99l;Ram et a1.,1989; Skaburskis, 1980); natural amenities

(Badcock and urlich-cloher,

l98l; clay,1979;

Logan, l9g5); viable public transit

systems (Newman and Kentworthy, 1989); and, less applicable to Canadian inner
cities

than American central cities, the absence of racial conflict (Bourne, lgS2)and
the absence

of public housing projects (Laska Seamon, and Mcseveney,l9g2). Also promoting
the
relative attractiveness of the inner city is "somewhat restricted access to new housing
and
jobs in suburban areas, either because of the distances
and costs involved in commuting or
topographic barriers" (Bourne, 1982, p.245). "Obvious ex¿ìmples" of cities
with these
attributes are: Toronto and vancouver, in canada; New york, Boston, washington,
and
San Francisco,

in the U.S.; and Melbourne, Sydney, and London, in other industrialized

nations (Ibid.).
Residential Land-Use Change
Just as the process of reversal of population decline is associated with certain

societal trends and inner city attributes, there are housing changes that are
associated with
the process. Repopulation requires either new housing or a more effective
use of existing

stocþ both typically requiring la¡rd-use and zoning changes. Fotr types of residential
change have been associated with repopulation---extension, intensification,
implantation
and conversion (Boume,

1992,p.72). Extension is the penetration of residential
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uses

into

"grey-field industrial lands" (i.e. formerly non-residential areas such as vacant or under
used railway, port or industrial sites). The principal source of growth in the Toronto case

study was this form of redevelopment. The most well known intemational examples

of

this type of redevelopment are the Docklands (London), Les Halles (Paris), Mission Bay
(San Francisco) False Creek (Vancouver) and St. Lawrence and Harbourfront (Toronto).

The availability of land is not, however, sufücient in itself to promote repopulation. Given
the physical scale, cost and technical difficulties associated with these projects, most
represent

joint public-private partnerships (Fainstein et a1.,7986;Bamet!

19S9).

Intensification within existing residential areas in the form ofproperty conversion
and subdivision, the construction of

infill housing or the high-density redevelopment of

older neighbourhoods is perhaps tÏe most long-standing process of population growth.

Intensification may involve either luxury housing (for e.g., condominiums or private
rental) or social and non-profit housing.

Implantation is the injection of residential uses into existing high density
commercial and institutional districts through the construction of large mixed-use
developments and expensive condominium housing. Often the residential components

of

these mixed-use projects result from the provision of floor-space density bonuses given to

commercial developers to encourage them to construct housing or from programs that
require developers to construct housing as a condition of securing pemrission to build
commercial projects.
The fourth form of inner city residential land-use change is the conversion of older
non-residential structures, such as unused warehouses and indushial buildings, into

6t

dwelling units typically resulting in luxury housing. Such conversions are often associated
with heritage preservation districts-the Ashdown Warehouse conversion in Winnipeg, for
example. Implantation and conversion tend to involve much smaller land areas and
populations but nonetheless are significant elements in the dynamics of population
furnaround.

In the Toronto case study, estimates derived through field surveys and from a
sarnple of zoning documents, suggest that almost one half (47%)

the 1981-1986 period

w¿N accommodated on

of

the new population

in

grey-field sites-industrial, railway and port

lands along the central waterfront. Of the remaining population,2T%;o were housed

through intensification,l9%o through implantation and 7o/otluoughconversion (Bourne,
1992).
Cost to the consumer of these new housing forms is thought to be high but to be

of secondary concem next to neighbowhood amenities. In Canada an inner city location
is seen as an asset more important than cost and investment considerations, an asset for

which at least condominium dwellers are prepared to pay apremium (City of Vancouver,
1985; Ley, 1988; Skaburskis,lg}4). This does not square with the mainly American

literature that reinvestrnent seeks out lower-cost sites (Berry, 1980; Smith, 1979). Based
on his ecological study of social upgrading in six Canadian inner cities, Ley (1988) makes
inferences about the perceptions of those attracted to specific inner city neighbourhoods.

"In-moving consumers" perceived that there was an "advantage that was relative to the
local package of neighbourhood attributes rather than absolute in some na:rowly
economic sense. It was not cheap sites . . . so much as sites well priced in the context
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their bundle of attributes" (p. 43). That an inner city location is deliberately selected even

with a price disadvantage over the suburbs has also been shown to occur in Australia
(Badcock and Urlich-Cloher, I 98 1).
The Role of Govemment and Planners

A view of population turnaround in the inner city is left incomplete without
consideration of how public policy contributes to and affects this phenomenon. One
notable role is the introduction of zoning changes that permit the various forms

of

residential redevelopment to take place.

It is also interesting to note how zoning changes have over the years contributed to
both the decline of the inner city (and its associated decline in population) and then its

revitalization (and its associated reversal of population decline). Bunting and Filion
(1988) outline a chronological sequence of changing zoning from the post World War II
to the present that has affected change in the inner city: overzoning, permissive zoning,
and restrictive zoning. Overzoning promoted the replacement of low-rise structures

with

high-rise structures. In the process, older housing in inner city neighbourhoods assumed a
transitory role, which in tum accelerated the departure of middle-income residents.
Permissive zoning allowed CBD encroachment on inner city neighbourhoods which also
accelerated the departure of middle-income residents and then, when it promoted

aparhnent and condominium growth, brought smaller households to the inner city.

Restrictive zontng characteristics of the 70s and 80s protected older inner city residential
areas and, in combination

with housing and neighbowhood improvement programs,

transformed inner city neighbourhoods into gentrified middle- and upper-class areas.
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Gentrif,rers utilized their political competence to promote zoning protection (as a
means to

protect their investment in their home) and called for improved municipal
services and

infrastructure- Therefore as gentrification spreads, so do measures that fi.¡rther increase
the appeal of inner city areas for potential gentrifiers and also the appeal of the irurer
city

in general.
Also playing a direct role in the repopulation process is the attention governments
have given to amenities improvement and urban design enhancement in inner cities
(Tanghe et al.; Barnett, 1989; Knox,

l99lþ-parks, infrastructure, landscaping,

streetscaping, leisure spaces, theatres, art galleries, etc.

Similarly, the direct provision of socially assisted housing in the form of socially
mixed, co-operative and non-profit housing has assisted in bringing population to
inner

cities. Furthermore, several cities (notably Vancouver and Toronto) have introduced new
plans to encourage substantial development of mixed tenure in their central
commercial
areas.

Another area of government initiative is investment in new or upgraded transit
services (Newman and Kentworthy, 1989), more common in Canada and Europe
than in
the U.S' These investments are often combined with attempts to stimulate the rebuilding

of older

¿ìre¿N

around transit stations and to curb central area work hips. The relationship

between growth in housing opportunities (and thus increased population) and reduced

work-related commuting trips has been shown, for example, by Nowlan and Stewart

(1991). For each one hundred additional dwelling units in the central area
of Toronto,
these researchers show that there has been a reduction of approximately
one hundred and
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twenty inbound t'ips during the moming three-hour rush period.
This finding indicates the potential for the use of housing policy as a land-use
planning instrument, one that could help mediate the conflict båtr¡¡een
continued
commercial office growth in the downtown and the desire to preserve the quality
of the downtown residential environment, which is threatenea Uy tfr" construction
of major new commuting facilities, particularly roads, to serve tfiat office growth.
(p. t6s).

2.2.2 American Context
In this section it is essential to keep in mind the meaning of central city in
the
American context as outlined earlier in the chapter. As we saw, the central city
is a legal
and political

entity-an incorporated body-within

a larger metropolitan area

(MSA).

The suburb is the metropolitan area comprised of the counties, smaller
cities, and towns
outside the central city but within the MSA. That the meaning and use
of "central city,,, is

often blured with the term "city" or "central area" and sometimes "inner city,,
and that a
strong social definition is attached to both the central city (city) and
suburbs will be
evident throughout the following section.
Evidence

According to social scientists, planners, and government of;ficials, large American
cities were, aftet decades of growth, showing alanning signs of depopulation
as early as
1960. The population change from 1950 to 1980 of fifty three U.S. metropolitan
areas
and their central cities, for example, is outlined in Table
and city population change from 1950

2. Figure 9 shows the suburban

to 1990 in forty nine of those mçtropolitan

areas.

In the mid-l970s, howeve¡, argue some, "suburban flight,, was reversing
or atthe very
least decline was slowing.
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TABLE

2.

POPULATION CHANGES FROM 1950 TO lgg2lN ALL 53 LARGE
U.S. CITIES THAT DECLINED IN POPTJLATION FROM T98O TO 1990
Total City Population onApril
(Thousands)

I
Vo

Change in Popuìation

1960 1970 1980
1990
1992 195M0 1960_?0 19?0_€0 1980_90 1990_92
Akron, OH
MW
275
290
275
237 223
_13.82 _5.91 0.45
224 5.45
Atlanta, GA
S
391
487
495
425 394
395 47.13 -5.1?
1.64 _L4.t4 _7.29 o.25
Baltimore, MD
S
950
999
905
787 736
726 -1. 16 _-3.62 _13.04 _6.48 _1.36
Beaumont, fi
SW
94
llg
118
118 114
115 26.60 -o.84 0.oo __3.39 0.88
Birmingham, AL
S
526 34f
30r
284 266
_5.65 _€.34 _O.38
265 4.60 _11.?3
Bridgeport, CT
NE
159
lS7
t57
t43
r42
13? -7.26 0.00 _a.92 _4.?0 _3.52
BuffaÌo, NY
NE
580
Sg3
463 358 328
_13.13
_22.68 _8.38 _L.52
323 -€.10
CedarRapids, IA
MW '
72
92
111 110 r09
Ltz 27.78 20.65 _O.90 _{.91 2.75
Chattanooga, TN
S
13f
lg0
120
770 r52
_7.69
r53
-{.76
41.6? _10.59 0.66
Chicago, IL
MW 3,621 4,550
3,369 3,005 2,784 2,768 -r.96 __5.10 _10.80 _?.35 _O.5?
Cincinnati, OH
MW
504
503
454 385 364
364 -O.20 -9.74 -75.20 _-5.45 0.00
Cleveland, OH
MW
915 8?6
75r
574 506
503
4-26 -14.27 _23.57 _11.85 _O.59
Dayton, OH
MW
2M
262
243
t94
t82
183
7.38 _7.25 _20.16 _6.19
Denver, CO
W
416
494
515
493 468
484 18.?5 4.25 4.27 _5.07 0.55
9.42
Derroir, MI
Mw r,850 t,670
1,514 1,203 1,028
r,0r2 -9.73 _9.34 _20-54 _14.55 _1.56
Erie, PA
NE
131
I38
L29
119 109
_6.52
_7.75
r09
_a.40
5.34
o.o0
Evansville. IN
MW
129 149
r39
130 126
128 15.50 -ß.77 _8.47 _3.08 1.59
Flint, MI
MW
i63
tg7
r93
160
Mt
_77.10 _11.88 _r.42
139 20.86 -2.03
g6
Ft. Laudcrdale, FL S
84
140
153 149
149
133.33
66.67
9.29 _2.61 0.00
Gary IN
M\ry
134
1?B
175
752
_1.69 _13.14 _23.03 0.00
tr7
117
32.84
Honolulu, HI
W
248
294
325 365 365
37L 18.55 10.54 12.31 0.00 1.64
Jackson, MS
S
98
144
154 203 197
196 46.94 6.94 31.82 _2.96 _O.51
Kansas City, KS
MW
tgO
L22
168
161 150
t47 -6.15 37.70 4.17 _6.83 _2.O0
Kansas City, MO
MW
457
476
507
4Æ
435
432 4.16 6.51 _11.64 _2.90 _{.69
K¡oxville, TN
S
125
LI2
175
175 t65
167 -10.40 56.25 0.00 _5.?1 L.zL
Lansing, MI
MW
92
108
131
130
L27
L27 17.s9 21.30 _0.76 _2.9L
t ouisville, KY
S
969 g9l
362
299 269
27r 5.96 -7.42 -!7 .40 _10.03 o.oo
0.74
Macon, GA
S
?0
70
t22
117
107
107
0.00 74.29 4.10 J.55 0.OO
Memphis, TN
S
396
498
624 646 610
610
_5.5?
25.76 25.30 3.53
Metairie, LA
S
NA
NA
136
164 149
NA
NA NA 20.59 -9.15 0.O0
NA
Milwaukee, WI
MW
68?
741
717
636
628
617
16.33 --3.24 _11.30 _1.26 _t.76
Minneapolis, MN
MW
522 489
434
377 368
363 -7.47 -LO.t4 _74.62 _o.81 _1.36
Mobile, AL
S
129 ZOB
190
200 196
202 57.36 -€.40 6.26 _2.OO 3.06
New Orleans, LA
S
5?0
629
593
558
497
490 10.18 _5.57 _5.90 _10.93 _1.41
Newark, NJ
NE
499 405
382
329
275
268 -7.74 -5.68 _13.87 _16.41 _2.55
Norfolk, VA
S
214 906
308
267 26r
254 42.99 0.65 _13.31 _2.25 _2.68
Peoria, IL
ùfW
It2
tO3
r27
L24 r14
774 -8.04 23.30 _2.36 J.06 o.o0
PA
NE
2,07L 2,009
1,949 1,688 1,586
Ihiladelphia,
1,553
-3.28 -2.70 _13.39 _6.04 _2.08
Pittsburgh, PA
NE
677 604
520
424 370
367 -10.?8 -13.91
_L2.74
Richmond, VA
S
2gO ZZO
249
2I9
203
_12.05 _?.31 -{.81
202 -4.35 13.18 -18.46
_{.49
Rochester, NY
NE
392 919
295
242 232
234 -3.92 -7.52 _L7.97 _4.13 0.86
Rockford, IL
MtV
9A
LZ7
L47
140 139
L42 36.56 15.75 4.76 _O.?1 2.t6
Salt Lake City, UT
W
tBZ
t8g
176
163 160
166 3.85 -€.88 -?.39
_1.84
Savannah, GA
S
120 149
118 t42
138
139 24.77 -20.87 20.34 _2.82 3.75
0.72
Shreveport, LA
S
tZT
L64
I82
206
199
197 29.13 10.98 13.19 --3.4o _1.01
South Bend, IN
MW
tt6
Lg2
L26
110
106
_t2.t0
106
_3.64 0.OO
13.?9 4.55
St. louis, MO
MW
85?
?50
622 453 397
384 -L2.49 -L7.07 -27.t7 _12.36 _9.27
St. Petersburg, FL
S
9?
181
2t6
239
239
235
86.60
19.34
10.6õ o.0o _1.67
S¡rracuee, NY
NE
ZZL 2L6
197
170 164
163
-€.80
-3.53 _O¡r
-2.26
-13.71
g1B
Toledo, OH
MW
904
383
355 333
329
4.61 20.u -?.91 -{..2O -L.gJ
Warren, MI .
MW
1
89
179
161 145
L42 8,800.00 101.12 _10.06 _9.94 _2.m
Washington, DC
S
802
?64
757
638 607
õ85 4;t4 4.92 _t6.72 _4.86 +.62
Yonkers, NY
NE
159 191
204
195 r88
186 24.84 6.81 4.4L _3.59 _1.06
Total population
22,052 22,G89 22,342 19,e38 lSÆ? tq272
2.89 _1.53 _10.?6 _6.93 _I.64
Number of cities
õ2
ãz
53
sB
69
52 f"r""nì
øt f pop"f"Go",
Tbtal adjusted t¡ same
"nantJi" "q;ìr"tla
number of cities (52)
2.2'052 22'68s 22'206 ts'774 18'408 tft3ff"n-htå_r";?åt**tålå*nf;Ë"",#o1
City

Region

r950

637 (4&t) (2,432)
Note; lncludes onlv citie¡ with more than l00,ooo
¡eeidents

Source:

in 1990. M\4/ = Mid*""t; ÑElNortheast; s = south; w

=

(1,366)

(136)

w""ñlllllffiil

Downs, A. 1997. "The challenge of our Declining Big cities.',
Housing
Policy Debate 8,2: p. 363-64.
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F'IGURE 9. STIBURBAN AND CITY POPULATION CIIANGES F'ROM
1950 TO 1990
IN 49 METROPOLITAN AREAS WITH CENTRAL CITIES THAT DECLINED
IN POPULATION
FROM 1980 TO 1990

o\

\ì

u246
Millions of persons

Source:Downs, A'1997. "TheChallengeofourDecliningBigCities."
HousingpolicyDebateg,2:p.370.

As many of the out-migrants (mostly white and middle-class) were moving to the
surrounding suburbs, leaving in their wake cities composed increasingly of the poor, the
aged, and racial minorities (Gale, 1984).

It is understandable. . .that the substantial increase in inner city revitalizationby
middle-income households during the 1970s should engender such attention. The
core concern among researchers was the extent to which this phenomenon was
decelerating, stabilizing, or reversing the net outflow of population from the
central cities.
(Ibid.,p.43).
Numerous optimistic views of the deceleratior¡ stabiltzation, or reversal

of

population away from central cities are presented in the literature. Analyzingpopulation
datafor the period 1960-1977 for the fifty three largest cities in the nation, Fossett and
Nathan (1981) were among the first to point out the decelerated population loss in the
most distressed cities over the mid-7Os. While the rates of decline in the mid-7Os were

still larger than in the 60s, it appeared that population loss in these cities had peaked
during the early 1970s and had begun to slow as the late 1970s approached. Similarly, Chi
(1979) showed that the diflerences between the rate of household movement from central
cities to suburbs and from suburbs to central cities had begun to decline even though the

former rate remained higher. Others looked at the composition of the population to
suggest some sort of turnaround was occurring even

if the central city was continuing to

experience a net population loss. Nelson (1982), for example, showed that, although

whites were leavingatamuch higher rate, both blacks and whites were showing net out-

migration. Further, the rate of out-migration of whites in the period 1975-1980 relative to
the earlier five year period had declined.
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The slow-down of decline in combination with the renovation of neighbourhoods

by a small proportion of the population-a "small but growing phenome¡1s¡1,'-¡ss¡lted in
numerous accounts of neighbourhood renovation and gentrification (not to be mistaken

for the process of population turnaround but, as noted previously, related) within specific
central city neighbourhoods (see for example the volumes by Laska and Spain, l9g0
and
Palen and London, 1984).

Political figures shared in the optimism. "Americans are coming back to the city.

All

across the counûy, older inner-city neighbourhoods are

exhibiting a new vitality and a

renewed sense of community" writes Moon Landrieu (in Laska and Spain, 19g0, p.
ix)

who claims to h4ve experienced the phenomenon first hand as the Mayor ofNew Orleans

for eight years in the 70s.
Certai4ly the media promoted reports of neighbou¡hood renewal (see, for
example, "America Falls in Love with Its

Cities-A gain," [Sutton, IgTB]and "The New

Elite and an Urban Renaissance," [Fleetwood,,1979j.

). Once trumpeting decline

and fall,

the media now featured stories of gentrification and neighbourhood renewal.
Newspaper, magazine, or television features on central-city residential
regeneration typically focus on a young, white, middle-class couple. Having
purchased a dilapidated dwelling in a deteriorated are4 the coupie,
with limited
funds and limitless energy, is now tastefully restoring and rehabilitating the
structure to its former glory.
(London and Palen, 1984, p. 5).

While not denfng that certainly there are neighbourhood pockets experiencing

of

regeneration, numerous reports were not so optimistic.
There is no striking evidence that the trend is substantially a movement of
suburban residents to central-city neighbourhoods. What is commonly referred
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to

as back to the

city is fundamentally a resettlement in and a renewal of older
neighbourhoods mainly by middte-class people who are presently residents in the
city in other neighborhoods as renters.

(Clay,l980, p.l4).
In studies of the city of Washington, D.C. (Grier and Grier,lgTg),two neighbourhoods of
trVashington, D.C. (Gale, 1979),two neighbourhoods of Boston/Cambridge (pattison,
1977), ten neighbourhoods of New Orleans (Spain and

Lask4 lgTg),all U.S. central cities

combined (James, 1977), and twenty seven metropolitan areas in the U.S. (Goodman,
1979),

it was concluded that only

a small percentage of those families moving

areas were from subwbs, and that the majority were from the same cities

into city

in which these

neighbourhoods were located. Rather than a back-to-the-city pattem, "study after sturdy

confirms that renovators represent a stay-in-the-city pattem among some younger, dual
wage-eamer families" (Palen and London,1984,p. 6). Neighbourhood revitalization,
then, is not a product of a generalized mass appeal and does not indicate a significant
change in attitudes toward the central cities (HUD,1979; campbell, converse, and

Rodgers, 1975). Rather it is sustained by a very select portion of the population rather
than a "large pool of unhappy, disgruntled suburbanites ripe for a'back to the town,
appeal" (Tobin and Judd, lgS2). The select population consists of young, childless,

relatively affluent couples and individuals (cray, r9g0; Gale, 19g0; Laska and spain,
1980) with upper middle class education and income levels (Zelan,1968; Michelson,

1977;Lipton, 1977).
More recently in an analysis of twelve of the U.S.'s largest central cities and their
suburban rings, Kasard4 Appold, Sweeney and Sieff(1997) conclude that central-city
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furnaround is "limited-" The primary contributor to central city population
growth, they
say, is arurexation and,

while annexation does not reflect any increase in the number of

households choosing to move into or stay in central cities, it is
an important mechanism

for cities to retain a diverse mix of residents
and expand their tax base.

The dominant trend in residential movement among most population
subgroups is
still toward the suburbs. while not discounting reports orceotra_city
neighborhood turnarounds and-selective demographi c revitalizatiorr,
ä* findings
imply those improvements are limited and widãspread back-to-ttre-city
movement
is not likely in the foreseeable future.
(p. 307).

Orfield (1997) further shows that some older, close-in suburbs are
beginning to
experience similar patterns of net population loss and declining
household income.
Perhaps Tobin and Judd (1982) sum

it up best: "There is an apparent contradiction

between the census statistics, which show the continuing
decline of the cities, and the

evidence of neighborhood and central district revival. Actually,
both are occurring at
ohce" (p.772).
Negative effects of back-to-the-city have been a much-publicizedissue
from its

inception' Because

of

the displacement of original residents, usually lower-income,
that

occurs in neighbourhoods that have attracted the middleand upper-class,

it has been the

position of some urban advocates that the benefits of the
back-to-the-city movement are
outweighed by its riabilities (Horman, r977;Kotrer, r977:weiler,
rg77). And Hodge
(1980) suggests that the diversity (social, racial,and
economic) that is sought in the
central ciry may be destroyed when the neighbourhood becomes
a predominantly higher-

7l

income area. Back-to-the-city may not reaffrrm the value of the
city but may represent the
"suburbani zation" of the central city.

Having introduced the terms gentrification, neighbourhood renewal,
restoration
and rehabilitation in the previous section,

it is necess ary atthis point to stop and examine

the meaning of "tumaround" more fully as it is used in the U.S. context.
Just as the usage

of the terms central city, city, and inner city are often blurred in the American
contex! so
to is gentrification, regeneration, reinvasion, and back-to-the-city.
In the American
context, the central aspect of the back+o-the-city process is the migration
of young,
middle-class professionals buying homes in neighbourhoods that
contain structurally sound
or attractive housing. "The difficulties in documenting the specifics
of the trend and in
determining the effect it is having on cities and their residents
have led to a diversity

of

explanations and a profusion of terms. . .The semantic differences
reflect the diversity
approaches to the topic" (Laska and Spain, 19g0, p. xi,

of

xii).

Back to the city. . .suggests not only a re-emergence of the city
as a residentially
important locale. . -but that the renovators ate returning from outside
the city.
Resettlement points to a need to physically or socially rebuild
the cenhal city.
Revitalization implies that central cities were previously lacking
social and
economic vitality. Reinvasion, which in the urban ecolãgy tradltion
implies
changing land use pattems resulting from urban growth, ulro
,,rgg.rts that goup
conflict may be a part of the phenomenon. Ge-ntrification attributes
a more elite
stafus to renovators than perhaps most Americans are comfortable
with. The term
urban pioneering suggests that the residential locations in central
cities a¡e
perceived as threatening environment to be overcome.
Finally, the terms
reinvestment, renovation and private-market rehabilitation
focus on economic
investment and the physicar structures, the houses b"i"g refiubished.

(Ibid.,p. xi-xii).
Palen and London (19sa) argue that when choosing a label
to describe events we
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must "convey appropriate connotations or images of the phenomenon under consideration

in order to avoid serious misunderstandings" (p. 6). These authors, for example, say that
the term back-to-the-city-movement (which has been used interchangeably with

population turnaround in the Canadian context), is a poor choice of terms for it implies
that in-movers to the city were ex-suburbanite and there simply is no support for the back-

to-the-city (i.e., suburb-to-city) hypothesis. The authors,'however, appear to have their
own strong image ofthe what the back-to-the-city movement is not. "Marty case studies.

.

.confinn that central-city newcomers are not dissatisfied suburbanites throwing offthe
yoke of suburban dullness for a retum to the excitement of city life" (Ibid.,italics added).
Laska and Spain (1980), on the other hand take the position that the back-to-the-

city movement is a symbolic return to an interest in city living; it is not an actual migration
pattern capable of reversing decades of reversing population loss (p. xiii-xiv).
Ortner (1979) points out that the "back-to-the-city-movement" was a catch phrase
that was coined circa1974 and the process it described was not intended to mean literally
that those involved necessarily had previously lived in cities, nor that there would be a
reversal in the suburbanization process. Rather, it was an expression of the optimism
about the possible residential resurgence ofAmerica's older cities. At the same time,
however, the term was coined with the notion that households were thought to previously
reside outside cities Qbíd.).

Following the variety of approaches regarding the meaning of the back-to-the-city
movement, is a significant debate regarding the original place of residence of those who
are accounting for the renewed interes{ in city
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living. While a number of studies, as

discussed earlier, have discredited the existence of a back-to-the-city-movement in

favow

of a stay-in-the-city-movement, Zavarella(1957) disputes the conclusions of the studies
that discredited the back-to-the-city movement. As a result of these studies, "the belief
became widely accepted that althoughrevitalization was indeed occurring in an increasing

number of city neighbourhoods, a back-to-the-city label for movement was inaccurate
because the percentage of suburban inmovers participating in the process was

insignificant" (1987, p. 377). He discounts the findings of the six studies cited above
(Grier and Grier, Gale, Pattison, Spain and Lask4 James, Goodman) due to "incomplete
and methodological shortcomings" (p.

378). For example,

says Zavarell4 the

origin of

movers in these studies is differentiated to be "same city," "surtounding suburbs" or "other

metropolitan areas" without firther specifring whether they moved from the cities or the
suburbs of those metropolitan areas (SMSAs). Nor did the studies include figures

of

movers that were from non-metropolitan areas. The proportion of non-city to city origins

of inmigrants into central cities is considerable larger when all locations are included than
when, as in the studies he discounts, only those with intra-metropolitan origins are
considered

- In his study of two revitalizngneighbourhoods of Hartford Connecticut,

Zavatellashows that the propofion of migration into cities, and especially revitalizing
neighbourhoods, is greater than reported in previous studies. Futhermore, he shows that
"returnees"(inmigrants from all suburban and rural locations) and "retainees (inmigrants

from all city locations) are different in a number of respects. Retumees have more
preference for lower-density structures on larger lots than do retainees even though
their
household size is smaller. Returnees place a greater emphasis on historical architectural
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attributes' Returnees are of higher socio-economic
status and they are comprised

of

a

higher percentage of whites. Moreover, in-migration results
in displacement of existing
residents.

The debates surrounding the definitions and meanings
of the back-to-the-citymovement represent not only an interest in ensuring
arì accurate description of the
movement, but an interest that appropriate policy measures
are used to deal with the
çfFects of the movement and the people involved.

clay (19g0), for example, who posits

that a back-to-the-city movement is not occurring, points
to the importance

of

understanding the process from a policy interest.
"Suggesting that there is a back-to-the-

city movement without documenting or testing such a proposition
may lead to
unreasonable and unwarranted conclusions concerning
appropriate public policies,, (p.

It doesn't make policy

sense

l4).

for a city, for example, to rely on (and spend resources
on)

efilorts to bring middle-class residents to the city

if that movement has never taken place.

the movement, on the other hand is more of a stay-in-the-city
movement then it might
make more sense from a policy and resource standpoint
to encourage households that are
already in the city to remain, given the high cost of
suburban housing (Frieden, lg1g).

Alternately, Zavarella-v¡þs concludes that his research (lgg7)does
not
necessarily confirm the existence of the back-to-the-city
movement but certainly raises
considerable doubt about the accuracy ofprevious resea.rch
that concludes that the
movement does not

exist-is

concerned that interpreting that the movem ent isn,t

happening undermines concems about residential
displacement. His research shows that
many home buyers are movinginto cities from non_city
areas and shows that migration
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If

causes considerable displacement

problems. Governments, he says, need to address and

alleviate hardships that displacement has imposed and continues
to impose on the urban
poor.

Overall, "the nahue of the central city revival has not been well
understood,,
(Tobin and Judd' 1982, p- 771) although a number of factors
contributing to the process
have been offlered- The roots of the back-to-the city movement
accordi

ngto Zavarella

(1987) are "found in a variety of economic, social and
demographic trends,, (p. 325),,, not

unlike those that are believed to underl ay theprocess of population
tumaround in Canada.

A shift, for example, in the employment

patterns within cities from manufacturing to office

jobs served to stimulate professionals and other
white-collar workers to seek in-city living
as did rapid increases

in energy and transportation costs (Black,l97g; clay,1979).

Immigrants also play an important role in slowing or even reversing
the overall loss

of

population for some central cities as foreign immigration
has accelerated dramatically

throughthe 1980s and 1990s (Turner, lggT).
There is extensive planning literature on reasons for moving
out of particular
houses or neighbourhoods (see for example, varady, l9g3;
Newman and Duncan

, 1979;

Michelson, 1977; Rossi, 1955). Regarding the motives, however,
for people staying in or
moving back to the cify and participating in the redevelopment
of an old neighbourhood,
there is "much speculation and some data" (Allen, 19g4,

p.2g).Essentially, however,

there are three types of motives: practical incentives, mainly
economic; people,s
preferences for cefain neighbourhood and housing types-that
is, matters of taste and
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style of life; and ideological factors----commitment to a dense, redeveloped
city
neighbourh ood (Ibid.).
We hear mostly about the so-called practical reasons why the central
city attracts
the middle- and upper-class. Among these practical incentives is
the availability

of

reasonably priced or cheap housing. Popular impressions of the
economic incentive

motive include the supply-side argumen! which points to the significance
of the size of the
rent gap between existing ("devalued") uses and potential uses (and
values) with
renovation or redevelopment (Smith, 1979) and also the demand
side "housing squeeze,,

argument which identif,res the inner city as an af,fordable (if second-choice)
location in a
tight regional housing market (Berry, 1980). In addition to housing,
the practicality

of

central city living is further enhanced by energy shortages, poor public
transportation
between cities and suburbs, and the convenience ofpublic transportation
within cities

(Allen, op- cit-)- Pursuing the notion that economic incentives
could attract middle-class
households to the central city, Varady (1990a),for example, surveyed
recent homebuyers

in Cincinnati, a central city of 385,000 in

a

metropolitan area of about 1,400;000. FIe

found tha! among buyers, there was a fairly high level of interest in
tax abatements and
govemment financed below-market-rate loans; nearly
half of the respondents said they

would have considered comparable housing in another locality had
it ofFered one of the
two market incentives.
But housing cost and other practical considerations

a.re

tempered by taste and

preferences, says Allen (Ibid.). In the above noted study
of Cincinnati (Varady, 1990a),

for example, interest in tax abatements and government financed
below-market-rate loans
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were concluded to be basically a function of subjective and objective
characteristics

indicating the degree to which the respondentwas predisposed
toward central city living.
Spain's analysis (19s9) of Annual Housing Survey data supports
this notion, at least

for

higher income households. "Contrary to expectations, no statistically
significant
differences exist between reported reasons for moving to cities
and suburbs among higher
income households; rather, former central city locations plays
the most important role in

predicting central city destination" (p. 283). "Thus the answer
to the question of why
higher income households move to central cities is that they
are choosing to move within a

familiar environment" (p. 295).
Taste and preferences also include such things as desiring
to spend less time

commuting and more time with one's famil¡ desiring

a

particular architectural style or

neighbourhood character, or preferring aparhnent or condominium
living. A study of

fifty

seven gentrified neighbourhoods, for example, showed
that eighty seven percent contained
some distinctive amenity feature such as high elevation
or view sites, proximity to

parkland or water, or a heritage la¡rdmark (Clay, lgTg)Lang(19g2) has outlined a set
a attributcs commonly associated

of

with gentrifring areas in the U.S. which include

environmental amenity, neighbourhood ambience, interesting
architecture, safety,
centrality, adequate parking, and available housing; a similar
list was compiled to describe
areas

of middle-class settlement in washington DC (Gale,

lgTg).

Related to the

presence of amenities, is the absence of liabilities
such as public housing projects. Clay,s

study (1979) revealed that none of the fifty seven gentrified
neighbourhoods included a

public housing project and another study in New orleans
(Laskq seamon, and
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McSeverurey,IgS2) revealed a strong negative correlation between real estate transactions

involving

a rise

in social status and proximity to public housing projects.

On motives and moving, Allen (Op. cit.) continues. Inextricably involved with
matters of practicality and preferences, he says, are ideological undertones of commitrnent

to a dense redeveloped city neighbourhood. Some wish to live in an integrated
neighbourhood (Hunter, 1975; Gale, 1977) or more generally among a mixture
of social
types (Bradley,1978). Some are affirming their belief in the future of cities (Gale,1976,

te77).
While it might be agreed that interaction occurs among the three types of motives
outlined by Allen (op. cit.lpractical,preferences, and ideological-there is no
agreement on the "weight" of each incentive in affecting the middle- and
upper-class

resettlement in the central city. Smith (lg7g),for example, writes that cultural
desires and
demands are

ofprimary importance only in determining the final form and character of the

revitalized neighbourhood; what is of most importance in resettlement is practical
incentives, particularly economic related ones-a response to the needs of advanced

capitalism or postindustrial society. Allen (Op. cit.),on the other hand, argues
that
socioculturâl factors, such as new roles for women or distaste for the suburbs, interact
from the beginning and reinforce one another. "Thus, while preferences and ideology
do
not'cause'intrametropolitan migrations, they nonetheless mediate and actually trip
consumer decisions when economic advantage is marginal" (p. 30-31).
The Role of Govemment and planners

In the Canadiarr literature \¡/e saw that avariety of public policy measures is
cited
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as contributing to and affecting the phenomenon of population tumaround: zoning

changes; encouragement of mixed tenure development in central commercial areas;

investment in amenities such as parks, infrastructure, landscaping, streetscaping, leisure
spaces, theatres, art galleries, etc.; provision

of socially assisted housing in the form of

socially mixed, co-operative and non-profit housingl and investment in new or upgraded
transit services.
In the American context, public sector involvement in initiating and sustaining the
process of middle income migration to the central city and the resultant upgrading

housing that takes place has been "minimal" (Laska and Spain, 1980, p.

xviii).

of

The role

of

government and planners as it is discussed in relationship to the reversal of central city

population decline instead often relates to solutions for alleviating hardships that
displacement has imposed on the urban poor (see, for example, sumk4 19g0; L"r.y,

1980). Programs such as HUD's Community Development Block Grants and reforms
regarding the "red-lining" of neighbourhoods were put in place in the interest of lower
income residents-the funds of which, according to Laska and Spain (op. cit.),have
actually benefiued "highly-educated and potitically-sophisticated renovators."

In the u.s., reinvesûnent in the central city, public and private, must be
understood in the context of racial politics and, as previously noted, the fragmentation

of

jurisdictional responsibility within most metropolitan regions.
Small-scale initiatives, implemented by central-city jurisdictions alone, are unlikely
to have rnuch effect [on central city population losses] if there is no accompanyng
change in racial prejudice and inequality, or in the balkanization of political
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decision making and taxing authority among jurisdictions
in most metropolitan
regions.

(Tumer, 1997,p.304).
There is, nevertheless, an abundance of literature
recoÍrmending various public
sector strategies to address the challenges facing America's
central city. Shategies
proposed include: improving the amenities bundle
in cities @oehm and Ihlanfeldt, l9g6;

Tobin and Judd, 1982); improving safety and security
of residents and visitors (Turner,

1997); reforming service delivery to ensure service provision
is not substandard in central
cities in comparison to the suburbs
@owns, |997);offering tax abatements as an incentive

for residential and commercial upgrading (suchman,
1992;varady, 1990b); identifying
market niches where the city already has a competitive
market advantage and developing
programs to atttact and hold a larger share
of these submarkets (Varad¡ 1990b); making
central cities more attraçtive to nontraditional households
such as childless professionals,

older singles, Iesbians and gays, and home-based entrepreneurs
(Moss, 1997); making
sure that cities become more athactive to the
widest possible range of income groups,

while, at the same time, opening access to suburban jobs
and housing opportunities for
lower income and minority households (Turner

,

lggT).

2.2.3 Other Industrialized Nations
Large urban areas in Europe are, as discussed previousl¡
delineated much the
same way as they are in the United States and
"return to the city" (caricatured in Figure
10) takes on a similar

meaning-"major cities have, in recent years witnessed significant

population gains or at least much reduced losses" (Breheny,
lggg; italics added). While
this is the most common meaning, it should be noted
that back-to-the-city movement has

8l

F'IGURE 10. CARICATURE OF THE BACK-TO-THE.CITY
MOVEMENT

@

source: Brehen¡ M. 1988. "Return to the city? Inhoduction.,,
Built Environmenr r3,4; p.lgg.
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been used to refer

backto

it.

literally to movement by residents away from the central city and then

The purpose of Schenck's study of West Germany (19g4),
for example, was to

explore people's reasons for moving to the suburbs and their propensity
either to stay there
or to migrate bqck to the city.

London, England is thought to "represent a classic example
of this sudden and
largely unexpected switch from big-city population losses" (Champion
and Congdon,
1988,

p' 193)' Figure

I 1 shows how Greater London reached its largest population
size

on the eve of the second world v/ar and subsequently declined
by 205,000 in 195l-61,
540,000 in 196l-1971 and739,000

in 197l-1981. Between mid-1983

and mid-19g4,

however' the number of people living in Greater London grew
by 1,500 and by a fi'ther
10,000 per year between 1984 and 1986. The findings
indicate that the major determinant

of the new trend is the change from alargenet out-migration
to a small net in-migration
ratlrer than a resurgence in the birth rate reinforced by
the growth of ethnic communities
that was hypothesized to be a contributing factor. Perhaps
unlike the American
experience' however, an investigation of the characteristics
of migrants reveals no

particular bias in favour of age or socio-economic gïoups.
A number of explanatory
factors are provided for the changes in London: a decline
in the new towns programme

which provides rental housing; the relatively high provision
of new housing in London
contrasted with constraints on supply in the rest of the
South East; and the relatively
buoyancy of the London economy including the growth
of emplo¡rment in financial and
business services. with respect specifically to inner city
London, the Docklands is thought

to be encouragingpopulation growth (Hall, 1990) in ways
that similar developments are
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FIGURE 1.1. POPULATION OF GREATER LONDON,

1801-1981
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encouraging population gowth in the inner cities of Boston (Ganz,l935) and in San
Francisco (Hoerter and Wiseman, 1988).

In Australi4 the inner areas have demonstrated substantial and sustained
development since the Second World War "in marked contrast to the American
experience" (Kendig, 1984,p.235). While suburbanizationhas diminished the relative
importance of the central are¿ìs, old nineteenth century cities have captured a substantial
share of the

growth. The Australia¡r state capitals

are principal ports

with much

commercial, financial and political power. All have at least doubled their populations
in
the last 30 years and have consistently increased their share of their state populations.

Inner areas (in Australia defined as the area which embraces the local government
areas
around the central city, covering about six percent of the metropolitan urban area)
have
retained more than forty percent of all jobs and nearly two thirds of clerical jobs.
Jobs in

manufacturing and warehousing, lost to the suburbs, have been more than replaced by
the
increase in office employment. Central business districts have retained and
expanded most

of the attractions that established them as the principal employment centres and continue
to provide the highest levels of service in commerce, arts and entertiainment.

In Australia redevelopment and conversion both added to the demand for inner
a¡ea housing and depleted

it. In the later 1960s amidst mixed land uses, middle-class

resettlement occured in inner areas which remain economically healthy and which
have
stately single family dwellings capable of rehabilitation, generous tree lined streets
and
picturesque harbourside environments (Logan, 1985). Childless young adults
leading
career- and consumer-oriented lifestyles were also attracted.to the affordable housing
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found in the "inner suburbs." But to label this process of gentrification as a'back to the
cit¡r' movement would be a misnomer on two counts" say Kendig (Op. cit.,

p.243). First,

very few of the new residents had moved directly from the suburb; most came from inner

city apartrnents. Second, the population of gentrified a¡eas dropped sharply as one and
two person households replaced families with children.

2.2.4 Summary
Canadian Context
Despite the extensive literature associated with revitalizationand gentrification, the
base of empirical evidence illustrating the reversal of long-term decline in population

in

inner cities is weak. Nevertheless, the literature that is available has been influential
in
accepting the presence of this phenomenon in Canada. Based on census data up to and

including 1986, two particularly influential studies are Ram et al.' s census data study of
Canada's twelve largest

CMAs (1989), and Bourne's case study of Toronto (1992).

These and the other studies reviewed show that from city to city there is great

variability in the changes occurring in inner cities making it impossible to posit

a

nation-

wide trend- However, while there may not be agreement regârding how widespread
population turnaround is, most agteethat" atthe very leas! population decline is slowing
and/ot that there are definitely pockets within the inner city that are experiencing

turnaround. Altemately, where an inner city as a whole may be experiencing furnaround,
there may be inner city census tracts

still experiencing decline. In terms of research

designs on the topic, the way in which the inner city has been geographically delineated
can afîect the f,rndings as can the chosen study period.
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Although there may be lack of concurrence regarding what constitutes the inner
city or the degree to which the inner city may be experiencing tumaround, there tends to
be agreement that the reversal of population decline is accompanied by changing

demographic, family, cultural and socio-economic characteristics. Although population
turnaround is not always accompanied by increases in social status, the population
accounting for tumaround is commonly profiled in the literature to be comprised of yourg
childless adults who have above average incomes, higher education levels, and who work

downtown in professional occupations.

Unlike in the American context where an examination of cenkal city repopulation
is inextricably linked to consideration of suburban-central city migration pattems of the

middle- and upper-class, the Canadian literature, sparse to begin with, spends little effort
defining from where the population accounting for tumaround came. The Toronto case

stud¡ however, concludes that most of the new residents came not from the suburbs, but
from other parts of the central city (or from outside the regions) clearly showing that there
is no evidence of a return-to-the-city movement.
Despite inferences that can be made about the reasons, rationales and factors

influencing residential choice-to be close to work, to be close to recreational and cultural
amenities, to gain access to condominiums, etc.-this has not yet been captured in the
words of those accounting forpopulation turnaround; much more needs to be known
about the reasons and motivations behind the revival of interest in some central a.reas as

living places.
Attributes likely to be common to inner cites of industrialized nations that exhibit
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turnaround are: service based economies rather than industry based; strong downtown

office concentrations; the presence of institutional facilities such

as

universities and

hospitals; areas of historical, architectural, cultural and recreational signifr cance;

condominium developments; natural amenities; viable public transit systems; restricted
access to new housing and

jobs in suburban areas; and, less applicable to Canadian inner

cities than American central cities, the absence of racial conflict and the absence
of public
housing projects.
Just as the process of reversal of population decline is associated with certain

societal trends and inner city attributes, there are housing changes that are
associated with
the process. Four types of residential change have been associated with

repopulation-extension, intensification, implantation and conversion. The Toronto
case
study estimates that almost one half of the new population in the 198l-19g6 period
was
accommodated on grey-field sites, one quarter were housed through intensification,
one

fifth through implantation and the remainder through conversion.
Public policy contributes to and affects the process of population turnaround
through zontngchanges, investment in improved environmental amenities and
urban
design enhancement in inner cities, the provision of socially assisted housing,
and
investment in new or upgraded transit services.

As will be shown in subsequent chapters, the present study of Winnipeg supports
some of the findings in the literature. tnner city winnipeg, for example,
is rich

in

attributes associated with turnaround (for e.g., cultural amenities, institutional
facilities),
and the various types of residential change thought to accompany tumaround
(extension,
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intensification, implantation and conversion) are all present,
especially those which were
supported with public investment. Also challenging
and expanding the current literature,
the present study

will show that'the population accounting for turnaround (young, single,

upwardly mobile professionals) is much broader than the
literature suggests and,
furthermore,that, for many residents, relocating to the inner
city was not a matter

of

choice (to be close to work and downtown amenities)
but was a matter of necessity. The
present study will show that repopulation is assisted
through increased retention of the

existing population and in-migration from outside the province
and country and from
neighbourhoods within the

cMA of winnipeg. It will also show that in population

turnarowrd is a short lived phenomena that "intemrpts"
long term population loss.
American Context
In the American context, central city population turnaround
can take on several
different meanings, in part due to the less compact form
of American metropolitan areas
and the resulting hierarchy of urban areas found
within a Metropolitan Statistical Area

(city, inner city, central city, suburb, etc.) and in part
due to the various meanings applied
to the process by researchers, such as: the literal return
ofresidents from suburbs to the

city; the slowing of out-migration from the city; or simply
renewed interest and investment
by central city residents in their current prace of residence.
There is, however, definite agreement that through
the 1950s, 60s and 70s

American cities experienced white and middle-class
out-migration to the surro'nding
suburbs, leaving cities composed increasingly
of the poor, the aged, and racial minorities.

According to some, decline was followed by a substantial
increase in inner city
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revitalization by middle-income households during the mid I970s and 1980s. Even though
more people, both black and white, were moving out of cities than moving in, the
renovation of neighbourhoods by a small proportion of the population resulted in
numerous accounts of neighbourhood gentrification and renovation within central city

neighbourhoods. Some research concentrated on the slowing down or reversal

of

population loss while others looked at the composition of the population to suggest some
sort of turnaround was occurring even if the central city was continuing to experience a
net population loss. Political figures and the media advanced the notion of neighbourhood

renewal and that Americans were coming back to the city.
Numerous views, however, have not been so optimistic, reporting that there was

no substantial movement of suburban residents to central-city neighbourhoods (i.e., no
back-to-the-city movement) and/or that renewal was occurring in older neighbourhoods
mainly by middle-class renters who presently reside in the city in other neighbourhoods.
Some of the more recent literature suggests that the primary contributor to central city

population growth is annexation and, frrrther, that some older, close-in suburbs are
beginning to experience similar patterns of net population loss and declining household
income.
Negative effects of back-to-the-city include displacement of original residents and
the demise of the neighbourhood character (non-homogenous) that residents were seeking
in moving back to the city.
Just as the usage of the terms central cify, city, and inner city, are often blurred

the American context so to are the terms gentrification, resettlement, revitalization,
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in

regeneration, reinvasion, urban pioneering, reinvestment, renovation
and private-market

rehabilitation, and back-to-the-city. Nevertheless a central tenet
of the ,'back-to-the-city,,
process is that Yomg, middle-class professionals are
relocating to older neighbourhoods

that contain structurally sound or attractive housing. The specifics
of the trend and the
effect it is having on cities and their residents is not agreed upon
by researchers.
The debates surrounding the definitions and meanings of the
back-to-the-citymovement represent not only an interest in ensuring an accurate
description of the
movement but an interest in appropriate policy measures to
deal with the effects of the
movement and the people involved. For example, accepting
that there is widespread back-

to-the-city movement without documenting or testing such a proposition
may lead to the
unwarranted reliance on the movement to revitalize central
cities. Or, if the process is
more of a stay-in-the-city movemen! then it might make
more sense from apolicy and
resource standpoint to encourage households that are
already in the city to remain.

Residential displacement policy is a long standing concern.

As in the Canadian literature, considerable attention has been given
to the factors
that underlay the process of middle-class movement to the
central city. A variety

of

economic, social and demographic factors, some similar to
those believed to underlay the
process of population turnaround in Canad4 are identified
and include: shifts in the

employment patterns within cities from manufacturing to
office jobs; rapid increases in
energy and transportation; increased foreign immigration;
the availability of reasonably

priced housing; the practicality of central city living
due to enhanced by energy shortages,

poorpublic transportation between cities and suburbs, and
the convenience of public

9t

transportation within cities; disposition toward
central city living and/or ,,character,,
neighbourhoods; desire to spend less time commuting
and more time with families; and
preference for apartment or condominium
living.
Reinvestment in the central city, public and private,
must be understood in the
context of racial politics and the fragmentation
ofjurisdictional responsibility within most

metropolitan regions. In the American contex! public
sector involvement in initiating and
sustaining the process of middle income migration
to the central city and the resultant
upgrading of housing that takes place often relates
to solutions for alleviating hardships
that displacement has imposed on the urban poor.
There is an abundance of literature
recommending various public sector strategies
to address the challenges facing America,s
central

city.

Strategies proposed include: improving the
amenities

b'ndle in cities;

improving safety and security of residents and
visitors; service reform to ensure
equitability; tax abatements as an incentive for
residential and commercial upgrading;
making central cities more athactive to nontraditional
households; and opening access to
suburban jobs and housing opportunities for
lower income and minority households.

Other Industrialized Nations
Large urban areas in Europe a¡e delineated
much the same way as they are in the

united states and "retum to the city" takes on a similar
meaning, i.e., major citíes have, in
recent years witnessed significant population
gains or at least much reduced losses.

London @ngland) is thought to represent a classic
example of this sudden and largely
unexpected switch from big-citypopulation
losses. The major determinant of the new
trend is the change from a large net out-migration
to a small net in_migration.
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Perhaps unlike the American experience, however, an investigation of the

characteristics of migrants reveals no particular bias in favour of age or socio-economic

9roups. Factors thought to affect population shifts include: a decline in the new towns
rental accommodation; the relatively high provision of new housing in London; and the

growth of employment in financial and business services. The Docklands is thought to be
encouraging population growth in the inner city London.

In marked contrast to the American experience, inner areas of Australia cities have
demonstrated substantial and sustained development since the Second World War.

Australian state capitals continue to be principal ports with much commercial, financial
and

political power. CBDs have retained and expanded most of the attractions that

established them as the principal employment centres and continue to provide the highest

levels of service in commerce, arts and entertainment.

2.3

IN¡I-ER CITY POPULATION TURNAROUND: TTIEORETICAL
APPROACHES
While there is surprisingly little empirical literature addressing the reversal

of

population decline, there is "even less theory" that addresses the subject
@ourne, 1992, p-

66). Any attempt to explore population turnaround involves the researcher in the large
context of related scholarly and applied research on urban revitalization, neighbourhood

improvement, gentrification, downtown redevelopment and explanations for post war
urban form in North America. Says Boume (1992)

On the one hand is the extensive literature on urban rcvitalization, regeneration and
neighbourhood improvement and gentrification (Smith and Williams 1985; Nelson
1988; Filion r99l;Ley 1992). on the other hand, there is the growing but
disparate literature on the processes and politics of redevelopment in downtown
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commercial cores (Fainstein et al.1986,Law et al. 1988; Frieden and Salalyn
1989; Gerecke t99t).
@.67).
In developing a theoretical framework for the present study let us briefly consider the
approaches to explanations of inner city change contained within the large context
of this

related literature.

Most simply, these approaches can be categonzed,according to whether they
explain inner city decline or inner city revitalization
@roadway,l995). In the former
vein, for example, is Bourne's often cited "eight explanations of inner city decline
"

(lg7g,

1982):1) the "natural evolution" theory (residential areas proceed through different
stages

in

a

life-cycle from

a healthy and

viable stage to

a

period of abandonm ent);2)the ,,pull,,

theory (decline is a consequence of the working-out of preferences and tastes in
the
market for urban land and housing); 3) the "obsolescence" hypothesis (the inner
city has
become obsolete functionally, physically or

sociallÐ; Ðthe "unintended policy" hypothesis

(the declining inner city is a result of a set of policies-loan, taxation, transportation-that
were designed to achieve other results but have adverse affect on the inner city
as they

favour suburban development); 5) the "fiscal crisis" theory (as people and jobs leave
the
inner city, the tax base is reduced along with the ability to meet the demands
of an

increasingly service-dependent population; to meet this demand, taxes are raised and
services are cut, which in turn promotes further out-migration); 6) the
"conflict" theory

(the inner city is the most recent geographical expression of the segregation process,
and a

reflection of cultural isolation and polarization between dominant ,,white,, society
and

minority groups); 7) the "exploitation" theory (the city is manipulated to suit the needs
of
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particular interest groups such as private landowners, business
and financial institutions;
the abandonment of the inner city is an inevitable consequence
of industrial capitalism, as

private businesses can make greater profits elsewhere) and
B); the ,,structural change,'
hypothesis (the inner city has declined due to a number of national
structural changes: the

shift from manufacturing to a service based economy thus reducing
inner city blue collar
employment which typically had been concentrated in the inner city;
the slowing

of

population growth rates; declining family and household
size; and lower rates of foreign
immigration).
The literature is ripe with assessments of the inapplicability
of these models to the

Canadian inner city. The "pull" and "obsolescence" theory does
nçt apply due to the
retention of old elite areas in a number of inner cities (Le5 lgg3).
The ,,fiscal crisis,,
explanation does not readily apply in Canada as tax revenues are
not collected separately

for inner cities and suburbs (Ley and Boume, rgg3). while the ,,conflict
theory" has
applicability to the polanzation of socio-economic status that is found
in canadian cities, it
is not based on "white" versus "black" racialsegregation
says Broadway (1995) who
concludes that,

of Bourne's eight

explanations of inner city decline, the structural and

exploitation hypothesis are most applicable to inner city decline
in Canadian cities.
As for the theoretical explanations of inner city revitalization,
theytend to focus
on three themes-"capitalist patterns of development, structural
economic change and
demographic structures" @roadway, rggs,p.

4). The "rent gap,, theory, for exampre,

argues that the continued devalorization of property in
the inner city has produced the

economic incentive for residenti al revitalization. Owing
to deca¡ land values are

9s

depressed to levels below that which might be expected or possible; in turn, the capitalist

economy takes advantage of this situation by reinvesting in the devalorized property in the

inner city which brings house and land values back up to above average levels thus closing
the "gap" (Smith, 1979;Kary, 1988; Hammel, Iggg). Structural economic theories focus
on the post industrial economy oriented towards advanced services (quaternary sector

jobs) and the resultant influx of well-educated professionals into inner city
neighbourhoods
(Ley, 1980,1993,1996;Buntinga¡rdFilion, 1988;Rame/ al.,l9g9;Moss, lggT).
Demographic change is the focus of Bourne's argument that the inner city has experienced
rejuvenation due to an increase in high income childless households-households that
have

historically often lived in the inner city (1989)- Demographic and structural changes

working in combinatìonto affectrcvitalization are evident in Rose's gender based theory
that the proliferation of low-paid service jobs in the inner city has attracted female
household heads as a matter of necessity or convenience to be close to services (19g4;

1989). All three themes---rcapitalist patterns of development, structural economic
change
and demographic structures-are evident in Wessel's discernment (1983) of five
approaches to gentrification in the literature: demographic, neoclassical economic,

mamist socio-cultural values, and post-industrial economic

base.

As in the case of theories of decline, the varying applicability of theories

of

rcvitalization is evaluated in the literature. Ley's analysis of gentrification (19g6), for
example, found little support for the rent gap or demographic explanation. Rather,

gentrification was found to be a fi.urction of: growth in downtown quaternary jobs;
the
presence of heritage districts; existing high status residential areas; and
waterfront and
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view sites. On the topic of the "rent gap" theory specifically, there is hot and rigorous
debate in the literature (see for example, Badcock, 1990; Bourass4 1990,1992,1993;

Clark, 1987, 1988,1995; Smith, 1996, Hammel, 1999).
While some theories focus on inner city decline or inner city revitalization, others
instead are couched in terms of inner city evolution and change. Filion (1987),

for

example, evaluated "the explanatory power of two current models of the evolution

of

inner cities"--centrifugal (focusing on the attraction of suburbs on central city residents)
and centripetal (the lure of some inner city neighbourhoods for cerøin middle- and upper-

income households). An early attempt of a comprehensive view of inner city change was
undertaken by the Ministry of State for Urban Affairs (Mclemore et a1.,1975) to respond

to "a perceived need for a better understanding of Canadian inner cities which. . . differ in
important ways from the central cores of urban areas in the United States" (p. iiÐ.

Also ordering knowledge accordingto change, Bunting and Filion in their well
known volume The Changing Canadían Inner City (ongoing change and improvement in
the inner city is documented; population turnaround as an individual topic is not studied),
note that from the "many excellent surveys of approaches to and explanations of inner city

change.. . four theoretical approache,s emerge" (1988, p.2;author's italics)-the spatial,
the demand-oriented, the supply-oriented and the societal change approaches." Spatial
approaches, outline the authors, are concerned with distribution patterns and the spatial

orgarrization of the city. Demand oriented approaches view the primary determinant

of

urban change to be consumer preference as reflected in housing and locational choice.
Supply oriented approaches assign a passive role to consumer values and explain çþange
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in terms of housing supply in different sectors of the cify.
supply-side interpretations
break into two groups: those that stress the roles of developers,
real estate agents and

public sector progr¿rms in bringing about socio-economic
change and those that view
change to be a reflection of the capitalist economy.

Finall¡ societal change

approaches

associate inner city change with far reaching transformations
af[ecting society as a whole,

for example, the maturing of the baby boom cohort, the growth
of tertiary and quatemary
sectors of employment, or the changing status of
women. The societal change framework

"highlights the intemelation between numerous aspects of society,s
evolution which
influence the inner city: economic and employment structure;
family composition; the role

of women, values, consumption pattems and demography,, (Ibid.,
p.7).
Regardless of how these various bodies of literafure
on inner city decline,

revitaluation' or change/evolution are categori zed andlorlabelled
theoretically, they tend
to address similar sets of factors that explain the various
manifestations of change. For
example, Vy'essel's discernment (198s) of five approaches
to gentrification (demographic;
neoclassical economic; manrist; socio-cultural values;
and post-industrial economic base)

could be "shuffled" into Bunting and Filion's classification
(1988) of four approaches and
explanations of inner city change (spatial-not classified
by Wessel; demand-fitting
squarely with Wessel's "neoclassical;" supply-reflecting
Wessel,s ,,Marxist;,, and societal

change-an inclusive approach that includes wessel's ,,demographic,,, ,,socio-culû¡ral
values" and "post-industrial economic base" factors).
Furtherrrtore, while these theories
and their associated sets of factors have not specifically
addressed the topic

of

repopulation explicitly "they are indeed relevant. .
.arrd can be drawn on to explain inner
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city repopulation (Bourne,

lgg2, p.67)-

In his study specifically on population turnaround
in the canadian inner city,
Bourne (199s) categorizes these theoretical approaches
according to the following labels:

ecological; neo-classical; political economy; and
socio-cultuial. using as a base Bourne,s
categonzation system let us now consider these approaches
fi.rther in developing a
conceptual framework for the present study.

2.3.1

Ecological Approach
Ecological approaches (or demographic-ecorogicar
approaches as they are

sometimes called) emphasize the variables in "the
ecological complex,'-population, social
organization, environment, and technorogy
@uncan, 1959)-and focus on the city,s
spatial structure, distribution pattems and pattems
of urban growth. Inductive studies in

this vein developed three well known theories of urban
ecological growth patterns: the
concentric zone theory @urgess, r925);the sector
theory (Hoyt, r93g):the multipre

nuclei theory (Harris and Ullman,l945);and social
area analysis (Shevþ and williams,
1949; Shevþ and Bell, 1955).
Reurbanization, a model in the ecological veir¡
can be drawn on to explain the
repopulation process. Reurbanization is described
as the fourth and most recent phase
a

of

cyclical model of wban development (van den Berg
et a1.,1981; Klaassen et al.,lggl,

1987)' In the first phase of this model, the central core
of an urban agglomeration grows
at the expense of the surrounding and semi-urban

fringe. In the second phase, growth

spreads further out and the growth of the suburbær
ring begins to overtake that of the

urbanized core; densities fall and the core experiences
declining population. In the third
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phase, the overall size of the urban agglomeration continues to
increase, albeit slower, and

the rate

of population decline in the core soon begins to exceed the growth of the urban

ring. In the fourth

süage,

thought to have occurred in the early 1980s, the population

of

the entire urban area stabilizes or grows and net population growth reappears
in the
central core. This final phase is seen as a function of policies designed
to revitalize the
core and market pressures for new housing and land-use intensification.
Despite its

oversimplification, the reurbanizationmodel has been drawn on by other researchers
in
examining the relationship between the revitalization of central areas ærd public policy.
Tanghe et al. (1984), for example, have looked at the impact of new urban
design
practices on revitalization while Newman and Kentworthy (19S9)
have looked at policies
supporting expressways and parking within cities (and conclude that revival
of interest in
central areas for residential pu{poses is inversely related to the extent
ofsuch policies).

Also fitting within the spatial vein, are explanations of repopulation that relate
socio-economic rises in particular communities with proximity to the
CBD and to natural
and man-made amenities (Clay, 1979; Gaylor, Ig73).

Another variation on the ecological theme looks to the effect that changes in
population composition and demographic processes have had on the inner
city. The
coming of age of the baby boom generation is one factor frequerrtly cited (Bourn
e, 1977;

Kern, 1977; Clay,1978,1979; Cades, n.d.)

as

contributing to reinvasion in the American

central city. By the 1980s, the growing percentage of the population
between the ages

of

twenty five and thirty five was placing tremendous demands on the housing
supply; the
demand was met in part by the recycling of inner city neighbourhoods.
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Several other demographic factors are also seen to be

important-the rising

age at

first marriage, declining fertility rates, later birth of first child, entry of women into the
labour force and increases in the number of dual wage-earner families. Taken together
they may represent a decline in "familism" that played an important part in the postwar

flight to the suburbs (Ibid.). Additionally,

as

previously noted, the ecological paradigm

argues that certain kinds of high income and often childless households have always lived

in the centre of the city, and since there are now more of these households, we would
expect a corresponding increase in the population of potential core dwellers (Bourne,

l98e).
Early classical ecological perspectives were severely cnticizedfor their naffow
perspective of the relationship between space and activities, for overgeneralizing pafferns,
and for failing to recognize how cultural values shape structure. Today the ecological

approach is said to be severely crippled by a "stubborn technological determinism"

through which urban form is explained largely in terms of innovations in modes
transportation and communication (Gottdiener,

23.2
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Neo-ClassicalApproach
In the neo-classical approach, the primary determinant of urban change is

consumer preference as reflected in housing and locational choice. Choice "is a function

of the income of the consumer, the prices of alternatives. . .and the preferences of the
consumer" (l\4iron, 1993b, p. 89). Cultural and social characteristics of a population are,
however, underplayed "in favour of income differentials" (Hiebert, lgg3,
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p.20I). Urban

spatial pattems represent "the aggregate decisions of individuals who wish
to maximize

their utility with respect to land and access to the centre of the city (where, it is
assumed,
all jobs are located)" (Ibíd.). Important in this reasoning, is that higher income
households
can afford to exercise choice

in choosing where they live and usually do exercise that

choice. Gordon, Richardson and Jun (lggD,for example, show that high income
households will choose to live centrally, or at least closer to their worþlace,
if the income

elasticity of commuting rises faster with distance than the income elasticity
for housing
space.

Neo-classical reasoning is the basis of the many filtering-down and stage
models
that purport to explain inner city decline
@atcliffe, 1949;Lowry, 1960;Hoover and

vernon, 1962; smith,l964;Muth, 1969:Birch,

l97r;Mills,

1972;fæven etal.,1976).

This body of work atfibutes a cycle of decline in social status and housing
quality in the
inner city to the movement of higher income households outward from
the inner city; the
inherent assumption is that those who can aflord to exercise choice prefer
newer and
larger properties. The subsequent conversion of owner occupied
to renter occupied

dwellings and of single family dwellings to multiple farnily dwellings
by lower income
residents increases the rate of deterioration of an already aging housing
stock. The result
is decreased revenues and, in cities where there is rnunicipal fragmentation
and reliance on

municipalities for the provision of social services (American cities more
so than Canadian
cities), severe fiscal problems for inner cities.

With respect to inner city revitalizatton

and

gentrification,theneo-classicists view

that decline has been reversed due to profound changes in values
and preferences due to
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contemporary societal trends (Gale, r979;Abravenel
and Mancini, l9g0; Berry, 19g0,
1985; Goetze and colton, 19g0; Downs,

lggl; L^g,lgg2). Giving

rise to changes in

consumer demands, these societal trends include demographic
change (smaller

households, females in the labour force, deferred and
lower fertility), economic constraint

(inflation, reduction in new housing starts, high price
of new housing), the energy crisis,
and lifestyle changes (careerism as opposed to familism).

How long these values and preferences will last is open
to discussion. some view
that they a¡e a short term abberation in a society in which
spacious private property is
preferred a¡rd in which outward migration of people
from cities is a natural and dominant
process (Berry, 1980;

Muller, 19gl; Adams l9s4). Ley (19g4), on the other hand, views

that the current renewed interest in inner cities as living
places among the higher class
represents that the "sociâl geography of the nineteenth-century
industrial city [is a]

temporary interlude to a more historically persistent pattem
of higher-status segregation
adjacent to the downtown" (p.

201). consistent with this point of view is caulheld

(1994)' To him' middle-class inner-city resettlement represents
"an apparent enduring
affinity of the bourgeois for the heart of the city, that, in
some social settings, has only
been briefly disrupted by the turmoil of industrial
urbanis¡¡1,, (p. >rv).

2.3.3 Political-Economy Approach
The political-economic paradigm points to the North
American profit motivated

market system, capitalism, the commodification of
urban land, the flow and exchange

of

capital, the growth and movement of large corporations,
and the political structure that
supports the capitalist system as important factors in explaining
urban events, patterns and
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spatial expressions. Analyses falling under this general heading can be divided into

traditional and Marxian approaches. Traditional approaches "tend to emphasize
competition, supply and demand, market efficiency, and the impersonality of the liberal
state," while Marxist approaches "focus on intergroup power relationships and the uneven
costs and benefits ofneighborhood change" (palen and London

. lgg4, p. r7).

Traditional inteqpretations include those that stress the role of developers, real
estate agents and

public sector programs in bringing about socio-economic change in the

city (Bradford,1979; Checkoway, 1980; Wolfe, Driver and Skelton, 1980). For example,
the contribution to urban decline of redlining by mortgage institutions (Albrandt,lgTT)
and of massive subsidizationof suburban expressways by the various levels of government

in the United States (Checkoway, 1980). These interpretations are consistent with what
Boume (1978,19s2) classifies as the "unintended" hypothesis of inner city

decline-public sector policies have favoured suburban development by promoting new
single family home construction with favourable tax and loan policies.

A traditional political-economic interpretation underlays Cades'(n.d.) explanation
that American central city middle class reinvasion results from the interaction of
a number

of factors: the decreasing availability of suburban land; rampant inflation in suburban
housing costs; rising transportation costs; and the relatively low cost of inner city
housing.
Reinvasion is further complemented by political factors. Civil rights legislation,
for
example, has contributed to decreasing segregation in suburbs; as a result, the suburbs
are
more open to blacks and the inner city is no longer automatically rejected by whites
as a
place to live.
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Marxist approaches rely less on the "invisible" hand of political and economic
forces and identifiable agents of change and give more importance to
tendencies inherent

in

a

capitalist economy's pattems of development. Here the evolution of urban
sectors is

tied to capital cycles and to the capitalist economy's patterns of development
(Molotch,

1979)- Marxian structuralist models of urban study, for example, view
urban form to be a
spatial expression of the production, reproduction, circulation and
organization of capital.
The changing fate of the inner city, for instance, has been related to
the ebb and flow

of

investments within sectors of metropolit4n regions. The abandonment
of the inner city is
an inevitable consequence of industrial capitalism, as private
business can make greater

profits elsewhere (Harvey, 1972).

Marxist interpretations often underlay studies of gentrif,rcation. Smith (lg7g,
1982), for example, suggests that American gentrification
has been actively planned and

publicly f,rnded. Powerful interest gïoups follow apolicy of
neglect of the inner city until
such time as they become aware that policy changes could yield
tremendous

profits. A

"rent gap" produces the economic incentive for revitalization (Smith,
lg7g,19g2; Smith
and LeFaivre,1984; Kary, lgBB; Badcock,

l99l). Big business

(for e.g., the automobile

and development indusûy) and govemments have invested
capital in new suburban

housing while at the same time have decapitalizedthe older
inner

cif

housing stock.

Owing to decay, land values are depressed to levels below that
which might be expected
or possible; in turn, capitalists take advantage of this situation
by reinvesting in the

devalorized property in the inner city bringing house and land
values back up to above
average levels and the "gap" is closed (Badcock, 1991).
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A prerequisite for the

development of such a rent gap is the movement of capital out

of and then back into, the

neighbourhood.

Additional links between the urban political economy and the analysis of invasion
can be noted in the volume edited by Tabb and Sawers (1978). Gordon (1978), for

instance, shows that the commercial, industrial, and corporate stage of capital
accumulation are each conducive to different distributions of people and functions

of

space. Industrial accumulation encouraged the polarization of cities and suburbs by race
and class. Alternately, the corporate city not only encouraged the decentralizøtjon

of

indusûy and the dispersal of working class residential areas but also the proliferation

of

corporate headquarters and employment opportunities in the tertiary sector.

Economic approaches have been criticizedfor overemphasizing economic factors.
They are constrained by "endemic fimctionalism" and, like the ecological paradigm, the

political economy paradigm explains causes by their effects and does not achieve a
satisfactorily deep level of understanding (Gottdiener, 1985, p. 16). In looking specifically
at gentrification, Rose (1984) criticizes Man<ist approaches that lack attention to the

interrelationships of employment restructwing and changes in the reproduction of labour.
Economic models also tend to reduce city dwellers to mere bearers of process determined
independently to them (Ibid.). From the political economy perspective, "housing
consumers such as individual gentrifring households are viewed

¿ìs

procgss reflecting the laws of the capitalist economy" (Bunting and

'

mere pawns in a

Filion, 1988, p. 6).

2.3.4 Sociocultural Approach
The sociocultural approach emphasizes the role of culture and values in explaining

r06

the location of groups and institutions within cities (Schwab

,lgg2)-

The postindustrial

city, for example, has been shaped by the pursuit of enhanced amenities
and improved
quality of life (Bell, 1976; Ley, 1983). The Canadian postwar wban
form has been shaped
by a number of characteristics and values of Canadian culture: the
sacredness ofhome

ownership and a distinct cultural bias against renting; the segregation
of family relations
from the production process; the primacy of business which manifests itself
in large scale
segregated mega-projects; and the ascendancy of the mass media
which promote product

consumption which in tum promotes independence from society (Fowler,
lgg2).
Values are often implicated in explaining gentrification. Early
stages

of

gentrification, for example, have been associated with particular
communities (often

counterculturalF-the arts community (P. Jackson, 1985), the gay community
(Castells,
1983) and the politically active community (8.

Jackson,lgg4). The culture of

consumption expressive of personal style is also identified with the process

of

gentrification (Raban, 1974; Ley, 1980) as is the preference for
aesthetically pleasing
landscapes (Hamilton, 197 B: Clay, 197 9 ; Ley, I 9 g5).

In this vein, Fusch (1975) explains middle and upper class reinvasion
to the
American central city in terms of the following values: high value placed
on home
ownership; the importance of individuality and personal identity
achieved in the form

of

architecturally distinguished houses in prestigious neighbourhoods; the
need for
conformity; the need for community; and the search for a sense of place.
While it might be
viewed that these values represent the reversal of the conventional
anti-urban value system
of the American culture, Fusch adds that the values that motivate reinvasion
may not be all
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that difÊerent from those that motivated earlier generations to seek a "new way of life" in
the suburbs. In this sense, reinvasion is not explained by changes in values but rather
"core" values.
The distinction between demographic-ecological and sociocultural is in some
respects a "false dichotomy" as the essence of the sociocultural point of view is that "no

ecological phenomenon can be firlly understood if the focus of explanation is solely on
structural phenomena to the exclusion of those learned, cultural values that often motivate

individual behavior" (London and Palen, 1984,p. 16). We tend to accept such ideologies
unthinkingly, but, "from this perspective, it appears that understanding some of our
cultural roots and conditioning is necessary in order to figure out why we have built the
v/ay we have" (Fowler, 1992, p. 139). In her analysis of gentrif,rcation in inner city
Vancouver, for example, Mills (1991) states that the inner city has value to developers
because of the "gap" between the capital retum on redundant uses and the possible return

on new uses. However, the existence and potential of that "gap" are culturally constituted
(P. 309). Developers must depend on "cultural

utility" to make the inner city a good

location for reinvestnent.
While the obvious explanations for the form of our urban environment may be
economic and political ones, it must not be forgotten that cultural ideologies underlay
economic and political ones. A sociocultural explanation is advantageous as it "binds
together" the production-oriented and the consumption-oriented explanations for this
process (Ibid., p. 310). Altemately, hovrever, in an influential article assessing the ways

which issues relating to inner city gentrification have been conceptualized, Rose (19S4)
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in

raises the question of what produces a differential supply of gentrifiers between one

metropolitan area and another. Not all public policies and./or initiatives to improve
cultural and environmental amenities have been equally successful in stimulating consumer
demand in the inner city. Explanations, according to Rose Qbid.) must allow for empirical

variations from place to place and from time to time as well as historical and structural
considerations.
The Inner City and Post-Industrialism

In emphasizngthe role of culture and values in explaining the location of groups
and institutions within cities, the sociocultural approach is encompassed by the nature

of

urbanization in the twentieth century-a transition phase variously referred to as postindustrial, post-Fordisl and post-modem. In this phase, the Canadian city is undergoing
some critical changes, the most obvious of which are

economic and occupational restructuring, a new demography combined with
changes in living arrangements, shifts in household composition and family
relations, increasing ethnic diversity, and revised political priorities.
@ourne and Ley, 1993,p.24)
The post industrial phase followed two previous stages of development-the industrial:

production-oriented phase and the industrial: mass consumption phase. In the former, the
inner city fulfilled most urban functions and was largely made up of upper, middle and

working class neighbourhoods. The phase was also charactenzed by: an orientation
towards the family; high birth rates; modest participation by women in the workforce;
clear distinctions between the working class and other classes; low productivity and
wages; the spending of wages primarily in the areas of shelter, food and basic necessities;
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low consumption levels; low transportation costs; and reliance
on pedestrian and public
transit.

In the next stage (i-e., mass consumption) there continued
to be an orientation
towards the

famil¡ high birth

unlike the previous

rates, and low female participation rates in the labour
force.

stage, this second stage

was charactenzed by high consumption levels,

high productivity and high wages. Emerged was a large
middle class with consumption
oriented lifestyles (cars, suburban homes, household goods).
The baby boom gave rise to
massive investment in new housing; the suburbs were
considered ideal forchild rearing
and

familism. The inner city largely became home to lower income
households. While the

inner city remained stable in terms of office and retail
activity, manufacturing relocated to
the suburbs.

In the third stage-post-industrial-the proportion
ofjobs in the production sector
declined while service sector employment experienced
rapid growth. women flowed into
the workforce filling many of the newly created
service sector jobs. In contrast to the

previous two stages, productivity levels were modest
and incomes barely kept up with

inflation' The middle

class that expanded in the previous stage shrank
with the

disintegration of large sectors of industry. The post-industrial
stage is also characterized

by: polarization of the managerial

and professional sector and the

minimum wage service

sector; the decline in traditional families and the rise
in non-traditional households (singles,
single parents, non-families); falling birth rates; declining
household size; rise ur two-

worker households; high consumption and/or dependence
levels (restaurants,
entertainment, home maintenance, daycareand tourism)
due to high levels of adult
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participation in the work force.
The post-industrial stage is thought to set the stage for the "remaking" of the inner

city over the past generation (Ley,7996,

vii). Inner

city revival is a reflection of the

expansion of high-paying quatemary sectorjobs in the downtown and the consumption
demands and market force created by a new class of professionals (I-ey, 1980, 1981, 1984;

Broadwa¡ lgg5). The growth of these high order occupations have created a new

class

of residents that values urban amenities and lifestyles over suburban amenities and
lifestyles (Smith and Williams, 1985; Ley, 1986). Central locations are considered more
urbane living environments, elegant in manner and style @ourne, lgg2) featuring public
and private leisure and cultwal facilities, educational establishments, day care centres and

medical facilities that are supportive of a service oriented lifestyte. Further, for the service
dependent household, time is a scarce resource. The inner city responds to the need

for

effective use of time due to the proximity of services to each other (Stapleton, 1980; Rose,

1984). Proximity to work and thus decreased time spent travelling to work are included in
the time-saved "perk" of inner city living (Dantas, lggS).

At the same time that high-paylng quatemary sector jobs are expanding low paying
service sector jobs that are also "proliferating" the inner city thus attracting "marginal

gentrifiers" (Rose, 1984). Both single parents and underemployed university graduates
who settle in the inner city as a matter of necessity or convenience belong to this group

(Ibid.,1987a).
Post industrialization has also resulted in more diverse choices of

living

arrangements. Smaller residential units are becoming more acceptable as households
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become smaller and often childless (Fuguitt and Brown, 1990). There is a growing
attraction to condominium development-a recent emergent house form
@ilbot, 1985;
Skaburskis, 1988; Ram e/ at.,1989;Preston, l99I;Boume, lgg2). There also is growing
interest in older style designs; the purchase of an older character home can carry as much
status as the purchase of a new home @unting and

Filion, 19sg).

2.3-5 Triangulation, fntegration, and Complementarity in Theoretical Frameworks
While the above outlined paradigms may be thought to "compete"
@ourne ,Igg5,

p- 67) or "clash" (Gottdiener, 1985, p. 17) with one another, they need not be considered
mutually exclusive of one another. A "satisfactory interpretation of the phenomenon

of

urban reinvasion should incorporate insights from all perspectives" asserts London
and
Palen (1984, p. 14). . .in the process, many insights of demographical-ecologrcal,

sociocultural, and political economic theories will be drawn together
@.22). These two
authors introduce their often quoted volume Gentrífication, Displacement
ond

N e i ghb or h o o d Rev i t al i z at i on ( 1 9 34) as follows

:

Since there is a range of disciplines concerned with analyzingaspects of urban
regeneration, and since there is among analysts considerable iheóretical and
ideological disagreement about the phenomenon, the papers gathered here are
not
written by members of one discipline alone, or by adherènts io any single
perspective' Thus, the authors include political scientists, sociologists]planners,
demographers, geographers, and members of urban affairs departientsifurther,
in
terms of theoretical or ideological perspectives, various papers can be
chatactenzed as conservative, liberal, or radical in their interpretations. Using
all,
however, is an emphasis on empirically researching the contåmporary patterns of
change in the urban neighbourhood.

(p.s).
Also on the topic of gentrification, Ley posits that, regarding the various explanations
for
inner city gentrification, there is "certainly overlap between the various arguments
and few

t12

authors confine themselves to a single explanation" (1986, p.522). "The relative failure

of

any individual account to provide an adequate explanation of the inner city suggests
the

wisdom of an integratedperspective" (Læy, l99I,p- 338). Beauregard likewise adds
"there can be no single theory of an invariarrt gentrification process" (1986,

p.

35).

In research methodology terms, the use of multiple lines of sight is called

triangulation. Theory triangulation, specifically, refers to "the use of multiple . . .
theoretical perspectives in the study of some empirical phenomenon" (Feagin, Orum
and

Sjoberg, 1991,p.15S).

By combining several lines of sight, researchers obtain a better, more substantive
picture of reality; a richer, more complete array of symbols and theoretical
concepts; and means of verifuing many of these elements.
(Berg, 1989, p. 5).

It should be noted, however, that promotion of a multiple-theoretical-perspectives
approach does not negate the usefrrlness of narrowly confined studies. On the process

of

gentrification, clark, for example, argues that "narrowly confined" studies

will always play an important role in the development of knowledge. They hold
the potential of problematising and in some cases corroborating specifrc theoretical
statements. And, by bringing one perspective clearly into relief, they lay a
foundation for making ties to or identifring incongruencies with other '
perspectives.
(1994,p. 1033).
While some theoretical approaches underlying inner city explorations are
triangulated, others might be thought of as integrative. One such integrative approach
is
the "social movements" approach to the study of reinvasion in American central cities

which "paradoxically" is the least well developed in the literature but which
"may hold the
greatest potential for p¡oviding a synthesis of the multiple causes of the phenomenon"
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(London and Palen, 1984, p.21). Social movements are
ideologically based, oriented
toward change or improvement, and socially organized, often
in terms of leader follower

relationships' When applying social movement theory to reinvasion,
the analysis focuses
on ideology, goals, participants, leadership, and tactics in the
examination of the struggle
over possession of resources. "In the process, many of the insights
of demographic-

ecological, sociocultural, and political economic theories will
be drawn together,, (Ibid., p.
22).
Examples of uniting different approaches into a single total
comprehensive
explanation are abundant in the study of gentrification.
Hamnett, for example, attempts to
"establish the criteria for a comprehensive explanation " (lgg7, p.
ways to "integrate cultural and economic analysis"

17

5).

z¿I<tnlooks for

(lgï7, p. ru$. Wittberg, in response

to "the lack of integration between the competing theoretical perspectives,,,
outlines an
approach that "could potentially unite the disparate
and polarized literature on the subject,

which so far has resisted synthesis" (lgg2,p. 39).

An integrative theoretical framework-the societal change
approach-appears to
underlay Bunting and Filion's volume of papers (19s8) The
Changing canadían Inner

City'

Asoutlined earlier, the authors categonzed,four theoretical
approaches to studying

inner city change: 1) spatial (concerned with spatial organization
and the identification

of

residential distributions); 2) demand oriented (that focus
on changes in housing and
locational demand as affected by such factors as demographic
changes and inflation); 3)
supply oriented (that focus on developers, real estate agents
public sector, and the

capitalist economy as agents of irurer city change); arrd
4) societal change. The authors

lI4

develop the latter theoretical context for the case studies presented in the
volume. The
societal change approach is described as one that understands inner city
change from the
perspective of the evolution of society according to three distinct evolutionary

phases-industrial: production oriented; industrial: mass consumption; and post
industrial--each giving rise to a succession of roles and changing prominence
for the inner

city. The societal

change approach links the changing inner city and wider societal
trends

and, in doing so, "highlights the interrelation between numerous aspects
of a society,s

evolution which influence the inner city: economic and employment structure,
family
composition, the role of women, values, consumption patterns and demography"
(p. 7)
and allows "movement away from understandings of urban evolution
which neglect to
emphasize the interconnection between factors of change"
@.21).

Integrative theoretical approaches have been applauded for addressing
"the
economic determinism of structuralism and neoclassical ecologism"--characte
nzed.by
Gottdiener (19S5) as the "straightjacket" of contemporary wban theory.
Integrative
approaches respond to Gottdiener's call for a paradigm that treats
economic, political, and

cultural phenomena in a manner which "elevates new concerns to the
centre of urba¡r
enquiry and redirects thought away from a narrow fix on economic development,,
and
addresses "the larger questions of modernity-marriage, divorce,
child rearing, aging, the

nature of work" (ç,. 273).

Uniting different approaches into a single comprehensive explanation, however,
has also been

criticized. Inhis research on gentrification

Clark, for example, notes that
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(199g

,19924lgg2b,Igg4),

In the social sciences, and particularly in gentrification research,
there seems to be
fascination with, and an urge to pursue a course towards synthesising,
integrating or uniting dif,lerent approaches into a single total
compr"fràrrir"
explanation.
a persistent

(1994,p. t03a).
Clark argues that while it is a worthy task to strive for integration
and synthesis in
comprehensive thick descriptions, it is no easy task to unite different
approaches into one
unambiguous and intemally consistent theoretical construct nor
it is necessarily useful in
advancing the explanation of the phenomenon. Basset and Short
likewise add that there
are "dangers in the casual yoking together of disparate approaches
rooted in different

philosophical positions" (l 989,

p.

192).

In the place of integration, clark advocates for complementarity.
Complementarity is not to be viewed as "holism, integration, reconciliation

of

incommensurable notions, or synthesis into a single comprehensive
picture,, (1994, p.
1037), but rather is to be viewed

¿N a

means of tolerance and openness towards various

description

Applying the notion of comprementarity to the study of gentrification
would
ask us to accept (for instance) both econornically and culturally
sensitive, both
production-oriented and consumption-oriented,-both demand-related
and supply-

related explanations of gentrification, though (and because)
they cannot be brought
together into the same plane of focus, and though each plane
ofro"* involves
concepts which cannot be reduced to the concepts of thè
other plane of focus.

(Clark, op. cit.,p. 1039).

2.3.6 ordering Knowledge in terms

of the where, who, when and

why

Finally, in addition to theoretical approaches (for e.g. ecological,
neo-classical,

political economy; socio-cultural and/or the triangulation,
convergence or complimentarity

tt6

thereof), there is "yet another way of ordering knowledge,,
according to ,,certain basic
questions" (Clark, 1994). Regarding gentrification,
these questions concern ,'the origins

of gentrifiers and their locational choices, the creation
of gentrifiable housing stocks, the
unfolding of specific processes' or simply where,
who, when and why (Beauregard, l9g6;
Hamnett, 1991)' This framework appears to underlay
Bourne,s examination of inner city
population tumarowrd in Toronto (lgg2)wherein
he does not adhere to a theoretical
framework, but rather outlines

a

number of "factors" that can be hypothesized
as the

"principal architects" of inner area revitalizationand
repopulation (Table 3). Bourne
classifies three of these factors as contextual or
facilitating factors rather than direct
causes: macro-economic restructuring (decline
of manufacturing, gïowth in service

occupations); labour market reorgatization (increases
in both high order and low order
occupations resulting in polarization); and demographic
transition (with its associated

lifestyle changes and more diverse choices of living
arrangements). The contextual factors
relate principally to the urban impacts of the restructuring
of local, national and

international economies, and more specificatly to
the shift from goods and production to
services, and from manufacturing and processing
occupations to service provision and

information or knowledge indushies. Employment
opportunities have athacted labour
force into nearby residential districts. The contextual
factors also relate to shiffs in
demographic structures and lifestyles; smaller households
with proportionally more singles
and childless families, for exampre, result in
a different demand for housing.

But continues Bourne, the contexfual factors do
not account for where the
associated population

$owth will

take place. The spatial dimension is supported
by a set

1t7

TABLE 3. CONTEXTUAL AND LOCAL FACTORS IN INNER AREA
REVITALIZATION AND REPOPULATION: A SUIViMARY

Contextual

Factors

Trend

Effectsllmpacts

economlc
restructuring

labour market
reorganization

growth of offices/services
and information systems;
decline of manufacturing
segmentationy'

polarization

increase in both high-order
and low-order occupations;

dual labour markets

life style/
demographic

diversification/

more diverse choices

aging

living arrangements

of

encouraging the separation
of uses, decentralization
and higher densities

devalorization/
revalorization

widening of the rent gapl
differentials

capital switching

shift of investment into the
built environment

tenure conversion

shift to home ownership/
condos, incumbent
upgrading and
gentrification
investments in public uses,
facilities, infrastructure and
services; subsidies to
private sector

Source: Bourne, L.S. 1992. "Population Turnaround in the Canadian Inner
city: Contextual Factors and
Social consequences." canqdianJournar oftJrban Research r, p.69.
r:
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of factors that derive from the characteristics of

a

particular geography, local land markets

and the political climate of the urban development process

itself.

These factors are:

congestion costs (encouraging higher density); land rents (widening the rent gap); spatial

switching of real estate capital (shifting investment into the built environment); housing
market shifts (shifts to condos, incumbent upgrading and gentrification); and new public
seçtor investments and related policy inducements (investments in pubtic facilities,

infrastructure and services).

2.3.7

Summary: TheoreticalApproaches
While there is little empirical literature specifically addressing the reversal

of

population decline, there is "even less theory" that addresses the subject. There is,
however, a rich body of literature pertaining to related topics (for e.g., urban
tevitalization, neighbourhood improvement, gentrification, downtown redevelopment and
explanations for post war urban form in North America), the underlying theoretical
approaches of which can be drawn on to explain repopulation. The approaches point to
sets of factors that explain various manifestations of change. The approaches have been

classified or labelled in numerous ways. In his study specifically on repopulation, Bourne
categorizes the factors according to four theoretical approaches-ecological (focusing on
spatial and demographic factors), neo-classical (focusing on housing preference and ability

to pay), political economic (focusing on the capitalism and the political structure that
supports it), and socio-cultural (focusing on culhre, values and post-industrialism).

While theoretical approaches may be thought to "compete" or "clash" with one
another, few authors confine themselves to a single explanation. Some authors advocate
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that explorations of inner city change require the use of multiple theories
(theory

triangulation)- others look to an integrated theoretical approach that
synthesizes the
multiple causes of the phenomenon into

a comprehensive

explanation (integration). yet

others advocate not the reconciliation of dichotomies but the acceptance
of various

equally valid but complementary pictures (complementarity). Finall¡
another way

of

ordering knowledge is according to certain basic questions regarding
a specific process,
i.e., the where, who, when and why.

2.4

PLACE OX'TIIE STUDY IN RELATION TO TTIE LITERATURE

2.4.1 ConceptualFramework
The current research is informed by the position that to adequately
study inner city
change requires incorporating insights from a variety of theoretical
perspectives. This is

not to sa¡ however, that a triangulated, integrative, or complementaqr
theoretical
framework will be developed as a basis for the ensuing study. Rather
the incorporation

of

various theoretical insights leads the author to ask "certain basic questions,,
(for e.g., did

population turnaround occur in all areas of the inner city? what
demographic and socioeconomic changes accompanied tumaround? what were the reasons
newcomers came to
the inner city during the period of turnaround?; what impact
did the creation of housing
stocks, the local economy and public interventions have on the process
of turnaround?).

That the current study does not adhere to a single perspective
or comprehensive

model of inner city repopulation is not unlike Bourne and Ley's approach
in their book
The Changing Social Geography of Canadian Cities
state
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(lgg3). In the introduction they

what does not appear in the chapters in this volume is a single perspective
or allpurpose model of social Geography of Canadian cities. lnstead, *ã
fur roor"
important, what emerges is a realistic sense of the diversity of the social
fabric, as
well as a measure of the dynamic processes that underlie changes to it.
(p. 3o).
The current study is also not unlike Mills'exploration of the myths and
meanings

of

gentrification (1993) wherein her intention is "not. . .to imply that
any one theoretical
position could offer complete closure in the explanation of this phenomenon,,
(p. 165) but
rather to give "credence to a variety of accounts of gentrification" (Ft.
167). The current
study framework is also not unlike Bourne's study of inner city population
tumaround in

Toronto (1992) wherein he outlines a number of "factors" that can be hypothesized
as the
"principal architects " of inner area revital izationand repopulation.
Acknowledging that a diverse artay of facfors have played a role in inner
city
repopulation, the current study framework leads to the development of
the five specific
objectives that, briefly, are: to establish the nature and extent of turnaround;
to determine
the demographic and socio-economic changes underlying turnaround;
to identifu
neighbourhood amenities, housing stock and public interventions underlying
tumaround;

to explore the culture of turnaround; and to determine the interrelation
among the various
factors (see Introduction for a fulr statement of the sfudy objectives).

While a range of factors is explored in the current study, it will, however,
become
obvious as the reader proceeds that the author expends particular effort
in the exploration
of the cultural component of the study through focus goups with newcomers
to unearth
the reasons, rationales, and factors influencing that they moved to
the inner city during the
study

period' There are two explanations for this. Firs! while there has not yet
been

t2t

enough scholarly work done on the topic of population
turnaround to determine wherein
lay the weaknesses, the author takes a cue from the
criticisms levelled at the large body

of

scholarly literature on the process of gentrification (an
inner city change phenomenon
related to repopulation)' This literature "consists mostly
of demographic/statistical studies
and impressionistic theoretical treatments"

themselves (caulfield, 1994, p.

xi). It

with "almost utter silence of ,gentrifiers,

fails "to comprehend the importance of culture. . a

central weakness in the gentrification debate" (Wiltiams,
19g6, p. 6g). In the current
sfudy, the exploration of culture involves the time
costly ksk of locating and conversing

with residents who had moved to the inner city during the
study period, some twenty years
earlier.
Second, the author is of the belief that cultural ideologies
after all underlay

economic and political ones- Understanding urban
change requires a description of not

only the economic and political forces that underlie change
but of everyday life and the
socio-economic infrastructure through which change
is produced. In his analysis of the

building of Canadian cities, Fowler (lgg2)comments that
"we tend to accept [economic
and

politicall ideologies unthinkingl¡ but, from the cultural
values perspective, it appears

that understanding some of our cultural roots and conditioning
is necessary in order to

figure out why we have built the way we have,,
Gr. 139).

A similar

message is promoted by Logan and Molotch (19g7)
in their view that,

necessary in any urban analysis of market societies,
is an examination of how markets

work

as

social phenomena. community sociology, including
the ethnographies

of

neighbourhood life ignored by many ecologists and
neo-Mamians, has a valued role in
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their analysis.

2.4.2 Significance of the Sfudy
As noted, the study recognizes the importance of culture in
the repopulation
process and makes a unique contribution by giving
a "voice" to inner city newcomers

during the period of tumaround, somefhing not done previously.
Generally, residents,
reasons and motivations for moving to the inner city
have been inferred from bodies

of

research. other contributions the study makes are outlined
as follows.
First' much has been written in a theoretical mode to explain
aspects of inner city
decline ¿urd revitalization. "Less generally available are
detailed empirical observation
accounting for change in the central city's built environment
and its occupants and

activities" (Bunting and Filion, r9gg, p.

v). with

respect to population turnaround

specifically, there is "surprisingly little empirical literature,
and even less theory,, @oume

1992,p' 66)' "We need to knowmuch more about the reasons
and motivations behind the
revival of interest in some central areas a living places,
and as settings for residential
capital investment" (Ibid-, p. 82). This study responds
to the need for more empirical
sfudies on inner city change genera[y and on repopuratìon
specifically.
Second, a mixed methods triangulated strategy achieves ,,richer,,, ,,füler,,and
a

"more substantive" picture of the turnaround process and facilitates
anal¡ic sensitivity;.

Third' theories describing the changing inner city often rely
too heavily upon
American literature (Filion, l9s7);this research contributes
to the csnadian-specific body
of literature, although the research does not pursue the
canadian identity theme at any

Iength' Furthermore, Canadian studies have tended to focus
on larger centres rather than
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medium sized centres like Wiruripeg.
Fourth, previous research has acknowledged that significant difilerences
among
Canadian inner cities exist and must be recognized, but

little

has been said about

diflerences within particular inner cities. This study separates turnaround tracts
from nonturnaround tracts to provide a more accurate picture of the demographic
and socioeconomic change accompanying tumaround.

2.4.3

Scope of the Study

An individual dissertation could be developed around each of Obj ective 2
þertaining to demographic, household, and economic and employment characteristics
underlying turnaround), objective 3 (pertaining to local factors and conditions
underlying
tumaround) and Objective 4 (pertaining to the culture of turnaround

). For instance,

a

correlation study could be carried out along the lines of, say, Ley's assessment
of
explanations for gentrification (1996). Another study could focus on
the role of public

policy in addressing distress in inner cities-along, say, the lines of Stewart's
dissertation
on the Core Area Initiatives (1993). A third study could focus specifically
on the culture

ofrepopulation by conducting a series of indepth interviews with the residents
who
account for population tumaround-along the lines of Caulfield's case
study of inner
neighbourhoods in Toronto (1994). The present study, involving the
examination of three

components- demographic/socio-economic, local, and cultural-provides

a broad,

but

nevertheless strong, platform from which to study the topic. The aim
of future pieces
research by the author

will

of

be to incrçase the depth of analysis around some of the issues

raised in the research; of particular interest is the human aspect
of inner city change.
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CHAPTER

3.0.

STRATEGY OF,INQUIRY

This Chapter outlines the research methodology ("the theory and analysis
of how
the research does or should proceed;"Harding, lg87,p. 3) and the research
methods (',the

specific methods of data collections and analysis;"Creswell, 2003,p. 2) for
the present
study.

3.1

METHODOLOGY
In defining the central purpose of the research ("to explore the process
of inner

citypopulation tumaround in Winnipeg in the 1981-1986 period") as well as
the five
specific objectives (briefly: to establish the nature and extent of turnaround;
to determine
the demographic and socio-economic changes underlying turnaround;
to identify
neighbourhood amenities, housing stock and public interventions underlying
tumaround;

to explore the culture of furnaround, and; to determine the interrelation
among the various
factors) the author situates herself in a "pragmatic framework."
As outlined by Creswell
Q003), pragmatism is "problem-centered" in comparison to other philosophical

frameworks such as postpositivism (that emphasizes theory verification),
constructivism
(that focuses on the meanings that others have about the world
and the generation

of

theory), or advocacy/participatory (that advocates that inquiry needs to
be intertwined

with politics and a political agenda). For the pragmatists, the problem is the
most
important and researchers use all approaches to tmderstand the problem (see
Rossman and

IVilson, 1985). Pragmatism, asserts Creswell, "opens the door to multiple methods,
different worldviews, and different assumptions, as well as to different
forms of data
collection and analysis"

þ.

l2).
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As for the author's "personal" (as opposed to "research") motive i.,
research,

it

is

"o.rd.r"ting

this

to gain athorough understanding of the repopulation process. The author

envisions the current exploration to lay the groundwork for future research endeavours
that will focus on one specific dimension of the turnaround process-the culture

of

turnaround, for instance, or even more specifically, the influence of the condominium
stock on the turnaround process.

It is the author's view that the research problem as it is outlined will most
productively be explored without strictly adopting one methodological or theoretical

approach-a view that is not uncommon ¿rmong researchers. Rosaldo, for example,
argues that researchers should try to position themselves in a number of different ways

in

relation to their objects of research so as to gain avariety of angles of vision or
perspective (1989) and Miles and Huberman note that the use of multiple research
strategies and theories increases the depth of understanding an investigation can yield

(1983). The author finds inspiration in Wax's analogy regarding the process of research,
albeit fieldwork specifically (197

t)

Strict and rigid adherence to any method, technique or doctrine position may for
the fieldworker become like confinement in a cage. . .If he is luõþ or very
cautious, a fieldworker may formulate a research problem so that he witl find all
the answers he needs in his cage. But if hç finds himself in a field situation where
he is limited by a particular, method, theory or technique, he will do well to slip
through the bars and try to find out what is really going on.
(p. 10)
Given the th¡ee dimensions noted above-i.e., the diversity of factors and

conditions to be explored in the study as specified in the pu{pose and objectives; the
author's pragmatic philosophical framework; and the author's personal motives and
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beliefs-it was determined that a "mixed methods strategy" was most appropriate for the
exploration of the research problem.

A mixed methods strategy focuses attention on the research problem and uses
pluralistic approaches to derive knowledge about the problem (Tashakkori
and Teddlie,
1998; Patton, 1990). A mixed methods approach, also termed convergence,
an integrated
approach, or a combined approach (Creswelllgg4,p. 16), involves multiple
approaches to
data collection including both quantitative and qualitative methods.
The mixed methods

approach allows for "several lines of sight" to obtain a "betteE" "richer,,,
and ,,more
substantive" picture @erg, p. 5).
The use
was

of multiple

frst used in the social

lines of sighl is frequently called triangulation. Triangulation

sciences in the late 1950s by Campbelt and Fiske as a metaphor

to "describe multiple data-collection technologies designed to measure

a single concept

or

construct" (Berg, 1998, p. 5). The underlying logic of triangulation
is rooted in the complexity of social reality and the limitations
of all research
methodolosies' The basic argument is that social reality is too conrplex
and
multifacetedto be adequately grasped by any single *"ihod. Consequentl¡
rather
than debate the merits of one method vis-a-vis unoth", (they all
flawed in áne way
or another), one does better to combine multiple strategies so that
they
complement and supplement one another's *éuk r"sr"s.
(Feagin, Orum and Sjobberg,l99I,p. l5S.)

Twenty years later, Denzin (1978) introduced the notion of multiple
lines of actioninthe
study of one phenomenon, that chanctenzes the use of not only
multiple data collection
technologies, but multiple investigators, multiple theories, multiple
methodologies, or

combinations of these four categories of research (Denz tno lggg, p.236_37).
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In the present study, triangulation occurs on a number of
fronts. First, and most
obvious' the data sources are triangulated. The following quantitativ
e datafor inner city
Winnipeg was collected: demographic and socio-economic
data from the Census of
Canada; rental stock, vacancy rate, and condominium
conversion data from Manitoba

Housing; permit data for dwelling construction, demolition
and renovation from the City

of Winnipe8; and data on foreign immigration from Canada
Immigration. The following
qualitative data was collected: reasons and rationales
for moving to the inner city during
the period of turnaround according to persons who did
in fact relocate to the inner city

during that period; and local factors that may have contributed
to population turnaround
according to local experts. Second, and also obvious,
the data methods are triangulated

within and between; qualitative methods (focus groups, informal
interviews, and visual
inspections) were used as were quantitative methods (measurement
and observation

of

census dataandhousing related data). Third, and perhaps
less obvious, triangulation

of

the theoretical paradigms is featured in this research
in the sense that the research
objectives and questions arise from the notion that an
exploration of inner city change is
best approached in the absence of strict adherence
to any one of the four theoretical
approaches can be drawn on to explain inner city turnaround
(i.e. ecological; neo-classical;

political-economy; ecological; socio-cultural). Finall¡
as to be expected in dissertation
tesearch, "investigator triangulation" is not a feature
of this study; the author is the lone
investigator.

3.2

METHODS
The preceding discussion established the rationale
for using a mixed methods
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approach and triangulation in the current research. In
this section the specific methods

of

data collection and analysis are outlined according to
each of the five research objectives
and the related research questions that were outlined
in the introductory chapter.

It is

fuither stated that a "conqurrent" procedure is employed-that
is, quantitative and
qualitative data is collected at the same time during
the study and then is ,,converged,, in
the interpretation of the overall results in order to
"provide a comprehensive analysis

of

the problem" (creswell, p. 16). This concurrent strategy
is in comparison to a sequential

procedure in which the results from one method
is used to elaborate on of expand the

findings of another method (Greene, caracelli and Graham,
1989) and a transformative
procedure in which the methods can serve a larger
transformative purpose to change and
advocate for margin alizedgroups (Ndertens, 2003).

objective

1'

To establish the nature and extent ofpopulation turnaround
in inner city
Winnipeg.

Population counts (census of canada) for each of the
thiúy one individual census
tracts delineating the inner city and the

cMA of winnipeg

years for which data is available at the census
tract

1981, 1986'

l99l

followed by

a more detailed

level-

are collected for all census

1956, 196l, 1966,

and 1996- Population change between 1956

lg7l,

1976,

to 1996 is reviewed and is

examination of the 1981-1986 turnaround period. The
inner

city is examined as a whole and according to the individual
census tracts comprising the
inner city. The data is used to illustrate that population
turnaround did indeed occur in
Winnipeg's inner city and to make some general observations
about its occurrence.

specifically answered are the research questions: 1) did
inner city winnipeg experience
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population turnaround as reported in the literature; 2) how does inner city population
change compare to change for the CMA of Winnipeg; 3) how does population change for

the inner city of Winnipeg os o whole compare to change among census tracts delineating
the inner city? What is the proportion of census hacts that have experienced turnaround
compared to those that have not; and 4) is population turnaround sustained?

Objective

2.

To determine the demographic and socio-economic changes underlying
population tuma¡ound in inner city Winnipeg.

For the two census years defining the study period (1981 and 1986), Census

of

Canada data pertaining to age and sex (9 variables), household composition (9 variables),

economic and employment structure (31 variables), housin g (16 variables), ethnicity (13
variables), and mobility (9 variables) were collected for each of the thnfy one inner city
census tracts and for the CMA (see Appendix B for a complete list of the 87 variables).

The first four groups of variables were selected in order to determine how changes

occurring in Wiruripeg's inner city during the turnaround period compared to prominent
notions reported in the literature. Ethnicity vpriables were collected in the present study
as the author anticipated that changes

in ethnicity may be a prominent feature

accompanying population tumaround in Winnipeg's inner city.

Finall¡ mobility va¡iables

were included for the purposes of attempting to detennine where movers into the inner

city had lived previously.
While the original proposal catted for the examination of only 34 variables,

it

became neçessary and/or usefrrl to include additional variables as the research progressed.

For example, the proposal planned for the examination ofthree age groups only (i.e.,
the
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20-34,35-44, and 65+ age groupsFthe growth in which has been identified
as being
associated with repopulation in the literature. As the research unfolded,
however, the

growth of families was found to have accompanied repopulation
in Winnipeg's inner city
and, as a result, dafa was collected for the remaining age groups

(i.e.,0-4, 5-14,15-lg,

and 45-64) to fruther the explanation of family change. Another example
relates to the

housing variables. Originally only 9 variables were to have been investigated
but age and
type of dwelling variables were later added in an attempt to determine
where the

additional population to the inner city was absorbed.
The variables are first investigated

frst for the inner city

described in response to the first two research questions:

l)

as a

whole. The data is

what changes accompanied

population turnaround in tenns of age and sex, household composition,
occupation,
housing, ethnicity, and mobility; and 2) arechanges occurring in the inner
city unique or
do they reflect changes occurring at the
sense

CMA level? Emerging from this analysis is a

ofthe sources of population growth of the 3,000-plus persons during the tumaround

period.

A more complete and accurpte description of demographic and socio-economic
change accompanying turnaround is achieved next by separating
the eighteen census tracts

that experienced tumaround (turnaround tracts) from the thirteen tracts
that did not
experience turnaround (non-turnaround tracts) and the third research
question is
addressed: are changes occurring among turnaround census tracts
congruent with changes

occurring among non-turnaround census tracts? The analysis is advanced
using three
statistical procedures: 1) both gïoups of tracts are subject to a paired
samples test to
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determine which changes are statistically signif,rcant within each group;2) an independent
samples test is conducted to determine how the turnarotrnd and the non-turnaround

groups vary from each other in terms of composition; and 3) a correlation matrix is
created for the turnaround group to determine which variables correlated highly

with

population growth.
The analysis of the demographic and socio-economic change accompanying

repopulation concludes by responding to the final research question: do the results of the
present study support prominent notions reported in the literature? Specifically: 1) was

population turnaround accompanied by strong growth in the 20-34 age cohort;2) what
changes in household type and size are associated with population turnaround; 3) was

population turnaround accompanied by reduction in two dependent groups-seniors and
single parent families; 4) was population turnaround accompanied by quatemary sector

growth; 5) was inner city population turnaround accompanied by socio-economic
upgrading; 6) did population turnaround tend to be led by childless young adults, having
avera5e incomes, higher education levels, and employment in quaternary sector

occupations; 7) is population turnaround associated

Objective

3.

with a rise in renters.

To identifr local factors and conditions-neighbourhood amenities,
housing stock, and public interventions-that underlay population
turnardund in inner city Winnipeg.

The identification of local factors and conditions was achieved through empirical
and qualitative data collection.

hformal interviews with local experts introduced the

author to the topic of local factors-an area of relative unfamiliarity. Informal drivethroughs of select census tract sensitizedfhe author to the character and amenities
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of

select tracts. The empirical datacollection provided a "measured account"

of

local

factors and conditions.
The informal interviews were conducted with six local experts who were working

in their respective fields during the study period: two neighbourhood planners; a city
councillor who represented the inner city and who also purchased a house in the inner city
during the study period and remains there still; a housing manager with Manitoba
Housing; a housing advisor with Canada Mortgage and Housingl and a private housing
and development consultant. Experts were asked to

identiff local factors and conditions

that they felt contributed to population turnaround and to comment on the applicability to

V/innipeg of factors that have been identified in the literature (see Appendix C for
discussion guide). Their responses were documented and in so doing the first
researçh question \rras answered (What are the local factors and conditions that played a

role in inner city repopulation as identified by local experts of inner city housing and
policy?).
Second, an informal field survey was conducted in four census

tracts-one in each

of the three tracts that were the subject of the focus groups (cts 14, 23 and 17)

añ

one

in

lract36 (the tract that experienced the highest percentage population gowth in the
turnaround period). Neighbowhood attributes and amenities as well as visible evidence

of

changes in the housing stock that may have taken place in the study period were

documented and considered in relation to the attributes of inner cities that exhibit

tumarowrd that were identified in the literature. In so doing the second research question
was addresses (what neighbourhood attributes and amenities are visually evident
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within

select inner city neighbourhoods that may have played a role in repopulation?).
Thfud, the local factors and conditions that contributed to and/or accompanied

population turnaround as identified in the interviews, visual inspections, and./or the
literature review were empirically investigated. Data was collected for: the private and

public stock and demand, thereof; the condominium stock; the single family detached
stock; intemational immigration; and the CAI and other public interventions. The third and

fourth research question were addressed: what role did changes in the housing stock
played a role in repopulation?; what role did public interventions play in repopulation?

Finally, having used the three strategies (interviews with local experts, viçual
inspections, and empirical data.collection) to identiff and describe local factors and

conditions, the strength of the role that the factors played in the repopulation process is
considered.

Objective

4.

To explore the culture of population tumaround in inner city Winnipeg in
terms of the reasons, rationales and factors influencing residents to move
to the inner city during the study period.

As outlined in the previous Chapter, the current study desired to make a unique
contribution to the literature by giving a "voice" to inner city "newcomers" (i.e., residents
who, when the 1986 Census of Canada was taken, lived in Winnipeg's inner city but who,
when the 1981 Census was taken, lived elsewhere). A focus group strategy, of which the
author has considerable experience, was deemed the most suitable strategy in collecting

this voice. It was anticipated that locating newcomers from some twenty years ago would
be no easy task. It was not expected that the search for these newcomers would result
the representative sample required for a quantitative survey.
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in

A qualitative strategy was

desired anyway due to its likely success in gathering richer responses to open-ended

questions (for e.g., "tühat factors led you to relocate to the inner city during the study

period?"). One-on-one face-to-face interviews were not considered due to the time
required to conduct interviews in light of the fact that the exploration of culture waq only
one

offive other study objectives involving multiple

data gathering techniques.

The focus group details are as follows:

Number of sessions
Three focus groups were conducted with newcomers. Two of the focus groups
were conducted with residents who had moved into census tracts 14 or 23 (both in the

downtown) during the period of turnaround; these two tracts are among those with the
highestpercentagepopulationgrowthbetween

1981 and 1986.

Ofthetwodowntown

focus groups, one was conducted with residents of a public housing apartment block in
Central Park all of whom moved into this block during the study period and have remained

there. The other downtown focus group was conducted with residents who had moved
into either private rental housing or into a condominium in tract 14 or 23 during the study
period and continue to live in the downtown but not necessarily at the same residence.
The third focus group was conducted with residents of a non-downtown inner city

neighbowhood-ct 17, located in the neighbourhood of Wolseley; all of these residents
moved in during the study period and have remained.
Other non-downtown tracts had initially been considered for focus groups-tract
36, for example, that experienced the highest percentage growth in the study period
(13.8%) and tract 25,thatalso experienced high percentage growth in the study period
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(I2-5%). The review of more recent Census of Canad4 however, suggested that locating
focus group participants in tracts 36 and 25 would become an even more difficult task;
these tracts had declinedby

t6%

and l8%o respectively in the

lggl-lgg1period.

One on one face to face interviews were also conducted with five newcomers to
the two downtown tracts who now live in other parts of Winnipeg. These newcomers
desired to participate in a focus group but could not be accommodated by the dates that

"worked" for the majority of the participants. The focus group discussion guide was used
in the interviews. The author is awa¡e that focus group data are not identical to interview

dat4 the former reflecting "the collective notions shared and negotiated by the group," the
latter reflecting "the views and opinions of the individual" (Berg,

Ibid.,p.l12).

The

author is confidant, however, that the merging of the interview data with the focus group

datainno way contaminated the focus group data; rather it onty served to enrich it.
Identifi¡ing the participants
For each of the three tracts in which focus group sessions took place, a letter-size
"call for participants" was designed outlining the criteria for qualifuing (see Appendix D

for a sample). The announcement was posted with permission in: lobbies of apartrnent
blocks; convenience stores; shops; community centres; and churches in each of the tracts
as

well as in an office tower in the downtown (the Canadian Wheatboard). The

announcement was also posted to neighbourhood hydro poles and, in the older inner city
neighbourhood, the announcement was placed in the school newsletter. Four aparhnent

block managers became more actively involved; they were aware of some curent residents
who qualified and brought the announcement to residents'attention. An attempt to locate
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professionals who no longer lived and/or worked downtown was made by posting the
announcement at the University of Manitoba (the Alumni Association Offrrce; the Alumni

Lounge) and by placing an ad in the Lindenwoods community Newsletter.
The search resulted in locating twenty-four newcomers. Seven newcomers

participated in the focus group for tract 17. Six newcomers each participated in the focus
groups in the downtown tracts of 23 and 14. The number of focus group participants is in
keeping with what is considered appropriate in the literature: five to seven (Berg, 1998, p.
100); six to nine @ramualratana, Havanon and Knodel, 1985, p.204); six or eight to ten

(Morgan, 1989,

p. aÐ; six to twelve (Lengua et al.,l9g2,p. 163). As noted, the

remaining five newcomers were interviewed.
Participants \ryere provided a ten dollar honorarium that in some instances might
have been needed to secure transportation and/or childcare in order to participate.

Discussion Guide
The discussion guide (see Appendix E) was structured in response to the focus

goup puq)ose, i.e., to determine the reasons, rationales and factors influencing
newcomers'relocation to the inner city during the turnaround period. Some questions and
probes were asked as a means of testing the applicability of themes in the literature (for
example, participants were asked about the services they used in order to examine the
theme that turrtaround represents a consumption base lifestyle). Others were asked in an
attempt to understand more fi.rlly factors influencing newcomers'choice (for example,
where residents had resided previously in Winnipeg/other cities was given attention as the
author was attempting to determine if newcomers were "first-timers" of inner city living
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during the study period). The guide was used to offer structure and direction to the

discussions. Following the initiat two questions (establishing where residents lived prior
to the turnaround period and where they currently live), conversation flowed freely, richly
and openly around the third question (askitrg residents what led them to relocate to the

inner city during the 1981-1986 period). Often times the remaining questions were not
asked in order or not asked at all as they were addressed in the participants'responses to

question three. As well, time did not always permit the asking of all the latter questions
on the discussion guide. Participants were asked for a one and ahalf to two hours time

commitrnent and the moderator ensured that the session did not extend beyond this time.
Dat¿ anal)¡sis and interpretation
Once the focus gIoup session tapes were transcribed, the data was sorted "by

hand" (as opposed to the use of a software package). The study initially proposed that the
interpretation would consist of first reporting "what the participants said" (in response to
the questions) and then "interpreting the meaning, values and issues underlying" what was

said. The resulting dat4 however,
into "themes," for

a number

w¿rs best

handled by "distilling" what participants "said"

of reasons. The author soon found that the proposed system

of analysis lead to much repetition in writing the text. Often times what was said and the
underlying value were one in the same. For instance, downtown participants statedthat
they sought "convenience" and "access" to amenities; given their explanations and
anecdotal comments their responses were also interpreted to mean that the downtown
supported their lifestyle based on the values of simplicity, convenience and access. Other

times, participants presented ideas that were not asked. For example, partícipants were
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not asked how others responded to thei¡ choice to move to the inner city but every

participant had a story to tell about hisÆrer reaction from family friends and co-workers;
hence, this material is related in a section entitled "Locational Choice: Response from

Others." Similarl¡ in their explanations of why they relocated, participants provided
useful descriptions of what their inner city neighbourhood was like atthat

time-recollections that conhibute to understanding the tumaround period; hence, this
material is related in a section entitled "Recollections of the Turnaround period." yet in
other instances,

¿ts

is the nature of focus groups, the author (facilitator) spontaneously

asked questions not on the guide in response to the flow of the discussion. For example,

after participants in one downtown session described at length that only the downtown
could provide them with the convenience and access (to work, cultural institutions, and
friends), the author followed up with the question of whether the downtown, therefore,
provided them with "a sense of belonging?"

Ethical dimensions
The focus groups conducted in the current research present few ethical

dimensions. The material that participants shared (factors that influenced their residential
location) is relatively impersonal in comparison to some of other topics studied in the
social sciences and the issue of confidentiality not terribly significant. Also, the author
has
no preconceived notion of what
about what

will

will

be found; the data

be found in the data nor does the author have "hopes"

will not

be used to promote a particular vantage point.

One ethical dimension, however, that is applicable is what Punch calls "spoiling the

field for others" (1994). The author is, for example, conscious of the complaints about
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research initiatives that have taken place in Winnipeg's inner city: "participants are viewed
as mere subjects

of sfudy;" "study results are never shared with others;" "researchers are

culturally removed from the subjects" (see for e.g., Charette, 1994). It is unlikely that this
study will contribute to spoiling the field. Residents willingly and freely responded to an
impersonal call for participation. Participants were well aware that focus group data was

to be used in a dissertation that was not being conducted for the purpose of "changing
things" (i.e., improving inner city housing or neighbourhoods). That the author is a
student and not a professional may minimize the sense that the researcher is in a position

with more power and more knowledge than the participants.
Objective

5.

To determine the interrelation among the various factors underlying
population tumaround that are identified in the research.

The concluding step in the research involves convergence in the interpretation

of

the overall results in order to provide a comprehensive analysis of the problem. This is
achieved through critical reflection of the findings pertaining to the previous components

of study (i.e.: the nature and extent of population turnaround; the demographic and socioeconomic changes underlying turnaround; the local factors and conditions underlying

fumaround; and the reasons, rationales and factors influencing newcomers to relocate to
the inner qity during the period of turnaround). Reflection is couched in terms of the two
resea¡ch questions: what is the intersection of those factors which in combination, and in

certain situations, have led to the repopulation of inner city Winnipeg; and what is the
relationship between the quantitative and qualitative data generated in the study?
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CHAPTER 4.

POPULATION CHANGE IN IT\NER CITY
WINNIPEG: AN OVERVIEW

In this Chapter population figures for inner city Winnipeg from census years 1956

to 1996 are reviewed for the purpose of establishing the context for the present study that
focuses on turnaround in the 1981-1986 period. Reviewed flust are the changes that have

taken place in the total population for the inner city as a whole and for individual census
tracts from 1956 to 1996 (Section 4.1). Presented next is evidence ofpopulation
tumaround and some general observations about its occurrence (Section 4.2).

4.1

POPULATTON CHANGE rN INNER

4.1.1 Population Change:

cITy wrNNrpEG: 1956-1996

The fnner City as a \ühole

Table 4 shows the population and percentage population change in Winnipeg's
inner city as a whole and for census years defining a forty year period of time beginning in

1956. Between 1956 and 1996 the inner city as a whole lost

a

third of its population or

56,635 persons-more than the combined number of persons currently

living in the cities

of Brandon (1996 population 39,175) and Thompson (1996 population: 14,3g5).
In each of the five intercensal periods between 1956 and 1981, the inner city as a
whole lost population, the percentage decline ranging from2.0%o (1956-1961) to I2.7%
(1971-1976). The 1981-1986 period stands out as a period ofturnaround; after 25 years
of population loss, the inner city population grew by 3,393 persons or 3.0o/o- In the latest

two intercensal periods the inner city again loses in population.
In contrast, during the same forty yearperiod, the Winnipeg CMA increased from
412,248 to over 667,209-anincrease of over 6l.8yo, some of which of course is
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TABLE

4. POPULATION AND PERCENTAGE

POPULATION CHANGE IN IVINNIPEG'S INNER CITY BY CENSUS TRACT:
1956-1991(LISTED BY DESCENDING ORDER OF PERCENTAGE CHANGE 1981-1986).
Population

Census

Trnct 1956

36
15
23
2s
t4
28

A
t\J

16
24
45
44
22
I1
46
t2
33
21
26
rt7
42
47

196l

1970 1688
9245 8664
4525 3925
6172 5927
5093 4447

4724 4613
2620 t5s4
9242 9200
3637 3495
76s1 7490
4395 4459
3224 3262
4829 s669
2186 2t45
8525 8308
4625 4576
4480 4415
4162 4218
6391

6466

29

35
18
43
48
l7
13
it6
34
27
49

3983 3857
4176 4242
8726 8904

750',t

7399

s980 5981
2283 1s76
7859 7812
5991 5796
4132 42t5
3670 4291

1966 t97t 1916 1981 1986 l99t
1439 1115 1021
8012 7465 5975
3829 38i0 3422
5051 42t5 3443
3960 4335 3734
s965 s603
4228 3780 2945

1355 805

683
6961

8551 8025
3168 3170 2660
6930 6400 5t52
5286 6730 6046
3110 3160 2832
5459 5480 5187
1930 1930 1362
8350 8030 7332
3861 3445 2850
4003 3s70 32s0
3933 3775 33t6
6298 s765 5069
5545 5237
3299 3t45 2508
4114 3955 3447
7859 7355 5731
7013 6315 5446
5857 5160 4642
1316 t260 2171
7966 7860 70t2
3700 4055 3447
3712 289s 2384
4t03 3700 3220

840

5889
3670
3134
3900
5211
2499

54t

956
6633

4t29
3525
4323
5683

26s3
570

6039 6352
2494 2s98
4995 5194
6086 6322
2466 2563
4550 47t6
1010 1046
6707 6924

227t

2328

2851 2915
2844 2893
4s74 4635
5258 5277
2332 2327
2983 2974
4514 4497
4633 4612
3810 3736
1689 1640
6148 5924
3022 2808
1927 1788
2862 2601

930

Percentage Change
1996

56-61 6t-66 66-7t 1t-76 76-81 81-86 86-91 9t-96

783

-t4.3

5990 5771
4446 4s65
3704 3041
582s 5917
5203 4657
2549 2491

616

605
5908

6061
2561 2461
4954 4067
6202 6425
246s 2428
4538 46t4

1018

879

6392 6364
2203 t779
2858 2812
2701 2660
4537 4576

st94

-i3.3
-4,0

-t2.7
-2.3
-40.7
-0.5

-3.9
-2.1
-1.5

t.2
17,4
-1,9

-2.5
-1.

-7.5
-2.4

I

-14.8

-15.6

-9.3

t.2

-6.8
-2.6

-J.Z

-14.5

1.6
-1.4

0.0
-3 1.0

-0.6
-3.3
2.0
16.9

-20.0

-16.6

-18.3

-10.2

-3.0
-tr.1

-6.1

- 7 .0

-10.2 0.7
-r0.4 -12.9
-5,3 -t2.3
-29.4

-8.6

-10.8
-10.8

-17.3

-4.0

-12.2
-12.1

-9.0

-8.4

-s.5

-4.7
-3.9
-6.4

-25.8
- 8.s
-20.3
-12.3
-14.2
- 9.8
- 0.4
- 7.0

-20.3
-12.8

-13.5

-J) I

-)1

1

-13.8 -14,9
-10.0 -t7.9
72.3 -22.2
-10.8 -12.3
-13.8 -12,3
-17.7 -19.2
-13.0 -11.1

2.0 -l.3
-36.2 9.6
-4.4

7.2
- 9.0
4.4

-22.1 -15.1
-1s,2 -20.8
-13.3 -13.2
-16,1 - 6,2
-19.5 - 3.0

-5.2 -10.0
-2,1 -11.9
-16.5 -4.3
-11.9

-t7.6
- 1.4

-13.9

1.0 9.5
-8.3 -10.6
-t2,8 -40.6
-'7.1 -6.1
-9.4 0.1
-7.s -7,6
18.5 27.3
-4.7 1.6
-3.7 0.4
-10.0 0.0
0.s -3.8

1.3

2.0

-8.4

-22.5
-6.8
-0.5

-1

-1.5

5230

2275 2tt2
2888 2834
4600 4136
4583 456s
3366 3455
1463 1393
5561 5478
2555 2221
1776 1769
2485 2443

-14.8

-6,3

-22.0
-9.8

13.8
12.6

-2.7
-9.7

10.8

7.7
5.1
34.7
-8.5
-3.9

t2.s
lz.s

9.1
6.2
s.4
5.2
4.2
4.0
3.9
3.9
3,6
3.6
3.2
2.5
2.2
1.7
1.3
0.4

8.1
-5.3
-1,4

-4.6
-1,9
-3.8
-3.8

-2.7
-7.7
-5.4

-2,0
-6.6
-2.1

-0.2
-0.3

-0,4

-0.5
-1.9
-2.9

-1.6
-2,2
-2.9
2.3

-0.6

-9.9
-10.8

-3.6
-7.1
-7.2
-9.1

-6.1

-9.0
-0.7
-4.5

-15.8

-3.7
2.7
-l',l.9
1.6

s6-96
-60,2
-37.6
0.9
-50.7
16.2

-10.5

-2,2
-r.8
-2.s
-3.9

-17.9

-47.3
-76.9
-36.1
-32.3
-46.8

3.6 46.2
-1.5 -24,7
1.7 - 4.5
-13.7 -s9.8
-0.4 -25.3
-19.2 -61.5
-1.6 -37 .2
- 1.5
-36. r
0.9 -28.4
0.1
-7.2 -47.0
-t.9 -32.1
-10.1 -52.6
-0.4 -39.2
2.6 -42.2
-4.8 -39.0
-1.5 -30.3
-13.1 -62.9
-0.4 -57.2
-L7 -33.4

Total Inner

Cily

165,074 16l,741 150,019 142,215 124,098 111,749 115,142 112,454 108,439 -2.0

cMA 409,t21

475,989 508,759 540,265 578,217 584,842 625,304 652,354 667,209

-7

.2

-5

.2 -12,7

16.3 6.9 6.2

-

i 0.0

7.0

-J.O

3.0
6.9

-34.J

4.3

1. Figures in bold type indicate positive population change.

2. CMA'the CMA figure for a particulil census y'ear. CMA* - as published in the following
3. Prior to 1971, census tracts 28 and 29 formed one tract.
Source: Compiled by author using various Census ofCanada data catalogues and CD Roms,

census year, the

CMA figure adjusted to account for boundary changes

2.3

63.1

accounted for by the outward expansion of the boundaries of the

CMA. When percentage

population change is calculated between two census years where the pervious year has
been adjusted to account for boundary changes, the growth of the CMA has varied from
1.0 %

(1991-1996)to

15.5%o

4.1.2 Population Change:

(1956-t961).
Census Tracts Comprising the Inner City

The significant population decline that occurs in the inner city as a whole between
1956 and 1996 also occurs among almost all of the

city. As telling asthe percentage population

3l

census tracts comprising the inner

change is the actual number of persons lost

between census years. The population of tract 43, for instance, dropped from 8,726 to
4,136 persons between 1956 and 1996. The population of tract 34 dropped from almost
6,000 to 2,221persons between 1956 and 1996.
1uact

h

one five year period (199I-1996),

26 lost 833 persons.
Percentage population change for the individual census tracts for the 1956-1996

period (Table 4), however, vary widely from the 34.3% decline for the inner city as a

whole-frompositive46.2% (ct 11) tonegativeT6.9%(ct24). Onlyelevencensustracts
have percentage population declines that are "similar to" the decline for the inner city as a

whole, i.e., declines that are between 26Yo and 4lo/o--arange of 15% "straddling" the
figure of decline for the inner city as whole (Figure

l2).

For seven tracts, the decline was

greater than for the inner city as a whole (- 42% to - 59%) and for five other tracts it was
much greater

(- 60% to - 77%). Alternately, five tracts experienced

a decline /ess than

that for the inner city as a whole (cts 12, 21, 47, 46,28/29). Finally, three tracts show an
increase in population between 1956 and 1996 (cts

t43

ll,

14 and23).

FIGURE 12. PERCENTAGE POPULATION CHANGE 1956-1996:
INNER CITY WINNIPEG CENSUS TRACTS

D
D
D

positive percentage change (i.e. population growth)
-5% to -25%

(i.e., decline less than the decline of 34% for the inner city as a whole)

-26% to -41 % (i.e., decline approximately equal to decline of the inner city as a whole)
-42% to -59% (i.e., greater decline than the decline ofteh inner city as a whole)

•

-60% to -77% (i.e., much greater decline than the decline of the inner city as a whole)
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The percentage population change for the 31 individual census tracts for each of
the eight individual intercensal periods also vary widely from the percentage for the inner
city as a whole (Table 4). Numerous examples can be presented. In the 1956-1961
period, the population of the inner city as a whole declined 2.0%; meanwhile, population
change among the individual tracts ranged from a loss of 40.7% (tract 24) to a gain of
17.4% (tract 12). In the 1971-1976 period, population of the inner city as a whole
declined 12.7%; meanwhile, population change among the individual tracts ranged from a

loss of29.4% (tmct 33) to again of 72.3% (tract 13).
Amidst population decline and the great variances, however, the 1981-1986 period
stands out as being unique in that roughly two thirds of all inner city census tracts gained
population, and, for almost all of these tracts, these gains are in contrast to the low
occurrence of positive percentage population change (indicated by the bold type in Table
4) throughout the past eight intercensal periods (1956-1996). Gains in population,
however, are not, by and large, sustained in the following two periods.

4.1.3

Population Change: Spatial Variation
The series of illustrations in Figure 13 that map population change among inner

city census tracts for each of the eight intercensal periods shows that there is no definitive
spatial pattern of population change consistent for all eight periods. In the ftrst two
periods (1956-1961 and 1961-1966) tracts experiencing growth tend to be located on the
edges of the inner city while the percentage decline increases with proximity to the most
central portions of the inner city centre.
In the next three periods (1966-1971, 1971-1976 and 1976-1981), there tends to
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FIGURE 13. PERCENTAGE POPULATION CHANGE INNER CITY WINNIPEG
CENSUS TRACTS: INTERCENSAL PERIODS 1956 TO 1996

1956 - 1961

1961 - 1966

29

21

29

21

1966 - 1971

D
D
D
29

•

28

D

21

1%t046%
0% to -10%
-11%to-20%
-21%to-30%
-31% or higher
unavailable

(continued next page)
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FIGURE 13. CONTINUED

1971 - 1976

1976 - 1981

1981 - 1986

0
0
0
29

1% to 46%
0% to -10%
-11%to-20%

•

28

0

21

-21% to -30%
-31% or higher
unavailable

(continued next page)
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FIGURE 13. CONTINUED

1986 - 1991

29

28

21

1956 - 1996

o
o
o

•o
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1% to 46%
0% to -10%
-11% to -20%
-21% to -30%
-31 % or higher
unavailable

be some grouping of like tracts but these groups are intermingled with other groups of
tracts experiencing various degrees of decline.
The 1981-1986 period stands out in great contrast to the previous periods because
of the large number of tracts that gained in population; these tracts are intermingled with
the remaining tracts that continued to experience decline.

In the 1986-1991 period, only five tracts showed an increase iIi population and
these tracts are located in the downtown and more central area of the inner city.
Finally, in the most recent intercensal period (1991-1996), a handful of tracts
experience population gain but this time they tend to be located on the outer edges of the
inner city. Meanwhile, tracts with the higher degree of decline (11 % to 20%) are
contiguous and tend to be located along Notre Dame Avenue and along the CPR tracks.
Though no strong spatial pattern of population change emerges from mapping
individual intercensal periods, an illustration of the 40 year cumulative population change
(Figure 12) shows that the percentage decline tends to increase with proximity to the
!'north end" portion of the core that is located along the CN tracks. The three tracts that
are unique in that they have gained population over the forty year period, as discussed
above, are located in the downtown (ct 23 and ct 14) or just south of the downtown (ct
11). The other tract that stands out having lost only 4.5% of its population (ct 12) is
contiguous with tracts 11 and 14.
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4.2

POPULATION TURNAROUND IN THE 1980s IN INNER CITY
WINNIPEG

4.2.1

Population Turnaround: The Inner City as a Whole
In the inner city population data presented above, the 1981-1986 period clearly

stands out. In this period the inner city increased by 3.0% or 3,393 persons after
experiencing continual decline since 1956. Population growth is in contrast to the decline
of the previous five intercensal periods when the percentage population decline ranged
from - 2.0% to - 12.7% and when the decline in the number of persons ranged from 3,333
to 18,117 per period for a total loss of 40, 147 persons from 1956 to 1981. In the 19811986 period, the inner city experiences the stabilization of or increases in population after
a period of decline previously defined in this study as population turnaround.
What also stands out is that the reversal of population decline is not sustained. In
each of the two periods that follow the period of turnaround, the inner city declined
(- 2.3% in 1986-1991; - 3.6% in 1991-1996) for a total loss of6,703 persons. This loss
means that by 1996, the inner city had lost all of the population it had gained in the period
of turnaround and was reduced to a pre-1981 count.

4.2.2

Population Turnaround: Census Tracts Comprising the Inner City
The inner city population "turns around" in the 1981-1986 period and so do

sixteen ofthe 31 individual tracts comprising the inner city (cts 36, 15,25,28, 16,24,45,
44,22,33,21,26, 117,42,47, and 29). The gain in population among these tracts ranges
from 0.4% to 13.8%. Two other tracts gain population in 1981-1986 having experienced
turnaround in the previous intercensal period 1976-1981 (cts 23 and 14). Turnaround
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among tracts is clearly illustrated in Table 4 and in Figure 13 (1981-1986 period) where
positive population change contrasts sharply with the decline of previous periods.
Thirteen tracts do not experience population turnaround in the 1981-1986 period.
In fact, eight tracts (35, 18,48, 13, 116,34,27,49) do not experience turnaround in any
of the intercensal periods and have declined in population for all or seven of the eight
intercensal periods reported. Three tracts (11, 12 and 46) exhibit a random mix of
positive and negative population change throughout the various periods shown. Among
the fmal two tracts, one exhibits turnaround between 1986-1991 only to lose population in
the following period (ct 43) and one tract turns around in the 1991-1996 period (ct 17).
Among census tracts where population turnaround has occurred, the turnaround is
not sustained in the periods that follow with the exception of tracts 14 and 23-that is,
census tracts 14 and 23 are the only two inner city tracts that continue to show positive
population growth once experiencing turnaround. Their recent gains in population have
recovered all losses incurred in previous periods dating back to 1956 and their populations
in 1996 (5,917 and 4,565, respectively) are higher than their populations in 1956.
The return of population decline among tracts means that population gained in
turnaround is lost in subsequent periods. This pattern of net loss is exemplified by tract
15. After continuous loss of population in each of the intercensal periods reported, this
tract gained 744 persons in the 1981-1986 period or 12.6% (Table 4).

Subs~quent

losses

of 9.7 % and 3.7 % in the next two periods result in a loss of 862 persons-a net loss of
118 between 1981 and 1996. Tract 25 similarly experiences turnaround in the 1981-1986
period (12.5% growth; 391 persons) and continues to grow in the next period (5.1 %
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growth; 179 persons); in the latest period, however, the tract showed a 17.9% loss equal
to 663 persons, and the result is a net loss of 93 persons between 1981 and 1996.
In summary, slightly more than half of the census tracts comprising the inner city
are turnaround tracts (i.e., they experienced population turnaround in the 1981-1986 study
period) and the remainder are non-turnaround tracts (i.e., they did not experience
population turnaround in the 1981-1986 study period). Giving further consideration to
how tracts changed in population after the study period, the turnaround and nonturnaround tracts can be further sub-grouped as follows (see Figure 14):
1)

Turnaround tracts: census tracts that turned around in the 1981-1986 study period
(18 in total):
a)
Census tracts that experienced turnaround in the 1981-1986 period and
continued to experience population growth in subsequent periods
-two census tracts:
tracts 23 and 14 (which experienced turnaround followed by
positive population growth in all of the following intercensal
periods).
b)

2)

Census tracts that experienced turnaround in the 1981-1986 period but did
not sustain population growth in subsequent periods
-sixteen census tracts:
tracts 36, 15,28, 16,45,44,22,33,21,26, 117,42,29
(which experienced turnaround followed by declining
population in the next two intercensal periods); tracts 25,
24,47 (which experienced turnaround followed by declining
population in one of the next two intercensal periods);

Non-turnaround tracts: census tracts that did not turn around in the 1981-1986
study period (13 in total):
a)

Census tracts that did not experienced population turnaround in the study
period and in fact have declined in population for all or seven of the eight
intercensal periods reported
-eight census tracts:
tracts 35, 18,48, 13, 116,34,27,49.
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4.2.3

b)

Census tracts that show a mix ofpopulation growth and decline
throughout the eight intercensal periods
-three census tracts:
tracts 11,46, 12.

c)

Census tracts that experienced turnaround in a period later than the study
period
-two census tracts:
tract 17 (whiGh experienced population turnaround in the
1991-1996 period; until more recent census data is
available, it cannot be determined if the reversal of decline is
sustained in subsequent periods) and tract 43 (which
experienced turnaround in 1986-1991 followed by declining
population in the next intercensal period).

Population Turnaround: Enumeration Areas
It has been shown that the inner city as a whole experienced turnaround in the

1981-1986 period although almost half of the 31 inner city census tracts exhibit some
other form of population change. Enumeration area population data shows that variability
also occurs within an individual census tract. Data for four select tracts, for example,
show that although an individual census tract as a whole experiences turnaround, growth
is in most cases net growth; that is, despite overall growth in a tract, some areas of the
tract show no negligible change, decline or even significant decline in population.
In periods following turnaround, the same is true, i.e., population growth within

census tracts is usually net growth. Further, an area within a tract does not show a
consistent pattern of population change, rather it may increase, lose, or maintain its
population during the various intercensal periods reported. (See Appendix F for the
analysis of population change at the enumeration area level).
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FIGURE 14. INNER CITY WINNIPEG:
TURNAROUND AND NON-TURNAROUND CENSUS TRACTS 1981 - 1986

Turnaround Tracts: (1981 - 1986)
•

tracts that turned around and continued to grow in population in subsequent intercensal periods

D

tracts that turned around and did not continue to grow in population in subsequent intercensal periods

Non-Turnaround Tracts: (1981 - 1986)
•

tracts that declined in population for all of almost all intercensal periods starting in 1956
tracts that show a mix of population growth and decline throughout the various intercensal periods

D

tracts that experience turnaround in an intercensal period in the 1990s
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4.2.4

Population Turnaround: Spatial Variation
Figure 14 outlines the turnaround and non-turnaround census tracts and their sub-

groupings. Other than the tracts that show a mix of growth and decline throughout the
eight intercensal periods (group 2b) which tend to be located on the periphery of the inner
city, the other tracts are not dispersed in any particular spatial order. Tracts that have
experienced severe population decline and have not experienced population turnaround
(group 2a), for example, occur on the periphery of the inner city as well as in the inner
parts, on both sides of the river, and as much in the south as in the north end. Likewise,
tracts where populations have turned around (groups 1a, 1b and 2c) do not show spatial
preference; they too are located throughout the inner city.
Figure 14 suggests, however, that tracts that have experienced turnaround tend to
be contiguous with other like tracts. Downtown tracts 14 and 23, however, are an
exception. They are the only two tracts that continue to experience population growth
following their population turnaround and they are not contiguous with one another; their
growth appears to be independent of the population changes of adjacent tracts.
Figure 15 shows just those tracts that have experienced population turnaround in
the 80s or beyond regardless of whether tracts grow or decline in population after their
period of turnaround (groups 1a, 1b, and 2c) as differentiated by the intercensal period in
which the turnaround occurred. The large majority of these tracts, experiencing
turnaround in the 1981-1986 period, are dispersed throughout the inner city. The two
tracts that experienced turnaround in the 1976-1981 (cts 14 and 23) are both located in
the downtown. Tract 43 experiencing turnaround in the 1986-1991 period is located in
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FIGURE 15. INTERCENCAL PERIOD OF TURNAROUND FOR
CENSUS TRACTS EXPERIENCING POPULATION TURNAROUND

•

D

1976-1981
1981-1986

•

1986-1991

•

1991-1996
non-turnaround tracts

o
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the "north end" of the inner city and tract 17 experiencing decline in the 1991-1996 period
is located in the southwest edge of the inner city.

A "mental overlay" of Figure

14

(identiffing tracts that have experienced

tumaround) and Figure 12 (indicating percentage population change among census tracts)
suggests that level of decline is not a factor in the occrrrrence of population turnaround;
census tracts with very high levels of decline over thç 40 year period (50 to 76%) are
as

likely to experience population tumaround, for example,

as those

just

with lesser levels of

decline (24 to 34%).

4.3

SUMMARY: POPULATION CHANGE AND POPIILATION
TURNAROUND IN IIYIIER CITY WII{II-IPEG
The review of the population figures for inner city Winnipeg from census years

1956

to 1996 establishes the context for the present study that focuses on population

turnaround in the 1981-1986 period. The review showed that:
Inner city population loss has been high. Since 1956, for example, the inner city
has lost over one third of its population or 56,635 persons;

Significant population decline also occurs among almost all of the thirty one census
tracts comprising the inner city. OnIy three tracts, for example, contain more people in
1996 than they did

the30Yoto

60%o

in 1956;

percentage population loss in the remaining tracts is mostly

range;

For any given intercensal period, percentage population change for individual
cen$us tracts varies greatly among tracts and from the figure for the inner

city

as

whole;

The 1981-1986 period clearly stands out as a period of turnaround for the inner
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city. After a twenty five

year period of loss, the inner city as a whole grew by

3o/o-a gain

of 3,393 persons. Of the thirty one inner city census tracts, sixteen experienced
turnaround growing by 0.4% to 13.\Yo. Two other tracts gaining in population between
1981 and 1986 experienced turnaround in the previous period;

Tracts experiencing turnaround in the 1981-1986 period are dispersed throughout
the inner city and are intermingled with the remaining tracts, the majority of which
continue to decline in population;

A significant proportion of the inner city tracts (11, or 35o/o), however, do not
experience turnaround in any period. Rather they have recorded continuous decline since
1956 (8 tracts) or a random mixture of growth and decline (3 tracts);

While a census tract as a whole may have experienced tumaround, all enumeration
areas (eas) comprising the tract did not necessarily experience tumaround--eas

within the

tractmay have showed no negligible change, decline or even significant decline.
Furthermore, an enumeration area within atract did not show a consistent pattem

of

population change throughout the various intercensal periods reported;
For the inner city as a whole, turnaround is not sustained. Population growth in

the 1981-1986 period is followed by decline in each of the next two periods. By 1996, the
inner city population had lost all of the population it had gained in the period

of

furnaround and was reduced to a pre-l981 count; and

Among inner city census tracts, turnaround is not sustained with the exception

two downtown tracts. The return of population decline among tracts means that
population gained in turnaround is lost in subsequent periods.
These findings from the review of the population figures from 1956-1986
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complement the current literature on population turnaround in a number of ways. First,
the review illustrates that, in concurrence with the literature, inner city decline has been
marked, and the 1981-1986 period stands out as a period of turnaroturd. Second,
turnaround within inner city Winnipeg did occur beyond the downtown. As pointed out in
the literature review, often times discussions of the "back-to-the-city-movement" are really

talking about repopulation in the "downtown" rather that the larger "inner city." Third,
whereas, the occurrence of turnaround has been celebrated in the literature but

little

follow-up has been done to look past the period of turnaround, the findings here show
that, for inner city Winnipeg as a whole and for most census tracts, population turnaround
tends to be a short lived phenomena and merely "intemrpts" long-term population loss.

Fourth, census tract level data, given little attention in previous studies, show that decline
occurs amid tumaround. Enumeration areadat4previously also not given attention, show
that although a tract experiences turnaround, not all eas within the tract do. Remaining
Chapters of this dissertation

will concentrate on the 1981-1986 period with

explaining the factors qnderlying the turnaround process in v/innipeg.
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CHAPTER 5.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC
CHANGE S ACCOMPAI¡-YING POPULATION
TT]RNAROUND

Chapter Four presented evidence of population turnaround in inner city Winnipeg
and made some general observations about its occurrence. Chapter Five is devoted to

outlining the demographic and socio-economic changes that accompanied turnaround.
The selected Census of Canada variables (age and sex, family composition, economic and
employment structure, housing, ethnicity, and mobility) are investigated and the research
questions are addressed: Are demographic and socio-economic changes occurring in the

inner city unique or do they reflect changes occurring at the CMA level (Section 5.1)?

Are demographic and socio-economic changes occurring among tumaround census tracts
congruent with changes occurring among non-turnaround census tracts (Section 5.2)?
Later in the Discussion of Findings (Chapter 8), the "fit" between the study findings and

prominent notions reported in the literature will be discussed.

5.1

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHANGES: TTTE IIYNER
CITY AS A WHOLE AND IN RELATION TO THE CMA
The demographic and socio-economic composition of V/innipeg's inner city and

CMA in 1981 and 1986 according to various variables is outlined in Table 5, the contents
of which inform the curent section.

5,1.1 CensusCharacteristics: Change198l-1986
Age and Sex
The irurer city grew by 3,393 persons between 1981 and 1986. Growth or decline

in the various age categories between 1981 and 1986 translates to the following changes
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TABLE

5. DEMOGRÄPIIIC

AND SOCIO.ECONOMIC COMPOSITION OF'\ryINNIPEG'S INNER CITY
AND \ryIltNIPEc CMA, 1981 AND 1986:
NIMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS CHARACTERISTICS
AND
PERCENTAGE CHANGE

TOTAL INNER CITY

WINNIPEG CMA

(31 cts)

1986
No.
%

Change

115,142

+ 3.0 %

1986

No.

8t-86

%

POPULATION, AcE AND SEX
total populalation (pop.)

Il1,749

47.1%
59,075 52.9 %
52,660

o\
H

6,675
pop. aged 5-14
pop. aged 15-19

11,340 t0.1%

8,775

pop. aged20-34

32,00s

pop. aged 35-44

9,830

pop. aged 45-64

22,610

pop. aged 65+

total households (tot hhs)

6.0 %

7.9 %

28.6 %
g.g

o/o

55,055 47.8%

282,330 48.3% 302,620

60,065 52.2%

%
39,605 6.9 %
82,570 r4.t %
52,575 9.0 %
160,490 27.4 %
66,610 11.4 %
302,510

% + 17.9 %
7I,570 10.0% +2.00/o
7,240 6.3 % - 17.5 %
35,635 30.9 o/o + 11.3 %
7,870

12,605

6.8

t0.9

%

+28.2%

20.2% 20,215 17.6%
20,490 tg.3 % 20,015 t7.4 %
50,745
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322,680 5t.6 %

43,220

6.9 %

82.160

13.2%

45,965

174.385 27.9 %

86.240

13.8 %

115,605 19.8% 117,300

18.8%

11j% 75,530

12.1 %

67,395
+ 3.4 %

51.7

48.4%

217,205

236,325

+ 29.5

o/o

+ t2.t %

VARIABLE

TOTAL INNER CITY

WINMPEG CMA

(31 cts)

1986
No.
%

1981

No.
pop. Iiving in family hhs

72,355

pop. living in non-family hhs

34,250

family hhs

1981

8l-86
+ 2.5

0/o

30.6 %

34,530

30.0 %

+ 0.8

o/o

24,115

49.1%

24,795

48.9 %

+ 2.9

o/o

non-family hhs

24,915

50.9

25,940

51.t %

+ 4.1%

family trhs with children /tot hhs

14,725

30.0 %

15,740

31.0 %

+6.9%

9,680

t9,t%

- 2s%

9,925
5,015

average hh size

þop/tot hhs)

64.7

20.2

o/o

o/o

10.2%

2.27 persons

5,730

11.3 %

2.27 persons

+ 14.3

r986

No.

64.4 %

single parent hhs /tot hhs

N)

%

Change

74,140

family hhs no children /tot hhs

o\

%

%

%
93,985
16.1%
150,355 69.2 %
66,855 30.8 %
99,605 45.9 %

478,085

o/o

0.0%

81.7

No.

Change
%

81-86

507,345 8t.1%

+ 6.1Yo

103,690

16.6 %

+ 1.6 yo

162,790

68.9 %

+ 8.3%

73,535

31.1 %

+ 10,0%

107,930

45.7 %

+ 8,4%

52,540 24.2%

56,930 24.1%

+ 8.3%

19,435

22,950

g.g %

2.69 persons

9.7 %

+ lg.1%

- tt.5 %

2.65 persons

ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE
population 15 years
OoO.

plus

,n,u".r,O OrO..

I

7

-l

Vo
,100 .8 Yo

91,470

81.9
7

o/o
8,600 .3 yo

92,835

80.6
9

yo
+ 21 .l o/o
+

1.5

I

I

456,830
43,715

78.1%

492,160

9.5 %

55,450

total pop. in all ocupations

56,r20

quaternary occupations

22,100

39.3 %

22,390

40.3 %

+1.3%

147,350

48.0%

163,568

sales/service occupations

13,185

23.5 %

13,635

24.6%

+ 3.4%

69,960

22.4%

manufacturing occupations

20,195

36.0 %

18,810

33.9 %

-6.9%

82,760

females 15 years plus

48,515

53.0 %

49,040

52.8%

+

females in labour force

26,150

53.9 %

26,180

53.4%

females employed/f. in 1.f.

24,480

93.6%

23,425

99.5 %

+

55,525

1.1,

%

307,215

78.7

%

n.3 %

+ 7.7

0/o

+26.8%

+ 7.9%

33 1,530

49.3 %

+ tt.0 %

76,605

23.1%

+ 11.t.%

26.9 %

86,010

25.9 %

+3.9%

239,145

52.3 %

256,750

s2.2%

+ 7.4

+ 0,1%

136,155

56.9 %

152,270

59.3 %

+ 11.8%

-4.3%

128,590

94.4%

I

+RRO¿

l I%
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9.905

91

o/"

yo

VARIABLE

TOTAL INNER CITY

WINNIPEG CMA

(31 cts)
1981

No.
female participation rate

%

u)

Change

1986

No.

%

No.

%

56.9 %

59,3 %

6.4%

10.5 %

5.6%

8.t %

42,6t5

males in labour force

30,560 7t.t

males employed/m. in Lf.

27,970

46.6 %

%

91.5 %

81-86

44,200 47.6%

+3.7 %

217,68s

47.7 %

235,415

31,300 70.8%

+2.4%

173,310

79.6 %

184,805

78.5 %

26,885

-3.9%

t64,845

95.I %

170,955

92.5 %

85.9 %

47 .8%

71.7 %

70.8%

79.6%

78 .5%

8.5 %

14.1%

4.8%

7.5%

male unemployment rate

o\

1981

81-86

53.4%

males 15 years plus

male participation rate

Change

o/o

53.9

female unemploynent rate

1986
No.
%

+ 8.1Yo
+ 6.6

yo

+3.7 %

average household income*

s 15,733 ($ 21,633)

$ 21,432

- 1.1%

s23,208 ($ 31,911)

g 33,477

+4.9%

averuge income males *

$ 11,611 ($ 15,965)

$ 15,409

-3.s%

$ 16,607 (6 22,835)

g 23,356

+2,3%

average income females *

g

$ 10,937

* 9.6 o/o

$ 8,243 ($ 11,334)

$ 12,779

+ 12.7 %

+ 3.5

217,210

236,325

127,690 59,8%

143,775

7,260 ($ 9,983)

TIOUSING
occupied dwellings

49,065

50,770

hhs. owned

1',7,095 34.8%

t7,505

34.5 %

+2.4%

hhs. rented

31,995

33,225

65.4 %

+3.8%

89,515

41.2 %

92,670 39.2%

1,195

6.8%

- l7.9

o/o

16,475

12.9 %

10,505

+ 17.0%

13,265

14.8 %

13,000

owners overpaying

1,45s

renters overpaying

3,935

65.2

0/o

8.5 %

r2.3 %

average value dwelling *

s 43,114 ($ 59,282)

single detached occ. dwellings

19,180 39.1%

4,605

t3.g %

- 12.0%

$ 52,163

18,275

36.0

Vo

o/o

- 4.7

0/o
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$ 58,866 ($ 80,941)

128,500

59.2%

+8.8%
60.8

0/o

7.3 %
14.0 %

+ 12.5 %
+ 3.5 yo

+ 36.2%

*

o/o

-3.8%

977,844

141,335

2.0

59.8 %

+

10.0

Yo

VARIÄBLE

TOTAL INNER CITY

WINNIPEG CMA

(31 cts)
1981

No.
apartment 5+ storeys

11,315 23.1%

other multiple dwellings

18,825

5

38.4

1,735

- attached occ. dwellings

o\

%

%

1986
No.
%

Change

1981

No.

81-86

12,145

23.9 %

+7.3%

20,350

40.1 %

+ 8.1

o/o

-apartments <5storeys

13,070

- occupied duplex

4,020

dwellings built pre 1946

24,025

dwellings built 1946-1960

10,165 20.7 %

10,460 20.6%

+2.9%

dwellings builr 1961-1970

7,080

14.4 %

7,295

14.4

0/o

+3.0%

dwellings builr 1971-1980

7,760

15.8 %

7,525

14.8 %

-3.0%

2,935

5.9%

dwellings built 1981-1986

81-86

29,935

12.7 %

+ 6.6%

59,815 27.5 %

65,055 27.5 %

+8.8%

52,840 24.3%

-2.5 %

54,265 23.0%

+ 1.0%

45,510

+ 1.0%

7.6 %

6,800

8.2%

%

%

36,440 16.8%

26,6 %

49.0

Change

No.

28,080 t2.g %

16,575

3.5 %

1986

%

22,540

-6 .2%

44.4 %

+

3.t %

25.0%
54,760 25.2%
45,885 21.1%
62,380 28.7 %
54,205

19.3 %

19,980

100.0 %

I2.2

63,725 27.0 %
8.5

%

+

o/o

100.0 %

ETHIIICITY
born in

Canada

/tot. pop.

tot. single ethnic origin (seo) "
british seo
french

seo

seo other than british/

- ulaainian

-

german

seo

seo

rr

ûench "
tt

rr

% 80,195 69.6 %
100,465 899 % 81,205 70.5 %
27,835 24.9 % t6,735 14.0 %

- 42.0

10,030

6.6%

-24.3 %

44,185

55.5 %

+2.2yo

259,300

'16,950

62,600

68.9

9.0 %

56.0 %

7,595

63,955

9,785
6,010

%io

466,490

t9.2%

513,550

o/o

210,065

+ 4.2

%
87.8 %
35.9 %
79.8

7.6 %
44.3

o/o

505,800

s}.g %

+ 8,4

392,480

62.8 %

-23.6%

126,760

20.3 %

-39,7 %

5.6%

-20.6%

39 .0%

-6.0%

35,085

243,690

9.5 %

47,865

',7.7

5.2%

45,880

7.3 %
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%

yo

VARIABLE

TOTAL INNER CITY

WINNIPEG CMA

(31 cts)
1981

No.
- polish

seo

1986

No,
3,955
7,975
1,950

%

I'

- filipino seo
-

jewish

- other

seo

seo

aboriginal

rr

rr

tr

recent immigrant

17,880

16.0 %

Change

8l-86

%

1981

1986

No.

%

Change

No.

%

81-86

3.4 %

15,790

2.5 %

6.9 %

15,670

2.5 %

1.7 %

13,545

2.2%

26,815

23.3 %

7,465

6.5 %

12,l15

10.5 %

91,890

14.7 %

13,050
-32.2%

51,030

)^

2.1%

<1\

3.9 %

-

574,040

91.8 %

+ 6.6

278,750 51.8 o/o

308,470

53.7 %

Yo

259,865

48.2 %

265,570

46.3

188,505 71.0%

8.7 %

51.9 %

MOBILITY

non-movers

46,390

% 104,635 90.9 %
45.2% 45,050 43.1%

movers

56,300

54.8 %

59,595

57 .0%

non-migrants (mover same csd)

37,119

65.9 %

40,880

68.6 %

+ 10.1%

179,260

69.0%

migrants (mover different csd)

19,230

0/o

18,720 31.4%

-2.7 %

80,600

31.0 %

77,070

- from Winnipeg CMA

205

1.t %

320

t.7 %

+ 56.1%

3,960

4.0 %

4,980

6.5

- from within Manitoba

5,015

26.1%

4,955

26.5 %

- 1.2%

23,255

28.9 %

20,855

27.1 %

-

- from another province

5,820

30.3 %

6,840

36.5 %

+ 17.5 %

34,260

42.5%

36,200

47 .0%

+ 5.7

Yo

- from another country

8,205

42.7 %

6,570

35.1%

19,135

23.7

15,040 lg.5 %

'27.4

o/o

pop.
o\
(Jt

5 years

Note:

old and over

102,680 gt.9

34.2

+ 1.9 o/o
a ,9%

+ 5.9

-

19.9 %

538,610

1981 dollars converted to 1986 dollars (shown in parentheses) using consumer price index of I.375.

Source: Compiled by author using various Census of Canada data catalogues and CD Roms,

92.1o/o

0/o

0/o

29.0 %

%

+

Yo

10.7 %

+ 2.2

o/o

+ 5.2%
+ 4.4%

+25.8%
10.3 %

in the number of persons residing in the inner
5

city:

1,195 more 0 to 4 year

olds; 230 more

to t4 year olds; 1,535 fewer 15 to 19 year olds; 3,630 more 20 to 34 year olds;2,775

more 35 to 44 year olds; 2,395 fewer 45 to 65 year olds; and 475 fewer 65-plus year olds.

In terms of absolute numbers, then, the greatest gains were among young adults (20-34)
and middle aged adults (35-44>-baby boom age

cohorts-who contributed a combined

tot:-l of 6,405 persons to the inner city. The increase in the tot¿l number of adults,
however, is reduced to 3,535 persons due to the decline in persons in the 45-64 and 65plus age goups. In terms of percentage growth, the greatest gain is in the 0 to 4 age

group-L7.9

Yo.

Do changes in the inner city correspond to changes in the CMA of Winnipeg? The
inner city and the CMA are similar in that they had similar percentage gains in young and

middle aged adults (i.e.,20-34 and35-M year olds). They both lost population in the 15

to

19 age category.

A noticeable difference between the inner city and the Winnipeg

CMA is the growth in the population aged 0 to 4 years-L7.9 % in the inner city
compared to 9.1

o/o

as

inthe CMA. As well, the inner city lost population in the age

categories over 45 years while the CMA gained. While the percentage increase of males
and females \À/as similar in the

CMA (7.2%

and 6.7

%o,

respectiveÐ, male growth

outpaced female growth in the inner city (4.5 % as comp¿ìredto 1.7 %).

Household Composition

During the period of tumaroun{ the number of households in the inner cíty
increased by 1,660. Family households with children grew at the fastest rate (6.9 Yo),

followed by non-family households (4.1 %). Contrtbuting to the large growth in family

r66

households was the increase in single parent families (14.3 %). Family households with no

children declined (- 2.5 %). Average household size was not affected and remained
constant at2.27 persons. The proportion of the population residing in institutions was up

slightly from 4.7

Yo

to 5.6

%o.

In the CMA unlike in the inner city, family households with no children grew rather
than declined, and average household size declined somewhat rather than remained

constant. In the CMA, single parent households grew at an even higher rate (18.1 %)than
in the inner city (14.3 %).
Economic and Emoloyment Structure

.

Between 1981 and 1986, the proportion of the inner city population that had a

university degree grew from 7.8 % to 9.3 o/o. Those employed in quaternary sector and
sales/service occupations gre\¡/ by 1.3 Yo and 3.4 % respectively, and those in

manufacturing declined by 6.9 Yo. Amongboth men and women 15 years and older, the
number of persons in the labour force was up slightly from 1981, but the participation rate
was down slightly. For both males and females, the numb er and proportion that were
employed declined. The unemployment rate among males increased from 8.5 yoto
and among women from 6.4 Yoto 10.5 o/o. Corwefüng 1981 dollars

(-r.l

% and -3.5

%o,

of

respectivery).

This data suggest that the inner city made some small gains in social status
between 1981 and 1986-more persons were university educated, slightly more were
employed in professional occupations, and females were earning more than in 1981. By

t67

o/o

to 1986 dollars shows

that only the average income of females increased (9-6%) while the average income
households and males decreased

l4.l

and large, however, the inner city experienced

decline-participation in the work force

was down, the Unemployment rate among men and women was up, and the avetage
household income for households and males was less in

l98l

than in 19g6. The

percentage of households falling below the pover[y line increased (Institute
of Urban

Studies, 1990, p. l4).

Many of the changes occurring in the inner city mirror those occurring in the larger

CMA of Winnipeg such

as the increase

in turiversity educated, increase in the quatemary

and sales/service sector, and increase in the unemployment rate, the latter of
which no

doubt reflects the recession of the 1980s. Overall, however, the CMA fared
more

positively than the irurer city. The increase in the number of persons with
a university
degree, for example, w¿ts higher in the CMA than in the inner city (26.8

2l'l

%). In the CMA,

o/o

versus

those employed in the quatemary and sales/service sector grew at

higher rates (1I.0 % and 11.1

%o

respectively) and those employed in manufacturing also

grew (3.9 Yo) tather than declined as in the inner city. The participation
rate among males
declined but, unlike the inner city, among females it increased. Unemployment
rates rose
among men and \¡/omen but only by approximately 3

o/o

as compared to the inner city's

increases of approxim ately 6 o/o and 4 Yo respectively. Unlike in the inner
city, the average

income for households and males did not decrease. The increase in average female
income
was

l23

%o

compared to 9.6 Yo inthe inner

city. The percentage of households falling

belowthe poverty line remained constant ebid.).
Housing

whilst

the inner city grew by 3,393 persons and 1,660 households between
19gl

168

and 1986, what housing changes took place? An examination of the year of construction

of occupied households reveals that there were 1,485 fewer occupied dwellings built prior

to 1946-most likely explained by the demolition of older units and the construction of
new dwelling units facilitating "move-ups." Close to 300 more dwelling units built
between 1946-1960 were occupied and 215 more dwelling units built between 196l-1970
were occupied. Of interest, however, is that there werc235 fewer occupied dwellings

built in the l97I-1980 period. The greatest change, however, occurred among dwellings

built since the previous census. Almost 3,000 dwellings built between 1981 and 1986
were occupied.

Most of these dwelling units occupied since 1981 were apartment units as reflected
in the increase in the number of occupied apartments greater than five storeys (up 7,3

Yo

from 1981) and in the number of other multiple dwellings (up 8.1 %). Relating to the
decline npre-1946 dwellings is the decline of 905 single detached occupied dwellings.

Not surprisingly, renter households increased at a greater rate than owner
households (3.8% versus

2.4%\

owners overpaying (i.e., paying more than 30 %

of

their household income on housing) declined from 8.5 o/oto 6.8 oá. Renters overpaying,

however, increased from 12.3

yo

to

13.g

o/u-artincrease that is likely linked to three

factors: the increase in unemployment rates; the decline in average household income; and
the growth of nearly 3,000 new units in the inner city between 1981-1986 some of which
may have higher rent fees than some of the older units.

Many housing changes occurring in the inner ci¡y between 1981 and 1986 are, not
surprisingly, reflective of changes occurring in the total CMA. In the inner city, renter
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households grew at a faster rate than owner households; the rev.erse was true in the CMA.

In the inner city, the number of owners overpaying for housing had decreased (17.9 %);
the CMA, owners overpaying had increased(36.2%). Inthe inner city, the number

n

of

renters overpaying had incre4sed (17.0 %); in the CMA, renters overpaying had decreased

Q.0 %). In the inner city, single detached occupied dwellings decreased (4.7 %) but in the
CMA this housing form experienced the greatest increase in occupancy (10.0 %).
In the inner city, however, the increases in occupied multiple dwellings (duplexes
and apartrnent less than five storeys) were reflective of increases at the CMA level (8.1 %
and 8.8

o/o,

respectively). Çrowth in occupied dwellings in apartments with five or more

storeys, however, was greater in the inner city (7.3 % versus 6.6

%). Worthy of note is

that, for the total CMA of Winnipeg, there \¡/as an increase of 1,855 occupied units in
apartrnents over five storeys and almost half of these units (830) were in the inner city.

Surfacing here is the link between increased inner city population and increased occupancy

in apartment structures-a link that will be çonfirmed in the next Chapter that reveals that
vacancy rates were extremely low and public rental units increased dramatically during the
study period.

Ethnicitv
Published Census of Canada dat¿ is somewhat limited in showing changes in

ethnicity that took place between 1981 and 1986; as shown in Table 5, categories

of

"single ethnic origins other than British and French" is available only for 1986. The data
do, however, show that between 1981 and 1986 in inner city Winnipeg, the percentage
the population born in Canada rose

from 65.9 % to 69.6 % (the actual number of

t70

of

Canadian born increasing

by 3,245 persons, rising from76,950 to 80,195). The

percentage claiming British or French as a single ethnic origin declined from 33.9 % to

20.6%(adecline of 14,135 persons,from37,865to23,730). Thepercentagewhowere
recent immigrants (those arriving in the past ten years) dropped from 16.0
the total population (a decline of 5,765 persons,
changes

-increase

%o

to I0.5

Vo

of

from 17,880 to 12,115). These three

in Canadian born, decrease in British and French single ethnic origin,

and decrease in recent

immigrant-also occurred

at the CI\4r4.

level. In the inner city,

however, the number of persons with single ethnic origins increased slightly Q.2%); at
the CMA level, this group declined by 6.0 %.

It is useful to consider why the inner city experienced an increase in the number of
persons of single ethnic origin and a decrease in the number of recent immigrants. One

explanation might be that immigrants who were "recent" immigrants in 1981 \¡rere no

longer "recent" in 1986 but continued to live in the inner city and started to have children.

A second explanation is related to the growing Aboriginal population in Winnipeg.
Although published reports of Census of Canada data provide limited data on the

Aboriginal population, an Aboriginal count for 1981 and 1986 is available through custom
service products obtained from the census (available at the Social Planning Council

of

Winnipeg) which uses an inner city delineation similar to the one used in the current study.
According to this source, the Aboriginal population rose from 8,165 to I1,640 between
1981 and 1986 in the inner

city-an

increase of 42.6 Yo. For the city of Winnipeg as a

whole, the increase in Aboriginal population was even higher-56.7

o/o

(from 16,095 to

25,220 persons). The figures, however, must be used with caution given the broadening

t7t

of Census Canadais definition of "Aboriginal" in the 1986 census. Nevertheless, certainly
contributing to the rise in the Aboriginal count between 1981 and 1986 is the high birth
rate among this group ("two and a half times higher than the birth rate of non-

Aboriginals," Helgason,2}l2) and urbanization from reserves (see for example, Frideres
and

Gadacz,200l). Using mother tongue to define ethnicity, Driedger (1999) also

illustrates the increasing residential concentration of Aboriginals in Winnipeg's inner city,

particularly in the most central areas, due to urbanization from northern reserves.

A third and most likely explanation of why the number of recent immigrants
declined while the number of persons of single ethnic origin increased is that more recent

immigrants were moving out of Winnipeg's inner city than were moving in between 1981
and 1986, attributable at least in part to decreased international immigration to Canada

during this period (Citizenship arid Immigration Canada, urpublished data). At the same
time, immigrants that a:rived in V/innipeg's inner city (6,570 persons) were concentrated

in certain ethnic groups. Although not available by areas of the city, the Landed
Immigrant Data Base shows that the two top source countries of immigration to Winnipeg
in the 1981-1986 period were Philippines and Vietnam (Ibid.). The increasing residential
concentration of Filipinos in Winnipeg's inner city, particularly in the west end, has been

illustrated by Driedger (op.cít.) using mother tongue to define ethnicity. Later in this
Chapter it is shown that tumaround tracts experienced statistically signihcant growth in
the Filipino population between 1981 and 1986.

Mobilitv
Unfortunately for this study, census data does not track residential movement from
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tract to tract. The smallest geographic unit used in tracking mobility is the census

subdivision (csd) which corresponds to the city of V/irìnipeg boundary that falls within the

CMA of Winnipeg. An inner city "mover" is only categonzedas one of two types----one
who, since the last census, moved to his/her current address from anywhere witllnthe city
of Winnipeg (i.e., a "non-migrarrt") or one who moved to his/her current address from
beyond the city of Winnipeg (i.e., a "migrant"). For example, a "non-migrant" in the inner

city in 1986, may merely have moved from one inner city dwelling to another since 1981,

or may have moved to the inner city from the suburb of Transcona. Despite this
limitation, mobility data make a valuable contribution to understanding inner city growth
between 1981 and 1986.
Of the 104,635 persons aged f,rve and over living in the inner city in 1986, 45,050

(43.1%)were non-movers, i.e., they were persons who had not moved from their 1981
residence. The remainder (59,595 persons, 57.0 %) were movers, i.e., they were living at
a different address than the one they resided

in when the 1981 census was taken. The

large majority of movers (68.6%) were movers within the city of Winnipeg (which
comprises one csd) and, as explained above, it cannot be determined more specifically
where within the city the movers lived previously (such as inner city or non-inner city).
The remainder of the movers (18,720 persons), moved to the inner city from a

different csd, i.e., from beyond the city of Winnipeg. Of these movers very few came to
the inner city from surrounding mtnicipalities (320), almost 5,000 came from within

Manitoba outside of the CMA of Winnipeg,6,840 came from another province, and 6,570
came from another country.
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At the same time

¿N

personri were moving into the inner city during the period

turnaround, out-migration was occurring. Given that, between

l98l

of

and 1986, the

population five years and older increased by only 1,955 persons and that 18,720 persons in
this age category moved intothe inner city from outside of the city of Winnipeg
boundaries, some 16,000 persons in the five years plus age category "Ieft" the inner city

druing the same time period. Of this number, it could be estimated that there were 1,000
deaths (using the provincial death rate

of 1 per

120 persons) and out-migration of some

15,000 persons. Out-migration was likely higher as some of the "non-migrants" may have
been from a non-inner city area.

It is interesting to note that in 1986, slightly fewer irurer city residents were nonmovers-*43.|%

as comparedto

45.2%inl98l.

Compared to the previous period,

it

appears that during the period of turnaround, out-migration slowed, but "retainees" may

have been moving around within the inner city slightly

more-a reflection

perhaps of the

housing "shifts" that were occurring due to demolitions and new housing coming on board
and./or a reflection

of baby boomers leaving their parents' households and creating their

own households.

It is important to note that the number of migrants from outside of Winnipeg was
slightly higher

n

1981 than

in

1986 (19,040 and l8,720,respectively). Yet, the inner city

populationbetween I976and 1981 droppedby 12,349 persons! Inthe 1981-l986period,
therefore, out-migration occurred at ahemendously lower rate than in the 1976-1981

period. Slowed out-migration reflects reducedprovincial out-migration, that, in the next
Chapter, is shown to increase demand for rental accommodations in Winnipeg.
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A comparison of migrants' origins in 1981 and 1986 shows that, for both the inner
city and the CMA of V/innipeg: the proportion of migrants from within Manitoba stayed
ruuglrly the same (approximat ely 26

%o

for the inner city; 2g yo for the CMA); the

proportion of migrants from other provinces increased slightly (from 30 yo to 37yo for the
inner city; from 43 o/oto 47 Yofor the CMA); and the proportion of migrants from outside
the country decreased slightly (from 43 %oto 35

o/o

for the inner city; from 24 voto 20

ô/o

forthe CMA).
Out-migration in the CMA was significantly less than in the inner city. The CMA
gained 35,430 persons in the five-plus age $oup while the number of migrants from
beyond the

cMA was72,090. The inner city, on the other hand, gainsd only

1,955

persons in the 5-plus age group even though the number of migrants was 1g,365.

In summary, mobility data show that the increase in population in the 1981-19g6
period was not simply amatter of the 1981 residents (1 ll,74g) remaining at their current
address to be joined by over 3,000 new persons moving into inner city neighbourhoods.

The number of persons moving into the inner city between 1981 and 1986 was at least

lï,7z}persons (migrants plus an undeterminable number of non-mi$ants). Concurrently,
a high level of out-migration was occurring, but at a lower rate than in

period-reflecting in part reduced outrnigration

at the

the 1976-19gl

provincial-wide level. As for the

number of persons the inner city retained between 1981 and 1986, it is at least 43.1

%o

45,050 persons (i.e., the "non-mover" category), and possibly higher as some of the

"movers" would be residents who remained in the inner city but moved to a different

dwelling. The number of non-movers, however, was slightly less in 1986 than in l9g1
t75

or

perhaps a reflection of the "housing shifts" and "new household" formation occurring

during the period of turnaround.

5.2

DEMOGRAPHTC AND soclo-EcoNoMrc CHANGES: TURNAROUND
TRACTS IN RELATION TO NON.TT'RNAROUND TRACTS
In the preceding section, demographic and socio-econornic changes that occurred

in the inner city as a whole during the period of study were investigated and were placed

in the context of changes occurring in the CMA. A sense of the demographic and socioeconomic changes accompanying turnaround and the sources of population growth

of

over 3,000 persons between 1981 and 1986 began to emerge. It was shown, for example,

that strong growth in the 0-4,20-34, and35-44 age group accornpanied turnaround as did
slowed provincial out-migration, large increase in dwellings built during the study period,

small economic gains and worsening poverty. In this Section, deeper understanding is
achieved by separating turnaround tracts from non-tumaround tracts and re-investigating
the demographic and socio-economic changes (Section 5.2.1). To determine which
ehanges are statistically significant, both groups of tracts are subject to a paired samples

test (Section 5.2.2). To determine how the turnaround and the non-turnaround groups

vary from each other, an independent samples test is conducted (Section 5.2.3). Finally a
conelation matrix is created for the turnaround group to determine the level of association
among variables (Section 5.2.4).

5.2.1

Census Characteristics: Change 1981-1986
The demographic and socio-economic composition of \Vinnipeg's inner city

according to turnaround and non-turnaround tracts is outlined in Table
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6.

The percentage

change ¿ìmong variables for the inner city as a whole, the turnaround tracts, and the non-

turnaround tracts is outlined in Table 7. These two Tables serve as the reference for the
current section.

Population
Separating tracts shows that inner city population growth between 1981 and 1986
v/as even healthier than thought. While the population growth for the inner city as a

whole was 3.0 % (3,393 persons), growth among tumaround tracts was 6.0 % (3,907

personsþ-higher than even the 5.6 % growth for the CMA. The loss of population in
non-turnaround tracts was 1.1 % (514 persons).

Age and Sex
The growth in the 0-4 age category that was strong for the inner city as a whole
(17.9 %) climbs to 20.3 Yo amongturnaround tracts. Even among non-tumaround tracts,

however, the growth in this age category 03-4%) is stitl above the percentage growth
for the CMA (9.1 %), in part attributable to the relatively high Aboriginal birth rate.
The large increase in the 35-44 age group that was characteristic of both the inner

city and the CMA remains high among both the tumaround and non-tumaround tracts
(28.3 % and 28.1

o/o

respectively)-a reflection of the ageing of baby boomers. (An

examination of the 1996 census data for example, shows that both groups of tracts grow

in the next age cohorf i.e., the 45-64 age group.)
For the inner city as a whole, growth in the young adult category (20-34) was

ll.3 %.

Growth in this category climbs to 14.7

%o

nthe turna¡ound goup

and, in the

non-tumaround group, drops to 6.5 o/o-lower growth than at the CMA level (8.7
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Yo).

TABLE

6.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC COMPOSITION OF CENSUS TRACTS
coMpRrsING \ryINNrpEG'S INNER CITY, 1981-1986
CENSUS TRACTS THAT HAVE EXPERIENCED POPTJLATION TURNAROUND
SEPARATED FROM
CENSUS TRACTS THAT HAVE NOT EXPERIENCED POPULATION TURNAROUND:
NTMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF'VARIOUS CHARACTERISTICS AND
PERCENTAGE CHANGE

VARI,{BLE

CTs: POPULATION TURNAROUND

CTs: NO POPULATION TURNAROIIND

(18 cts)

(13 cts)

1981
o/o
No.
POPTILATTON,

!

oo

1986
No.
%

Change

68,634

* 6.0 o/o

47,022

+ 8.4

21,665 46.1% 21,470 46.2%

No.

8l-86

1986
No.
%

r981
%

Change
81-86

AcE A¡ID SEX

total populalation (pop.)

64,727

pop. male

30,995

pop. female

%
33,720 52.1%
47.9

33,585

48,9 %

35,020 5t.0%

pop. aged 0-4

4,355

6.7 %

5,240

7.6 %

pop. aged 5-14

7,025

l0,g %

7,435

10.8%

pop. aged 15-19

s,l80

7.9 %

4,700

6.9%

pop. aged20-34

18,825

9.0 %

21,600

pop. aged 35-44

6,080

9.4%

+3.9%

+ 5.8%

2,320
4,315

-

3,595

9.3%

+ 14.t %

7,800 tI.4 %

+28.3 %

1,600

12,605

19.5 %

pop. aged 65+

10,635

16.4% 10,310 15.0%

16.9

o/o

25,355

+20.3%

31.5 %

pop. aged 45-64

1

%o

1

- 3.1%

|

%

25,045

53.9 %

-1 .2%

2,630

s.7 %

+ t3.4 %

9.2%

4,135

8.9 %

- 4.2%

0/o

2,540

5.5 %

-29.3%

,0% t4,035 30.2%

+6,5%

9.0 %

4,805

10.3 %

+28.7%

21.3 %

8,615

18.5

o/o

9,855 21.0% 9"705

20.9

%

3,1 80

10,005
I

53.9

-0,9%

4.9 %

3,750

-8.0%

- l.lo/o

46,509

7.6
28

-

-

13.9 %
1,5

o/n

HOUSEHOLDS
total households (tot hhs)

27,590

29,025

+ 5.2%
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21,495

21,720

+1.0%

VARIABLE

CTs: POPULATION TIIRNAROIIND

CTs: NO POPULATION TIJRNAROITND

(18 cts)

(13 cts)

%

81-86

pop. living in family hhs

1981
1986
%
No.
42,195 65.2% 44,785

65.3 %

+ 6.1%

pop. living in non-family hhs

19,750

28.7 %

-0.3%

family hhs

13,570

Change

No.

non-family hhs

family hhs with children /tot hhs
family hhs no children /tot hhs
single parent hhs /tot hhs
average hh size (pop/tot hhs)

\¡

\o

30.5 %

19,700

% 14,400 49.6 %
14,010 50.8 % 14,630 50.4 %
8,820 32.0% 9,915 34.2 %
5,140 t8.6 % 4,960 17.1%
2,950

49.2

10.7 %

2.35 persons

3,590

12.4%

2.36 persons

No.

1981
%

1986
o/o
No.

change
8l-86

64.1%

29,355

63 .1%

-2.7 %

14,500

30.8 %

14,830

31.9 %

+ 2.3

+6.7%

t0,545

49.1

10,395

47.9 %

-1 .4%

+ 4.4%

10,905

%
50.7 %

11,310

52.1%

+ 3.7

+ 12.4%

5,905

27.5

0/o

5,825

26.9%

- 1,4%

-

4,785

22.3 %

4,720

21.7 %

- 1,4%

2,140

g.g %

30,1 60

3.5%

2,065

+21.7 %
+ 0.4%

g-6

0/o

2.19 persons

2.14 persons

r

3,6

Vo

o/o

0/o

-2.3%

ECONOMIC A¡ID EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE
population i5 years plus
pop, university degree

52,640

3,225

91.3 %

6.t %

55,035

3,910

total pop. in all ocupations

32,660

quatemary occupations

I1,305

34.6 %

t1,460

sales/service occupations

7,865

24.1%

manufacturing occupations

13,1 50

females 15 years plus

90.2 %

+ 4.5 yo

38,830

82.6 %

37,800

81.3 %

-2.7 %

7.1%

+21.2%

3,875

10.0 %

4,770

12.6%

+ 23.1%

32,920

+ 0.8%

23,460

34.8 %

+

Vo

10,795

46.0 %

8,490

25.9%

+"/.9%

s,320

22.7 %

40 .3%

12,580

38.2 %

-4 .3 Yo

7,045

27,290

51.8 %

28,375

51.6 %

+ 4.0%

females in labour force

15,125

55.4 %

75,4I0

54.3%

females employed/f. in l.f.

14,090

93.2%

13,625

88.4%

1.3

-

22,605

10,930

3.6%

48.4 %

+ 1.3 Yo

5,145

22.8%

-3.3%

30.0 %

6,230

27.6 %

- 11.6%

21,225

54.7 %

20,665

54.7 %

-2.6%

+1.9%

11,025

51.9

o/o

10,770

52.1%

-2.3 %

-3.3%

10,390

94.2%

9,800

91.0 %

-5.7%
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CTs: POPULATION TIJRNAROUND

VARIABLE

CTs:

NO POPULATION TURNAROTjND

(18 cts)

(13 cts)

1981
1986
No.%No.%81-86

1981
1986
No.%No.%81-86

female participation rate

55.4%

54.3

o/o

51.9 %

s2.t %

female unemployment rate

6,8%

tt.6

%

5.6%

9.0%

males 15 years plus

25,010

46.6%

26,660

males in labour force

17,900

71.7 %

males employed/m. in l.f.

16,190

91.5 %

male participation rate

71.6%

47 .6%

+ 6.6%

t7,605

18,895

70.8 %

+ 5.6%

t2,660

15,980

85.9 %

-1 .3%

11,780

70.8 %

%

Change

17,540

46 .4%

- 0.4

71.9 %

72,405

70.7 %

-2.0%

93.0 %

10,905

45.3

87.9 %

71.9 %

70.7 %

7.0%

12.1%

t4,t %

9.6%

male unemployment rate

oo

Change

o/o

-7.4%

average household income*

$ 14,555 ($ 20,013)

$ 19,860

- 0.8%

s

17,364 ($ 23,876)

$ 23,610

- 1.1%

aveÍage income males *

s t0,577 ($ 14,543)

$ 13,939

- 4.2%

$ 13,043 ($ 17,934)

s 17,444

a ,7%

average income females *

$

$ 10,047

+ 8.1%

$ 7,856 ($ 10,802)

$ 12,169

+ 12.7 %

6,830 ($ 9,391)

HOUSING
occupied dwellings

27,585

+ 5.3 yo

29,045

hhs. owned

9,435

34.2%

9,370

32.3

0/a

hhs. rented

18,170

65.9 %

19,650

6'.7,6

o'wners overpaying

900

9.5 %

renters overpaying

2,280

12.5 %

average value dwelling

t

single detached occ. dwellings

g 41,676 ($ 57,305)

10,965

39.7 %

69s

3,000

7,660

35,7 %

%

+ 8.1Yo

13,825

64.4

7.4%

-22.8%

555

15.3 %

+3t.6%

1,655

35 .4%

- ts.t %
- 6,2%
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7

.2

12.0

%
o/o

%

s 57,657 (S 79,278)

8,215

+

21,725

-0 .7%

$ 48,670
10,285

21,480

38.2%

l.l

o/o

8,135

37.4 %

13,575

62.5 %

- 1.8%

500 6.1%

-9.9%

1,605

11.8 %

$57,001

7,990 36.9%

+ 6.2%

-3.0%
-28,1%
+ 2.7

yo

VARIABLE

CTs: POPULATION TURNAROI,ND

CTs: NO POPT]LATION TURNAROITND

(18 cts)

(13 cts)

1981
1986
No.%No.%81-86
apartment 5+ storeys

5,245

tg.0 %

other multiple dwellings

11,365

47 .2

5,850

20.1%

+

12,910

44.4 %

+ 13.6

11.5 %
o/o

6,070

6,295 29.0%

7,460 34.t %

7,440 34.2%

-0.3%

- 6.J

865

3.1%

870

4.1%

-aparúnents <5storeys

8,405

30.5 %

4,665

21.7 %

- occupied duplex

2,095

7.6%

% 14,260 49.1%
5,175 18.8% 5,730 19.7 %
3,045 tt.0 %
3,060 10.5 %
4,265 15.5 % 4,065 14.0 %

15,155

dwellings built 1946-1960
dwellings built 1 961-1970
dwellings built 1971-1980

1,925

6.6 %

+

3.'.7 0/o

1,925

9.0 %

-s.9%

8,870

41.3 %

8,280

10.7 %

4,990

23.2%

4,730 21.8%

- 5.2%

+0.5%

4,035

4,235

19.5 %

+ 5.0%

3,460

15.g %

- 1.0%

54.9

dwellings built l98l-1986

Change

28.3 %

- attached occ. dwellings

dwellings built pre 1946

ao

o/o

1981
1986
No.%No.%81-86

Change

+

-4.7%

18.8%
3,495 16.3 %

+ t00.0 %

38.1%

1,010

4.6

0/o

+

o/o

100.0 %

ETHNICITY
bom in

Canada

/tot. pop.

tot. single ethnic origin (seo)
british

seo

rr

4,800

french seo
seo other than

british/french

- ukainian seo
- gefman seo

% 45,t75
59,130 gl.4 % 50,230
15,180 23.5 %
9,750

42,205

rr

65.2

/5 .2%

- 15.1%

%
47,335 87.9 %

12j

- 42.4%

t2,655

65.9 %

%

+ 7.0

yo

5.0%

-27.8%

39,150 60.5 o/o 41,990 61.2%

+7.3%

7.4 %

3,465

4,885
3,575

34,745

73.9

26.9 %

5,230 ll.l %
23,450

49.9 %

35,020

24.7 %

30,975

66.6

7,385
4,130

%

yo

-2s.1%

15.9 %

- 41.6%

8.9 %

-21.0 %

21,965 47.2%

7.1 %

4,900

10.5 %

5.2%

2,435

5.2%
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+ 0.8

- 6.3%

crs: PoPU"^äi"ål^ARorrND

VARIABLE

CTs:

NO POPULATION TURNAROIIND
(13 cts)

1981
1986
No.%No.%81-86
seo

- polish

- filipino
-

jewish

seo

2,135

6,500
680

rr

seo

seo

- other

rr

aboriginal
immigrant

rr

rt

Change

1,820

9.5 %

t,475 3.2%
1,270 2.7 %

1,0 %

3.9 %

19,250

28.0%

7,565

4,965

7.2 %

2,500

5.4

4.9 %

21.5 %

pop. 5 years old and over

59,660

92.2% 62,395 90.9 %

non-movers

25,345

movers

%
21,670 63.1%
12,690 37.0 %
110 1.0 %
2,850 22.5 %
3,205 25.3 %
6,545 51.6 %

rr

1981
1986
No.%No.%81-86

3.1 %

t3,920

recent

change

9,835

t4.3 %

16.3 %
0/o

-29.3 %

3,960

8,4%

2,280

+ 4.6

%ó

43,020 gl.5 %

42,240

g0.g

%
21,980 5t.t %
15,449 70.3 o/o

19,845

47.0 %

-5 ,7%

22,395

53.0

0/o

+1.9%

- 42.4%

MOBILITY

oo

42.5 %

25,205

40.4%

- 0.6

0/o

37.200

59.6 %

+ 8.4

Yo

25,170

67.7%

+ t6.2yo

12,045

0/o

-5 .t%

NJ

34,320

non-migrants (mover same csd)
migrants (mover different csd)

- from V/innipeg CMA
- from within Manitoba
- from another province
- from another country

Note:

57.5

32.4

+

21,045

6,540

t70

1.4%

2,775

225 %

-4.t%

3,950

32.9 %

+23.2%

2,16s
2,615

5,170

42.9 %

-2t.0%

1,660

54.5

o/o

95

198I dollars converted to 1986 dollars (shown in parentheses) using consumer price index of ¡.375.

Source: Compiled by author using various Census of Canada data catalogues and CD Roms.

4g.g

-

o/o

1.8

o/o

15,710

70.1%

+

29.9 %

6,675

29.8 %

+ 2.1%o

1.5 %

150

33.1%

2,240

33.6%

40.0 %

2,890

43.3 %

+

10.5 %

25.4%

1,400

21.0 %

-

15.7 %

2.2

o/o

1.7Yo

+ 57.9 %
+ 3.5

o/o

TABLE 7. DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-ECONOI4IC VARIABLES FOR CENSUS TRACTS
coMPRrsrNG WrIïMPEG'S INNER CITY, PERCENTAGE CITANGE 19g1-1986:
ALL CENSUS TRACTS, TURNAROUND TRACTS, AND NON-TURNAROUND TRACTS

VARIABLE

TOTAL INNER CITY

TT]RNAROUI\il)
TRACTS

(31 CTs)

(18 Cts)

change 1981-1986

Y" change l98l-1986

%o

POPTJLATTON, AGE, SEX
population þop.)

3.0
4.5

pop. male
pop. female

pop. aged 04
pop. aged 5-14
pop. aged l5-19
pop. aged20-34
pop. aged 35-44
pop. aged 45-64
pop. aged 65+

1.7
17.9

-

NON.TTJRNAROTJND

TRACTS
(13 CTs)
Yo change

l98l-1986

6.0 *

-

8.4

- 0.9

3.9

-

t.t

1.2
13.4

20.3 *

2.0

5.8

- 4.2

17.5

-29.3 *

I 1.3
28.2

- 9.3
14.7 *
28.3 *

10.6

-8.0*

-2.3

- l3.g *

- 3.1

6.5
28.1

-

1.5

IIOUSEIIOLDS
total households (tot hhs)
pop. living in family krhs
pop. living in non-family hhs

family hhs

3.4
2.5
0.8
2.8

non-family hhs

4.1

4.4

6.9
- 2.5

12.4

-

- 3.5
21.7
0.4

-

family hhs with children /tot hhs
family hhs no children /tot hhs
single parent hhs /tot hhs

14.3

average hh size (pop/tot hhs)

0.0

5.2

1.0

6.1

- 2.7

- 0.3

2.3

6.1

- 1.4

J.t
1.4
1.4

3.6

-2.3

ECONOMICA¡ID
EMPLOYMENT STRUCTTJRE
population 15 years plus
pop. universify degree
total pop. in all occupations
quatemary occupations
sal es/service occupations
manufacturing occupations
females 15 years plus
females in labou¡ force
females employed/f. in l.f.
female participation rate
female unemp I oyment rate

males 15 years plus
males in labour force
males employed/m. in l.f.
male participation rate
male unemplo5iment rate
average household income
average income males

1.5

-1'r

4.5
21.2
0.8

21.1
1.1
1.3

3.4
- 6.9

l.l

23.1

- 3.6

1.3

1.3

7.9
- 4.3
4.0

- 3.3

-

11.6

0.1

1.9

-2.6
-2.3

- 4.3
- 0.9

. J.J

- 5.7

-2.0

0.4
60.7
- 0.4

64.1

70.6
6.6
5.6

3.7
2.4
- 3.9
1.3

- t.3
- l.l

6s.9

46.9

-

- 0.8
- 4.2

-

1.1

- 3.5

TABLE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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-2.0
- 7.4

- 1.7
71.4 *
- l.l
-2.7

VARIABLE

TOTAL INNERCITY

POPULATION
TI]RNAROI]NI)

(31 CTs)

(18 CTs)
Yo change 1981-1986

Yo change 1981-1986

NO POPULATION
TTJRNAROT]NI)
(13 Cts)
o/o

change 1981-1986

HOUSING
occupied dwellings
hhs. owned
hhs. rented
owners overpaying
renters overpaying
average value dwelling
single detached occ. dwellings
apartment 5-plus storeys
other multiple dwellings

dwellings
dwellings
dwellings
dwellings
dwellings

built pre 1946

built 1946-1960
built 1961-1970
built 1971-1980
buitt 1981-1986

3.5

5.3

1.1

2.4
3.8

- 0.7

6.2

- 17.9

-22.8

-

8.t

1.8

17.0

31.6

- 9.9
- 3.0

- r2.0
- 4.7

- l5.i

-28.1

- 6.2

7.3

11.5
13.6
- 5.9

-2.1
3.1
- 0.3
- 6.7

8.1

- 6.2
2.9
3.0
- 3.0
100.0

10.7
0.5

_1J

- 4.7

-

5.0
1.0
100.0

100.0

ETIINICITY
born in Canada
tot. single ethnic origin (seo)

4.2

7.0

- t9.2

- l5.l

British seo

- 42.0

- 42.4

- 41.6 *

French seo
seo other than BritishÆrench
recent immigrant rt

-24.3

-27.8

-21.0

-32.2

-29.3

- 6.3
- 42.4 *

t.9
-2.9

- 0.6

- 5.7

8.4
16.2
- 5.1
54.5
- 4.7

1.9
1.7

2.2

0.8

-25.1 *

7.3

MOBILITY
pop.

5 years old and over
non-movers
movers
non-migrants (mover same csd)
migrants (mover different csd)

- from WinnipegCMA
- from within Manitoba
- from another province
- from another country

-

4.6

5.9

l0.t
-2.7
56.1

-

1.2
17.5
- 19.9

1.8

2.t
57.9

3.5

23.2

10.5

-21.0

- t5.7

Notes:

1) Blarks indicate data not part of census.
2) Ifnot indicated, percentage change is positive. Negative change is indicated (-).
3) Bold indicates that the direction of change (i.e., positive or negative) is opposite to the direction
of change for the inner city as a whole.
4) An asterisk (*) indicates change was statistically significdnt according to the paired samples test
(see Table 8).

Source:

Compiled by author using various Census of Canada data catalogues and CD Roms.
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The association of growth in young adults to population growth becomes more evident.
Loss in the 15-19 age group evident at the inner city (17.5 %) and the

CMA level

(I2-8 %) is less severe in the turna¡ound group (9.3 %) than in the non-tumaround group
(29.3 %). The same is true of the 45-64 age group (the percentage loss among

tumaround tracts is 8.0 %o and among non-turnaround tracts 13.9 %). The reverse,
however, is true of the 65-plus age group; this group declined by 3.1
tracts but by only 1.5

%o

o/o

inthe turnaround

inthe non-turnarqund group. The tumaround group, therefore,

gained yovng adults (20-34) and lost seniors (65-plus) at higher rates than the nonturnaround group.
Household Composition
That growth in family households is strongly associated with population
turnaround becomes more evident when turnaround and non-furnaround tracts are
separated. Family households increase by 6.1 Yo amongturnaround tracts, and decline by
1.4 % in the non-tumaround group. Furthermore, the percentage increase of single parent

households

is2l.7

Yo

tnthe turnaround group and only 3.6 % in the non-turna¡ound

group.

While the inner cily as awhole experienced an increase in the number of persons

living in non-family households, turnaround tracts experienced

a decline and non-

turnaround tracts an increase. At the same time, however, turnaround tracts experienced
an increase in the number of non-family households (and at arate even higher than in the

non-turnaround group-4.4.

o/o

versus 3.7

%\

This suggests that turnaround tracts may

have experienced an increase in persons living alone. Overall, however, "average"
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household size (ameasure that combines family with non-family households) of the
turnaround tracts grew slightly.
Tracts that lost population (514 persons) between 1981 and 1986 still grew by 235

households. Growth in these tracts, however, is only in the non-family and single parent

family category. Among these non-turnaround tracts, a decline in population accompanied
by an increase in households resulted in a decrease in average household size.
Economic and Employment Structure
The examination of the inner city as a whole in the previous section showed tha!
between 1981 and 1986, the inner city made some small economic and social gains (more
persons were university educated, more were employed in professional occupations,
and

females were earning more), but deepening poverty was also occurring (unemployment
\il¿ls up, household income was

down, and the percentage of households falling below the

poverty line was up).
Did turna¡ound tracts display any clear differences to non-turnarourd tracts?
Tumaround and non-turnaround tracts showed similar increases in the percentage growth

of the population with a university degree (21.2% and23.l

o/o,

respectively). Turnaround

and non-turnaround tracts experienced identical increases in the number of persons

employed in quatemary sector occupations-l.3 %.

(Itis interesting to note that non-

tumaround tracts kept pace with tumaround tracts despite their loss in population).

Furthermore,the proportion employed in professional occupations inqreased slightly less

in turnaround tracts than in non-turnaround tracts (from 34.6 %to 34.8 % and from
46-0% to 48.4 %o, respectively). Tumaround tracts showed increases in the number
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(7 -9

%) and the proportion (from 24.1 % to 25.8 %) employed in sales and service

occupations; non-tumaround tracts experienced decline in the number employed in sales
and service occupations but maintained the proportion employed in such occupations

(approximately 23 %)- Bothgroups declined in the number and proportion employed in
manufacturing occupations although the decline was higher in the non-turnaround group.

ln short, the turnaround and non-turnaround tracts both experienced an increase in the
proportion employed in the quatemary sector. Turnaround tracts experienced an increase
in the proportion employed in the sales and service sector while the non-turnaround tracts
maintained their proportion. Both experienced a decrease in the number and proportion
employed in manufacturing occupations.
The number of males in the labour force incrsased among tumaround tracts

(5.6 %) and decreased slightly among non-tumaround tracts
Q.0 %). The number

of

females in the labour force similarly increased among turnaround tracts (1.9 %) arÅ
decreased among non-turnaround tracts (2.3

%).

These results are not surprising given

that the number of persons 15 years and over increased in the tumaround tracts and
decreased in the non-turnaround tracts.
The participation rate (the number of persons 15 years and older divided by the

number of persons l5 years and older in the workforce), however, declined in the
turnaround group for females

(from 55.4%to

54.3

%) and increased among the non-

tumaround group (from 51.9 %to 52.1%). The male participation rate declined in both
the turnaround and non-turnaround group. The unemployment rate (the number

of

persons unemployed divided by the number ofpersons 15 years and older in the work
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force) for both men and women went up approximately three to five percentages in
both
the furnaround and non-turnaround group.

Both groups of tracts experienced a decline in average male and household income
between

l98t

and 1986 and both experienced an increase in average female income

although the increase was greater in non-turnaround tracts.

Overall, the tumaround and non-tumaround group did not vary agreat deal in
terms of economic and employment characteristics. Both groups experienced
an increase

in the proportion employed in quaternary sector employment and

a decline

in the

proportion employed in manufacturing occupations. Both groups experienced
decline in
the male participation rate, increase in the male and female unemployment
rate, decline in
male and household income, and incrçase in female income. The two groups
differed in
terms of the proportion employed in the sales and service sector (increasing
in tumaround
tracts; remaining constant in non-turnaround tracts) and the female participation
rate
(decreasing in turnaround tracts; increasing in non-turnaround
tracts).

Housins
Among tumaround tracts, the growth of 3,907 persons between 1981 and 19g6
was accompanied by an increase of 1,460 occupied dwellings (5.3 %).
Among non_
turnaround tracts, the population droþped by 5l4persons but the number
of occupied

dwellings increased by 245

(l.l %) thus reducing the average household size as noted

earlier.
Whereas in the inner city as a whole between 1981 and 1986, renter
and owner

occupied households both grew but renter households grew at a faster rate,
this does not
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hold true among turnaround and non-furnaround tracts. Among tumaround tracts, owner
households actually declined (0.7 %) and renter households increased (8.I %). Among
non-turnaround tracts, owner households increased by 6.2o/o (that non-turnaround tracts
lost population yet grew in terms of homeowners is interesting) and renter households
decreased by 1.8 %.

The increase in renter households among tumaround tracts reflects increases in
apartment occupancies. Occupied dwellings in apartments five or more storeys, for

example, increased

lr.5 % among turnaround

tracts but only 3.7 % among non-

turnaround tracts. Occupied dwellings in other multiple dwellings (i.e., duplexes,
apartments less than 5 storeys) increased by 13.6 % in turnaround tracts and decreased by

0.3 % in non-turnaround tracts. Occupancy in single detached dwellings declined in both
turnaround (6.2%) and non-turnaround tacts (2.7 %).

In both turnaround and non-turnaround tracts, occupancy in dwellings built in the
pre-I946 and the 1971-1980 periods decreased and occupancy in "new" dwellings built
after

l98l

increased (by I,925 and 1,010, respectively). While decreased occupancy in

pre-World War II stock might be explained in terms of demolitions occurring within the
stock, how might decreased occupancy in buildings built in the 197l-1980 period be

explained? Could units of this age tend to be those subject to condominium conversion
(discussed in more detail in the following Chapter) and, at the time of the census, were

sitting unoccupied? Occupancy in dwellings built in the 1946-1960 period increased by
10.7 % in tumaround tracts and declined,by 5.2

o/o

in non-turnaround tracts.

Between 1981 and 1986, the percentage of renters overpaying in tuma¡ound tracts
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increased (from 12.5 %

to 15-3 %) and in non-turnaround tracts decreased (from

12.0 %

to ll.8%)- Owners overpaying decreased among both groups of tracts.
ln short, turnaround tracts differ from non-turnaround tracts in terms of housing
changes that can be measured by the census. Between

l98l

and 1986, tumaround tracts

gained renter households and lost owner households (not surprising given the increased

occupancy in aparhnent structures); the reverse was true of non-turnaround tracts.
Tumaround tracts experienced healthy growth in occupancy in duplexes and apartments
less than five storeys; non-turnaround tracts experienced loss in occupancy in this dwelling

type. The growth in occupied dwellings in apartments five or more storeys was three
times higher in turnaround tracts than non-turnaround tracts. The percentage of renters
overpaying increased in tumaround tracts and decreased in non-turnaround tracts.

Ethnicitv
As shown earlier, the CMA and the inner city as a whole experienced a decrease in
the number and proportion of persons of either British or French single ethnic origin and a
decrease in the number and proportion of recent

irnmigrants. Both the turnaround tracts

and non-tumaround tracts experienced these decreases, although, among non-turnaround

tracts, the decline in recent immigrants was much more marked than in turnaround tracts
(42.4 % and29.3

o/o

respectively).

For the CMA and the inner city as a whole, there was an increase in the number
and proportion of persons born

in Canada. This was also the case in the tumaround tracts

and non-turnaround tracts, despite the overall loss of population in the latter group.

Where the two gtoups vary is in the population of single ethnic origih other than
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British or French. In number, this population grew by 7.3 %6 inthe tumaround group and
declined by 6.3 Yo inthe non-turnaround group. ln proportion, this population increased

from 60.5 o/oto 6I.2Yointhe turnaround group and decreased from 49-9 %to 47.2%oin
the non-turnaround group. Two ethnic groups accounting for this increase were identified

earlier-Aboriginal and Filipino. The growth in the latter group will soon be shown to be
of particular significance when the turna¡ound and non-turnaround groups are subject to
the independent samples test.

Mobilitv
The notion that a reduction in out-migration contributed to population turnaround
between 1981 and 1986 is further supported by separating the tumaround and nonturnaround tracts. Among tumaround tracts, the number of migrants (i.e., persons

moving into the inner city from outside the city of Wirinipeg boundary) declinedby 645
persons (5.1%) yet the population

of migrants increased

still grew. Among non-turnaround tracts, the number

Q.I %) yet the population fell.

The decline in the number of migrants in 1986 in the tumaround group occurs

mainly due to the decline in migrants from another counûy (this decline also occurred in
the non-turnaround group). There was also a slight decline in migrants from within

Manitoba (this decline did not occur in the non-hrtnaround group).

Also further supported is the notion that p0pulation tumaround is not
accompanied by more inner city residents remaining in the same residence between 1981
and 1986 than in previous periods. The number and proportion of non-movers declined in

both groups of tracts. The number and proportion of movers increased in both groups,
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but at a much higher rate in the turnaround group than the non-turnaround group (16.2 %
and 1.7

o/o,

respectively). It is surmised that movement within the tumaround group

reflects the housing "shifts" that occurred within the inner city when numerous new units
were added to the housing stock in the study period (unit counts to be provided in the

next Chapter).

5.2.2

Results: Paired Samples Test
Described in the preceding section were demographic and socio-economic changes

that took place between 1981 and 1986 for the turnaround tracts and the non-turnaround

tracts. In this section, the statistical significance of the changes within each group are
tested using a paired design for each group of tracts. The results of the test are reported

in Table 8, the reference for this section.
Turnaround Tracts I 98

1

-1

986

Among the tumaround group there were 16 statistically signifrcant changes. Four
of the changes were coÍtmon to both groups of tracts-the decrease in the 45-64 age
grouP, the decrease in the total population with single ethnic origin, the decrease in the

population with British single ethnic origin, and the increase in the male unemployment

rate. These changes reflect changes occurring at the CMA level.
The change in population between 1981 and 1986 was significant only for the

turnaround group

(F - 4.48). Of the remaining

eleven statistically significant changes in

this group, th¡ee were age related, tlree were ethnicity related, two were household
related, one was employment related, and two were related to mobility. No housing
variables were signifi cant.
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TABLE

8.

RESULTS PAIRED SAMPLES TEST
TURNAROUND TRACTS
AND
NON-TURNAROUND TRACTS :
CIIANGE IN DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO.ECONOMIC VARIABLES
VARIABLES FOR \ilHICH 1981-1986 MEANS WERE NOT EQUAL

TURNAROUND TRACTS

:

VARIABLE

t-value

2-tail significance

6.97
- 6.16
- 5.71,
- 5.59
- s.48
- 5.27
- 5.26
- 4.88
- 4.48
4.32
- 4.19
- 4.07
- 3.78
3.76
3.66
- 3.62

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

total population single ethnic origin*
population 20-34
single ethnic origin other than French/British
male unemployment rate*
female unemployment rate
population 35-44
family households with children
population 0-4
population
population 45-64*
movers
Canadian born
single parent family households
French single ethnic origin
British single ethnic origin*
non-migrants

.001
.001
.001

.002
.002
.002

NON-TURNAROUND TRACTS
VARTABLE
total population single ethnic origin*
recent immigrant population
male unemployment rate*
machining occupations
population l5-19
British single ethnic origin*
population 45-64*

Notes:

1.

t-valug
7.90
7.50
- 5.22
4.37
4.40
4.16
3.98

2-tail significance
.000
.000
.000
.001
.001
.001

.002

Two-tailed significance cut-off: 0.02.
(*) indicates variable is common to both groups of census tracts.

2. Asterisk
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The three statistically significant age related changes were the increases in 0-4 year

olds

(t:

- 4.88), 20-34 year olds

(r:

- 6.16) and35-44 year olds

(t:

- 5.27).

Statistically significant ethnicity related changes were the decrease in French single
ethnic origin

(t:3.76),

and the increase in Canadian born (t

single ethnic origin other than French and English

(t:

:

- 4.07). The increase in

- 5.71) was also statistically

significant, a finding of particular interest. Not only did the number of persons with this
ethnic origin increase only in the turnaround group (it declined in the non-turnaround
group and in the cMA), but the increase was statistically signif,rcant.
The two significant changes related to households were the increase in family
households with children

(t:

(t:

- 5.26), and the increase in single parent family households

- 3.78), a sub-group of family households.
The economic and employment structure variable that was significant was the

increase in the female unemployment rate (t

:

- 5.4S).

And finally, the two mobility factors that were significant were the increase in
movers (t

:

- 4.19), and the increase in the non-migrant group

(t:

- 3.62), a sub-group

of

the mover group-unsurprising findings given the influx and outflux of persons to the

inner city during the study period as referenced earlier.
The paired samples test strengthens the earlier presented notions that reversal

of

population decline was accompanied by increases in: 0-4 year olds; 20-34 year olds;
Canadian born; single ethnic origin otherthan French and English; family households with

children; single parent family households-increases now shown to be statistically

significant. The results also point out that growth in the 35-44 age goup was statistically
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significant for the turnaround

groururowth

that earlier had been pointed as being strong

in both the tumaround and non-turnaround group.
Non-Turnaround Tracts 1 98 I - 1 986
Among non-tumaround tracts, the change between 1981 and 1986 for seven
variables was statistically significant, four of which, as mentioned above, were also

significant among the tumaround group-the decrease in the 45-64 age group, the
decrease in the total population with single ethnic origin, the decrease in the population

with British single ethnic origin, and the increase in the male unemployment rate.
The three changes that were statistically significant only for the non-turnaround
group were: the decline in the 15-19 age group

immigrant population

(t:

(t:

4-40); the decline in the recent

7.50); and the decline in machining occupations (t

:

4.37), one

of the sub-categories of manufacturing occupations.
The paired samples test shows that the number of statistically significant changes
experienced by turnarourd tracts (16) was higher than the number experienced by nonturnaround tracts (7).

5.2.3

Results: Independent Samples Test
Having now compared the demographic and socio-economic changes occurring in

the turnaround and non-turnaround census tracts in the 1981-1986 period (Section 5.2.1)
and evaluating the st¿tistical significance of the changes (5.2.2),let us now consider how
the two gËoups of tracts comp¿ìre

in

1981 and then

in

1986 using the independent-samples

t test (Table 9).

In 1981, there were two variables for which the group means were not equal, one
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TABLE

9:

RESULTS INDEPENDENT SAMPLES TEST, 1981 AND 1986:
DEMOGRAPHIC A¡ID SOCIO-ECONOMIC VARIABLES.
TURNAROTIND TRACTS

AI[I)
NON-TURNAROT]ND TR,{CTS :
VARIABLES FOR WHICH 1981 AND 1986 MEANS WERE NOT EQUAL
1981

p-value

Variable
recent immigrant population
migrants from a¡rother country

t-value

.001
.002

2-tail signilicance

2.86
2.84

.010
.010

1986

Variable

pvalue

recent immigrant population
Filipino single ethnic origin
migrants from another country

.000

3.

.001

2.80
2.76

Notes: l.

P value

t-value

.002

2-tail significance

l5

.005
.011

.010

cut-off 0.05.

2. Two-tailed significance cut-off:

0.02.

TABLE 10. REST]LTS CORRELATION MATRIX
RATE OF CIIANGE IN POPULATION (1981-19S6) CORRELATED WITH
RATE OF CrrANcE (1981-1986) IN ALL OTHER VARTABLES
TTJRNAROT]ND TRACTS
PEARSON'S R GREATER TIIAN.6
Variable

Pearsonts

Change population X
change male population
change female population
change population living in family households
change population 0-4
change family households

family households with children
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r

2-tail significance

.85
.70
.75
.72
.74

.001
.000
.001

.7t

.001

.000

.000

of which was the recent immigrant population

þ:

.001). The number of recent

immigrants and the proportion of recent immigrants to the total population was much
higher in the turnaround tracts. In tumaround tracts, the recent immigrant population was
13,920

Ql.5 % of the total population). In non-turnaround tracts, the recent immigrant

population was 3,960 (8.4% of the total population).
The other variable for which the group means were not equal in 1981 was migrants

from another country

þ:

.002), a variable not mutually exclusive from the recent

immigrant category (recent immigrants are newcomers to Canada within the last ten years;
migrants from another country are those that had moved to Canada since the previous
census). The number of migrants from another country and the proportion of migrants

from another country to the total population was aga:ri.much higher in the turnaround
tracts. In tumaround tracts, the population that were migrants from another country was

6,545-51.6

Yo

of the total migrant population, and

ll.0 % of the total population 5 years

plus. In non-turnaround tracts the total migrant population was 1,660-15.4 % of the
total migrant population, and 3.9

%o

of the total population 5 years plus.

In 1986, there were three variables for which the group means were not equal.
The furnaround and the non-tumaround groups agatnvaried in terms of the recent

immigrant population (p

(p:

:

.000) and the population migrating from another country

.002). In both groups, the recent immigrant population had greatly declined since

1981 but was still much higher in the turnaround group (9,835 persons compared to

2,280)- Likewise, the population migrating from another country had also greatly declined
since 1981 in both groups but was still much higher in the tumaround group (5,170
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persons compared

to 1,400 persons). The third variable for which the group means were

not equal was the Filipino population--6,500 in the tumaround group and.1,475 in the

non-tumaround group. This finding is of particular importance. That there was a rise in
single ethnic origin other than French and British has been referred to previously and was
attributed to the rising Aboriginal and Filipino populations-the particular significance

of

the latter etlrnic group now emerges.
The independent samples tests raises some questions that cannot satisftingly be
answered

yet. The analysis in this Chapter çertainly has identified demographic and socio-

economic changes that accompaniedthe reversal of population turnaround in the 19811986 period (for example, statistically significant increases in cerüain age cohorts) and has

identified factors that underlay tumaround (for example, reduced out-migration). But is
there any support to suggest that some census tracts are more likely than others to
experience turnaround? The independent samples test showed that, in terms of variable
means, the turnaround group and the non-fumaround group did not vary agreat deal from
one another

in

1981 and again

in 1986. If the turnaround group

and the non,turnaround

group are registering so few statistically significant differences, why did population
turnaround occur Íìmong one group and not another? In keeping with the finding that the
turnaround group had more statistically significant changes than the non-turnaround group
(paired samples test), perhaps the nature of demographic and socio-economic change
occurring within the tract has more to do with repopulation than the demographic and
socio-economic composition of the tract. Or perhaps demographic and socio-economic
factors not examined in this study play astrong role in determining which tracts are likely
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to experience repopulation (the variables examined here are, however, fairly
comprehensive). Perhaps other factors (local factors? cultural factors?) play an equal, or
perhaps stronger role in repopulation. Is

it

a combination of various

factors-socio-

economic, local, and cultural-that leads to re-population? These questions

will

be

revisited in later Chapters.

5.2.4

Results: Correlation Matrix
Having investigated the demographic and socio-economic changes that

âccompanied tumaround according to the turnaround and the non-turnaround group, let
us now Iook at the correlations between variables specificälly within the tuma¡ound group.

The correlations are reported as follows: rate of change in population correlated with rate

of change in all other variables (as population rose, what else rose?-Table l0 rate of
);
change in variables identified in the paired samples test correlated with rate of change
in all

other variables (what changes are associated with the changes that were identified as

statistically significant?-Table 11); and other select correlations (what other correlations
between variables were

strong?-Jable l2).

Six variables were highly correlated with population change in the 1981-1986
period (Table 10). Not surprisingly, population growth was highly correlated with growth

in number of males (r: .85) and number of femares

(r:

.70|-simply meaning that

as

populatioa rose in the 1981-1986 period, so did these population groups. The other
variables that correlated higlrty with population change confirm the earlier stated notions
that population growth was associated with growth in 0-4 year olds
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(r: .72)and families

(population living in family households , r :
households with children,

r:

-7

5; family households

, r:

.7

4; family

.71).

As shown earlier in the Chapter (Table 8), the paired samples test identified sixteen
variables in the turnaround group that changed significantly between

l98l

and 1986

including population change--of which the correlation to other variables is outlined
immediately above. What is the association between the remaining fifteen variables and all
other variables (Table 1l)?
For nine of the fifteen variables, there were no strong associations with other

variables: population single ethnic origin; single ethnic origin other than French/British;
population 0-4; female unemployment rate; movers; single parent households; French
single ethnic origin; non-migrants; and Canadian bom-meaning that even though the
change in these variables between 1981 and 1986 were significant in the turnaround

soup, the change was not strongly associated with some other change.
That the inner city athacted families during the period of tumaround is reflected in
the correlation between the 35-44 age group and family households with children
and the 5-14 age

goup

(r:

(r:

.72)

.79). The correlation between family households with

children and single detached occupied dwellings

(r

- .60) may suggest that families were

housed in apartments.

As noted previously, the turnaround group experienced sales and service sector
growth at a higher rate than quatemary sector growth. The growth of the sales sector
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TABLE 11. RESULTS CORRELATION MATRIX
RATE OF CHANGE (1931-T9S6) IN VARIABLES IDENTIFIED IN PAIRED SAMPLES TEST
CORRELATED WITH RATE OF CrraNGE (19S1-19S6) IN ALL OTHER VARTABLES
TURNAROT]ND TRACTS
(PEARSON'S R GREATER THAN.6)
Variable

Pearsonts

r

2-tail significance

lation
ethnic origin (no correlations
ethnic ori
other than FrenchlBritish (no conelations
ion 0-4 no correlations si

rate

(no correlations sisri
correlations s ignificant
familv households
correlations

female

ment

movens

no correlations sienificant
change Canadian born (4o cerrelations significant)
change male unemployment rate X
ln servtce
change population 20-34
change in sales

change population 35-44 X
change male population

.70

change family households with child¡en

7)

.001
.001

households

.65

.007

change family households with

chitdren X

change family households
change population 35-44
change population 5-14

sinsle detached
change population

.96
.72
.79
.60

45-64 X

inele detached

change Brit¡sh single ethnic

origin X
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.000
.001

.000

.012

TABLE 12. SELECT RESTJLTS CORRELATION MATRIX
RATE OF CTTANGE (1981-1986) IN VARTOUS VARTABLES
TURNAROT]ND TRACTS
(PEARSON'S R GREATER THAN.6)
Variable
Pearsonts r
Economic and Employment Structure
change manufacturing occupations X change machining occupations
.73
change quatemary occupations X change females employed in labour force
.77
changeall occupations Xchangetechnologicaloccupations
.60
change sales and service occupations X change service occupations
.61
change quaternary occupations X ehange females in labour force
.74
change females employed in the labour force X change machining occupations .76
change technological occupations X change males in the labour force
.71
change technological occupations X change males employed in the labou¡ force .72

2-tailsisnificance
.001

.000
.009
.007
.000
.000
.001
.001

Housing
change renters

X

change occupied dwellings

.000

Mobility
change migrants

X

change migrants from another country

Mixed
change
change
change
change
change
change

renters
renters
renters

X change households
X change population 5 +
X change population 15 +

.85

.000
.000
.000
.008
.006

.60
.60
female participation rate X change renter-occupiers overpaying for housing - .60
renters overpaying X average household income
-.62
renters overpaying X average female income
-.69

.002

-.60

.008
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specifically is associated with the20-34 age group

(r:

.62). The relationship between

male unemployment rate and service sector occupations

(r:

.73) may be reflecting the

loss of male positions in the manufacturing industry that was shown earlier to be occurring

while at the same time positions in the service sector were rising. Given that the decline in
British and French single ethnic origins was significant, could the correlation between
British single ethnic origin and clerical occupations

(r:

.69) suggest that out-migration

was higher arnong those of higher economic means?
Other Correlations
Other results from the correlations matrix considered to be useful in addressing the
research questions are presented in Table 12.

Although the data has not supported the notion set forth in the literature that
population turnaround is fuelled by young urban professionals and, therefore, strong
growth in quaternary sector employmen! the correlations offer some insight into
occupational related changes that were taking place. Though not large, there was an
increase in those employed in quaternary sector emplo5rment between 1981 and 1986, and,
as the number of persons employed in professional occupations rose, females

force rose

(r:

.74) and females employed in the labour force rose

(r:

in the labour

.77). This helps

explain why females, as reported earlier, were the only ones to experience an increase in
average income (average household income and average male income

fell between

1981

and 1986). Females employed in the labour force were also associated with increases in

machining occupations (r

:

,76): it is possible that this correlation reflects the increase in

immigrant labour in the sewing trade during the turnaround period that was mentioned in
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the focus groups and interviews with local experts. The expanding base of technology in
society was leaving its imprint in the inner city
change technological occupations

technological occupations (r

:

(r:

.60 for change all occupations

). Males only, however,

X

were correlated strongly with

.71 for males in the labour force and .72 formales

employed in the labour force).

In addition to the quaternary sector, growth in sales and service occupations (a
category combining the separate sales and service categories as reported in the Census) is
also viewed in the literature to foster inner city revival. Earlier presented data showing
that turnaround tracts experience d a 7 -9

o/o

increase in this sector (compared with a 3 .3 %

decline in non-turnaround tracts) seem to support this notion. For Winnipeg, however,
the sales and service category is more shongly associated with service occupations (r
--

.61). Also noted earlier was that

a decline in manufacturing occupations (a category

combining the separate machining, product fabricating, assembling and repair, and
construction trades categories reported in the Census) also accompanied population

turnaround. For Wiruripeg, the decline in manufacturing occupations was highly
correlated with machining occupations

(r:

.73).

A number of variables were associated with change in renters between 198l-19g6,
further testimony that the increased population was comprised mainly of renters
(households,

r:

.85; occupied dwellings,

r:

.84; population l5-plus,

r:

.60). Earlier it

was noted that the increase in renters overpaying for housing in the turnaround group
bptween 1981 and 1986 was 31.6 %;renters ove{paying is inversely associated with
household income

(r:

- .62), average female income
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(r:

- .69),and female particþation

rate
5.3

(r:

- .60).

SUMMARY: DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHANGES
ACCOMPA}IYING POPTJLATION TURNAROUND
In this Chapter, the demographic and socio-economic factors associated with

population turnaround have been investigated using Census of Canada data. Demographic
and socio-economic changes that occurred in the inner city as a whole during the period

of

study were described and were placed in the context of changes occurring in the CMA.
The analysis was enhanced by separating tumaround tracts from non-turnaround tracts.

5.3.1 Summary:

The Inner Clty in Relation to the CMA

During the period ofpopulation turnaround, the inner city experienced the

following changes that were common to the CMA of Winnipeg (the inner city percentage
change, however, often varying dramatically from the percentage change for the CMA).

The greatest gains occurred in the baby boomer age cohorts

e04a;35-44). Growth

in the 0-4 age group was strong. Non-family household growth outpaced family
household growth, although single parent households were the fastest growing household.

University educated increased. Employment in the quaternary and sales/service sector
increased. Female average income increased. The unemployment rate increased. Inmigration from within Manitoba stayed roughly the same, migration from other provinces
increased slightly, and migration from outside the country decreased

slightly. Canadian

born increased. British and French single ethnic origin decreased. The recent immigrant

population declined.
The inner city and

cMA differed mainly

20s

as

follows. Growth in the 0-4 agegroup

was twice as high in the inner

city. The inner city lost population in the age groups over

45 while the CMA gained. Childless family households declined in the inner city and rose

in the CMA. Average male and household income declined in the inner city but increased
in the CMA. Renters overpaying for housing increased in the inner city and decreased in
the

CMA.

Thet'e was minimal growth in the quatemary sector, small growth in the sales

and service sector, and decline in manufacturing in the inner city while the

CMA

experienced stronger increases in the first two and also increase in the manufacturing

sector. The inner city experienced an increase in the percentage of households falling
below the poverty line while the percentage remained constant in the CMA. The
population of ethnic origin other than French or English increased in the inner

city-attributable to growth in the Aboriginal and Filipino group-and declined in the
CMA.
In short, inner city population tumaround was supported by the ageing of baby
boomers. The20-34 age group (a prime rental cohort) was forming new households and,
along with the 35-44 age group was also starting families, hence the strong increase in the

0-4 age group. Growth in the

04 age group, however,

was twice as high in the inner city

and contributed to the maintenance of average household size that declined in the CMA.

Turnaround was also supported by slowed provincial out-migration and an increase in
occupied dwellings built during the study period. International immigration to the inner

city was less than in previous periods and tended to be concentrated in two ethnic groups.
Population turnaround was accompanied by some socio-economic gain but also worsening

poverty. It is also noted that inner city population growth of 3,393 persons in the 1981206

1986 period is not simply a matter of the 1981 residents remaining
in their current address

to be joined by new persons, but rather is net growth between persons leaving
and persons
moving to the inner city (at least 18,000).

5.3.2 Summary: Turnaround Tracts in Relation

to Non-Turnaround Tracts

A more complete account of demographic and socio-econo-iç çþange
accompanfng population turnaround in the 1981-1986 period is achieved
by separating
the eighteen census tracts that experienced turnaround fiom the thirteen
census tracts that

did not experience turnaround.

A number of changes werc consistent arnongboth the turnaround and nontumaround tracts---changes that reflected the CMA at large: growth in the
35-44 age
group was strong; non-family households grew; single parent
households grew;
apartments five or more storeys increased; occupied dwellings built pre-1946
declined;
occupied dwellings built 1961-1980 and 1981-1986 rose; more were
university educated;
male and female unemployment rates went up; the number of Canadian
born increased; the
number of recent immigrants declined; the number of persons of British
and French single

etlmic origin declined; migrants from the CMA of Winnipeg rose as
did migrants from
other provinces; and migrants from other countries declined. perhaps
the most
rurexpected similarity between the two groups was that the turnaround
tracts did not make

more gains economically than the non-tumaround tracts.
Quatemary sector growth was

low (1.3

Yo

for both groups) and well below the I 1 o/o growthexperienced in the
CMA.

Both groups experienced sharp rises in the male and female unemployment
rate. Average
male and household income declined.
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Differences in the magnitude of change, however, clariff how turnaround tracts

diflered from non-turnaround tracts during the period of population tumaround. In the
furnaround group in comparison to the non-tumaround group: percentage growth in the 0

to 4 and the20-34 age group was more than two times higher; percentage gowth in
single parent families was six times higher; the increase in occupancy in apartments five
storeys and higher was three times higher; and the increase in migrants from other

provinces was twice as high. As well, the tumaround group experienced a much lower
increase in the male unemployment rate and less marked decline in the proportion

of

recent immigrants.
The paired samples test strengthens the notions that reversal of population decline
r¡/as accompanied by increases

in: 0-4 year olds; 20-34 year olds; 3!-44year

olds

Canadian bom; single ethnic origin other than French and English; family households

with

children; and single parent family households.
The independent samples test suggests that the turnaround and non-turnaround
group difter more in terms of the demographic and socio-economic change.s they
experienced between 1981 and 1986 rather than in terms of their demographic and socio-

economic composìtio,n in either 1981 or 1986. Composition, therefore may not be a good

indicator of whether atactis likely to experience turnaround or decline and directs us to
other factors influencing tumaround-local factors or cultural factors both of which
be explored in the next chapters.

Although the data has not supported the notion set forth in the literatu¡e that
population turnaround is fuelled by young urban professionals and, therefore, strong
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will

growth in quaternary sector employment, the correlations offer some insight into
occupational related changes that were taking place. Though not large, there was an
increase in those employed in quaternary sector employment between 1981 and 1986, and

this growth tends to be associated with females. Out-migration may also have been
occurring among those of higher occupational status. Quatemary sector growth was
aided by an increase in technology based occupations that tended to be associated

with

males. The decline in manufacturing positions that was associated with growth in sales
occupations may have contributed to increased unemployment and lower avetage incomes.
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6.0. LOCAL

F'ACTORS AND POPULATION TURNAROUND

This Chapter explores the local factors and conditions
that contributed to and/or
accompanied population tumaround using qualitative
and quantitative methods.

6.I

LOCAL FACTORS: QUALITATIVE DATA

6.1.1

The Views of Local Experts
The investigation of local factors was launched with informal
interviews with local

experts of inner city housing and policy, hereafter referred
to as interviewees. The
interviewees identified factors that they felt may have
contributed to population

tumaround in inner city winnipeg, and also commented
on the applicability to winnipeg
local factors that have been identified in the literature as
contributing to population

furnaround' Presented below are the views put forward by
the interviewees. The views
are not necessarily the views of the author and the
information provided has not been

verified, for e'g' that program dates recollected are accurate.
In some instances, however,
the author has referenced the interview data with corresponding
census tracts and has

provided supporting infonnation contained within
brackets ([ ]).
Factors Identified by Interviewees
Interviewees \ryere asked first simply to consider local
factors that may have
contributed to population turnaround in the study period.
Their thoughts and ideas can be
categorized as follows: government housing policies;
housing and/orneighbourhood

improvement programs; national economy; immigration;
landlord behaviour; and
demographic shifts.
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1. Government Housin&Policy
Interviewees stressed the impact that the large volume of new public housing units

coming on stream in the late 70s to mid 80s would have had on inner city population
growth. The federal government's commitment to housing was "huge." Recalls one
housing expert, "CMHC's slogan of the lateT}slearly 80s was to build 250,000 units per
year to meet the needs of Cæradians."

Public housing was cost shared by the federal (75%) and provincial (25%)
government. Provincial progr¿rms such as Manitoba Home Renovation Program
complemented federal programs. Target groups included elderly persons and families. In

addition to housing there was a high level of federal government commitment to
neighbourhoods to improve parks, playgrounds, and social facilities such as daycares and

drop-in centres.
Interviewees likewise added that it is no surprise that population decline was not

sustained. The late 80s and early 90s saw reductions in and the eventual termination

of

the federal housing program and discontinued supportfor new housing. Since 1993,

CMHC's focus has been onrehabilitation. Demolitions, however, continue to occur and,

with no replacements, the housing stock continues to decline. Flora Place on Flora
Avenue was offered as an exa.mple. According to interviewees, this original post war
housing development has experienced a few demolitions every year and now only hatf

of

the units remain.

High interest rates and government response to them were also cited
contributors to population growth in the inner city in the 1981-1986 period.

2lt

as

"Sþ high"

interest rates of I8%o to 20%o may have forced some owners to give up their homes and
relocate to the inner city in search of an alternate form of housing. High interest rates
resulted in a low vacancy rate in private stock in the late 70s leaving the rental market

"squeezed." The federal response was to provide significant subsidies to public stock; the

Midland Public Housing Project was cited as an example of

a

project built during this

period.

In combination with high interest rateS, "out of control

inflation-lB

to

20y,,

led,

the federal govemment to urge provinces to apply rent controls. The province applied

strict regulations which they loosened in the late 70s. In lgS2,the rent regulation bureau
was formed and guidelines were instituted. [The province-wide rent increase guidelines

from 1982 to the present

as

provided by the Residential Tenancies Branch are as follows:

9%

- 1982;8% - 1983;6% - 1984;45% - 1985; 3% -

3%

- 1992:

and l%o - 1993 through to 20001.

19g6

through 1990; 4%

- l99l:

It was expressed by some that rent controls

may have helped make rental accommodations more affordable in the inner city during the

early 80s although not all agteed, as rent increases during this period, though controlled,
were still high.
One interviewee surtmed up the impact of govemment policy this way:

"it takes

huge dollars to change market forces; such dollars were available in the early 80s."

A number of housing and neighbourhood programs were cited

as

influential

contributors to the housing market in the early B0s:
CHOSP (Canadian Home Ownership programþ-a federal program
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operating in the early 1980s that offered a $3,000 grant for first time homeowners building
a new house

for less than $100,000.
CRSP (Canadian Rental Supply Program)-a federal program operating in

the early 1980s that offered interest free dollars for entrepreneurs building new rental

accommodations. North Portage housing, for example,

w¿rs

built through this funding.

CHRP (Canadian Housing Renovation Programþ-a federal program
operating in the early 80s that offered a $3,000 renovation grant to homeowners.

NIP (Neighbourhood Improvement ProgramFa federal

(7

S%)lprovincial

(25%) cost shared program targeting certain communities in Winnipeg for improvement.

Eligible improvements for funding included roads/sidewalks, parks/boulevards, and
water/sewer. Whole neighbourhoods were targeted; all residents qualified for assistance
regardless of their income. That the targeted neighbourhoods had a balance

of

homeowners and renters contributed to the Program's success. [The first communities
targeted in this program that began in the 1975-1976 fiscal year were North Point
Douglas, Midland, Centennial and St. Boniface].

RRAP (Residential Rehabilitation ProgramFa federal

(7

S%)lprovincial

(25%) cost shared program providing homeowners funds to make improvements to their
housing, homeowner income the criteria for eligibility. NIP and RRAP were viewed to be

"effective partners" complementing one another.

M/WCRP (Manitoba/Winnipeg Community Revitalization Program)-a
program cost shared 50/50 by the province and the city for infrastructure and capital
projects in targeted neighbourhoods "shouldering" the core that "did not have all the social
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problems of the core but that were beginning to deteriorate." [The first IvflWCRP
agreement operated between 1985 and 1991 in five neighbourhoods: Spence/lvlemorial

(inner city); Weston and Burrows/Shaughnessy (bordering the inner city); Fort Rouge

ftordering the inner city); and Transcona (suburb). The second agreement operated
between 1991 and 1997 :ui'the neighbourhoods

of; Elmwood

(considered by some to be in

the inner city); East Norwood (bordering the inner city); Fort Rouge; and Glenwood
(bordering the inner city)].
Rental

start-a provincial

program providing up to 80% mortgage

financing to non-profit groups to build seniors housing. Fred Douglas Place and Portage
Place, both located in the downtown, were cited as examples of projects built under this

program.

Infill Program-the province through the Core Area Initiative, provided
mortgage financing directly to the purchasers of narrow width (25-30) vacant inner city
lots to build new housing. The program resulted in 200 newunits that "fit nicely into

existing neighbourhoods. "
Co-op Homestart Program-a provincial progt¿ìm providing mortgage

financing to non-profit housing co-ops that were proposing to renovate existing housing
or convert non-residential buildings to housing. Filcasa Housing Co-op in West Alexander
was provided as an example. Co-ops for ethnic groups such as Vietnamese and

Filipino

were viewed to work well as they "created neighbourhood harmony."
Core Area

Initiative-the tripartite ''CAI, was "moving into high gear by

about 1983." The Capital hritiatives branch had a big impact on housing in terms of
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infiil

housing, renovation of existing stock, and affordability in general. Building activity
created lots

ofjob activity. Along with employmenltraining programs, the CAI

implemented many social programs such as parent support groups. The co-operative
atmosphere created by the working together of the various levels of government,

community groups and CAI was viewed to have hadapositive effect on population
gxowth.

\¡/HRC (Winnipeg Housing Rehabilitation CorporationFCommencing in the late
70s, this non-profit agency rehabilitated non-residential inner city buildings to make

low

cost housing units for rent.

3. National Economy
Winnipeg was very much included in the national recession of the early 1980s. By
1983, however, the local economy started to improve, housing was being used by

govemment to stimulate the economy, and the CAI was in full swing. Downtown

Winnipeg "became alive with construction" and residents may have been attracted to the
downtown and irurer city forjobs and/or housing. The local economy climbed as the low
employment rates of the early 80s were replaced by high employment rates of the mid 80s.

While employment opportunities available in the later part of the 1981-1986 period
may have lured population to Winnipeg and perhaps its inner city, the poor economy

of

the early part of the period may have also attributed to population growth; ',Manitobans
tend to move away when the economy is good and come back when the economy is bad,"

commented one interviewee.
Despite the early 80s recession, that period of time for baby-boomers was "really

2ts

good,'r said one selÊidentified "boomer," speaking from experience.
"We were filled with

optimism about the future and many of us had just entered into the housing market.
I
purchased a home in the inner city and still live there today."

4. Immigration
Winnipeg's inner city experienced an influx of new immigrants particularly from
Asia in the early 1980s. Vietnamese "boat people," for example, settled in the
Spence,
Daniel Macintyre and Central Park neighbourhoods. School enrollments reflected
the

influx. Victoria Albert School

was

Sister MacNamara School was

built [19SS/89] in response to increases in school

filled to capacity with new immigrant children and,
age

children whose families were occupying new high rise developments in the core
area.

5. Landlord Behaviour
According to interviewees, landlords were allowing "doubling up" (i.e., increased
occupancy) because mortgage rates were so high. At the same time, other
landlords who
had been renting saw this as a good time to sell, creating a lot of new
homeowner activity.

6. Demographic Shift
Interviewees cited that "three large market segments" may have helped ,,drive
up,'
inner city population in the study period-aboriginal, elderly, and baby
boomer-all

which may have been forming new households in the inner city.
Interviewee Responses to probes

In addition to being asked to identify factors that contributed to population
turnaround, interviewees were asked specifically to comment on the following:
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of

I.

Cultural Chanse

lnterviewees felt strongly that population turnaround in inner city Winnipeg in the
1981-1986 period was not a product of shifts in values and preferençs5-fo¡ example, the
result of a new literate middle class with a taste for inner city living. Rather, the inner city
offlered affordable housing. Such a cultural shift, however, w¿rs viewed possibly to have
taken place in the late 80s and early 90s, in the downtown only.

The "culture of resident participation," however, w¿ts cited. During the study

period, residents were "more educated" on housing and neighbourhood improvement
programs and there was "a good deal of resident participation," resulting in
neighbourhood enhancement.

2. Zontnp
Interviewees felt zoning changes were not an influential factor but may have had
some effect as they allowed residential development to occur on formerly non-residential

sites. As well "up zoning" to allow two storey single family homes to be converted into
three residential units may have increased population in some communities. While "up

zoning," however, might initially have bumped up population, it was noted that it may
have created deterioration and depopulation. "SIum landlords don't buy up 800 square

foot bungalows," said one interviewee.

3. Altemative Forms of Redevelopment
Did population tumaround involve new housing or a more effective use of existing
stock? Specifically, interviewees were asked if population growth was facilitated through
the various forms of development identified in the literatwe review: intensífication such
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as

infill housing or high density development within existing residential

areas; extensíon

of

residential development into non-residential areas such as vacant or under-used industrial
sites; implantation of new residential uses into existing high-density commercial and

institutional districts; and conversion of older non-residential structures into dwelling
units.

Intensification was viewed as the most influential of the four forms

of

redevelopment, particularly as it occurred through public housing in the neighbourhoods

of Centennial, Central Park, Broadway Assiniboine and West Alexander. The other three
forms, however, were viewed to have occurred certainly. Extension of residential
development into non-residential areas occurred in North Point Douglas, for example,
where the City expropriated land from Gateway packers and built subsidized non-profit

housing. Implantations into the downtown occurred with projects such

as

North Portage

and Place Promenade. Conversion took place in the Ashdown warehouse in Winnipeg's

Exchange District.

4. Population Change in Select Census Tracts
Interviewees were asked to comment on the population changes that occurred in
the census tracts that were the subject of the focus groups (cts 14, 23 and 17) as well as

two other cts that not only experienced population tumaround in the 1981-1986 period
but sustained population growth in the 1986-1991 intercensal period (cts24 and25).
Census tracts 14 and 23, both in the downtown, were viewed to have benefitted from

"athactions" such as the Forks and from the infrrsion of "loads of govemment dollars that
in turn attracted loads of private dollars." Census tracts 25 (north of the downtown
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between Notre Dame Avenue and the CPR Mainline) and 24 (also adjoining the

downtown and including South Point Douglas) were viewed to have received a "ton

of

government money," for e.g., funding for the South Logan Development Project. Why
the latter two tracts (24 and25), however, lost population in the

lggl-lgg6 intercensal

period was explained as follows "once the money was dumped into the are4 the area was
abandoned." One politician went as far as to say tha! if he were a policy maker for these
two tracts, he'd be "looking at the old urban renewal scheme-bulldoze and start over."
Although it did not experience tumaround tmtil the 199l-1996 period, census tract
17 (fringing the downtown and including parts of Wolseley) may have been in a "readying

period" in the 1981-1986 period. Until the late l97}sthis ct was predominantly rental.

Zonngwas introduced to reduce R3 to R2T (i.e., to reduce multi-family housing to twoor single-family conversions). During the 1981-1986 period, rooming houses continued
to turn back to single family residences and perhaps this is why the population

fell. As the

single family residences grew, however, the neighbourhood became more desirable

resulting in eventual population turnaround some years after the downzoning began.

6.1.2 Visuallnspections
While the interviews served to introduce the author to the topic of local factors,
the visual inspections sensitized the author to the character and amenities of select tracts

-tracts

14,23 and 17 (the subjects of the focus groups) and tract36 (the tract that

experienced the greatest growth among all turnaround tracts in the 198l-1986 period).

Neighbourhood attributes and amenities as well as visible evidence of changes in the
housing stock (new units or reinvestment in existing housing) that may have taken place in

2t9

the study period were documented and considered in relation to the athibutes of inner
cities that exhibit turnaround identified earlier in the literature. See Appendix G for a
description of the individual tracts.

It was found that the two downtown tracts (cts 14 and23) and the tract fringing
the downtown (tract T7)have numerous attributes identified in the literature as being
associated with population turnaround: centrality; recreational, historical, a¡chitectural
and,/or cultural significance; natural amenities; the presence of institutional
as universities and hospitals; and accessible public transportation. As

facilities such

well, the two

downtown tracts contain office concentrations and condominium developments. The
downtown tracts, however, also contain numerous low income public housing apartment
blocks, the absenc¿ of which is, in the literature, associated with population turnaround,
and tract 17 contains

afacility for persons with mental health difficulties.

Tract36 is quite different from the other three tracts in which visual inspections
were conducted. It is not "amenity rich" in the same sense as the other tracts and, at
present, pockets of the neighbourhood are rundown and suffering from industrial and

commercial encroachment. It is perceived to be a "troubled core area neighbourhood."
The tract is, however, close to downtown and main transit routes. It is of historical

significance being Wiruripeg's frst residential area and benefits from the presence of the
Assiniboine river.

6.2

LOCAL CONDITIONS: EMPIRICAL DATA
In this section, the local factors and conditions that contributed to and/or

accompanied population tumaround as identified in the interviews, visual inspections
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and/or the literature are empirically investigated. Examined are: the private and public
apartment stock and demand thereof (6.2.I); the condominium stock(6.2.2); the single

family detached stock (6.2.3); international immigration(6.2.4); an¿ the CAI and other
public interventions (6.2. 5).

6.2.1 Apartment Stock: Private

and Public

Some insight into the accommodations of the additional population to the inner

city during the turnaround period (3,393 persons and 1,660 households) was gained by
looking at occupancy in types and ages of dwellings according to Census of Canada d¿ta
(Chapter 5). It was determined, for example, that: many new units built after 1981 were
occupied by the time of the 1986 census; growth in renter households outpaced growth in
owner households; and increases in occupied dwellings w¿rs primarily in apartments with

five or more storeys and in other multiple dwellings. In this section, the change in the
public and private housing stock is specifically outlined along with changes in the vacancy
rates.

Apartment Stock and Population Change
Between 1981 and 1986 when the inner city as defined in this study experienced
turnaround, the number of privately-initiated rental units in "central zones," as delineated
by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, decreased by 1,015 (Figwe 16; see

Appendix H for map of zones). While some units were lost to demolition, the decline in
private units was largely due to the conversion of rental units to condominiums that were
either occupied by the owner or rented out by the owner (Canada Mortgage and Housing,

April 1982).

The number of privately-initiated apartrnent rental structures declined from
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FIGURE 16. NUMBER OF PRIVATELY-INITIATED RENTALAPARTMENT UNITS
\ryINNIPEG: CENTRAL ZONES AND SUBURBAN ZONES 1980 - 1996
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FIGURE 17. NUMBER OF PRIVATELY-INITIATED RENTAL APARTMENT STRUCTURES
WINNIPEG: CENTRAL ZONES AND SUBURBAN ZONES 1980 - 199s
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875 to 850 (Figure 17).

In the suburban zones, the number of private units remained constant at around
2g,000units between lgSl and 1984 and increased to approximately 32,000by l9g6
(Figure 16). The number of privately-initiated rental apartment structures stayerd constant
at approximately 700 units throughout most of the period and began to increase

in l9g6

(Figure l7).
While the number of private units decreased in central zones during the period

of

tumaround, the number of public rental apartment units increased from 5,050 to

6,335-1,285 units (Figure 18). The number of publicly-initiated structu¡es increased
from 45 to 67 (Figure 19). In suburban zones, public units also steadily increased between
1981 and 1986 (Figure 18) and structures rose

from 104 to l 16 (Figure l9). Rise in

public units, howçver, was not accompanied by increased population in intercensal periods
following the tumaround period. In the 1986-1991 period, the number of public units rose
by 1,545 units; the inner city lost 2,688 persons. In the Iggl-lgg6 intercensal period, the
number of public units rose by 185; the inner city lost 4,015 persons.

To reiterate, during the turnaround period, public units increased and private
¡rnits
decreased (mainly due to condominium conversions, many of which, however,
as
discussed shortly, remained available for

rent). But

will

be

as the later periods show, changes

in

supply did not translate into a consistent pattern of population change; demandfor rental
accommodations played a major role in repopulation during the study period.
Demand for Rental Accommodations
Demand for rental accommodations throughout the study period was extremely
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FIGURE 18. NUMBER OF PUBLICLY-INITIATED RENTALAPARTMENT UNITS
WINNIPEG: CENTRAL ZONES AND SUBURBAN ZONES 1980 - 1996
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FIGURE 19. NUMBER OF PUBLICLY-INITIATED RENTALAPARTMENT STRUCTURES
WINNIPEG: GENTRAL zoNEs AND SUBURBAN zoNES 1980 - 1991
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high for the entire city of Winnipeg. Based on information from a number of Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) reports-apartrnent vacarìcy surveys (1930

through 1986), Quarterly Housing Reports (1987), and Manitoba Rental Market Surveys
(1987 through 1993f-high demand is explained as follows.

Following the high levels of construction of the late 70s, private activity subsided
in the early and mid-8Os. Units produced dwing the late 70s continued to be absorbed and
vacancy rates in private units began to decline (Figure 20). With no new structures under

construction, demand continued to grow and was further increased by: a decline in outmigration; the advantage of renting versus owning due to high interest rates; and
continued household formation. In their Apnl lgS2vacancy survey, CMHC concluded
the following about the privately-initiated market:
The low level of private rental construction starts over the past two years has
allowed demand for units to strengthen. The vacancy rate in the private universe is
the lowest recorded in the past four years with indications of stiffurther declines
ahead. Rental supply shortages are likely for the near future.

As the rental market tightens the importance of structure size and unit size appears
to be diminishing. There is much less variation rate by size of structure than there
was observed only six months ago.
Vacancy rates in the four Central City zones. . .remain significantly above those in
suburban locations [but] the margin of dif,lerence has declined as renters are faced
with fewer choices.

(p.3)
Unemployment and doubling up due to economic uncertainties should serve to
decrease demand.

(p.6)
Minimal levels of private apartment starts continued through to the end of lgg2.
Demand stayed high and vacancies continued to
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fall. Even though high mortgage interest

FIGURE 20. VACANCY RATES IN PRIVATELY-INITIATED RENTALAPARTMENT STRUCTURES
WINNIPEG: CENTRAL ZONES AND SUBURBAN ZONES 1979 .1996
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rates began to ease, rental construction continued to be "uneconomic" according to

apartment builders because of rent controls.
Despite the continued easing of interest rates into 1983 and the implementation

of

government programs encouraging reluctant tenants to become fust-time homebuyers (for
e.g., Canadian Home Ownership Stimulation Program Plan; Provincial Homes in Manitoba

Program), strong demand for rental accommodations continued. Reasons included:
sustained population growth generated as a result of positive inter-provincial
migration rates;
a stable economic and employment performance forecast

for 1984 and beyond;

the relatively low rent levels prevailing in much of the rental stock; and
the continuation of high mortgage interest rates relative to income growth acting
as an affordability barrier to homeownership.
(Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, October 1983, p. 3).

Not only was Winnipeg's vacancy rate low, it was low in relation to other Canadian cities,
and was going lower

The Winnipeg rental market has been moving in the opposite direction of the
nation as a whole. The average rate for all of Canada's 24 metropolitan areas in
April was2.7 oá up from 2.1% recorded in October,1982. The combined rate
(the total private universe plus newly completed structures) for all metropolitan
areas w¿ìs 3.1 % in April, 1983 compared to Winnipeg's 1.4 %.

(Ibid., April

1983, p. 3).

It is of note that CMHC concluded that the declining vacancy rates in the four
central zones "might be more attributable to diminishing choices facing renters rather than
any fundamental shifts in market demand" (Ibíd., October 1984,p- 4).

Strong rental demand pushed the private vacancy rate to a twenty-yea¡ low in
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October,

198H.9

o/o

in central zones and 0.7 % in suburban zones (Figure 20). In

addition to the continued decline of privately initiated units, other factors that attributed to
the rental market "squeeze" were:
the poor economic conditions and a reduction in employment opportunities in
other western provinces, keeping the level of in-migration high and out-migration
low; and
the on-going economic uncertainties in employment security and interest rates,
prohibiting some renters from entering the homeownership market-

(Ibid., April

1984, p. 3).

ln response to the tight market conditions, the federal and provincial govemment
offered assistance to developers to encourage construction (for e.g., Canada Rental
Supply Program; Provincial Rental Stårt). Whilst units were under construction demand
remained strong. Playing roles were:
sustained population growth generated from movement into Manitoba from
neighbouring provinces ;
a stable economic performance demonstrated by strong capital investment growth

and low unemployment;

the perceived cost advantage of renting over owning at cument real interest rate
levels; and
the general aging of the population which has contributed to higher population
growth in the prime new renter age cohorts
(rbid.).

Finally in April 1985, Winnipeg's aparÍnent survey universe of privately initiated
rental aparhnents (central and suburban Zones) increased for the first time since October

1981. Vacancy, however, remained low and demand remained high due to "sustained
population growh especially within the prime renter age cohorts (25-34and over 65 years
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of age). . .and a stable economic performance demonstrated by strong capital investment
growth and low unemployment levels" (Ibid., April 85, p. 3).
The spring of 1986 was an important tuming point in easing Winnipeg's tight rental

conditions in both central and suburban zones. New rental completions continued to
outpace withdrawals and condominium conversions, resulting in a net increase

in

Winnipeg's apartment stock. By the fall, the vacancy rate in privately-initiated units
increased to 2.0

o/o

in

central zones and 1.3 oá in suburban zones representing expanded

choices for renters. For the fnst time since 1982 it was not "significantly more diffrcult to

find accommodation in Winnipeg than in other Canadian centres" (Ibid., October 1986, p.

3). Developer interest in the Winnipeg market

was high (given the favourable

opportunities in the Winnipeg market over the short term, relative to markets in other
western markets) and unassisted activity was starting to grow, particularly in the luxury-

unit market. The North Portage Development Corporation was expected to impact on
apartment development in the downtown area. The Provincial Rental Start program and
the Canada Rental Supply Plan was predicted to generate more than 1,000 private rental
completions over the next two years. "The extent of rental housing planned for

downtown Winnipeg [was] without precedent" (Ibid.,p. 5).

By 1987, the number of privately-initiated rental structures in central zones had in
fact spiked up to 1,120 from 850 and the number of units had increased by 1,066 (Figures
16 and

17). Over the long term the shift of the baby boom population to homeownership

markets-a process already much in evidence-was expected to decrease Winnipeg's
future rental housing requirements.
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While the preceding description of rental demand focused on the privaJe market, it
is noted that during the study period, publicly-initiated units were also in high demand. As

shown earlier, public units continued to grow during the study period (Figure l8) but the
vacancy rate among these units for the city of V/innipeg, ranging from 0.6 % to 1.0 %o

(Figure 2l) were as low as the rates for privately-initiated units. In 1984, vacancies in

publicly-initiated projects tended "to be concentrated in senior citizenprojects containing
large numbers of bachelor or studio apartments" (Ibid., October 1984, p. 3). Demand for

public housing increased through 1985 and Winnipeg Regional Housing reçponded by
"decreasing the turnarotmd time for renting vacated units resulting in fewer frictional

[short tenn] vacancies" (Ibìd., April 1985, p. 3). In 1986 demand was particularly high

for "affordable family accommodation and one bedroom seniors units" (Ibid., October
1986, p. 3).

ln summary, throughout the study period the city of Winnipeg experienced

a

tight

rental squeeze. Privately-initiated units declined in number because demolition and

condominium conversions exceeded the limited volume of newly-completed units being
added to the universe. Low construction

activþ resulted from high interest

rates and rent

controls that made developing by the private sector "uneconomically feasible." Demand
was fi.uther increased by: high mortgage interest rates and economic uncertainty that
discouraged renters from investing in home ownership; decreased out-migration; increased

in-migration; and the general aging of the population especially in the prime age cohorts
(25-34 and 65-plus). Whereas privately initiated units declined throughout the study
period, publicly-initiated units grew. Vacancy rates in public units rivalled the low râtes in
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FIGURE 21. VACANCY RATES IN PUBLICLY-INITIATED RENTALAPARTMENT STRUCTURES
WINNIPEG: ALL ZONES 1982 - 1996
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privately-initiated units. Late 1986 signalled an end to the extremely tight rental market
conditions that prevailed during the study period.

6.2.2 Condominium Stock
The preceding analysis has shown that the declining private rental universe, in

combination with certain economic and demographic factors, led to high demand and low
vacancies during the study period. Playing a significant role in the diminishing universe
was the conversion of units to condominiums. Conversions, however, were not

diminishing units available for rent.
The sale of [condominium] units is not occurring rapidly. Accordingly, it is
recognized that a large number of the converted units are still available for rent to
the public. It is noted that a unit, be it in ownership or rental form of tenure will
accommodate one household. Therefore, it is assumed, that movement in this
special market is a yet insufFrcient to establish its future effect upon the rental
aspects of the Winnipeg housing market.
(Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, October 1981, p. 5).

Although a large number of structures have recently been registered for
condominium Çonversion, the frequency of unit sales has declined. The importance
of withdrawals may be exaggerated by the low number of apartrnent completions
over the past year.
(Ibid., April 1982, p.5).
In fact, the squeeze on private rental units during the early to mid 1980s was eased "due to
the fact that approximately 37%o of all units converted to condominiums are actually being

rented" (Ibid., April 1984, p. 3).
While conversions may not have a great impact on the rental market, the dat¿
presented in this study suggest that units built as lnot converted tof condominiums during

the study period housed a large portion of the 1986 inner city population. Earlier
presented census data (Table 5) showed that in the inner city during the turnaround period
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there was: tremendous growth in occupied units in "new" dwellings built after lgBI (2,935

additional units); moderate growth in occupied dwellings built betwe en 1946-1960 and
1961-1970 (295 units combined); decline in occupied dwellings built pre-l9 46 (1,495

units); and decline in occupied dwellings built between l97l-1980 (235 units). The
CMHC data presented in this Chapter show that, during the study period, 1,285 public
units were added (Figu¡e 18) and 1,015 private units were lost (Figure 16). As well, at
least 201 single family detached units were added (Table 13). Therefore, it can be
estìmated that of the 2,935 occupied units that were "new" (i.e., built between 1981 and
1986): 40Yo werc public units; 70 %o were single family and det¿ched units; anrd, given that
the number of privately-initiated units did not rise despite the increased occupancy in

"new" units, perhaps as much as 50Yo were in untts built as condominiums during the
study period. New condominium units built during the study period therefore housed a
large portion of the 1986 inner city population. However, given that owner occupied

units did not rise significantly perhaps these newly built condo units were, like the
converted units, mostly rented out.

6.2.3

Siagle Family Detached Stock
Each year the inner city looses more units to demolition, arson, and condemnations

than it gains in new units. Reflecting these losses in the study period were the declines in
occupied single detached units and in occupied dwellings built pre-1946, as shown ea¡lier

(Table 5). As expected, building permit data show that permits for demolitions exceeds
permits for new construction (Table 13). What is interesting of the single family stock,
however, is the number of permits for alterations and additions that, for the study period
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TABLE 13. NUMBER OF NE\ry AND DEMOLISHED DWELLING UNITS ACCORDING TO
CITY OF'WINNIPEG BUILDING PERMIT DATA
JANUARY 1983 TO OCTOBER 1998
Jan. 1983 - Dec. 1985
New Demolished
single family detached units

row house/aparfment units
Total Inner city

20t
153s
t736

316
281
597

Jan. 1986 - Dec. 1990
New Demolished

zlt
2873
3084

352
272
624

Jan. 1991 - Dec. 1995
New Demolished

80
308
388

Jan. 1996 - Oct. 1998
New Demolished

t64

15

143
307

30

10s

22

15

t27

TABLE 14. NUMBER OF' NUMBER OF' BIIILDING PERMITS FOR ALTERATIONS AND
ADDITIONS TO D\ryELLING TJNITS ACCORDING TO
CITY OF'\ryINNIPEG BTIILDING PERMIT DATA
JANUARY 1983 TO OCTOBER 1998

1..)

tJ'J

o\

Jan. 1983 - Dec. 198s
number of
its
single family detached units

row house/apartment units
Total Inner City

033
322
13s5

Jan. 1986 - Dec. 1990
number of
its
t20s

1

809
2018

Jan. 1991 - Dec. 1995
number of
1

108

Jan.1996 - Oct. 1998
number of nermits
483

889

283

t997

766

Table 13 and 14
Notes:
Current Cíty of rWinnipeg data base goes back to 1983; data from yearsprior to this could not be provided. At time of request, the most current data that
could be provided was October 1998.

City of Winnipeg data is reported according to Neighbourhood CharacterizationAreas. For the current study, the inner city figures were calculated
by adding together the data from 35 neighbourhoods which correspond to the inner city delineation in this study.

Source: Compiled by author from data obtained from the City of Winnipeg.

vvould have been even higher than the 1,033 reported given that the data for the first two

yeffs were unavailable (Table

l4).

Despite high interest rates and the economic

uncertainties prevailing during the period of turnaround then, it appears that single family
units were undergoing upgrading. Government initiatives assisting upgrading included the
Canadian Housing Renovation Program (CHRP), the Residential Rehabilitation Program

(RRAP), and various Core Area Initiative programs.

6.2.4 fnternationallmmigration
Throughout the years 1981 to 1986, intemational immigration to Canada was

down from previous years. Reduced immigration may have reflected the reduced
desirability of Canada due to the recession and/or the easing of conditions in foreign
countries. Immigration policy and federal targets for eligibility (directed by the Federal
Immigration Act) did not change during the study period. T}rre 1976 Act was in place until
2001 when a new Immigration and Refugee Protection Act was proclaimed (Citizenship
and knmigration Canad4 unpublished data).

That internatíonal immigration to inner city Winnipeg and the CMA declined
substantially in the tumaround period in comparison to the previous intercensal period was
noted in the previous Chapter. It was also shown that despite the decline, a substantial
number of intemational immigrants (6,580) still came to inner city Winnipeg between 1981
and 1986. The strong growth in persons of Filipino ethnic origin was associated with the
turnaround period, and local experts cited foreign immigration from Asi4 Vietnam

especiall¡

as a

contributor to repopulation.

The landings and immigrant data base (LIDS) that is compiled from application
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data confirm high growth among the Asian and Vietnam population during the study

period (Ibid.). Immigration to Winnipeg by the top five source countries in the 1981-1986
period was as follows: Philippines (4,308 principal applicants and dependents); Vietnam
(2,320); Poland (1,894); India(1,247); and China (923). Inner city dataspecifically is not
available, but it is likely that a significant portion of these immigrants would have settled in
the inner city. This data base also indicates that, for Winnipeg, the ratio of female to male

immigrants was 1:1.07-perhaps helping to explain why growth in males ouþaced growth

in females in the inner city during the study period. Finally, this data base indicates the
ages

of immigrants during the 1981-1986 period 0-14 years of age (3,g45 principal

applicants and dependents) ; I 5 -24 (5,646); 25 -44 (7,27 7); 4s -64 (3,23g); and 65-plus

(1,111). As noted previously, the growth in the baby boomer age cohorts (20-34;and 3544) appears to have been aided by international immigration.

6.2.5 The CAI

and other Public Interventions

The review of the housing stock conditions during the period of tumaround
brought attention to a number of public interventions that (unintentionatly) brought

population to the inner city. As previously outlined, these interventions include: supplying
public housing units (that quickly were absorbed); raising mortgage and interest rates (that
not only encouraged renting versus homeownership, but reduced the rental supply
elsewhere in the city thus increasing the demand for inner city units); and implementing

rent controls (that ñrther tightened a tight market thus increasing demand for rental

accommodations). Other interventions that may have made the inner city more attractive
as a place of residence were government sponsored homebuyer and renovation support
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programs.

Certainly, however, the most obvious public intervention operating during the
study period was the Winnipeg Core Area Initiative (CAI)--a political and programmatic
response aimed atrevitalization of the core. Combining the themes of
economic

development and training with physical regeneration, the three basic objectives
were:

Economic development to stimulate investment, employment and economic
growth by focusing public investment in selected key sites in order to lever
and
concentrate private investment;
Employrnent and training to enhance educational and employment prospects
of
inner city residents, particularly those belonging to ma¡oiAisaa'n*àg.d groups
facing chronic unemployment; and
Strengthening inner-city neighbourhoods to revitalizethose neighbourhoods
through the provision of new and rehabilitated housing as well L tft" provision
community facilities and services.

of

(Winnipeg Core Area lnitiative, lgSl).
The CAI is credited with impacting positively on the core through a variety

of

initiatives-rehabilitation of unused heritage buildings, streetscaping improvements,
upgrading of parking facilities, promotions to improve the area's image
and enhance its

identity, visual improvements to commercial locales, and the development
of the north
side of Portage and the Forks @ecter and

Kowall,lg90,p. l5).

The CAI's housing program "was one of the largest and most arnbitious
housing

tçvitzlization efforts ever undertiaken in a Canadian City. . .This program has
been one of
the CAI's most successñrl, exceeding many of its objectives by substantial
levels,, (Ibíd., p.

37). Six hundred inner city dwelling units were repaired, 484 new housing units were
constructed, 209 non-profit units were acquired and renovated or converted
and the
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housing stock of the core area increased by 550 units as a result of program activities

(Clatworthy, 1988, p.

l6).

Complementary initiatives (for e.g., federal and provincial

support for home repair, non-profits and co-operative housing) were more extensive than
anticipated; expenditures of nearly sixteen million dollars in cost-shared funds attracted
about twenty four million dollars in other government grants and subsidies and close to

sixty million in private invesûnent Qbid., p.20).
While these positive program outcomes may have contributed to the rise of the
inner city population between 1981 and 1986, so may have the negative program
outcomes

-for

example, the less than successful impacts pertaining to employment.

"Fewer than 50 percent of the jobs created in the cost shared programs went to core area
residents" (Decter and Kowall, 1990, p- 27). Did non-core a.rea residents having gained
employment in the core, relocate to the inner city to be closer to their work locations?
Accounts of the impact the CAI had on the core area (and thus on the population)
must, however, be approached with caution. Numerous evaluations of impacts have been
conducted (see for e.g., Altieri ,1991;Epstein Associates Inc, 1987,Stewart,

1993F-{ften disagreeing on the program impacts (or even wildly disagreeing;
Gereke and Reid, 1990 and Kiernan, 1987). Further, measures of impact are

see for e.g.

difficult to

determine when evaluating a project with the scope and duration of the CAI Agreement;

for example, separating the impact of extemal circumstances, such as mortgage rates,
from programs directly sponsored through the CAI is not easily done (Coles, 1987).

Finally, changes achieved through programs (for example, new facilities and services in
core area) do not necessarily translate to improved
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living conditions (Clatworthy, 1988, p.

22) andperhaps, therefore, sustained or new population.
While it cannot be argued that the core changedthe inner ci6;, it cannot be
concluded here that the CAI was a key factor in population turnaround. (Measuring the
effect the CAI had on increased population would require analysis beyond the scope of the
present study). Certainly, considerable economic growth and area revitalization was

achieved in key sites including Chinatown, North Ellice and the Exchange District where

residential bases were also created (Ibid-, p.23). However, given the demographic
changes taking place (increases in prime rental cohorts) and the uncerûain economic

climate (resulting in increased rental demand, decreased out-migration and increased inmigration), it is most likely that the population in the inner city population would have
increased in the 1981-1986 period in the absence of the

CAI. Further, inner city

population change also appears to have occurred independently of the CAI in the

following period (19S6-1991); though the CAI carried on in firll.swing for a second five
year duration, the inner city population declined by 2,688 persons.

6.3

SUMMARY: LOCAL FACTORS AND POPULATION TURNAROUND
Whereas the contextual factors in the repopulation process (i.e., changing

demographics and economic/labour market restructuring) were explored in the previous
Chapter, this Chapter has focused on the local factors and conditions that contributed to
and/or accompanied the turnaround process. Local factors and conditions were explored
uSing qualitative data methods (interviews with local experts and visual inspections

of

select census tracts) and empirical datzcollection (apartment and çondominium stock,
vacancy rates, building permits, immigration, and public interventions).
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The data sets concur that the strongest local factor in the repopulation process was
the extremely tight rental market conditions prevailing throughout Winnipeg during the

study period and the strong demand for rental accommodations-accommodations that
are found in abundance in the inner

city.

Factors contributing to the rental squeeze were:

low private construction activity; condominium conversion (further reducing the private
market); economic uncertainty (making renting more desirable than buying); high
mortgage and interest rates (reducing private developer activity; making renting more
desirable than buying); decreased out-migration; increased in-migration; and the general
aging of the population especially in the prime rental cohorts (25-34 and 65-plus).

Public interventions in response to high interest rates, economic uncertainty, the
recession and high inflation of the early to mid 80s that contributed to increased inner city

population included: high provision of public housing units (that were quickly absorbed
due to high demand for rental accommodations); rent controls (that helped make rental

units in the inner cityldowntown relatively affordable); homebuyer support programs (that
made inner city housing even more affordable); and residential renovation programs (that
increased the general stability of inner city neighbourhoods).

Immigration policy and targets for eligibility did not change during the study

period. Intemational immigration to Canada during the study period years

\¡/¿rs,

reduced from what it had been in previous years and was reflected in reductions

however,

of

international migrants to the Winnipeg CMA and to the irurer city. The latter still received
over 6,500 international immigrants during the study period and the top two source
countries were Philippines and Vietnam.
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The most recognized public intervention operating during the study period was the

V/innipeg Core Area Initiative (CAI), a political and programmatic response aimed atthe

social, physical and economic revitalization of the core. The CAI's housing program is
recognized as one of its most successfi.rl programs, resulting in 550 new units, dwelling

unit repairs, and the acquisition, renovation and/or conversion of non-profit units.
Another major achievement of the CAI was the complementary public and private
investment it attracted.
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CHAPTER

7.

THE CULTT]RE OF POPULATION TURNAROUND

The dimension of culture in terms of the factors influencing residential choice and
the underlying values is explored in this study through focus groups and interviews with
inner city residents who moved into the downtown or into an inner city neighbourhood

fringing the downtown during the tumaround period. This Chapter presents the data
collected from the discourse with residents as sorted according to: reasons, rationales and
factors influencing residents'locational choice (Section 7.1,7.2 and7.3);responses from
others regarding residents' locational choice (Section

7

.4); recollections of the

neighbourhoods during the tumaround period (Section 7.5); and residents'residential

origin (Section 7,6). Participant quotes that are more than one line in length are presented
in single spacing. A space after

a paragraph indicates a new quote

from another

participant.
Two issues quickly emerged from the focus group discussions with newcomers.
First, the views of "downto\ryners" were often quite different from the views of the "older
inner city neighbourhood residents." Second, the issue of choice versus circumstance rang

loudly among ne\¡¿comers to the downtown. Some residents had chosen

a

particular

accommodation within the downtown (i.e., private apartment unit or condominium) while
others were led to a particular accoÍrmodation (i.e., public housing) due to matters

of

personal circumstance and felt that they didn't have achoice to live elsewhere. ln the
Discussion of Findings (Chapter 8), the (cloudy) distinction between conscious choice and
absence of choice is discussed but here, in reporting why newcomers relocated to the inner

city during the study period, it makes most sense to report the findings according to
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newcomers who chose their downtown apartment or condominium accommodations (7-1),
newcomers who felt they did not "freely" choose to live in public housing in the

downtown (7.2), andnewcomers to an older inner city neighbourhood (7.3). In
interpreting the results it may be useful to consider the characteristics of the census tracts
in which the focus group took place (Appendix G) as well as the following brief
description of the participants according to their status during the period of turnaround
(i.e., in the 1981-1986 period-some fifteen to twenty years earlier).
Among newcomers to the downtown who chose their apartment or condominium
accommodations (eleven in

total-six who participated in the focus

were interviewed) seven were professionals employed, for example,

group and five who
¿rs

a legal secretary,

engineer, bookkeeper, or nurse's aid. The others were either attending university, working

in low skilled positions or were not working due to disability. Place of employment for
approximately half was in the downtown. For those that didn't work downtown, car or
public transit were used. Men/women and marrieds/singles were equally represented.
None of the newcomers had children living with ttrem at the time of their relocation.
During the turnaround period, newcomers were either in their 20s or 40s. As will be
described in more detail in a later section, newcomers came from suburban
neighbourhoods in Winnipeg, other cities in Canad4 or from outside the country. Those

who remained in the downtown do not desire to live elsewhere. Those who no longer live
downtown relocated to a non-inner city location after the turnaround period when they
perceived that the downtown no longer suited their lifestyle, hobbies and./or interests.

Among the six newcomers to the downtown who did not "freely" choose their
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public housing accommodations half were working in low skilled positions or were not
working due to disability or health reasons. Men/women and marrieds/singles were
equally represented. None of the newcomers had children living with them at the time

of

their relocation. During the turnaround period, newcomers were in their 30s, 40s, or 60s.
As will be described in more detail in a later section, newcomers came from non-inner city
neighbourhoods in Winnipeg.

All

have remained in the downtown although not

necessarily in the same public housing block.

All

are dissatisfied with their current

housing situation.

Among the six newcomers to an older inner city neighbourhood four were
professionals employed in clerical, computer technology or education occupations.
One
was a stay at home mom and one was a student. Emplolnnent locations were downtown
and older and newer suburbs, the latter two accessed by automobile.

Atl but

one of the

newcomers w¿ls living with a partner. Five were women. Almost all newcomers had
at
least one child under 18 living with them when they moved to the neighbourhood.
During

the turnaround period, newcomers were in their 20s, 30s or 40s. As will be described
in
more detail in a later section, newcomers originated from a number of locations within

Winnipeg and from rural Manitoba and other cities in other provinces. All are satisfied

with their current housing situation.
7

'l

REASONS' RATTONALES AND FACTORS INF'LLENCING
RESIDENTIAL LOCATION CIIOICE: NEWCOMERS To A
DOWNTOWN APARTMENT OR CONDOMINIUM
Among participants who felt they had "freely" chosen their downtown

accommodation, the reasons that they provided as having influenced their residential
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choice have been grouped according to the following themes: a lifestyle based on

simplicity, convenience and access; downtown ambiance; proximity to family and friends;
housing afFordability; investment and./or homeownership opportunities; and effective
advertising.

Location/Apartment Supports Lifestyle based on Simplicitv. Convenience and
Access
Among participants who had "freely" chosen a particular accommodation in the
downtown, the factor mentioned most often as influencing choice was that the apartment
and/or the neighbourhood suited the participant's lifestyle based on the notions

of

simplicity, convenience, and access to amenities. One participant, for example, then
twenty six years old, moved to Winnipeg from Ontario due to ajob promotion with the
Federal Government.

I moved into The Cove apartment block on the river side of Assiniboine Avenue. I
wanted to be close to things-movies, shopping, coffee shops, Broadway Avenue,
Osbome Village, Amici and Bombolini's [restaurant]; to the mix of things. . .
Although I wanted to be close to work, I probably would have moved there even if
myjob wasn't downtown.
Another participant recently retired ûom her work as a legal secretary, relates
how she and her husband returned to Wiruripeg a"fter many years of absence when they
were in their forties due to work reasons, and moved to Four Eleven Cumberland

overlooking Central Park in 1986.

I came here having lived in the St. Lawrence area of Toronto and I did love the
lifestyle there. It was an old area that had been rejuvenated. Old separate
buildings had been tom out and co-ops and condominiums had been built. I
enjoyed that and being close to work, and so when I moved here I tried to
replicate that lifestyle. I wanted to be çlose to work. I wanted to make life as easy
as possible for myself. I got a job at [a prominent legal firm] in the TD Tower at
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Main. I had always known about this building and remember coming
to Calvary Temple [my church]. I came in fto the aparhnent building] and walked
the halls to get a feel for it and then I saw an ad in the paper for an aparhnent for
sale. Previous to this I lived in the Courts of St. James for a few months until I got
myjob.
Portage and

Participants moving to Winnipeg from out of the country also cited the ease

of

lifestyle they found in the downtown. Says one Filipino participant who moved to
downtown in the mid 1980s having lived previously in a number of subwban locations in
Winnipeg "downtown is a simple life for me; no junk" [i.e., fewer responsibilities and
belongings as compared to being a homeowner of a detached house]. Says another

participant
You can find everything here. You can find shopping places. I go to swim at
Sargent Pool. I go dancing at Stradbrook Senior Centre and West End Senior
Centre.

Similarly, those moving to the downtown from suburban Winnipeg locations cited
access and convenience provided by the

downtown. A then middle aged participant

explains his choice this way.

My daughter died; it created health problems for me and I wasn't able to drive any
more and became somewhat restricted. Created stress for me; and my wife and I
separated and I was left with this house in St. Vital which was hard to maintain at
that time given the condition of my health. . .I could have moved into an apartrnent
in St. Vital but I decided to come downtown; and I came in 1983. . .I thought that
this would be the perfect location; it was central. It was the centrality more than
anything. And I didn't have to go anywhere. Everything, in those days-I8 years
ago-w¿ts here. Not ¿ury more. It was full of people; everything was here. If you
had to go anywhere, everything was close-the Concert Hall, the Library, the
University of Winnipeg, the Art Gallery. Everything \¡ras here. The stores- it
couldn't be better, and no matter where you wanted to travel, all the
transportation system was situated here.
And a then2} year old and her then boyfriend, students at the time, moved downtown
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from St. James, attracted by downtown amenities and its "nature." Her boyfriend had
chosen The Camelot apartment block.

It was more funþ and more reasonably priced [than places in St. James]. He
wanted to be closer to the'cultural epicentre.' He was studying to be a comic
book illushator and animator and he also worked at Credo group [a frlm company]
while he was living in Camelot. He could walk to work for Credo group and hit
the comic shops downtown and hang out on Kennedy [Street] where there was all
these second hand comic stores. . .It was like living in another community-it was
urban, def,rnitely not suburban. He definitely chose to live downtown and I
helped him pick out the apartment.
For these two young adults at the time, proximity to work, the U of W, shops, comic book
stores and the movie theatres all played a role in their decision to move downtown, but

"most important," however, was the character of the building-the "beauty" and
"character" offered only by "very old" aparhnent blocks.

Although the most mentioned factor influencing residential choice was that the
apartrnent andlor the neighbourhood suited participants'lifestyles, most participants
answered "no" when asked if their residential choice provided them with a "sense of

belonging." Responses included
Does that exist anywhere anymore? It was more a mattqr of convenience. There
was Eatons. I keep saying Eatons but there was more than that. There were a lot
of things that you could walk to.

A

sense of belonging ?

Um, well it just suits my purpose.

No, because I was just new to the city. I wanted to live downtown but I didnt
know the area that well.
No, the neighbourhood didn't provided a sense of belonging, but it was sure neat
to have friend down the hall fiiving in the same apartment building] and down the
block.
One participant, however, refers to what might be thought of as a
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dffirent

concept of sense of community and belonging based on convenience, centrality and access

to amenities.

Did you have a sense of community here? The sense of community that you have
when you live in St. Vital or River Heights where you have your own community
centre? No. We are downtovtnsvs-i¡ts almost a more liberating sense of belonging.
I belong to something where I'm free to go swimming at the Y, free to go to
library, free to go to concerts, to go shoot pool, etc. So in the sense, I don't know
if you call it belonging but I'm in an area where I have freedom of access-if you
want to define community that way. As far as being in the building, I've made
relationships with some people and that's still another sense when you're living in a
condo. I suppose there's a specialized sense of community in the building that I've
known these people for so many ye¿us. But its more a matter of being in a place
where you know a lot of people. Not in the same sense that you have community
in River Heights where you might have a neighbourhood barbecue. I think it's
different. The Gennans used to say Die stadt machtfrei-thatcities give you
freedom-and that's the sort of sense you have here, access to everything, free to
easily participate, which can't do when you have to climb a bus to get everywhere.
Only one participant, in a display of defensiveness about her neighbourhood, felt
very strongly that her chosen neighbourhood had provided her with a sense of belonging.

Well, I say the opposite. I have to say that I do have a sense of belonging here in
this building and community. My church is down the street. I don't feel restricted
about going out. I don't wander through Central Park but I do go to 7-11 and
ffeel safe enough] to go out to get into my car [when it's parked on the street].
Maybe because nothing has ever happened to me. I do realize there is more risk
here. I do look over my shoulder but I'm not afraid.
Downtown Ambiance
That the downtown was alluring because of its unique ambiance came through in
many of the participants' comments.

My choice to live downtown had to do with the u¡bane thing. We were intrigued
by living downtown and enjoyed it so much that we ahnost felt like we were
pioneers in a way. Contributing to this unique aûnosphere was the architecture of
nearby aparhnent buildings. Chelsea Court, which me and my friends referred to
as the "the hobbit houses," were really desirable; it was hard to get in there
[to
rent] as people would sublet to friends when they moved out. Assiniboine Avenue
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offered some appeal to the creative sommrrnity. One of the first sound artists
in
Winnipeg lived in the hobbit houses. Restaurant Dubrovnik had just opened.
The
area we settled on was beautiful-the Legislative buildings, the o1d go.g"ou,
apartment buildings. The Winnipeg Sketch club was a few doors down in
an
historic old building; artists would come to watercolour. The parks were great;
there was a lot of green space even before the river walk. It was just beautiful.
Another participant says that because he grew up in a rurat Ontario, he always
wanted to live downtown.

In the Niagara area you would listen to Toronto radio stations and watch Toronto
T.V. and read the Toronto paper and see all this cool stuffgoing on and I couldn't
be part of it. I always felt that I was missing out on rtof--"o*rts, stores,
events, bars.

When this participant moved to Waterloo to attend University, he lived downtown
as he

did when he lived in a number of other cities (Comwall, Kitchener, Toronto,
Callingwood,
Ottawa) before settling in Winnipeg. His impression of Winnipeg prior to
moving was

thatitwas a "vibrant arts community frlled with cool people." His downtown choice
facilitated his participation in the Winnipeg Film Group which he joined
soon after his

move. Though he originally felt that career advancement would

see

him move away to

another city after two years in Winnipeg, he met his wife here (also a downtown
resident)
and upon marrying, they relocated to the Exchange District.

'we

went to a-movie ,playor concert every couple of weeks. we use to laugh.
..
We'd go to M.T.C. and we were back in our living room before most
others were
back at their cars with their square tires and hard seats and frozen power
steering.

Meanwhile, Four Eleven Cumberland, the first highrise apartment block in
Winnipeg, had perhaps retained some if its ambiance even though the block
was over
twenty years old during the period of turnaround.

Basically this was the first highrise apartment block and it sort of had romantic
a
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aura and it was sort of swinging. Not that I was interested in a
swinging place, but
I had heard so much about the place. . .when they were first built, Fóu,
E-lerre¡
cumberland and the courts of st. James were thà placesto live in winnipeg.

Back when it was new, when you said you lived here, wow; it was the
be all and
end all' It overlooked the park [Central Park]. There was prestige
associated with
living in this place. People would want to come just for the view of winnipeg.
There are 400 suites here and if you said you lived here, that was
something.

Family ties is likely to have played a strong role in the population growth
of the
area around Central Park. The participant from the middle east
relates how his brother-in-

law had come to Canada from the mid east via England

in

1967 under a teaching contract

with the U of M and had set up residence at Four Eleven Cumberland.
The participant
first came to Winnipe g n
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to visit his brother-in-law and visited every year until 19g 1

at which time he "stayed for good." His wife and son had immigrated
and settled in the
area

just prior to the period of turnaround; he and his
daughter during the period of

furnaround. "My brother-in-law was the reason the whole family came.,,
The participant from the Philippines immigrated to Canada from
the philippines in

1967. She lived in

a

variety of non-inner city locations (St. James, North Kildonan,

Maples) until the mid 80s when she bought a condo at Four Eleven
Cumberland. While
she bought the condo

for "investment purposes," she encouraged "about l5

othersr'-relatives and friends-to buy there too. "It's our culture. We
like to be with
others of our own culture. We like to be in one community together.
Filipinos like to be

with other Filipinos." She also mentions that she "helped sixty eight garment
workers
come to Winnipeg" during the study period and that these immigrants
"are very fast at
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bringing over other family members." She herself owns twelve suites that she rents out to
"mostly Filipinos and one good Native." With a new arenain the planning stages for
downtown Winnipeg, she said she will likely encourage more of her friends and family to
purchase suites in her building.

Another female participant, Native, who has lived in the North End almost all her

life, tells how she relocated to the Central Park area during the turnaround period to help
with her daughter's children.
In addition to family and friends, participants seemed to appreciate that in the
downtown there are more people "coming and going."
Number one reason I moved to downtown V/innipeg from a suburban
neighbourhood? More people. . .For me I never liked just residential
neighbourhoods. . .I like more people that I can interact'with. . .More action.

Affordability
That the downtown offered housing that was affordable influenced the choices of a
number of the participants.

Affordability had a little bit to do with our choice. [The block I moved to] was
cheaper to live in than a highrise in St. James and you got the character. Also,
being close to work helped cut expenses.
Although anumber ofparticipants purchased condos at Fou¡ Eleven Cumberland,
they explain that they would have moved to the building even if the units were rental. The
afFordability of the condos was, however, the factor that lead four participants to buy.

I was glad to have had the chance to purchase. . .I had never owed real est¿te
before and it was very easy to buy gnd the price was right.
The price was right-it wasn't like taking on a huge debt. It seemed to have a lot
of things going for it. . .We weren't looking to buy. It just happened that it seemed
2s3

like a good thing.

ln fact, I didn't know that it was a condo at flust. I thought that it was rental. I got
a good deal.

Rental gives more freedom to move out. It is very diff,rcult to sell. I calculated
what rent I would pay over a five year period and for me it was more economical
to buy. . .One of the reasons I bought was because the government in 1982 was
giving fust time buyers $3,000.00. . .The govemment was encouraging people to
buy houses during the early 80s.
Jnvestment/Homeownership Opporhrnities

Although the majority of participants who were condo owners moved downtown
not to seek invesfinentlhomeownership opportunities but rather to seek a lifestyle, one

participant made it very clear that her preference for dowrltown living in combination vøth
homeownership and inveshnent opportunities led her from a suburban location to

downtown.

I actually wanted a lot in the downtown so that I could build my own house here,
but my agent could not find anything for me. I would have had to demolish the
existing building and that would have been too costly. Then my agent told me
about this condo-$32,000 for a one bedroom. I bought it as an investrnent. I
thought with Portage Place, the value would rise.
This participant noted that improved environment¿l amenities made to downtown in the
1980s, particularly the impending Portage Place complex and the Promenêde, had a lot to
do with her venture to purchase a number of condominiums. She says that she would not
have moved to a rental suite despite her attraction to downtown living.

This participant convinced numerous others to buy suites for investment purposes

in the mid to late 1980s. Many of the suites were dilapidated atthattime and could be
purchased for as low as $25,000. Some purchasers moved in while others rented out their
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condos. Of those purchasers only a few are still living there and some have now sold their

units. With the impending arena complex on the horizon for downtown Winnipeg, this
participant has stopped selling the suites she owns and intends to buy more suites, She is
also been encouraging her friends to buy again.
Whether or not homeownership/investment opportunities played a role in their
decision to move downtown, all condo owners agree that the value of their condos has
either gone down or stayed the same from when they purchased twenty years ago. One

participant noted that in 1967 atwo bedroom in his block sold for $34,000; over thirty
three years later it is selling for the same amount. Such a contrast to Wellington Crescent
where his ex-wife bought a condo in 2000 for $70,000 and a year later it was worth
$90,000.

Effective Advertising
Although certainly not among renters, ef[ective advertising appears to have
factored into the choice of downtowners who bought condominiums. One senior citizen

participant tells how she immigrated to Canada in the late 1940s. She and her husband

lived in Quebec City for almost forty years before moving to Winnipeg in the early

followtheir adult children" who were working

and

BQs

"to

living in Winnipeg. She and her

husband were drawn to the downtown by effective advertising.

When we fust moved to V/innipeg it was because our two adult children lived and
worked in Winnipeg. We knew nothing about the neighbourhoods. We moved to
an apartment block for a year on Whellam's Lane past Kildonan]. Then we saw
the advertising for this place [Four Eleven Cumberland]. The price was right. The
neighbourhood looked nice. It was near Eatons and the library
[Centennial
Libraryl. There was a big ad on the front lawn and it just seemed like a nice place
to live. They were doing a big publicity push with advertising in the newspaper. It
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u/asn't that I knew that I was buying downtown. . .We just saw this big ad. The
decorations in front with the lighting and so forth with a big banner
-ãd" it look
so attractive.

Although never a resident at Four Eleven Cumberland, one downtowner
remembers that one of the things that was "really promoted when marketing the building
was the Central Park." Recalls another participant "[n the ad, they had afigure walking
across the park with the caption that you could walk everywhere downtown in minutes."

Effective advertising also brought the brother of a focus group participant to this
highrise prior to the period of turnaround. The highrise had been advertised in England in
1967.
The Ashdown Warehouse was also well advertised says the participant who
bought a condo there when it fust opened during the late l9g0s.

7.2

REASONS, RATIONALES AND FACTORS INT'LUENCING
RESIDENTIAL LOCATION CHOICE: NEWCOMERS To PTJBLIC
HOUSING IN THE DOWNTOWN
For residents who chose a downtown aparhnent or condominium, the factors

influencing their choice were, as outlined above, numerous-location/apartment supports
their lifestyle; downtown ambiance; proxfmity to family, friends and people; affordability;
investment and homeownership opportunities; and effective advertising. Newcomers

relocating to public housing in the downtown, however, felt they had little choice due to
their factors of circumstance-poor health and limited income. Two participants who had

polio as children, for example, moved into 444 Kennedy, then

a government subsidized

block for low income seniors, during the period of turnaround.

I lived in St. Vital for 60 years. . .A social worker got involved after knee surgery
2s6

[to correct a polio related health problemJ and I had to get out of my split level;
couldn't do stairs. If it weren't for the knee surgery I would still be in St. Vital, all
being well. . .There were places in St. Vital, but nothing I could get into
immediately, in less than two weeks time. I would have preferred to have stayed in
St. Vital. . .It was either this one or one way out by the perimeter. Me and my
wife chose this one. I stayed after my his wife passed on. The downtown was a
good location. Close to buses. I got into bowling. I bowled for l2years. There
use to be a number of bowling alleys downtown. . .I would move out of this place
in a minute because in the last seven years it's really gone to the dogs.

I lived on Sherbrook Sheet for twelve years in a rooming house. I had to move
from the rooming house. Her [the lady who ran the rooming house] husband had
died and I thought she probably wouldn't keep it [the rooming house] any longer.
So I wanted to get into something like this. . .I went to Winnipeg Regional
Housing Authority to put in an application to get into low rental. . .They said there
was an opening here because I wanted either triple 4 Kennedy or
[that apartment
block] down there on the corner of Ellice and Kennedy. . .I thought it was closer
to the downtown area and buses and that, and I thought it would be a lot easier for
me. I have a hard time getting arourd. I have to use a walker. I can't walk
without it much. . .There was an opening here and my male nurse showed me this
place and I liked the suite. . .They let me in because I was disabled even though I
wasn't a senior citizen.
These two tenants explained that rent is approximately one quarter of a tenant's

income. The former participant paid $124 per month when he first moved in and now he
pays $314-an amount that participants thought was high for a bachelor suite. The latter

participant offered that she was on social assistance as she can't work and that her rent is
$285.00 per month.

A couple describe how they moved from Transcona to the downtown (ct 14, near
the Legislative Buildings) in the period of turnaround in order to be closer to their places

of work as the husband had a form of muscular dystrophy and could no longer drive. The
couple stayed at that location for five years, then moved to another downtown location in
1990 when thç husband's health "went totally bad."
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Among the residents for whom health and affordability rendered their move to
subsidized housing downtown a necessity, their connection with downtown amenities is

minimal or non-existent in comparison to the residents who had freely chosen their
residential location. While the residents who wçre "free" to chose to live downtown
underscored how their lifestyle was supported by their choice, the residents who
moved by

"necessity" responded with less enthusiasm when asked if moving downtown fitted their

lifestyle.

It was a big improvement for me as this place is wheelchair accessible.

It allowed me to go to St. Boniface hospital for cancer treatments. Easy for me to
take the bus. Good rent. close to my daughter. Handy to the bus.
Living here didn't suit my lifestyle. I'd always had a car and we were always going
out. After the operation it was too dangerous to drive. We didn't continue to see
old friends because we no longer had a car.
Definitely not. I don't know why. I can't put it in words. Itjust didn't.

I don't think of myself as living downtown. . .I don't go out much. . .I don't go
down there [Portage Avenue or Main Street]. I do my banking at the cash
machine at7-11. There used to be a good social life at this building--dances,
bingos, luncheons and birttrdays-not any more.
Residents who moved to the downtown by necessity did not feel that their

residential location provided them with a sense of belonging. Participants were in
agreement with the explanation offered by this participant.

If there's one thing that doesn't make you feel like you belong ifs how safe you
feel. . .the lack of safety here makes you feel like you don't bãlong. . .When I lived
in the suburbs I had no fear when fmy wife] had to walk to the store at 9:00
o'clock at night to get a loaf of bread. When we first moved downtown, the fact
that there was a grocery store right in our building gave me a lot more feeling of
safety. . .But \¡/e soon realized the problem with living next to the parliament
buildings. . .I had a couple of friends beat up just because ,o-"onê thought they
2s8

were gay. In our building just last week, a women in a wheelchair got mugged for
a six pack of beer just coming from Balmoral to her apartment-that doesn't make
you feel secuie to go out. So no, I've never felt part of the community. We're
here because it's convenient. We [frst] moved downtown because it was
convenient for work and now that our health has gone we're here because the price
is right and it's within walking distance during the day to most of the places we
need to go.
Residents who were necessitated to move into their curent block were also
unanimous in their acrimony towards their block and neighbourhood which they see has
greatly deteriorated over the last few years. One of their main concerns is a "disruptive,
drunken Native presence" which has grown in the past few years. Participants chose their
words carefull¡ seemingly concerned about being perceived as prejudice. One woman in
the focus group was Native and a good friend of one of the other non-Native focus group

participants. These comments, nevertheless, were made.
They've [the managers of the block] got this attitude, you see, that if we don't want
anything to do with them [the Native renters] that we're prejudice against Native
people. They've fthe Natives] all got these big chips on their shoulders. We've
got lots of nice people in here who are Native who are nice people; it's between the
drunks and the non-drinkers.
When we complain about anybod¡ they say'well these people have to have some
place to live.'

You can't go outside your door because they're [drunks, often Native] are all over
the place. They [the aparhnent managers] claim that this place is bad for it and, no
matter where you go, it's the same thing. But I try to believe that there must be
other places a person could live to get away from all this trouble.
The demise of their building, they say, occurred when their block no longer was
solely for seniors as it had been when they first moved in.

This block was originally built as a seniors home. Almost all residents who fust
moved here were part of a senior's club-the Notre Dame Seniors Centre-a good
group of people, well to do and educated. Everyone agreed that the place went
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down hill since it was opened up to those with mental or physical health diffrculties
or drinking problems, arry age. It switched over from seniors because the new
seniors had more money and didn't have to settle for places like this. So, with
many vacancies, the building opened up to the new clientele-mostly Native, and
we're not prejudice just because we say this.
There's a piece in the paper that says that, seven or eight years ago at the latest,
that they [govemment suppliers of subsidized housing] had a lot of empty suites
and the only reason they changed it [the entrance requirements] here was that
seniors now had too much money and didn't want to be in this class of building
arÐ¡rnore, so all they could do was rent it out to people who had health, mental, o¡
drinking problems.

In addition to the increased drunken Native presence, participants bemoaned that
there was more prostitution and more crime prevalent in their neighbowhood

There are no\ry prostitutes everywhere; it didn't used to be that way.

I got propositioned at7:30 in the moming

as

I was getting offthe bus.

There's more prostitutes and more drunks and more crime. I used to be able to
walk down the back lane without being worried about anything. A lot of it has to
do with gangs. A lot of them lgang members] hang around that club on Sargent
Avenue. Now you can't go out without being approached by someone.

Lack of cleanliness was also cited as a source of dissatisfaction.
People here make such a mess. We got notices under our doors the other day to
let us know they were changing the alarm system and someone on my floor had
ripped up the notice in little pieces and just thrown it on the floor in front of the

elevator. And then they do dif[erent things in the elevator fuse it as a
washroom]-it's so sickening.
One participant found her block so unsatisfactory that she moved a few blocks away to

another aparhnent block.
It's no where near as bad as my old place. . .Ifs much safer and cleaner too.
Everyday they wash the floor and vacuum the front lobby. There is a restriction
you have to be 55-plus but they let me in. It's run by the Lion's Manor.
The lack of satisfaction has left the focus groups participants desiring to move "I'd
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like to move over to 555 Ellice" says one, while another's dissatisfaction is displayed by
his
withdrawal from block functions.

I used to arrange four trips a yeff for the peopre in the block. The block would
pay $10.00 and the residents $10.00 to pay for the bus and meal. I kept
busy
doing that. . . but the past few years I haven't bothered.
7.3.

REASONS, RATIONALES AND FACTORS INT'LUENCING
RESIDENTIAL LOCATION CHOICE: NEWCOMERS To AAI INNER

CITY NEIGHBOURIIOOD

Participants of the inner city neighbourhood focus group all had freely chosen
their

location because of the qualities they believed the neighbourhood ofÊered: sense
of
community; diversity and acceptance of diversity; character homes; neighbourhood
ambiance; and, for some, proximity to work andJor downtown. surfacing in the
discussions was that participants viewed the neighbourhood qualities to
be strongly linked.

Most participants chose their neighbourhood not because of one particular quality
but,
rather, because of the "whole package" of qualities.
Strong Sense of Community

Contributing to the strong sense of community feel is the sense of connection that
participants get from the people in their community.

I think people I like live here. I know
think that was the main thing.

a

lot of people here, people in my circle.

I

When we were looking at houses to buy, people had similar books to what we
had
and listened to similar music. . .And it was the neighbours. There were little
kids

playrng on the street. There was a little girl who lived two doors up
whose parents
-into
were Mexican, and she was asking if we were going to be moving
that house;
that felt good.
'When

we walked around the neighbourhood here, people said'hi' and nodded their
heads. We saw big signs that people seemed to respect. There were signs
on
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everything- advertisements for different cultural events, messages to the
neighbourhood like this one that's out right now because a dog got poisoned. Just
a respect for your neighbour and knowing who your neighbour \À/¿ls; we saw some
people talking to their neighbours on the front lawns. . .Last year my son \ilas very
sick. He reacted to an organism carried by dogs. And our whole street helped us
out. It was amazing. Now, this is what it means to live here. We talked to our
neighbours and now they make sure no dogs ever come into our yard. We don't
have to have a sign or anything. Our whole neighbourhood checks to make sure
dogs don't pee in our yard and stufflike that; they keep them away. They tell us
when they are going to spray anything anywhere to make sure my son won't have a
chemical reaction. My neighbour rlext door mowed our lawn a couple of times
this summer because he felt so bad that my son couldn't go outside. People are
just so good.
That the neighbourhood was "child friendly" had a lot to do with creating the sense

of community.
\Me had the perception right away walking around

with the toys in the front yard

and the things that people had collected, that this was a child friendly
neighbourhood, very friendly, very neighbourly. People used their front yards...

I had very small children and wanted to be close to a good school and had the
perception that it [Laura Secord] was a good school."
Participants tended to view a number of physical athibutes as enablers or
strengtheners of sense of community. For one, the neighbourhood is set up for ,,front yard

living"

as

facilitated by the presence of sidewalks and the lack of front yard garages.

Neighbourhood parks are in abundance and were appreciated by participants with young

children.
When we first moved here it was winter and the snow was packed up around
everything and then we found out that through our back lane is a tot lot with a
slide and stuffand we're going 'this is just great we don't even need a back yard.'
Other physical attributes contributing to sense of community were: the diversity
housing types ("some houses, some aparhnents"); the diversity of uses within the
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of

neighbourhood ("the corner store, the hairdresser. . .that was the key for

me-multi

use,

small town feel"); the back lanes (" We loved the concept of the alley"); the back lane
garbage bins
devastatçd

("I gotta tell you the garbage bins really attracted me. I'd be really

if we lose them").

Participants considered themselves "fortunate" to have amenities such as the
Robert Steen community centre, Laura Secord School, and occurrences such as street

closures. Day to day needs were felt to be met by the neighbourhood.

All the stuffthat we thought we would

need to go downtown for was available
block from deluca's; we live three blocks from Tall Grass
Prairie Bakery; a hardware store, liquor store close by, a block and a half from
Harry's Foods. V/e didn't need to go anywhere else for our day to day needs. All
that was met in the neighbourhood. And that was a huge difterence to where we
lived in Calgary. We had to drive to buy milk because there was no buses and no
stores. Here I walk out my front door and say'Oh I need to go buy milk.' And I
can go to Frasers, or I can go to the one on Ruby and V/estrninster, or I can go to
the one a little further along.

here. We live half

a

Diversitv and Acceptance of Diversity
That the neighbourhood is diverse was one of the main attractors.

Looking back, I think I had this idea that this neighbourhood w¿N a very diverse
neighbourhood-socio-economically diverse, culhrally diverse. Maybe it was
what I thought itwasn't. I thought itwasn't a suburban neighbourhood where
people are all the same-the same background, culturally, socio-economically. So
maybe it's what I thought itwouldn'tbe.
Diversity is accepted. One participant tells how she and her family moved to
IVinnipeg from B.C. and lived in the Grant Pa¡k area for three months and were searching
for a neighbourhood in which their "mixed race marriage felt comfortable in."

I should explain that although my husband is Japanese, he's aboriginal Japanese
meaning he's Ryuþe. People here often think he's Cree and so \¡/e've experienced
an awful lot of overt discrimination; we can't get waited on in stores or restaurants
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sometimes. . .When we walked around [this neighbourhood] we felt'we can handle
this'. . .We had the perception that there was more diversity here----cultural, racial
and linguistically. V/e thought there would be a bit of sympathy for us speaking
Japanese at home and that the school was a bilingual school therefore they would
probably be open to us trying to bring our children up multi-lingual.

According to participants, not only is there acceptance of socio-economic diversity but

of

lifestyle choices.
V/e looked at a house that was being sold by a lesbian couple; they said that their
experience in the community had been great.
One of the things that is acceptable here which I expect isn't acceptable in a lot of
suburbs is male parhrers staying at home. For the first fow years that we lived
here, I was the primary caregiver for the kids. I did some contract work but I only
worked out of the house. Nobody here ever said'gee that's kind of weird.'
People at my parhrer's work in St. James would say things like 'your husband does
what?' So maybe the diversity here has more to do with acceptance of alternative
choices as opposed to the sort of diversity that census takers care about in terms of
cultural background.
Sometimes people joke that if you're lesbian you don't have a choice where you
Iive, you have to live here; it's the only place you'll be accepted.
Some acknowledgement was given, however, that often perceptions are not born

out in rcality.

I remember they did a survey when my kids were at Laura Secord School of the
parents. One of the questions was level of education, and for an inner city school
it had a very high level of education.
The neighbourhood may not be as diverse as we thought.

I think there's more diversity west of Styles [Street] where there is more rental
housing on some streets and more low cost housing, but not a great deal. There's
more diversity at other neighbourhood schools.
I'm not sure it's as diverse as it has a reputation for. I think there's an attitude of
acceptance to diversity which hasn't turned into diversity. I look at the kids in my
kid's class at school and out of 24 kids, 22 are white and2l are wealthy enough
not to worry about $20.00 for school supplies. I like to say that this
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neighbourhood is a diverse environment and I think it is probably more diverse
than other middle class suburbs, I guess. But it's no rainbow coalition.
Character Homes
Whether they were from elsewhere in Winnipeg, from rural Manitoba or from
outside the province, participants said that one of the main reasons they chose their
neighbourhood was because of its character homes. Raised in suburban Southdale in

Winnipeg, one participan! for example, tells how she moved downtown when she married
and how she and her husband ended up buying in an older inner city neighbourhood.

We were living on Graham fAvenue, in the downtown] in a very small aparhent
so we had to move because there was nowhere for a baby. So we started looking
for houses and I knew I wanted an older style home; the 'garage thing' is enough
to, ugh! So we started looking in old St. Vital but we realizedthat wasn't it. The
yards were big but the houses were too small and boxy. My grandma lives in this
neighbourhood; she's lived here since 1948, and we were coming to visit one day
and we were driving around and it was like'this is really nice,'but we had no idea
how much it would cost. So we let our agent know we wanted to look in this
a¡ea and we looked at a couple of houses and then we bought the house we're in
no\¡/. . .The things I wanted in a house I couldn't find in an old house in St.
Vital-a fireplace, a big kitchen, hardwood floors and nice trim, two floors. Herç
we have a very small yard but I'd never trade it for anything. It's fabulous. . .Both
of us hate the big houses with the garages out front.

Another participant who grew up in rural Manitoba tells a similar story of how she found
her way to her inner city neighbourhood.

I grew up at West Hawk Lake so coming into V/innipeg to go to University, that
v/as a big adjustrnent and so I lived by the U of M and then the Village. I quite
enjoyed living in Osborne Village. After University we lived with some friends in
the Middle Gate Area. As a student I had attended a party there and had never
heard of it before and was like'where did this come from?'It was like a jewel with
all the big trees. We [the paficipant and a friend] lived there for a number of years
and enjoyed the style of architecture there and the setting.
'lVhen

she married, her and her husband began house hunting and the inner
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city

neighbourhood west of the Gates seemed to "fit" what they were looking for-character
housing and an older established neighbourhood.
The house we bought was right across from a park so that was a bonus for me-so
it was the trees, the architecture. Both of us hate the big houses with the garages
out the front.

Another participant tells how he and his partner came to Winnipeg from out of the
province for a weekend to buy a house and how they looked at thirty
"gross and terrible
four level splits" in two days in newer subdivisions, and on the third day began
to look
around the irurer city neighbourhood they ultimately bought in.
So at 3:10 we arrived at [the address they bought] and have to leave to catch
a
plane at 5:00 and if we didn't have a place to live by the time we left
Winnipeg we
were screwed. so we walked into the house and went cool. It was a very
emotional reaction; it wasn't at all rational. It's an old house with hardwood
floors- It has wood trim. It's bright and sunny. It's two and half stories. Stufflike
the deck in the back.

Another participant also from out of province how she "fell in love" with her
chosen house.

It had hardwood floors and it had radiator heating. I have a son and a husband
with asthma and that was it and we knew. It was built in l9l l; we hope it has
ghosts. My husband believes in ghosts. It has 2,600 square feet.
Nei ghbourhood Ambiance

Character þomes, matu¡e trees, the presence of the river, the environmentally

friendly attitudes associated with the neighbourhood, and

a

rich history all contribute to

the neighbourhood ambiance and aurq say residents. One participant in
her early thirties

who grew up in rural Manitob4 attended university in Winnipeg, worked in rural
Manitoba for six years, and then returned to Winnipeg describes how she was attracted
to
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the neighbourhood.

I watrted to live in a place with big green trees and I wanted a front porch. . .Ever
since I was a little kid growing up in rural Manitoba, I had a vision ãf thir littl"
street filled with big trees (I know now that they're elrns) that canopied over and
the little houses close together with the front porch, two stories. I always wanted
to live on a street like that. I don't know where the idea came from. Maybe it was
Sesame Street.

The sense of affinity to neighbourhoods with rich histories was illustrated by these

two participants.
I moved into South Point Douglas during the mid 80s because it was a cute and
quaint neighbourhood with a rich history. . -My present neighbourhood also offers
a sense of history.

I have to say, as a westem canadian, Nellie Mcclung park, Lawa secord
School-those names resonated with my early feminist studies stuffway back.
The women's names resonated with me and one of those most devastating
moments of my life was that Nellie McClung's old house carne on the market only
a couple months after we bought our house and I was just banging my head on
the
wall because it's [near where we bought].
On the neighbourhood's environmental sensitivity, these two residents comment
We didn't even know about the mosquitoes. We were really patting ourselves on
the back when we found out that this was the one neighbourhood that banned the
spraying and we didn't even know.

I do not particularly fit into the neighbourhood's environmental values but I enjoy

that my neighbourhood has a reputation for being wholesome and environmertally
conscious.

Proximity to Downtown and/or Work
Proximity to downtown was a factor affecting neighbourhood choice,

a factor

that

was usually mentioned ailer the factors of sense of community, diversity, character homes
and neighbourhood attributes. Of participants and their partners combined, about
one

third work in the downtown and access to work is "very important."
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My husband cycles to work [Health Sciences Centre] and it takes just twelve
minutes. . -And because you're close to ever¡hing you can walk tã a lot of things.
We're able to be a one car family. . .And because we don't have two, or three or
four vehicles we don't need a big garage to put them in.

I do work downtown and I wanted to be close so that I could walk to places. I
like the idea that I could walk downtown and have access to it.
Access to work \¡/as very important. . .We knew where my parhrer was going to be
working. She was eight minutes down portage Avenue.

My husband is a contractor so he doesn't have a fixed work address but, because
our neighbourhood is central, he can be anywhere in five minutes.
Quality of life is essential. If I leave my downtown office to come home at rush
hour, it takes me fifteen minutes [to get home.] So if I work a half hour longer
and don't come home at rush hour, it takes me six minutes. . .and then coming
back to a comfort¿ble neighbourhood where I like to be adds to that. . .it's perfect.
Two thirds of the participants and their partners worked/went to school in a nondowntown Iocation or were stay at home parents. For these residents, proximity to
downtown, nevertheless,
Place

w¿ts desired

for access to shopping, street festivals, porøge

Mall, centennial Library, the Forks, the y, and centennial concert Hall.
It's a dream come true to walk downtown to go shopping and get involved in the
street festivals. . .The festival of lights this last time. We threw the kids in the
stroller. Walked downtown. We had front row seats. We walked home and
everybody else was on their way to their cars. We thought 'OK, finally we're living
the life we wanted the house for.' It's just great.

Another participant who has lived in a number of suburban arid inner city
neighbourhoods in Winnipeg since she immigrated to Winnipe

gin l972notes, however,

that downtown is not what it used to be and hopes that improvements will be made
so that
she can go back

to "believing in the downtown."

Although an excellent public transportation is available in the neighbourhood,
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it

was used regularly by only one paficipant's teenage

child. The main sources of

transportation used by participants and their family members were: car, car pool, bicycle
and scooter.

The "Whole Package"
While the reasons they chose their inner city neighbourhood can be distilled into
the six factors outlined above, what also seemed to ring out in the discussions is that the
factors are highly related and that the neighbourhood was selected based on the mix

of

factors present. While participants elaborated upon the various qualities present in the
neighbourhood, a typical response to the question "why did you chose to live here" is as

follows.
It would be the sense of conlmunity, old homes. I can't imagine myself living
anywhere else. Also the closeness to living central, close to downtown and then
the kind of community it is, valuing some difilerences and lifestyles.
It was the whole package; I can't say that because I had a sidewalk that really did
it for me.
Surprisingly absent from the "mix" of factors, however, was affordability. Only
one married participant mentioned this as a reason for choosing to buy where she did.
So it was the trees, the architecture. The neighbourhood is known for being open
to alternative lifestyles and also more a sense of community. Also the house we
bought on Aubrey [Street] was the same layout as the house we had on Chesfirut
[Street] and we liked that, and it was also affordable for us starting out at that
time.
'When

with

a

asked

if they felt they had purchased for a fair price, participants responded

variety of opinions (to be discussed in Section 6.4) but only one participant

revealed how much she had paid for her home. That
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afilordabilþ wasn't mentioned was in

stark contrast to the focus groups conducted with residents in the downtown.

7.4

LOCATIONAL CHOICE: RESPONSE FROM OTHERS
Whether their move to the inner city was to the south side of Broadway Avenue,

to the heart of downtown north of Portage, or to a residential neighbourhood fringing
downtown, residents received at least some negative feedback regarding their residential
choice from their friends, family, work associates and/or realtor.

7.4.1

Newcomers to Downtown Apartments or Condominiums
Downtowners who had moved into the Broadway area received responses such as

these.

People worried about us being downtown. There \Ã/as a
fear----crime, rape and transient nature.

little bit of urban

I'11tell you what we noticed. [My wife's] parents live in the country fin Morden].
When they come into Winnipeg for a doctor's appointmen! when we lived in the
suburbs they would always give us a call when they were in and come over for a
couple of hours for coffee or whatever, no problem. Now that we live downtown
in this 'core area'they don't want to come and visit because they're worried about
having their car stolen or vandalized. So I think we've lived here almost seven
years and they've been here twice. They come in five or six times a year for
appointments.

I didn't get much response from my friends and family when I moved to Winnipeg
from Ottawa. People didn't høve animage of Winnipeg; they'd ask me how
Regina was; they'd get the two [cities] mixed up! But from people I met in
Winnipeg, I got'oh, thafs where all the gays live."
Downtowners moving into Four Eleven Cumberland similarly received a variety

of

negative reactions regarding their residential location choice.

My family didn't know much about it. They thought it was a great idea. The price
was right. They thought we would be close to all the things we use-library,
Eatons etc. But after we moved here we found that a lot of people have a strange
attitude about living downtown! People I've met think its dreadful that I live
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downtown and they've practically tried to drag me but they don't know were to put

me. These are people who don't live in the downtown. They are concemed about
all the crime.

I didn't really have a reaction from family. My brother encouraged me to buy, but
I soon found out when I was in that I got this reaction: 'You live there!?'I just say
'That's my home.' I find that I'm also defensive about the park [Central Park].
How many sexual assaults have there been in the city? There's been one in St.
James, St. Vital-all over the city. But there w¿ìs one in the park and everybody
seems to make a bigger deal out of it. When something like this happens
downtown, everyone seems to focus on it. And I am defensive about it.
I met a lady at one of the senior centres and told her that I lived here. She said
'You live there?' She had come here at one time to rent an apartrnent and had to
cancel her lease because of the prostitutes; that was 15 years ago. She could not
tell her co-workers (she has a good job in the government) that she lived here for
that would be a big shame to her.

I travel a lot, and what I keep getting from people is'you travel a lot?'-the
implication being 'well, how can you a"fford to travel when you have to live in the
downtown?'

My real estate agent didn't want me to buy down here. When I told him this was
where I wanted to buy, he said 'You don't want to live there,' and I said, 'Yes I do
actually.'Then when he told me the asking price I was really astonished [how low
it was]. When my granddaughter was wanting to rent an apartment here and she
told my son where she was moving in, he said No way, you are not moving in
there.'

7.4.2

Newcomers to an Inner City Neighbourhood
Among focus group participants of the residential inner city neighbourhood, there

was agreement that people tended to associate their neighbourhood as the home of the

environmentally aware and the arts and culture professionals. However, just as the
downtowners had, movers to this neighbourhood experienced negative feedback to their

choice-reactions that they tended to find annoying but not necessarily insulting, and
sometimes humorous. Similar stories were shared by three different participants.
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I had a big response. When I told my parents who had never lived in the city, but
they were working just north of the city, my mother didn't understand
geographically where we were moving to. But when she told her friends at work
everyone freaked out and told her to get her daughter out of there-this was the
crime capital of winnipeg, and it hasn't ended. . .And they
[my parents] were
really scared about me moving here until they actually helped
-è rnou"ln. They
took the kids for a walk while we unpacked, and I was trying to explain to my
mom about front yard living. . .and I was trying to explain to her why this was
good. And she came back and said'we saw a house for sale down around the
corner,' tlrree blocks away from where we live on Lipton fStreet] and they moved
in a month later. She changed her attitude pretty quickly when she urderstood
what this was about. But the people she works with, which are from the Maples
and Seven Oaks are4 are afiaid of her being down here.

A couple of years ago, my inlaws were moving and my husbands'sibling lives out
oftown so theyjust assumed that it would be logical for us to move into my inlaws four bedroom house in North Kildonan. . .that we would just assume it. And
it was a much bigger house with a much bigger yard. But it just wasn't an option
for us to move. . .the idea was 'but you have a chance to move out
fof the inner
city]!' But after my brother-inlaw talked to my husband, he could see that us living

in North Kildonan wouldn't happen. 'That's not where you guys are at.'

My partner's family. . .don't come to our house because its 'too far'from their
place; 'cause we live 'really far away.' They live in St. Norbert. They put gas in
their car to come to Winnipeg. [My partner's] sister works at the Bay ãowntown.
She makes that drive twice a day to go to work. So maybe she d.oesn't know what
the map of Winnipeg looks like; perhaps she thinks we live in Headingly. There's
some sort of strange void about this neighbowhood, and where it is, and what's
happening here. Her partner says 'well isn't that the murder capital of V/innipeg.'
That's the perception, that somehow we're far away from them, somehow.
Residents, however, felt that negative attitudes towards the neighbourhood were
held mainly by those who had just "heard" about the neighbourhood.
People who are kind of against it or fearfirl of it haven't spent any time here. They
think it's very dangerous and gangs wander the street.

My mom was all for it because she grew up here and went to school here.
My mother-in-law lived on William [Avenue, in the west end] and they were
moving up in the world and they moved onto Home Street in the 50s; her dad's
next move would have been to River Heights as that was the movg-up place at that
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time'
to her.

She now lives in Lion's Place, so my neighbourhood does
not seem strange

A number of participants told of the negative responses received from their
realtors. In fact, only two participants related that they experienced
no difficulty with their

agent. One of these participants used the vendor's agent.

My husband was renting down the stoeet when our house came up
[for sale].
lVhere we living on Aubrey, the houses are a bit younger (1945
is ttre yea, of our
house),.because there used to be a park there. Also onL of the
things is that ou.
yards are a bit bigger. We walked down the street and
saw that this house had
come up for sale and so \ile called the agent directly and he
ended up being [the
vendor's] agent and our agent. Anything that had been fixed
had been fixed

properly.

The other participant used an agent well known to the neighbourhood.

I had no difficulty. No time limit. I enlisted a real estate agent
who dealt with this
neighbourhood. After a few months he had something for áe.
Most, however, felt they achieved their house only by their own persistence.
Says
one retumee to Winnipeg after six years in Lac du Bonet.

It was only because I was stubbom because I knew what I was looking
for. She
[the real estate agent] certainly wouldn't have brought us here.
says another who was ready to buy after renting an apartrnent
downtown.

I saw the house we ended up buying in the Real Estate News. Arid our agent
said
'it's on Arlington'' meaning 'you don't want to live there, it's a busier street
with a
bus route on it.' And I said'well we really should take a look,'and
as soon as we
saw it we bought it. She wasn't going to show it to us.
Similar stories were related by two other participants moving to V/innipeg
from other
provinces.
We came here from Alberta. . .and someone had mentioned this
neighbourhood as
beautiful and politically active. There were no similar communities
to this where
we came from. There's one that's kind of similar, except that all
the homes all cost
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half amillion dollars. And we hook up with this realtor who took us around to
thiÚy houses in two days. They were all gross; they were terrible-with little
stakes in the lawn that say'don't step on me because I've just been poisoned.'
We
kept saying'what about this Wolseley neighbourhood that we've heard about'and
she said'you don't want to go there.' So on the third day she had to go offand
do
her own stuffso we said'let's go around wolseley.' we drove into the
neighbourhood and felt at home and looked at a number of houses that day
and
kept coming back here and decided that this was where we wanted to
be. - .Our realtor just didn't have a clue who we were. She thought everyone
wants to have the split level in the suburbs. When we walked through
[the house
we bought], the kitchen cupboards were painted bright primary coloLs and
they
are stiil painted that way. . .And we've already seen the hour"
iol our own] and
[the realtor's] walking us through as if we haven't seen it. . .and someone who,s
smart about it would have showed us cracks in the foundation and the bad
wiring.
But the only thing she said was, she pointed at the kitchen cupboards and said,
'you can paint over those.' You know you've shown us ttrirryãaa houses, this is
good, we like this. She thought if you move into this neighúourhood, you're
going
to have difüculty selling your house because it has a reputation u-otrj *re peopte
like her. Well I don't care. I dont want to sell my house to someone like her.
'We

came here from Vancouver. . .Our agent didn't figure us out either.
We like
old houses so the agentwas showing us things built in 1950s and 1960s. Then
we
spent another day with anotlter agent. And we kept saying 'there's that
really nice
Iittle area around Vimy Ridge Park.' They'd say'no you don't want there.' Then
the second agent told us anything south of Portage was really dangerous.
So
finally my husband just said enough, and we jusidecided to park õurselves
on the
street. . .We had decided we would walk through every op".r hou." and see
what
we could buy so we walked out of this place on Ethelbert. . .We had to go
find an
agent who would buy it for us.

According to owners in both the downtown (condos) and the inner city (singte

family detached) "the market is often

a

friend of a friend." [n Wolseley it is common for

"the houses sell before they ever reach the ma¡ket." "People hear that someone is
selling

their house and go up and ask the sellers about it; that's how we bought ours,,,
says one.
Adds another
The only ones that go on the market are duplexes or if there's something
wïong
with them- That's what we bought. It was gross. It was horrible. We walte¿
through; it was gross. . . And [the agent] was telling us the roof is going to
need to
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be replaced. Our boiler was condemned the day we moved in.

7.5

RECOLLECTIONS OF THE TT]RNAROT'ND PERIOD
In discussing the factors that led them to move to inner city locations, the

suitability of their housing location choice to their lifestyle, and reactions they received
towards their residential location choice, participants provided rich recollections of what

their inner city neighbourhood was like when they moved to it-recollections that
contribute to understanding the period of population turnaround.

7.5.1

Newcomers to the Downtown
Downtowners'various recollections can be organized according to the following

themes: increased construction activity; commercial and cultural decline; decreased safety;

socio-economic changes; demographic changes; and lack of consideration for the

downtown as a residential community.
Construction Activity

A number of participants made reference to the presence of building activity. One
recalls cranes putting up highrises-{arleton Square Holiday Towers, for example. This

participant also remembers the two "lunch bucket buildings" fthe highrise apartrnent
buildings in the downtown that have an a¡chitectural element at their top that resembles a
handle] that went up "replacing rooming houses that, maybe, had housed 12 people."

Another resident also attests to the flurry of activity south of Broadway in the late

lgT}slearly 1980s.
I was living at Kelly House in 1978 and I remember being there and having
Victoria Day and CanadaDay Celebrations and they were always held at the Leg
[Legislative Grounds] and I could see from my window the freworks display. It
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shows how few highrises there was; you had a view ofjust smaller houses. Then
you had that boom along Broadway-a big construction boom, all kinds of things

shooting up. So by the time I left Kelly House I couldn't see the Leg any more.

North of Portage was remembered for its old houses, rooming houses, cafes, and
even a factory, many of which were boarded up, and which were demolished and replaced

by apartment blocks in the 1970s.

In1970 the NDP government was elected and that's why you have all the buildings
on Kennedy Avenue through Manitoba Housing, and then another housing agency
built more housing.
The building of Portage Place was associated with the late 1980s.
There Was this whole idea of rejuvenation when Portage Place came in. There was
this big idea that this whole place would be rejuvenated and there were a lot of
apartrnents going up-you can see them all on Cumberland [Avenue].

Building development, however,

w¿rs

creating concerns about neighbourhood

quality and aesthetics according to a former resident of the area south side of Broadway.

It wasn't helping the neighbourhood. . .The highrises were casting large shadows,
blocking out sunlight. At street level those buildings weren't very nicely
landscaped, v€ry utilitarian. . . it seemed to be going on without regard to the
character of the existing neighbourhood. The old trees were getting mowed down
wholesale. Frankly, I lost my love of my apartrnent block when Suntife [Assurance
Company of Canada] bought the old house next door to us and they put up a
zoning application saying that they would be putting up a new structure that was
no higher than the existing structure, and Friday at4:30 in the afternoon they came
and cut down a whole row of mature trees right down to the river between our
apartrnent and the propefy next door. I tried to call the Free Press to say they
were cutting down the trees. . .sunlife put up a box. It's unobtrusive from the
front but what it did to our apartment-we lost all of our view, our trees, our
birds, our light, our parking. Frankly that's when I went moved to Common
Ground [a co-op house located in the downtown east of the Osborne
Street/Broadway Avenue intersection].
Participants of one focus group got into a debate about the merit of building whole

blocks of lowrental.
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It stigmatized the area.
IVhen you put a whole street of apartment buildings that are
low rental. . .it just
doesn't work.

It pushed all the Native popuration into the downtown.
But what would the Central Park area have bepn like wíthour this public
housing
investrnent!?
Portage Place was criticized for making Portage Avenue devoid
of ,,sheet life,, and

for "doing nothing" to revitalize the downtown.
Let's face it. It didn't offer anything that you couldn't find at
arry other shopping
centre other than the knax. There was nothing to take you f.om
the suburbs to
come downtown where you had to pay for parking. al tnat place
did was take
away from Eatons, take away from the Ba¡

Commercial and Cultural Decline

At the

same time as they cited the positive ofilerings drawing
them downtown, a

number of participants provided undertones that the downtown
was beginning to show
signs of decline culturally and commercially during the late
l970sand l9g0s. several
noted that the old Safeway on Broadway closed down as
did Eatons,grocery store. One
63 yeat old senior who has lived in the inner city his whole
life and in the downtown since
1962' told about the construction boom he witnessed but also
recalls that, during this

period' "little shops were starting to close; movie houses were
closing down.,, These
memories were in sharp contrast to the senior's recollectioris
of downtown

in

the pre-1976

period.
The downtown area at that time was very vibrant-all the
movie houses were
open' the Y w¿s extremely popular, all the smaller shops were
everywhere; people
could go window shopping. The downto\ryn area was booming. petpre
came
downtown to shop still then. They'd come downtown to shop
and go out for
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dinner or take in a movie. . .If you went downtown you would dress up and
Eatons
would have their Christrnas display. Eatons would host the Annual Christonas
Parade. The Bay would have their choir singing for the two weeks leading
up to
Christrnas, all up on the escalator. Everyone would come downtown to
see
Eatons'Christmas window display. The thing is that the downtown was
the hub.
The decline appears to have been intemrpted by an "air of optimism"
in the post
turnaround period (the early 1990s) although cerûain difficulties associated
with living

downtown lingered. A participant no longer living downtown moved into
the Broadway
area during the turna¡ound period and later relocated to the Exchange

District. He and his

wife had just purchased the last available one bedroom in the Ashdown Warehouse-a
warehouse converted to residential use.
The conversion was receiving an enthusiastic response although people
were
intrigued by the building more than the area. Things were looki"g
It
ú was
hoped that the Exchange District would become like Osborne Vi[-age-perhaps
a
residential community. Pantages redevelopment was happening anã
there was talk
of other things opening u¡-restaurants, bars, stores. And more residential.
That's what I missed the most. A community. There was no where
to buy milk
and bread. We'd shop at Safeway in
Village
but it was inconvenient
[Osborne]
because you had to cross a busy street to get your groãeries from your
parking to
the building.

As for the present day downtown, it continues to decline--to the point of
being
"uninhabitable" according to participants who had come to live in the downtown as a
matter of circumstance. Even among those who freely chose to live downtown,
the

downtown is touted for its qualities and amenities yet lamented for its demise.
One
participant, for example, now living in St. Vital says this of her former
downtown
neighbourhood
It's more beautifirl than ever with the riverwalk. It's very safe. There's the
beautiñrl Rogue coffee shop that never use to be there and there's Dubrovnik's
[restaurant] and the riverwalk. The Bergan project þghrise and malll helped this
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too. It looks good down there-as good as it ever did. . .I still go downtown
for movies. I can be there in five minutes. Why would I go to a movie in the
suburbs when I can go to an uncrowded theatre downtown? Portage Avenue, it's
a desolate strip. There's no pedestrian traffrc at all; it's all been designed arognd
cars. You don't realize until you get out of your car, and walk it, how totally bleak
it has actually become. . .There's a lack of people on the streets.
area

Another strong supporter of downtown living describes the "sad decline" of the
downtown.

Now all the movie houses are closing. . .Portage Place has just closed and the
Garrick is up for sale and the Walker Theatre is apparently having problems. The
Walker Theatre is just a marvellous place. But the whole theatre scene is just in
decline. . .AIl the restaurants are closing which is a disaster. Mother Tucker's, for
example, is closed now; across the street from it was a Bi-V/ay, then a bar, and
now it's vacant. There's been a tremendous downgrading of this whole area. I
would say downtown today is pathetic. . . I would say that in the past fifteen
yea.rs, I could almost cry when I see what's happening. Like the YMCA being
bulldozed and the Capitol Theatre, it's been ten years since anything w¿ts in there.
Say I go to a movie now, at least before I could go out to a donut shop and have a
cof[ee, well everything's closed now. There's absolutely nothing open. . . Just one
night, go on Portage Avenue about eight at night and you will be amazed. There
isn't anybody on the street. The fact that there isn't anybody on the street makes
people fear because they figure there's nothing to come downtown for and then the
downtown gets a bad name.
Safetv

As already reported, numerous references to safety surfaced when participants
discussed their residential location, their sense of belonging, and the responses they

receive from others regarding their location. Participants living in subsidized housing
feared for their personal safety due to "more crime," "more prostitutes," "more gffigs,"

while those who had resided or \¡¡ere still residing at other downtown locations were much
less concerned. Regardless of theiÍ own sense of safety, participants were in agreement

that crime has been on the increase and/or has been perceived to be since the late early
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80s. One participant who has lived in the inner city his entire life explained it this way.

I grew up never thinking downtown was dangerous. . .and even now in a sense,l
don't particularly think about it today. A lot of people that don't live in the
downtown, they are afraid. They're aûaid of leaving their car out front, or walking
to their car. Things like that you just never heard of before. But as for myself it's
never been a problem. . .There were great changes taking place in terms of the
people moving in. The Native population, for example, and the Filipino
population-today 80 percent of my block is non-Caucasian. As the population
changed, the psyche of downtown changed; a fear factor set in. There \¡/as more
crime, and people started thinking of the downtown as being dangerous and it
hadn't been that way before. Like in this area [Central Park], I've had my car
stolen about five years ago and my other car was broken into twice. That really
riles me. This never happened before. The only thing that happened to me in
éighteen years at Kelly House [on Assiniboine Avenue] was that I had
underground parking and someone came and stole my battery. Other people are
having the same problems with thefu car. The parkade is open. It's Native youth.
I've seen them going over the wall. They make a pyramid. When they repaired the
parkade, I thought'why don't they enclose it?' There is a security guard that goes
out frorh time to time.
Another participant who moved into the downtown from suburban Winnipeg during the
period of turnaround responds to the safety issue this way.
In terms of safety, I feel quite safe although one of the things we need to
remember, I can remember when I first came to Winnipeg and you're standing
freezing waiting for a bus and some people would stop and ask'Cari I give you a
lift?' No longer. The whole sense of safety has changed everywhere. I would be
very cautious anywltere at night no matter what part of the city. I'm an older man
with grey hair and can't run the way some of these young people can. But there is
that aura that you live downtown, that it's not safe.
Others display annoyance at what they see as

ill

perceived notions of crime in the

downtown. From two participants who live in two different apartrnent blocks that
overlook Central Park
There's not a thing wrong with downtown. What happens here happens
everywhere else-in St. Vital, River Heights.

We did a survey as to break-ins we have at our block in comparison to break ins in
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other apartments in the city, and ours is no higher than anywhere else.

But not all participants agree that the downtown is justperceived asunsafe. From
one

paficipant's experience, crime always has been arealproblem.
I had a problem at Sargent Park Pool. I left my car and left my wallet in the
glgvebox-the safest place, I thought-and went to swim. \jVhen I came out my
car \¡/as gone. . .My brother-in-law, who use to live here, had a break-in in his
aparhnent at two o'clock in the aftemoon and they took from his aparbnent gold
watches, cameras. And another brother-inlaw who lived here in the late 70s had
his ca¡ stolen six times from the parkade in aperiod of four or five years. We now

have more security on the weekends, and more hours than before bècause
of the
problems and I think it has rnade a difference.

Socio-Economic Status of the Downtown
Participants identified that there were divergent "ty¡res" living downtown during
the period of turnaround and that some socio-economic shifts were taking place.
One

participant compared her Broadwày arcaneighbourhood and the Cçntral park
neighbourhood.
The two are4s were worlds apart. My neighbourhood was not an immigrant
area.
It was sort of yuppyish, although we v/ere a little poorer and a little shalgier than
your typical yuppies. We were students or sous-chefs rather than full cùefs.
We
didn't have much money. Yuppies weren't invented yet. V/e were all originally
white kids from the suburbs. . .There was a huge difference between where we
lived and north of Portage. North of Portage was definitely not where we wanted
to live. . -We looked at aplace on Qu'appelle [Avenue] beiore we settled on our
apartment. It was areally interesting building-in the front doors was an indoor
courlyard and all the aparhnents overlooked the central courtyard. One unit we
were showed had only one window in the whole aparhnent; it was in the bathroom
and it overlooked an air vent shaft in the courtyard. It was like
'no thank's' I don't
think we could live here no matter what. It was inhabited mainly by social
assistance. It looked like a slum. It was very creepy in a Polansþ sort of way.
Those that had settled in the downtown North of Portage recall that the
number
renters who were new immigrants and/or on social assistance was increasing
and the
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number of professionals was declining in the 1980s.
When I f,rrst came here in 1981, the standard of people was much higher than
today. All the people were well offand some had good jobs. Many moved ou1

Many now are new Canadians that have at least one job; many work in sewing
factories and in nursing homes.
Reasons given for the reduction in the number of professionals included: the "push factor"

that occurred when the socio-economic stafus of certain aparftnent blocks began to
decline; the lack of personal security offered in apartrnent blocks and/or the
neighbourhood generally; and the lack of advertising geared towards professionals.
Demographics of the Downtown

In participants' recollections of their neighbourhoods during its period

of

tumaround, some references were made to demographics. With respect to ethnicity,
census fract23 in the heart of downtown was known for its "very strong Native presence"
and high immigrant population.
'When

I moved in here there were a lot of people here from Latin America. The
International Cenfoe was sending people here. There were some people from
Europe. There were some Polish people, German people; I bought a suite from a
couple who were going back to Gennany. But it was changing then. There were
a lot of people coming in from Asia. A lady in the neighbowhood told me that
once they started putting Vietnamese in the building they couldn't get anybody else
to come in-that people from Latin America and refugees from other countries
wouldn't come into the same building where there were Vietnamese. We had a lot
of trouble with the Vietnamese.
One resident explains how refugees and those on social assistance afforded to live

ather block.
There were a lot of landlords-investor landlords-and some of the suites were
substandard so, therefore, they didn't charge as much. There were good landlords
and bad landlords. As well, some of the refugees were subsidtzedby the
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govemment.

As far as family status is remembered, "there were quite a few young people and
old people. No families. No children" in the area south of Broadway. The neighbourhood
north of Portage was also remembered as having few families and few children when
residents first moved

in.

"Sister MacNamara School wasn't even yet built" says one. But

the number of children is perceived to have grown during the period of turnaround; a

fumber of daycares in the vicinity was cited as testimony of the growing number of
children as \ryas "the long waiting list" one participant had for daycare for his grandson.
One lifelong inner city dweller who looks out onto Central Park on a daily basis, however,
observes that "fewer kids play in the park now than at one time."

Downtowners Given Low Prioritv
Participants almost unanimously felt that the downtown as a residential community
received a lack of concern by those whom shape the downtown.
The Sunlife building---originally built as a rec centre for their employees. And that
was something that we really found aggravating. As residents of downtown we
didn't get parking privileges anywhere. All the parking spots had been bought up
or were owned by other people or by businesses. So we rented parking behind a
little house but when the house was tom down we didn't have parking again. So in
the winter when we weren't allowed to park on the stree! we rented overnight
parking at a government lot and had to get up at 7:00 in the morning and walk
over to the lot to move our car off the lot. For the whole block there was only six
spots alongside the building. It seemed that the residents always got last dibs.
Residents received, and continue to recÇive, very low priority among their city

councillor.
The politicians don't recognize us a residential community. They just don't have a
concept of what downtown residents are. We don't have a profile. They just see
us as 'the people who didn't get out, the ones with no other place to go.'
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Core A¡ea Initiative
None of the focus group participants or interviewees made mention of the Core

A¡ea Initiative program operating between 1981 and 1991. When asked if they had ever
heard of it, most had not, although some rendered vague recollections.

In 1985, when I was at the U of W, they were tearing down the North side of
Portage and building Portage Place. I do like that mall but I don't think it did

much for the street culture of Winnipeg.

It didn't have a large presence when I was living downtown.
It wasn't as prominent [in the Broadway area] as when you lived over there
[the
central Park area]. It was more prominent in the core area itself.
I was one of the participants of the blocks who used to try and keep Central park
safe in the '80s. I was on it [the CAI] for a while but I don't remember much about
it.

7.5.2

Newcomers to an fnner Cify Neighbourhood
When asked what their inner city neighbourhood was like when they moved to it,

participants responded that they thought the neighbourhood was going through a period

of transition as illustrated by the following:
Families with Children on the Rise
One of the most significant changes that participants perceived to be happening
was the increase in the number of families with children moving into the neighbourhood.

I feel there is an evolution going on in the neighbourhood and this will be probably
continuing over time. I think young families are really coming into this
neighbourhood. I feel this intuitively but where I experience ii is in the schools
where I'm seeing. . .the class sizes really huge. The grade ones. . .it's larger than
it
has been for quite some wiril" and the kindergarteor-*" the same; it's anàther
huge
class. In this neighbourhood, I see little kids everywhere and I think this is u rrery
attractive neighbourhood to people like me with small children.
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We live right across from Aubrey Park. It's a busy place most days in the surtmer
and up until when it snows. There's always lots of kids there. I have a child in
grade one and [the school was] bursting at the seems last year when all these kids
were in kindergarten. The school population has come up 45150 kids in the last
two years. So they say they don't have enough room.
Participants' observations are that the increase in school age children is due to new families

with children moving into the neighbourhood rather than existing families having children.
Neighbourhood ImBroved
Participants who are familiar with the neighbourhood dating back, in some cases,

to over thirly years note that the neighbourhood was quite improved to what it had been.
One 50 year old participant who came to Canada in 1967 to visit her sister living in the
neighbourhood recalls that"atthat time this neighbourhood wasn't like what it is now;

it

was in areal downswing thing." Another participant, 41, who had lived in the
neighbourhood as a child, left Winnipeg as a young adult, returned in her mid 20s and

lived downtown and ultimately returned to the neighbourhood she grew up in similarly
recalls
Yes, I remember that too. We moved into a house on Wolseley [Avenue] in the
middle 60s and the houses along Wolseley along the river \¡/ere very nice and well
maintained. But I remember that lots of kids came into the neighbourhood when I
was growing up. There were certain streets that I wasn't even allowed to go on
because they were considered to be dangerous, and also we were scared to go on
them because of some of the kids that lived there. I do remember different parts of
the neighbourhood being very diflerent. As I got older it seemed there were less
young families moving in; that was the lateT0slearly 80s and more houses being
turned into duplexes, more rental. I remember my aunt, who also lived on
V/olseley, saying that when I moved back to Winnipeg-that was 1986-that she
was noticing a lot more families moving in. So I think it was towards the late 80s
that it really started to change. And may be it's gone tlrough a few cycles and its
been rejuvenating since then.

And another, 31, who's grandmother has lived in the neighbourhood since 1948 adds
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'

I can remember being bundled up and taken out to the car from my grandma,s,
and
I remember broken beer bottles and parties going on, and loud musiã and
my mom
always being very concerned about my grandma---calling her to make
sure her
doors were locked- And this would have been early 80s Lefore I was
a teenager.
Lots of run down houses. We used to walk, my grandma used to take
me down
the back lane to Aubrey park and the aparfinent buildings stinking--garbage
strewn all over. But we'd go to the park. And all those hour", aãrritipton
were
run down, lots of grafüti.
Boarding House Conversions
Another neighbourhood process identified by participants was the reconversion

of

houses divided into suites back to single family residences. Says
one participant who,s

family of five lives in an 1,150 square foot one-story
I think a lot of people were buying houses and fixing them up, and
nowpeople are
buying houses that were split into two or three suites and turning them
back into
single family homes.
Another participant purchased a2,600 square foot three story that had
been ,,shabbily,,
and "grossly" converted back from four suites to a single family
residence which her family

offour purchased.

She notes that other such reconversions are occurring on
her street

much to her and her neighbours'relief, particulary if the owner
lives in the house rather
than rents it out.
The majority [of houses on our sheet] had been divided into suites
for a long time
' ' 'and just recently, the house next door to us sold and it's now o\ryner o"".rpi"d
and it's the last one on our street to be converted back
[to a single family
residence]. Well, no actually we have one more
þouse divided into suiiesl but the
owner does live in the house. So partly part of the trend, all
of those big old
houses went back to single family dwellings but the people
who took thàm back to
single family dwellings didn't necessarily stay in them. They
fixed them up and
moved on' or' in our case, they minimaliy fixld them up and
moved on and left a
whole lot to do. - .And people are commenting on it on the street.
It,s like ,oh,
thank god, that one, the o\ilner's finally livingìn it, so now we can
expect the grass
to get cut.'
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House Prices Rising

Although the issue of affordability, as mentioned above, was almost never given as
a reason

for moving to the neighbourhood, participants agreed that the changes the

neighbourhood is undergoing have driven prices up.

My house was owned by the previous owner for a year. They bought it for a song
and did a lot of basic work inside and they walked away with a nice profit. In fact
I had all the notes from the renovations that had been done. . .I had the real estate
agent check to make sure I wasn't being duped. I paid $80,000 for a house that
had been bought for $50,000 a year earlier.
V/e got in just before prices st¿rted to soar. We paid a fair price. In the last two
years prices have really gone up.
We had friends who bought on Ethelbert [Street] a couple of years ago and it was
a home that this woman had lived her whole life in. She had died or she was too
old to live in the house anymore. Nothing had been done to it for 40 or 50 years.
They paid in the low $ 70s. They just sold it this srrnmer in the $ 120,000s. fn"y
put a fair amount of work into it.
Participants noted that there is a high level of renovation activity occurring in the

neighbourhood. Many participants themselves have completed or are considering to
undertake renovations. The participant who bought the "wreck" of a house that had been
"grossly and shabbily" returned to a single family residence from a suite, feels she is now

in a position to "get 30Yomore" than she paid-part of which is due to the additional
work that she has done on the house and part because of the fact that other houses on her
street are being converted back to single family residences. Matry other participants have
done work on their homes and, combined with the growing popularity of the

neighbourhood, acknowledge that they could get a lot more for their houses than they

paid. They have no plans to move, however,

as
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will

be discussed shortly.

That the neighbourhood, particularly Ethelbert Street, is home to some upscale
residences was discussed by the group, sample comments being

Ethelbert has increased a lot in popularity. . .alot bigger houses.
The yards just a little bigger. The frontage is 42 feet as opposed to 33 feet.
Parents of my childrens' friends live

there-its

an aspiration or a goal to 'move up'

to an Ethelbert home.
One participant owns one such home and feels she paid a high but fair price.

Resident Longevity

Although not a change that paficipants noticed occurring in the neighbourhood
during its period of turnaround, participants made note that the neighbourhood is home to
many long time residents. As mentioned, the grandmother of one participant had lived
there since 1948. Others made these comments

On my street, my two immediate neighbours and another close one have been there
for thirty years or more and lived through these cycles, and these are houses
where people have been for a long time and these will be really neat places for a
family; a family would really grab my neighbour's house when it goes on the
market.

our house was built in 1913 and we're the fourth owners. so people stay here.
Our house was built in 1911 and we're the third owner. Across the street from us is
a home-the family that owned it, their daughter lived in it till she died.

S/e looked at the history of our house and the same people lived in it for the first
forty years and the next people lived in until the early 70s and then it went through
several owners between the early 70s and when we bought it. . .The day we moved
in, therg's this elderly woman that lives across the street from us and she was
probably in her mid 70s, and she came across the street and welcomed us to the
neighbourhood and said 'I moved in here with my husband in 1948 and we were
the youngest people on the street then-she would have been in here mid 20s
then-and now I'm the oldest,' and she sort of turned around and stomped off.
She raised a chtld there anywa¡ I don't know if she had more and so and then her
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husband died and her kids grew up and she's still there and now people like me
with two small kids are moving in to the houses. When she can ro l,o.rg"r live in
the house it will likely sell to people who have kids or are going to have kids. .
.Looking forward, in ten years from now, my kids will have moved out of the
house. If we're still living in Winnipeg, we'll certainly still be living here.

7.6

PARTICIPA¡ITRESIDENTIALHISTORIES
This section will provide a closer look at participants'residential histories as well

as

their future plans. Determining participants' "origins" adds to the explanation of the

process of turnaround and determining their future plans

will contribute to a forecast of

whether turnaround is likely to be sustained.

7.6.1

Newcomers to the I)owntown
Newcomers who participated in the focus groups or personal interviews who

moved to the downtown during the period of turnaround came from: a number

of

neighbourhoods in Winnipeg including the Maples, East Kildonan, the North End,

Transcon4 St. Vital and St. James; other cities in Canada including Toronto and Ottawa;
or from outside the country @hilippines; Middle East).

In

many cases, participants had

previous experience with inner city living. The participant who moved downtown from
the Maples, for example, originally came from the Philippines and "lived 3 km or less"

from downtown Manilla to which she could "easily walk." The resident who moved from
East Kildonan to downtown Winnipeg had atone point lived in
Quebec

City-"a country

plape at fust" but then close to downtown "within walking distance to everything" when

her children moved up to highschool. One participant who moved to the downtown from
Transcona had lived in St. Boniface previously and another from Transcona had at one

time lived in Point Douglas. Those who came to Winnipeg's downtown from other cities
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had also at some point lived downtown in at least one city.

The majority of interviewees and focus group participants who made a "free
choice" to live downtown have remained inthe downtown and, in most cases, in the same

condominium or apartrnent. And although they identiff many problems with their
neighbourhood, the dqwntown supports their lifestyle and they have no plans to move.

"I'll

be here

till I'm carried out,"

says one,

"it would feel odd to live anywhere else."

Two participants who moved to the downtown from a non-inner city location
during the period of turnaround no longer live downtown. One explained that he and his

wife sold their condo in the Exchange District in 1993 and moved to Fort Gany when they
decided to start a family, noting that they "probably" wouldn't have moved otherwise.

While this couple's frst choice was to buy a home in the older established neighbourhood
of Norwood Flats, they settled on Fort Garry because they found "an open plan bungalow

with higher than normal ceilings and big u¡inds\¡/stt-something they had become
accustom to at the Ashdown Warehouse. They have no plans to move from their present

location.

"'W'e're on the 25 year plan, " he says.

Another participant and her partner, then in their early 20s, left Winnþeg for
Vancouver soon after the period of turnaround "to seek more interesting urban
opportunities for young people. . .We felt that Winnipeg was a dying city creatively."

After

a number

of years absence, this participant moved back to Manitoba to East St.

Paul, explaining that while she drove downtown to workeveryday, she had "developed
new hobbies like gardening, had a dog, and developed the need for more sppce." She had
a

family in East St. Paul and then in 1991 upon becoming a single parent moved to old St.
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Vital to an "affordable home," on "a quaint street," on the Seine River-a residence which
suits her lifestyle, provides her with a sense of place and with which she is "very satisfied."

I live on a winding street. . .There are golf courses and monkey trails and lots of
woods and things. I have a lot and a half so I leave a comer natural
[the
vegetation]. . .I can see downtown from the end of the street and yet socially I'm
miles away from it. There's no crime. There's no congestion or pressures. It's
peacefirl and quiet. And yet I could walk to downtown if I wanted. My house is
very affordable and it works for my dog, gardening and kids
[now 12 and,I4.]
She says

it is "unlikely"

she

will

ever be a resident in downtown Winnipeg again "even

when the kids have left. . .I get everything I need where I am. I'm close enough to

downtown. I don't need to live in

it."

However, she says

If I ever move from Winnipeg, I could definitely see myself setting up shop
downtown rather than in a house with a yard. And then say I moved back to
'Winnipeg,
I would see myself moving in Wolseley because I sense a huge sense of
neighbourhood there and I think that's really rare these days. A lot of women have
settled there and they're very comfortable there. It's a very safe neighbourhood; it's
a green neighbourhood. It's the kind ofplace where I already know a lot of
people. I could just go down the back lane to haVe coffee and visit. I used to have
a sense of community where I live now, when my kids were small. But not
anymore. . .On the other side of the street from me, people are "suburbarrizing"
their lots big time.
This participant's residential choices might well be summed up this way

I guess I'm adverse to suburban living. I have to live further away than the suburbs
or be right there [in the downtowr/inner city] but not in that nothing area in
between made up of crescents and shopping centres where there's nothing to walk
to, nothing to see.
Among the interviewees and focus group participants who's personal
circumstances as outlined earlier necessitated a move to the downtown, all have remained

in the downtown. Ottly one resident at 555 Ellice is satisfied and has no plans to move.
Despite their lack of satisfaction with their curent place of residence, residents all concede
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that their personal circumstances make moving out of the downtown unlikely.

I would move out of this place in a minute because in the last seven years it's really
gone downhill. . .we've all moved in here we're all going to die here.
I'd like to say I have plans but I don't. I'd like to get out but everybody, more or
less everybody that shouldkno% says it's just as bad other places.
I'd like to move to a place. . . that's no where near as bad as this place. I'd like to
move to better place where a friend líves.

7.6.2

Newcomers to an fnner City Neighbourhood
Participants in the focus gloup interviews who moved to census tract l7 during its

period of turnaround came from a number of locations: other inner city neighbourhoods in
Winnipeg; downtown Winnipeg; cities in other provinces; rural Manitoba; and suburban
lWinnipeg (Tyndall Park).

All of these participants register

a great deal

of satisfaction with

their current residence and have no plans to move. From two families who are
experiencing a bit

of

space crunch

If we ever get our renovations done, which I don't think will ever happen, then I
think we would just buy another house in this neighbourhood and just start all over
again. . .maybe something with a bigger yard. Like if we could move a little bit
more south so that we could have more yard space. We need to put a garage in
the back yard which we couldn't do where we are now. But other than that, if I
could just lift my house up and move it, I would just do that because I love it.
We have three boys and our house is one of the smaller ones where the third
bedroom is quite small, so just today my husband was drawing up plans of how we
could expand our house so that we never have to movê. we've done the
bathrooms, we've done the kitchen and we don't want to start all over. Fortunately
we have a good size yard and we have a garage too and we're across from the
park, but space may be an issue. There may be a grant coming up for renovations
in the new year. We're trying to figure out how we can tap into that and expand
the house so that we can stay there, and so that it's afFordable.

No plans to leave the neighbourhood. The only thing is you go on those walks and
you walk down Ethelbert [Street] and those houses are big so sometimes I think
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about moving

within the neighbourhood.

Among two participants who were projecting ahead to "when the kids are gone,"
one said she may downsize and the other plans to remain in the same house. Whatever

they decide to do, they definitely intend to remain in the neighbourhood.

If we're still in Winnipeg, we'll definitely be here, there's no question, and in this
house.

If I'm living in Winnipeg, I'll remain here and probably that house but not
necessarily. I may downsize when the time comes.
An owner of one of the neighbourhood's "high end" homes also firmly indiòates her
intention to remain in the neighbourhood and in the same house.
I'm never moving again. It's my dream home after all these various moves so as
long as I can stay there. Sometimes I feel very materialistic because I love my
house so much. It's verynice, and wejust got26newwindows so wgre never
moving. We're there for along time even though our kids are teenagers already
and they won't be there too much longer. I don't know what it will be like to have
such a big house for two people. Definitely no plans to leave the neighbourhood.

7.7

SUMMARY: THE CULTURE, OF TURNAROUNI)
The culture of population turnaround, according to factors influencing residential

choice, was explored through three focus groups and five personal interviews with inner

city newcomers. Three difÊerent rationales for relocating to the inner city were
charactenzed: "choosing" to do so because the downtown supported a lifestyle based on

simplicity, convenience and access (newcomers to a downtown apartment or
condominium); "matter of necessity" because personal circumstances left no alternative
(newcomers to a downtown public housing); and "desire" for a neighbourhood that had
the unique athibutes of sense of community, diversity and character (newcomers to an
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inner city neighbourhood fringing the downtown). The more specific factors influencing
residential choice are summarized as follows.

Among newcomers who felt they had "freely" chosen their downtown
accommodation during the period of turnaround, the factors that influenced their
residential choice are distilled into six themes: 1) a lifestyle based on simplicity,
convenience and access-this lifestyle was achieved through ease of access to work,
culturaVentertainment venues, institutions, and other people and through a reduction in
household responsibilities associated with being a homeowner. Despite enjoying these
attributes associated with downtown living, most participants did not feel that their

residential location provided them with a sense of belonging; 2) downtown

ambiance-a certain

sense of style was associated

with the downtown derived from

opportunities to reside in unique residential settings (for e.g., character low rises,
converted warehouses, Winnipeg's first highrise) and to participate in the city's "cultural
scene;" 3) proximity to family, friends and people-settling in the downtown to be close

to other family members was a factor particularly prevalent among immigrants to Canada;
4) affordability-living downtown was perceived to be affordable whether renting or
buying; 5) investrnent and/or homeownership opportunities-a minority of participants
would not have moved to downtown if renting was their only option; and 6) effective

advertising-playrng

a

role in bringing condominium purchasers to the downtown but not

renters.

For newcomers to public housing in the downtown who felt they didn't have a
choice to live elsewhere due to matters of personal circumstance, living downtown
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increased their access to

worþ to medical services and to affordable rental

accommodations. Among these residents, the connection with downtown amenities other
than the three aforementioned ones, w¿ìs minimal or non-existent. These residents noted
the general decline of the downtown in the past few years and would prefer to live
elsewhere.

Among ne\¡/comers to an inner city neighbourhood, locational choice was based on
the various qualities and amenities that they believed the neighbourhood offered: 1) sense

of community-as created by: the kinship participants felt they had with other people in
their community; the neighbourhood's "child friendly" atnosphere; and physical athibutes
and amenities including the absence of front yard gnages, diversity of housing types,

neighbourhood parks, schools, and the community centre; 2) diversity and acceptance

diversity-in terms of race, language, socio-economic

of

status, and lifestyle choices; 3)

character homes-homes that featured hardwood floors, tall baseboards, radiators, and

two storeys. Participants detested new subdivisions where the garage is

a

prominent

feature; 4) neighbourhood ambiance-as created by character homes, mature trees, the
presence of the Assiniboine River, environmentally friendly attitudes hetd by residents, and

the rich history associated with the neighbourhood; and, for some, 5) proximity to work
and./or

downtown-although two thirds of the participants and their pafners combined

did not work or go to school in the inner city. Surfacing in the discussions was that
participants chose their neighbourhood not because of one particular quality but because

of the "whole package" of qualities.
Newcomers received at least some negative feedback regarding their residential
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choice from their friends, family, work associates and/or realtor. For downtowners,
feedback centred on the downtown's "lack of safety" and the "undesirability" of the

downtown in general. Residents of the non-downtown inner city neighbourhood related
that "non-inner city residents" could not urderstand why they would choose to live
somewhere "old, unsafe, dense, crime riddled, and of poor reputation.'i
Newcomers provided a sense of what their neighbourhood was like when they
relocated to it during the turnaround period. Downtowners recalled a number of things
about the downtown during the 1981-1986 period:

construction

l) a high level of residential

activity-the nature of which (unaesthetically pleasing highrises; low-income

housing) hindered rather than helped improve the downtown;2) signs of decline cultwally
and commercially; 3) growing perceptions that the downtown was not safe-associated

with growth in the Aboriginal and Vietnamese populations; 4) the varied socio-economic
status of

downtowners-the downtown was home to professionals, students, low-income

new immigrants and social assistance recipients; 5) the varied demographic nature of the

downtown-the Broadway

area considered "white" and the central park area associated

with a growing Aboriginal and Asian population; 6) the downtown as a residential
community received a lack òf concern by those whom shaped the downtown including
politicians and private developers.
Newcomers to the inner city neighbourhood felt that their neighbourhood was
going through a period of transition when they moved into
\ryere on the rise;

it: l) families with children

2) the neighbourhood was quite improved to what it had been in the late

1970s and early 1980s; 3) houses that had been subdivided into suites were being
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converted back to single family residences; and 4) house prices in the neighbourhood were

rising as improvements took place. Participants noted that, often, they had moved into the
home of an elderly person who had lived in the same house for many years, and that, as
more elderly move out, more families

will likely move in.

Newcomers to a downtown aparftnent or condominium d,uring the period

of

turnaround came from: a number of suburban neighbourhoods in Winnipeg; other cities in
Canada; or outside the country. In many cases, participants had previous experience

with

inner city living. Among those who chose to relocate downtown, most have remained
and, despite the perceived decline of the downtown, have no plans to leave. Those that

left the downtown did so when the time came to have children or when their hobbies and
interests changed rendering the downtown an unsuitable residential location.
Newcomers to public housing in the downtown originated from older or newer

suburbs. All have remained and, although they desire to move out of the downtown, they
concede that their personal circumstances make such a move unlikely.

Newcomers to an older inner city neighbourhood originated from a number

of

locations: suburban Winnipeg; rural Manitoba; and citieq in other provinces. All of these
participan{s relister a great deal of satisfaction with their current residence and have no
plans to move.
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CIIAPTER

8.

DISCUSSION

In this Chapter the study findings are discussed. First, the demographic and socioeconomic changes accompanying population turnaround in inner city Winnipeg are
discussed in terms of the prominent notions reported in the literature (Section 8.1).
Second, the local factors playing a role in the turnaround process are discussed in terms

their relative importance (Section 8.2). Third, the results of the study of the culture

of

of

population turna¡ound are considered in light of some of the prominent notions in the
literature (Section

8.3). Fourth, the interrelation among the demographic/socio-

economic, local and cultural factors is reflected upon (Section 8.4). Fifth, the "fit"
between the study findings and the theoretical paradigms presented in the literature review

is considered (Section 8.5). Sixth, inner city Winnipeg in the post-population turnaround
period is pondered within the larger context of the evolution of other Ca¡radian inner cities
(Section 8.6). Seventh, policy implications are drawn (Section 8.7). Finally, avenues for

potential future inquiry are suggested (Section 8.8).

8.I

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CIIANGES
ACCOMPA¡¡-YING POPULATION TURNAROTJND AND TIIE ''FIT''
BETWEEN THE STUDY F'I]\DINGS A¡ID THE LITERATURE
In Chapter 5 the demographic and socio-economic changes that accompanied

population turnaround in inner city Winnipeg were outlined, looking first at the inner city
as a whole and

within the context of the CMA, and then looking at turnaround tracts in

relation to non-tumaround tracts. Let us now discuss the findings in terms of prominent
notions reported in the literature.
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l.

Was population turnaround accompanied by strong growth in the 2034 age cohort?

ln the Toronto case study, population turnaround was highly correlated to the 2034 age group that was "single, highly educated and often tenants, typically renting a new
condominium" (Boume,1992,p.79). In the case of Winnipeg, the20-34 age group-the
largest group in both the inner city and the CMA and representing the baby boomer

generation-grew at a higher rate in the irurer city than in the CMA, and at an even higher
rate among the turnaround group supporting the notion that the inner city was indeed

attracting this group during the study period. It is also likely that many in the 20-34 age
group were childless singles given the increase in non-family households and persons

living alone. Intemational immigration may have influenced the growth of the 20-34 age
cohort; approximately two thirds of immigrants to Winnipeg in the 1981-1986 period were
either in the 15-24 or25-44 age groups, both of which were comprised of more males
than females (Citizenship and Immigration Canad4 unpublished data). The20-34 age
group did not have a high level of association with any of the other variables. The data
presented in this study could

not therefore, support that the 20-34 age group was "single,

highly educated and often tenants, typicatly renting

a ne\¡¡

condominium" as in the Toronto

case study.

In addition to the 20-34 age group, however, inner city V/innipeg experienced strong
and statistically significant growth in two other age groups between 1981 and 198G-the

0-4 and 35-44 age

goup. Growth in the 0-4 group was higher in both the turnaround

the non-turnaround group than the

and

CMA. Births among baby boomers "ageing in place"
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(i.e., in the inner city) is likely to have played a large role. Also a strong contributor was
the Aboriginal population that is "over-represented" in the inner city and that has a birth
rate two-and-a-half times higher than the birth rate of non-Aboriginals. Further, "Native

single parents was one of the fastest growing groups" in Wiruripeg's inner city between
1981 and 1986 (Institute of Urban Studies, 1990, p.

8). The high growth in the 0-4 age

group may also have been one of the reasons that male growth outpaced female growth in
the inner city (among new births there are slightly more males).

Middle aged adults (35-44), also

a baby boomer age

cohort had the highest

percentage increase between 1981 and 1986 in both the inner city and the CMA reflecting

the ageing of inner city "retainses," i.e., older baby-boomers who would have been in a

lower age category in the 1981 census. The increase in middle aged adults was also likely
aided by "newcomers" to the inner

city. As noted above, foreign immigration was

concentrated in the young and middle age adult category. As well, inmigration of persons

from other provinces seeking better job opportunities in Manitoba due to a national
recession may also have boosted this age group. Growth in

the 35-44age group was

strongly associated with growth in: family households; children in the 0-4 and 5-14 age
groups; and renter households overpafng for housing.
Seniors (65-plus) declined in the inner city during the turnaround period as did

older adults (a5-6a). Nearly 3,000 persons were lost in these two age categories in the
inner city between 1981 and 1986. During the same period, the CMA grew by nearly
10,000 persons in these two age groups. To conclude, however, that seniors did not play
a role

in inner city repopulation would be a misnomer. Seniors'movement into the rental
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market in other parts of the city added to the demand for rental accommodations in the
inner city.

2.

What changes in househotd type and size are associated with
population turnaround?

Growth in family households with children, especially single parent families,
correlated highly with population growth in turnaround tracts. Both of these household
types increased in both number and proportion. Childless family households, on the other
hand, declined in both number and proportion. Although this finding appears to support

Broadway's notion that cities experiencing turnaround exhibit increases in the number

of

families residing in their inner cities (1995), the author is referring to two parent families
only (he equates turnaround with a reduction in single parent families).
Increases in non-family households, however, also accompanied turnaround even

though the proportion of this household type declined somewhat (in the CMA the
proportion increased). Some of the increase would be attributable to persons living alone,
young adults for example.

ike the CMA and the non-turnaround tracts that experienced a slight decrease
in average household size (i.e., all households combined), tumaround tracts experienced a
slight increase due to strong growth in family households. In the case study of Toronto,
Boume (1992) found that turnaround was associated with declinz'ng household size.

3.

Was population turnaround accompanied by reductions in two
"dependent groups'f--seniors and single parent families?

The findings challenge Broadway's posit (1995) that inner city repopulation is
associated with reductions in two "dependent grouprtt-persons who are aged 65-plus and
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families headed by lone parents. While Winnipeg's inner city did in fact lose persons in the
65-plus age group between

l98l

turnaround group (and 4

inthe non-tumaround group). Furthemrore, the strength of

%o

and 1986, single parent families increased 22%ointhe

the association between inner city repopulation and reductions in the two dependent
groups is questionable to begin with, given that Broadway identified Edmonton as an
anomaly in the pattern (Edmonton experienced population turnaround in conjunction with
increases in both of the dependent groups) and given that he concluded that Winnipeg did

not experience population tumaround between 1981 and 1991 (his study periodf-a
period that is too "long" to pick up on the turna¡ound that occurred in the l98l-1986
period.

4.

was population turnaround accompanied by quaternary sector
growth?

Strong growth in the quaternary sector, growth in sales and service occupations,
and decline in the manufacturing sector is thought to accompany inner city revival (Ley,
1

98

1

; Bourne, 1992; Broadway,

1

995). The data presented in this Chapter supports this

notion to a small degree. Among turnaround tracts, the number and proporfion employed

in the qwtemary sector did increase, but only marginally. The number and proportion
employed in sales and service occupations increased, but at a somewhat higher rate than
those employed in the quaternary sector growth. Those employed in manufacturing

declined. Virtually identical changes, however, occurred within the non-tumaround group
despite the group's overall loss of population. That the inner city labour force engaged in
quaternary sector occupations increased at a greater rate than the non-inner city
@am er
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al-,1989,p-29), however, clearly did not occur. Growth in this sector in the CMÁ.
(combining the inner city and the non-inner city) was

1

|

Yo; the

non-inner city rate would

have been slightly less than this.

5.

Was inner city population turnaround accompanied by socioeconomic upgrading?

Related to the expansion of higher-paying quatemary sector jobs, inner city revival
has also been associated with increased social status (Ley 1981; Broadway 1995).

Though quaternary sector growth was weak in Winnipeg's inner city, some social
upgrading did occur (more persons were universþ educated; females were earning more
and, as their incomes increased, fewer were ovelpayrng for housing) but deepening

poverty was also occurring. Manufacturing occupations declined perhaps leaving many
unemployed. Among both males and females, the participation rate was slightly lower and
the unemployment rate that was already high in 1981 was even higher. While average
yearly household income for females increased, for males and households it decreased.
The proportion of owners overpaying for housing declined slightly and the proportion

of

renters overpaying increased.
That population turnaround is not accompanied by social and./or economic
turnaround was made stronger when turnaround and non-furnaround tracts are separated.
The socio-economic changes that occurred are very similar in the two groups.
Quaternary sector growth was not higher in the tumaround group. Loss of manufacturing
occupations occurred but in both groups of tracts, and the loss was not any more marked

in the tumaround than the non-tumaround tracts. The male participation rate declined in
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the tumaround group just as it did in the non-tumaround group. The unemployment
rate

for both men and women went up the same percentages in both the turnaround and nonfumaround group- Both groups of tracts experienced a decline in average male and
household income and both experience{ an increase in average female income
although
the increase was greater in non-tumaround tracts.

It could even be argued that inner city tracts that lost population experienced a
higher level of socio-economic upgrading than tracts that gainedin population.
Among
non-turnaround tracts, the gtowth in university educated was higher, the increase
in those
employed in the quatemary sector was slightly higher, the increase in average
female
income was slightly higher, and the number of homeowners increased whereas
they
decreased in the turna¡ound tracts. As well, the correlations left us to ponder

if out-

migration in the turnaround group was occurring among persons of higher economic
means-

That Winnipeg's inner city did not experience the social upgrading that some other
Canadian inner cities did is revealed in Ram et al.'soverview of data from the
l9g6 census
as illushated in the

following examples. For all twelve Canadian metropolitan areas

combined, the percentage of degree holders was higher in the inner city than in
the
remainder of the city; for Winnipeg and Saskatoon, however, fhe reverse \ryas
true (p. 30).

For all metropolitan areas, the percentage of the labour force employed in professional
occupations was higher in the inner city than the remainder of the city; for
Winnipeg and

saint John, however, the reverse was true
@.2g). For

all metropolitan

areas, the

percentage of families earning $ 60,000 or more annually almost
tripled between
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lggl

and

1986 in the inner city (from 6
%oto 19

%o

to 15 %) and only doubled in the non-inner city (from 9

%). In Winnipeg, however, the percentage

or more was higher in the non-inner city (from 6
% to 3.3

Yo

increase of families earning $60,000

to 14 %) than the inner city (from

2.1

%\

6.

Did population turnaround tend to be led by childless young adults,
having above average incomes, higher education levels, and
employment in quaternary occupations?

As the fust five responses indicate, the findings do not support the notion that
population turna¡ound was lead by childless young adults, having above average incomes,
higher education levels, and employment in quatemary occupations @ourne, 1992).
Certainly turnaround tracts experienced growth in the 20-34 age cohort at a higher rate
than the non-turnaroturd tracts (more than twice the rate) and the CMA (almost twice the

rate). However, during the study period, households comprised of single parent families
grew at the greatest rate and a strong source of growth was in the population

04

years

of

age. The proportion of the population university educated did increase but quatemary
sector growth was low and the inner city experienced increasing impoverishment between
1981 and 1986.

While professionals may not have been the main conúbutors to inner city
repopulation, cerlainly there is some evidence of growth in this sector. Females were
associated with growth in the quaternary sector and they made some economic gains

(for

e.9., more were in the labour force and fewer were ove{payng for housing). Growth

in

professional occupations was also associated with growth in technolory based
occupations that in turn tended to be associated with males. Further, it is quite likely that
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the demographic and socio-economic changes occurring within individual tracts within the

inner city vary from those occurring for the inner city as a whole. If select downtown
turnaround tracts, for example, were investigated separately might it be found that they
are charactenzed by the above noted cohort characteristics (i.e. rise in young adults,

having above average incomes, higher education levels and employment in the quatemary
sector)?

7.

How was the increased population housed?

During the period of turnaround,3,393 persons and 1,660 households were added
to the inner city. How were these incre¿Nes accoÍtmodated? This question will be more

firlly answered when the growth in public and private rental units is outlined in the next
Chapter, but certainly the census data does tell us a few things. Dwellings built after 1981

definitely made an impact on the inner city. In 1986, 2,935 dwellings were occupied in
buildings built since the previous census-1,925 intumaround tracts; 1,010 in nontumaround tracts (the number of persons residing in these dwellings is not available in
published census data). Growth was primarily in apartments five-storeys-plus and in other

multiple dwellings. It would be inaccurate, ho\À/ever, to say that inner cit¡/ "retainees"
simply remained in their dwellings and the additional persons to the inner city simply
moved into dwellings built after 1981. There were fewer "non-movers" in 1986 than in

1986. Furthefinore, during the tumaround period, some 18,000 persons moved in from a
variety or origins and some 15,000 persons moved out. Moreover, numerous housing
shifts occurred-fewer dwellings, for example, were occupied in buildings built in the pre1946 and 197l-1980 periods and more were occupied in dwellings built in the 1946-1960
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and 1961-1970 periods. Finally, tumaround took place in census tracts that had very few
new dwellings added after 198l--census tractlT, for example.
Supporting the literature is the finding that population turnaround is associated

with

a rise

in renters @oume, 1992). In the turnaround group, the number and proportion

of renters rose while the number and proportion of owners declined. In the nontumaround tracts, the reverse was the case, i.e., the number and proportion of renters
declined while the number and proportion of owners increased. Again, however, it is

important to remember that the inner city is not one homogenous whole. During the
turnaround period for census ftact l7-aneighbourhood bordering the downtown

wherein one of the focus groups was undertaken---owner occupied households increased

by 15.2 %o and renter households decreased by 10.0 7o. Further, it is estimated that there
v/¿ìs a

small segment of inner city newcomers that may have been purchasing

condominiums during the study period.
In turnaround tracts, the rise in renters was accompanied by an increase in the
proportion of reqters overpaying for housing. The increase could be due to a number

of

factors including: the decline in average male and household income; the increase in the

malç and fertrale unemployment rate; the increase in households falling below the low
income cut-offi the increase in new housing coming on stream some of which may have
been "higher end" and higher priced.

8.

What are the origins of inner city newcomers?

In the American context, inner city repopulation is thought to draw from the
suburban population.

Similarl¡ in their study of twelve
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Canadian metropolitan areas, Ram

et al. (1989) hint that suburbanites are increasingly being attracted to inner city areas.

Bourne's case study of Toronto, however, concluded that "most of the new residents came
not from the suburbs but from other parts of the central ciry," 1992,

p.79.

ln the case of Winnipeg, inner city repopulation was aided through in-migration
from Manitoba" other provinces, and other countries, and, to an undeterminable amount
(due to the limitations of the census data), from suburban Winnipeg. tn-migration from

outlying municipalities (beyond the city of Winnipeg limits but within the CMA) was not a
factor.
The number of migrants to v/innipeg's inner city from Manitoba was

approximately 5,000 in 1986, slightly less than in 1981. Given the large increase in the

Aboriginal population in Winnipeg (inner city and non-inner city) between 1981 and 1986,
urbanization frorn reserves might be considered to be a major source of in-migration from

Manitoba. It should be noted, however, that in more recent years there has been a slowing
down in the rate of increase of the ofÊreserve population (Siggner, 1979; Frideres, 19SS).
In the case of Winnipeg, it is surmised that urbanization played a lesser role in the large
increases in the Aboriginal population than did the broadening definition of Aboriginal

in

the 1986 census (the percentage increase in Aboriginal persons was, for example, higher in
the CMA than the inner city) and the relatively high birth rate among this group.

In-migration to inner city Winnipeg from other provinces

ì¡/¿rs

higher in the 1981-

1986 period than the previous period a reflection of the poor economic conditions and

reductions in employment opportunities in other western provinces.
Despite the decline in international immigration from the previous intercensal
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period, new immigrants factored prominently in the growth of the inner city's population in
the turnaround period. Over 6,500 persons came to the inner city from other countries
between 1981 and 1986. In particular, immigration from Philippines is strongly associated

with the tumaround period.
It is also of note that in-migration from all sources was somewhat lower in the
turnarotmd period than in the previous intercensal period when the inner city's population
dropped by over 12,000 persons. Population growth was the net change between in-

migration and out migration. Reduced out-migration in comparison to the previous
intercensal period contributed significantly.

9.

'Where

does

Winnipeg

"fit[

in the "continuum" of social change

among Canadian inner cities?
Where does Winnipeg "ftt" in the "continuum" of social change among Canadian

inner cities described in the literature (Ley, 1981; Broadway, lg95)? At one end,
comprised of those cities experiencing growth in quaternary sector employment and

population? At the other end, comprised of those inner cities experiencing increasing
impoverishment and a weak quaternary sector? Or in the "middle," comprised of those
"stable" cities which have been able to balance between declines in manufacturing
employment and growth in the service sector? Winnipeg does not seem to fit anywhere

definitively. Population turnaround occurred despite low quaternary g¡owth. Despite
increasing impoverishment and weak quaternary sector growth, many socio-economic

gainswere, holever, evident (for e.g., the increase in university educated and the
economic gains by females). Decline in manufacturing employment certainly was ofßet by
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gro\¡/th in the sales and service sector, but given the increasing impoverishment and

population decline in subsequent years, Wiruripeg's inner city could not be classified as

"stable." Perhaps Winnipeg is an anomaly. More likely is that the continuum explanation
is too simplified, generalized, and inappropriate given the diversity that exits within inner
cities (the lack of homogeneity in Winnipeg's inner city is likely to be present in other inner

cities) and that exists between inner cities (certainly the findings in this case study

of

Winnipeg are shaping up to be quite different to the findings in Bourne's study of

Toronto). More thought will be given to the "continuum of social change" notion in the
discussion of Winnipeg in the post-turnaround period in relation to other Canadian inner
cities.

8.2

LOCAL FACTORS A¡ID CONDITIONS T]NDERLYING POPTILATION
TT]RNAROT]ND
Public policy and initiatives are, according to Bourne, "crucial" in the repopulation

process on four fronts (1992, p.

7l).

Most notably, he says, public policy has introduced a

suitable and supportive framework that sanctions change within the built environment

of

the inner city (for e.g., zoning changes, density bonuses and planning permissions) that are
essential for residential development and new capital investment to take place. Other

public sector initiatives playing a direct role, he says, include: government initiatives that
have improved environmental amenities and enhanced urban design; the provision

of

socially assisted housing; and investment and upgrading of transit stations with attempts to
stimulate the rebuilding of older areas around transit stations with efforts to contain the
use of the private automobile. In the case

of Winnipeg, the two most evident of the
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initiatives identified by Boume are the physical enhancement of the inner city (for e.g.,
infrastructure, pÍuks, community centres) as supported by the CAI and other public and
private initiatives, and the provision of (1,285) public housing units. Certainly public

policy enabled the occurrence of the four forms of redevelopment associated with

tumaround- intensification, extension, implantation

and

ç6¡ys¡si6n-¿ll of which were

cited by experts as having occurred in Winnipeg's inner city. But did the public
interventions play a "crucial" role in Winnipeg's turnaround process? No doubt the rental
squeeze and the incroased demand for rental accommodations was in part caused
by

government determined interest rates, mortgage rates, and rent controls.
No doubt public

irnits were built (and were quickly occupied) and enabled the growth of the inner city

population. No doubt the CAf's expenditures of nearly sixteen million dollars (and
the
estimated additional 84 million in government and private funds that it attracted)
impacted
greatly on the inner city. In this study, however, it is concluded that the
demographic
changes taking place (increases in prime rental cohorts) and the uncertain economic

climate (resulting in increased rental demand, decreased out-migration and increased
inmigration) were far more influential in the repopulation process than public interventions.
Even in the absence of interventioq it is most likely that the inner city population
would
have increased between 1981 and 1986, although perhaps not by the same
amount. In the
absence of new public and private housing units, for example,

it is possible that "doubling

up" in existing units may have occurred. Further, in the intercensal period following
population turnaround, increases in prime cohorts levelled

ofi

the economy was solid,

public units continued to rise, and the second CAI agreement was in operation, yet
the
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inner city population fell.
While the strongest local factor in the repopulation process appears to be the
extremely tight rental market conditions prevailing throughout Winnipeg during
the study

period, the condominium stock is definitely a factor of interest. Condominium
conversion
stands out as a notable process occurring during the study period, even though
CMHC

concluded that conversions had little impact on the rental market because the majority

of

units continued to be rented out. Units built as condominiums during the study period
(rather than converted to), however, also played a role in housing the increased
inner city

population- In this research it is estimated that of the significant number of units
that were
occupied in buildings built between 1981 and 1986
Q,935),41yowere public units,

l0

o/o

were single family and detached units, and, perhaps as much as S}o/owere in units
built as

condominiums (i.e., built as condominiums not converted). CMHC estimated that
most
these "new" condo units were, like the converted units, rented

of

out. Certainly

condominium conversion and the growth of new condominium stock accompanied
population turnaround, but whether or not this form of housing played a role
in
furnaround is harder to measure. Even though the converted units were for
the most part

still on the market for renting, did, in some
condominiums offer an affordable option
the inner city (as suggested by

cases, the conversion of rental units to

for

homeownership and thus attract persons to

Eilbot 1985; Skabu¡skis, 1988; and preston Iggl)? As for

the units built as (not converted to) condominiums dwing the study period,
did they offer
higher-end accommodation? Had they not been built would the persons
occupying such

units still have occupied an altempte dwelling in the inner city? More needs to
be known
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about this form of housing and its impact on inner city change.

As far as the single family detached stock, it is not surprising that it experienced
decline during the study period. Loses due to demolition, arson, and
condemnations are
higher than newly constructed units. What is interesting of the single
family stock,
however, is the number of permits for alterations and additions which
is relatively high
compared to other periods. Despite high interest rates and the economic
uncertainties
prevalent during the period of turnaround then, it appears that
single family units were
undergoing upgrading. Does the high level of renovation activity reflect
the numerous
government programs in operation (for e.g., cHRp, RRAP, and
various core Area

Initiative programs)? Does it perhaps suggest that during the period of tumaround
there
\¡/as a sense of optimism about

living in and investing in the inner city? Does it represent

both?
The review of local factors calls for the re-examination of the role
that the elderly

population played in population turnaround. The census data
showed that between l9g1
and 1986, the number of seniors 65-plus decreased in the inner city
and, in fact, loss in this
age group w¿ìs more marked

in the turnaround group than the non-turnaround group.

Local experts, however, cited that the elderly were one of three large market
segments
(along with baby boomers and the Aboriginal population) that
may have helped drive up

inner city population in the study period. Experts also noted tha! during
the study period,
government involvement in housing provision was high
and target groups included the

elderly and families. Moreover, focus group participants included persons
who, as seniors
had relocated to the inner city due to health re¿Nons. It appears then that,
although the
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number of seniors declined during the study period, this age cohort helped arrest

population decline in a number of possible ways. First, new seniors housing was bringing
at least some new population to the inner

city.

Second, inner city seniors shifting to new

seniors housing projects in the inner city may have created vacancies in sunounding

projects. Third, perhaps the rising senior cohort was absorbing rental accommodations in
non-inner city areas thus reducing the rental supply in those areas and increasing demand

for inner city units. Fourth, perhaps seniors in the inner city were moving from their
owned homes to rental accommodations thus opening up homeownership opportunities

for other cohorts, particularly baby boomers forming new households.
A note needs to be made here about the usefulness of the qualitative components
in investigating the local factors. First, the interviews with local experts provided an
excellent point of deparhue for the author to commence the review of local factors and

conditions-an

area of relative

unfamiliarity for the author. The factors and conditions

that experts identified (for e.g., government responses to high mortgage interest rates,

inflation and the recession-namely building public housing, implementing rent control,
and using housing to stimulate the economy) resurfaced in the empirical data. Second, the

visual inspections enabled the researcher to witness first hand the attributes that, according
to the literature, are associated with population turnaround: centrality; recreational,
historical, architectural and./or cultural significance; natural amenities; the presence

of

institutional facilities such as universities and hospitals; accessible public transportation;

office concentrations and condominium developments. The inspections also furthered the
notion presented in the previous Chapter that inner city repopulation is charactenzed by
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much more than Yomg, single, highty educated, individuals renting in the upscale private

market. The inspections showed that turnaround occurred even in neighbourhoods
lacking the above noted attributes-in neighbourhoods associated with high crime,

prostitution, drug trading, and low income public housing apartment blocks, the absences

of which, according to the literature, are associated with population turnaround.
Finally, did the data presented in this Chapter address the notion that population
turnaround represents a cultural shifting towards desirability of the inner city as a place

of

residence? Local experts did not view population turnaround to represent a "cultural

shift."

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation similarly felt that declining vacancy

rates in the inner city in the early to

mid 1980s was more attributable to diminishing

choices facing renters rather than any fundamental shifts in market demand toward inner

city. Local experts did note, however, that "the culture of resident participation" was
prevalent dwing the study period. Residents were knowledgeable about housing and
neighbourhood improvement programs and this would have impacted positively on the
inner city.

8.3

THE CT]LTURE OF POPULATION TURNAROTJND
The focus group data identified three different rationales for relocating to the inner

city during the sfudy period: "free choice" to relocate downtown because the downtown
supported a lifestyle based on simplicity, convenience and access; "matter of necessity" to

relocate downtown because personal circumstances left no altemative; and "desire" for an
older inner city neighbourhood that had the unique attributes of sense of community,

diversity, and character. Let us discuss these findings in light of some of the prominent
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notions presented in the literature.

1.

Does the furnaround period represent a period of renewed interest in
inner cities as places of resÍdence?

Population turnaround and the accompanying demographic and socio-economic
changes in the Canadian inner city in the early 1980s has been thought to reflect that inner

cities are being looked at with "renewed interest as places of residence," that the inner city
had once again become desirable (Ram

etal.,l989). This notion does not seem to apply

to Winnipeg on a number of fronts. Among downtowners who had freely chosen to move
into the inner city, there tended to be a predisposition towards central city living. These
downtowners appea.r to hold long-standing positive attitudes toward central city living
appe¿ìr even

if they did not

have previous experience

living downtown. As well, the

findings show that the culture of acceptance to inner city living was not widespread even
though population was on the rise. Participants'choice to live centrally was not generally
met with understanding and/or support from family, friends, co-workers or real estate

agents. Those who have remained in the downtown continue to experience negativity
from those who do not reside in the downtown. Furthermore, the study identified a
segment of the downtown Winnipçg population that moved into the downtown during the

period of turnaround not because they chose their neighbourhood based upon certain
amenities associated with the downtown, but because their personal circumstances of poor
health and limited financial resources necessitated their location. These residents do not
desire to live downtown; they are dissatisfied with their residential accommodations but

their personal circumstances render a move out of the downtown or even to a new
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apartment block highly unlikely. Moreover, inner city population growth strongly reflects
the infusion of public units to the inner city and demand for units in general resulting from
the ageing of the population in prime rental cohorts. Finally, "renewed interest" in in¡rer

city living does not portay the attitudes and preferences held by inner city newcomers.
These residents appear to have a very specific idea in mind of what they are seeking in a

residential community; they found it within their chosen neighbowhood.

In the American contex! renewed interest in ihner cities as places of residence has
been interpreted to mean the literal retum of residents to the central city or simply

renewed interest and investment by central city residents in their current place

of

residence. The latter notion may have some applicability to Winnipeg. ln the last Chapter

it was shown that during the study period there was a fair amount of renovation activity
occurring in the single family detached stock despite the prevailing recession, high levels

of unemployrnent, and high interest rates (further inquiry is required to determine whether
the renovation activity merely reflects the availability of programs or reflects optimism).
One local expert noted that he bought a house in the inner city at this time and that he,

along with other babyboomers, felt a sense of optimism about their futures.

2.

Have changing employment opportunities and demographics
produced more households that are amenable or positively attracted
to úhe inner city?

Inner city population tumaround has been explained by some as the result

of

changing employment opportunities and demographics in inner cities that have produced
more households that are more "amenable," if not positively attracted, to central locations
and their more "urbane

living and working environment" (Smith and Williams, l9B5; Ley,
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1986;

Miron, 1988; Bourne, 1992)- First let us examine the notion that households that

move to the inner city are amenable, if not positively attracted to

it.

Definitely, this is an

accurate portrayal of the downtowners and inner city neighbourhood residents who

willingly chose their residential location. [n fac! these

ne\rycomers appeared to have a

predisposition to central city living. These downtown newcomers had either moved to the

downtown from a downtown area in another city (and were looking to replicate their
former downtown lifestyle); from another inner city area in Winnipeg (but were "at home"
in the core); or from a suburban neighbourhood in Winnipeg which they found to be
lacking in certain atfibutes and amenities which they valued and which could only be
found in the downtown. Likewise, all newcomers to the inner city neighbourhood were

attactedto their neighbourhood because of the unique atnosphere and qualities they felt

it had to offer in comparison to other neighbourhoods where they had resided, either in
Winnipeg or elsewhere.

It is of note here that the reasons that inner city residents gave for selecting their
neighbourhood closely match the findings oftwo studies of gentrification (a related but

different process than population tumaround) that gave a "voice" to the gentrifiers, in
much the same way that this study is attempting to give a voice to those who moved into
the inner city during the period of population turnaround. Gentrifiers in Ley's study

(1985) cited a set of six factors that attracted them to their specific inner city
neighbourhood: environmental amenity, neighbourhood character, historic status,

centrality to work and downtown, affordability and investment potential. In the present
study, residents of the inner city neighbourhood fringing the downtown cited the first five
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factors as influencing their choice of location. The findings from the present study match
even more closely the results of Caulfield's study of middle class residential settlement

of

inner city neighbourhoods in Toronto (1994). ln his study, the qualities that were distilled
from participants'explanations of factors influencing residential locational choice were: a
closely grained mix

of

on the one hand, community and, on the other hand, the city as'a

world of strangers;' demographic diversity;

a tolerance and nourishment

of non-traditional

and marginal values; and spatial and architectural features of downtown and its

neighbourhoods. In the present study, the qualities distilled from explanations given by
residents of the inner city neighbourhood were: strong sense of community; diversity and
acceptance of diversity; character homes; neighbourhood ambiance; and proximity to

downtown and work. Caulfield argues that middle class residential settlement of inner city
neighbourhoods constitutes an urban social movement consistent with a definition of these

formations framed by Manuel Castells-urban placement organized around values (1983).
Is this social movement represented in Winnipeg's inner city neighbowhood?

Let us now look at the notion that newcomers were attracted by "urbane (cultured,
refined, and sophisticated) living and working environments." This does not provide a
complete and accurate portrayal in the case of Win ripeg. For downtowners, certainly
sccess /o work and cultural amenities (for e.g., concert venues, movie houses, Centennial

Library, The Forks, University of Winnipeg, restaurants and shopping) was part of the
appeal of

living downtown, but the unique environment that athacted newcomers had

less

to do with a cultured, refined, and sophisticated living and working environment, and
more to do with a lifestyle based on simplicity and convenience. As for newcomers to the
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residential inner city neighbourhood, they were attracted by the qualities of sense

of

community, social diversity, character homes and neighbourhood ambiance. They did not
perceive their chosen neighbourhood to be cultured, refined, and sophisticated. Further,

two thirds worked or went to school in a non-inner city area.
Finally, did changing employment opportunities and demographics in inner cities
produce more households that are more 'lamenable," if not positively attracted, to central
locations and their more urbane living and working environment? Though attitudes
towards inner city living did not appear to be transforming during the turnaround,
demographics most certainly played a role. As outlined in Chapter 5, baby boomers were

forming new households in the early 1980s; with more households in general, the number
ofhouseholds interested in inner city living was likely to have risen. Changing
employment opportunities likely played a smaller role in the downtown. As noted earlier,
quaternary sector employment did rise marginally and with it an increased number

of

professionals came to live in the downtown. In the inner city neighbourhood, however,
changing employment opportunities seemed to have played a nominal role. Only one third

of participants and spouses combined worked in the downtown/inner city and, given
resident satisfaction with their neighbourhood it is doubtful that these residents would
relocate even if their work location changed or their occupational status increased.

3.

Do inner city newcomers reject ,,suburban conventionality,,?

Gentrification, a process related to inner city repopulation, may be in part "a
rejection of the suburbs as a place in which to earn and spend" (Williams , 1986, p.69),',a
reaction to the perceived homogeneity of the suburban dream" (Smith, 1987, p.168), a
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response "to the perceived blandness and standardization of the suburbs" (Ley, 19g5, p.

24)- Genttrfiers view themselves as "city people" and often react vehemently against the
prospect of subu¡ban life (Mills, 1991, p. 309).

Among newcomers who had freely chosen to live downtown "rejection

of

suburban-conventionality" was not an turderriding theme in their explanation of their
decision to relocate to the downtown although the following comments were made
by

tlree participants.
In comparison to living in the suburbs, downtown is a simple life for me; no
. -fewer responsibilities and belongings than being u ho-"o*er of a house.

jütk.

We are downtowners. . .it's almost a more liberating sense of belonging.

My choice to live downtown had to do with the urbane thing. We were intrigued
by living downtown and enjoyed it so much that we almost f"tt lit" we were
pioneers in a way. . .I guess I'm adverse to suburban living. I have to
live further
away than the suburbs or be right there [in the downto*r,/i*", city] but not in
that
nothing area in between made up of crescents and shopping centres where there's
nothing to walk to, nothing to see.
Among newcomers to the older irurer city neighbourhood, however, "suburban
rejection" was strongly evident in comments made by almost all. Newcomers
detested
newer subdivisions characterizedby "gross and terrible four level splits" and
"the big
garages out

living"

front." Newcomers valued their neighbourhood

as facilitated by the presence

because of

its "front yard

of sidewalks and back lane garages and because ,'you

don't have to drive to buy milk because there are no buses and no stores." Anti-suburban
sentiment is perhaps summed up best in this participant's comment.

I had this idea that this neighbourhood \ryas a very diverse neighbourhood-socioeconomically diverse, culturally diverse. Maybe it was what ithought it wasn't. I
thought it wasn't a suburban neighbourhood where people are all the same-the
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same background. . .So maybe it's what I thought

itwouldn'tbe.

The current research does not provide adequate exploration to determine the
strength of the "feelings towards suburbs" in relation to the "residential sorting
mechanisms" (i.e., "factors" such as the relative convenience of downtown or supposed

variations in familism among urbanites) in inciting middle class repopulation. Caulfield
(1989) refers to the former as "the culture of everyday urban life: a sense that in some
basic way ne\iler and older city places are difFerent" G). 622). The role of culture requires

more consideration in the treatrnent of gentrification (Caulfield, 1989,1994; V/illiams,

1986). It also needs to be given consideration in future research endeavours aimed at
developing the explanation for repopulation in Winnipeg's inner city.

4.

Is population turnaround associated with a countercultural lifesfyle?

Gentrification, a related but different process than repopulation, is associated with
countercultural lifestyles involving the arts community (P. Jackson, 1985), the gay
community (Castells, 1983) and./or the political activist community (8. Jackson,1984).
Focus group participants and interviewees were either a member of one of the above three

communities or identified that their neighbourhood "accepted" or was "home to" members
of these communities. lnner city neighbourhood residents, for example, told that their
neighbourhood valued and accepted diversity and, because of this, many srime sex couples
were attracted to the neighbourhood. These residents also noted that they were attracted

to the neighbourhood because of its reputation of having resident involveme4t in social
justice and neighbourhood plaruring issues even if they themselves were not actively

participating. The downtown in particular was considered to have avibrant arts
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community and when one resident felt that the downtown "began to die creatively"
relocated to Vancouver where she felt that the arts scene would be better.

5.

Is population turnaround associated with a culture of consumption?

The rise of professional and administrative workers in inner cities is said to be

chanctenzed by the cultu¡e of consumption expressive of personal style (Raban, 1974;

Ley, 1980; Bourne, 1992). New young, affluent households, free from child-rearing a1d
home maintenance and with discretionary income increases the demand for public goods
and services. In this study, participants'comments did not convey that they were active

consumers of goods, a notion perhaps exemplified by the "admission" by one inner city
resident (a professor who car pools to work and who is manied to a lawyer who drives a
scooter to worþ who earlier was quoted as saying "the house we moved into was two and
a

half times bigger than the one we were in, a little bit embarrassing. . .Sometimes I feel

very materialistic because I love my house so much." Downtowners meanwhile lamented
the declining availability of basic goods and services (for e.g., grocery shopping, coffee
shops) even during the period of turnaround and they did not feel they were catered
to by
businesses located in the downtown. As one condo owner grumbled, "I just bought
eighteen hundred dollars worth of furniture at the Bay and I got charged $2.00 for parking

there."
Inner city newcomers and downtowners who had relocated by choice, however,
tended to be heavy consumers of existing downtown services, cultural, and./or recreational

offerings (for e.g.,Centennial Library, The y, concert venues, The Forks). Unlike in

Halifax (spring Garden Road), Montreal (Rue St-Denis), Toronto (yorkville), or
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vancouver (Fourth Avenue), however, inner city winnipeg did not, according to
newcomers'perceptions, experience "a broader transition towards the construction
landscapes of consumption" (Ley,

of

2000,p.296)- Newcomers noted that turnaround in

population was not necessarily accompanied by turnaround or improvement in other
features of the downtown. Residents perceived the downtown to be showing signs

of

decline in the early 1980s in terms of closures of shops, movie houses and restaurants.

6.

The Study Findings and Residential Locational Choice Theories

A large and well-established body of research has documented the process of
residential mobility (see for example, Aragones et a1.,2002; clark et a1.,2000,19g4;

clark and Deilman,1996; clark, 1993, 1986; varad¡ l9g3; Newman and Duncan, 1979;
Michelson,I9TT; Rossi, 1955). The relationship between the study findings and this body
of research will not be addressed in depth but a few points are worthwhile to make.
First,
as outlined previously in the literature review, the motives

for people staying in or moving

back to the American central city and participating in the redevelopment of an old
neighbourhood is regarded with "much speculation and some data" (Allen,Igg4,p.Zg).
Essentially, however, there are three types of motives: practícal incentives, mainly
economic; people'spreferences for certain neighbourhood and housing types-that
is,
matters of taste and style of life; and ideological factors---commitment to a dense,
redeveloped city neighbourhood (Ibid.). Lr the present

stud¡ practical incentives played

a strong role in inner city repopulation. The "housing squeeze" that was prevalent
during

the study period due to a combination of economic and demographic factors identified
the

inner city as an available and affordable location, even if it
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\Mas a

second-choice (or non-

choice as the focus group data suggested). The focus group data, however, suppofs the

notion of preference amongthe downtowners who had freely chosen the downtown
because

it supported their lifestyle based on simplicity, convenience and access. The focus

group data also suggests that newcomers to an older inner city neighbourhood were
motivated by both preference (for sense of community, diversity and character) and
i de o l o

gt (commitment to an older established "non-suburban-ty¡le " neighbourhood).
Second, in conducting the focus groups for the present sfudy, the issue of "choice"

versus "no choice" immediately and loudly surfaced. The downtowners who moved from
a non-inner

city area to a downtown public housing block during the study period felt they

had "no choice" due to their poor health and./or limited financial means whereas the other
downtowners and the newcomers to the inner city neighbourhood felt they had "freely
chosen" their residential location. Clark (1986) classifies reasons for moving according to

"involuntary or forced" or "voluntary." The former are necessitated by events totally
beyond the control of the household---eviction by public or private action and destruction

of the housing unit for example. Votuntary moves are classified according to
"adjustrnents" (for e.g., to acquire more space, to change tenure, to change
neighbourhoods) or "inducements" (for e.g., employment status leading to household

location; life cycle changes such as new household formation or merging of households).
Using Clark's classification system, the downtowners who felt the had no "choice" would

not however,

be classified as "involuntary" movers but rather movers who were "induced"

to move due to matters of personal circumstance.
Whether downtowners are considered to have had "no choice" or were "induced to
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make a choice," the issue of constraint \À/ithin the housing market arises. "Some preferred
housing alternatives are not available or affordable. . .resulting in forced choices of less
preferred alternatives" (Garling and Friman,2002). Conversely, choice does not imply the
absence of constraint. The choice made by a particular household "is guided by needs or

preferences and restricted by income and by opporlunities offered by the housing market"

@ielman and Mulder,2002,p. 35). The distinction between conscious choice and
absence of choice is

unclear-"there is considerable middte ground" @ickvance and

Pickvance (1994, p. 660). It has been argued, therefore, that in explaining residential

mobility, the notion of "housing strategy" is

a usefirl theoretical device because

it"aryoids

the use of the term choice and its suggestion of unfettered preferences" and "draws
attention to the constraints within which actors operate, while at the same time suggesting
the ability to negotiate a way through, to reconcile competing claims and rival objectives"

(Murno and Madigan, 1998, p.719).

Third, the applicability of "standard" models of mobility to low income inner city
neighbourhood might be questioned. Higgitt, for example, argues that "few models can be
appropriately applied to disadvantaged families with limited resources a¡rd diffrcult housing

sifuations" (1994, p. 6). She generates a conceptual model of mobility for an inner city
Winnipeg neighbourhood that is based on residents' views of what pushes them out

of

their housing, pulls them toward altemative housing or reduces their propensity to move.
The applicability of Higgitt's model in the current study cannot be determined due to the
nature of the model based on residents'neighbourhood relationships-something not
examined in the curent study.
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8.4

THE INTERRELATION AMONG FACTORS
Having discussed the findings from the three components of study

(demographic/socio-economic; local factors; culture) let us now reflect on the interrelation
¿rmong factors by responding to the

final two research questions: What is the intersection

of those factors which in combination, and in certain situations have led to the
repopulation of inner city Winnipeg? What is the relationship between the quantitative
and qualitative data generated in the study?

8.4.1 CriticalF'indings
In response to the first question, four study findings are of critical importance.
First, the strongest local factor in the repopulation process was the extremely tight
rental market conditions prevailing throughout Winnipeg during the study period and the
strong demand for rental accommodations. Factors that contributed to the squeeze were:

low private construction activity; condominium conversion; economic uncertainty; high
mortgage and interest rates; decreased inter-provincial out-migration; increased inter-

provincial in-migration; and the ageing of the population in the prime rental cohorts (2534; 65-plus). In fact, the tight rental market in combination with the associated economic
and demographic conditions is the most critical factor in the tumaroturd process occurring

in Winnipeg's inner city as a whole in the 1981.1986 period. The findings in this study did
not support the notion that population tumaround resulted from a renewed interest in
inner cities as places of residence, and in the absence of a tight rental market and the
associated set of demographic and economic conditions,

it is unlikely that tumaround for

the inner city as a whole would have occurred. In fact, with the exception of two
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downtown census tracts, fumaround was not sustained in subsequent intercensal periods
that were charactenzed by a much difilerent set of market and demographic conditions.
Had the investigation of local factors not been included in this study (as in other studies
such as Ram e/ al-,1989, or

Broadwa¡ 1995),

a

critical factor in the repopulation process

would not have been identified.
Second, the focus group findings challenge the notion presented in the literature

that inner city population fumaround represents renewed interest in inner cities as places

of residence. Newcomers who had freely chosen to move to the inner city tended to
be
predisposed towards central city

living. Furthermore, the culture of acceptance to inner

city living was not widespread ¿rmong newcomers'friends, acquaintances, and/or realtors.

Moreover' that some newcomers moved downtown not by "'choice" but by necessity
(health and/or financial considerations) and that most of the newcomers viewed
the

downtown to be "dieing" culturally and recreationally even as early as the period

of

turnaround, certainly challenge the way in which tumaround has been portrayed in the

literature-i.e., the result of choice among upper class professionals athacted by new
work and housing choices and the renewed vitality of the inner city. Also challenging
the
conventional explanation is the socio-economic data (increasing impoverishment,
for
example, accompanied turnaround) and the visual inspections (furnaround occurred
not
only in the downtown, but in physically rundown neighbourhoods associated with
urban
problems).

Third, while discowse with newcomers

w¿rs

intended to give newcomers the

opportunity to describe in their own words why they came to reside in the inner city
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during the turnaround period (something not done previously), this research component
provided unexpected results. First, as noted, it contributed to the quantitative data that
discounted the notion that repopulation was fuelled by higher class professionals desiring
urbane living and working environments, and second, it characterized three
rationales for inner city

living: relocating downtown

dffirent

because the downtown supported a

lifestyle based on simplicity, convenience and access; relocating downtown because
personal circumstances left no altemative; and relocating to an older, diverse,
character
neighbourhood because of its sense of community, diversity, and character.
Fourth, among newcomers to the inner city, the neighbourhood attributes that

influenced their residential choice is, as discussed previously, uncannily similar to the
attributes identified in Caulfield's study of middle-class resettlers to old-neighbourhoqds
in

Toronto (1994). Caulfield's conclusion that resettlement by the middle class to the
inner
city represents an urban social movement based on the "desire to live within the traditional

lifeworld of older inner-city neighbourhoods" (Ir. 21S) may apply here and the process
of
repopulation perhaps takes on a unique explanation for this tract, especially considering
that this tract experienced population turnaround in the post 1981-1986 period when
the

tight rental market conditions (in combination with associated economic and demographic
conditions) had subsided. Census tract 43 likewise experienced turnaround ( 1986- I
991)
in the absence of tight market conditions and its associated demographic changes.
What
might be the explanation of population turnaround for this tract? Are there other
explanations of turnaround applicable to particular pockets within the inner city specific
to
a

particular period of time?

If turnaround

occurs in inner city Winnipeg in a future period
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of time, how will the explanation differ from the explanation presented in this study?
The critical findings presented above lead us to ask if the process of repopulation
has more than one explanation.

If the "furnaround" group of census tracts were to be

broken down into smaller units, could a typologt of repopulation processes be developed,
where the "weight" of the factors (demographic/socio-economic; loczil; and cultural)
and/or the intersection of the factors vary? Would, for example, an enclave be found

within the downtown charactenzedby the young professionals described in conventional
explanations of repopulation? A smaller area approach would "recognize
[the inner

city's]" intemal richness" (McGahan 1995,p-222) and would address the inadequacies of
applying generalized labels that conceal the heterogeneity of the inner city and the various
processes occurring within

it.

The need to go beyond the statement of general processgs

affecting the inner city was addressed early on by Mclem ore et al. who categorized the
inner city into four types according to their socio-economic status, physical conditions,
functions and pressures for redevelopment (1975). The need to go beyond applyrng
generalized labels to urban processes has also been noted by Caulfiel d (lgg4) on the
subject of gentrification ("this word probably obscures as much as it clarifies about the
social forces at work," p. xi) and by Galster et at.
Q00l) on the subject of urban Sprawl

("it has been attachedto patterns...to causes...and to consequences...Sprawlhas become
the metaphor of choice for the shortcomings of the suburbs and the frustrations of central

cities. It explains everything and nothing," p. 6gl).

8.4.2

The Retationship between the euantitative and eualitative Data
As noted in the discussion of critical findings, the quantitative datapertaining to
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the local rental market and associated conditions stands alone and was, as noted, essential

in explaining the process of repopulation. The variable data likewise, stands alone and
was essential in describing the demographic and socio-economic changes accompanying

tumaround. The main qualitative component of the study (the focus groups and
interviews with inner city newcomers) was not intended to represent the population

of

inner city newcomers at large but was designed to give the population accounting for

population turnaround a "voice" and to enrich the quantitative data.
Collecting both quantit¿tive and qualitative data allowed for an expanded
consideration of how repopulation in inner city Winnipeg "fit" the explanations

of

turnaround contained in the literature. As well, the diversity existing within the inner city
was more aptly illustrated due to the inclusion of both the quantitative and the qualitative

analysis (for example, the former showed that the turnaround group varied from the nonturnaround group; the latter showed that the reasons for relocating to the inner city varied
among downtowners and residents of an older inner city residential neighbourhood, and
that furnaround occurred in both "amenity rich" and "amenity poor" neighbourhoods).
The qualitative data collected from interviews with local experts was particularly rich and
was instrumental in assisting the author's understanding of local factors and

conditions-an

area of relative

unfarniliarity to the author. Finally, the qualitative data

gave the statistics a "face" as illustrated in the following four examples:

1.

Rise in Public Housing Units

The census dat¿ identified that, in 1986, a large number of occupied dwelling units
had been built during the study

period. The rental housing stock data (CMHC) identified
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that these new units were mainly public housing units. Conducting a focus group in one

of

these public highrises in the downtown provided unexpected responses from newcomers

regarding the reasons they came to reside in the inner city in the study period. As
described in detail in Chapter 7, these newcomers came to their present location some
seventeen to twenty two years ago not

willingly but out of necessity due to matters of

personal ci¡cumstance (health or financial). They were not satisfied with their
accommodations at the time of their move and their present dissatisfaction continues to

grow. Most concede that their personal circumstances render a move to "somewhere
better" unlikely.

2.

Demographic Change

The analysis of the census data showed that between 1981 and 1986, thçre was
strong and significant growth in the 0-4,20-34 and35-44 age groups. That growth

during the study period was strong in the three age cohorts was aptly illustrated in the
focus groups. Growth in the 0-4 age group, for example, w¿rs exemplified by the

Aboriginal woman who relocated to the Central Park area dwing the study period to assist
her young single parent daughter with her newborn, and by the lifelong northend man

of

tlkrainian descent who's numerous nieces and nephews were bom in the study period to
his siblings who also have lived in the northend their entire lives (also of interest is that this
man's nieces and nephews, now young adults, are leaving the inner city to live elsewhere

Winnipeg).
The20-34 age group experienced the largest growth in both the inner city and the

CMA, but grew at an even faster rate in the inner city, and the Rental Market Survey
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in

(CMHC) reported that strong demand for rental accommodations was in part due to
growth in prime rental age cohorts one of which was the25-34 age group. This baby
boomer age cohort was exemplified by numerous participants such as the couple who
moved to the inner city from St. James to be closer to work; the man who moved to

Winnipeg frorrl Ottawa because of a job promotion, and the women who moved to
Osborne Village from rural Manitoba to attend university.

Likewise, the 35-44 age cohort was represented by numerous focus group
participants and interviswss5-for example, the couple that moved to the downtown from
Transcona to be closer to work, the couple that relocated from Toronto for job purposes,
the single man who moved downtown to increase access to cultural venues, and the man

who, with his daughter, moved to the inner city from the Middle East to join other family
members who had immigrated to Winnipeg prior to the study period.

Although the census data showed that a decline in the 65-plus group accompanied
population turnaround in the inner city, the interviews with local experts and the review

of

the rental housing stock data brought attention to the increasing senior population (and its

relocation to rental accommodations) in other parts of Winnipeg and the resulting
increased demand for rental accommodations in the inner city.

3.

Origins of Inner City Newcomers

There is not agreement in the literature regarding the origin of the population
accounting for the increased population during turnaround. Ram et al. (1989) hint that,

within Canadian cities, residents from the suburbs were drawn to the inner city. Bourne
(1992) concludes that within the "central core a.rea" in Toronto (an area within the larger
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central city) most residents came not from the suburbs but from other parts of the centoal

city. The census datztnthis study showed that inner city repopulation in Winnipeg

was

aided through in-migration from Manitob4 other provinces, and other countries, and, to

anundetermìnable amount (due to the limitations of the census datz), from suburban

Winnipeg. Focus group participants had indeed moved to the inner city from suburban
Winnipeg (St. Vital, St. James, Maples, Tyndall Park, Transcon4 and East Kildonan) as

well as a variety of other locales: downtown or other inner city areas in Winnipeg; rural
Manitoba (Beausejour; West Hawk Lake); other cities (Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto,
Ottawa); and other countries (Philippines, and the Middle East).

4.

Newcomer Profile

The census data did not support the notions purported in the literature that

population turnaround is typifiedby childless young adults, having above average
incomes, higher education levels, and employment in quaternary occupations but certainly
there was at least some growth in this sector. Quaternary occupations did, however,
increase somewhat (1.3 %) and professionals were among focus

goup participants (for

example, the legal secretary, lawyer, musician, government employee, professor, city
planner, computer expert, and engineer). These professionals had all located to the inner

city from beyond Manitoba.
That population turnaround was no! however, accompanied by social and/or
economic turnaround w¿N exemplified by the majority of downtown focus groups
participants who were non professionals living on limited means (for e.g., a small pension

or social assistance).
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Baby boomers moving to the inner city during the turnaround period were
represented in the focus

groups-university students, for example, who had located to the

inner city from the suburbs or from rural Manitoba in search of af[ordable
accommodations.

8.5

RECONCILING THE F'INDINGS WITH THEORETICAL APPROACHES
As discussed more fully in Chapter 2 (Literature Review), there is little empirical

literature specifically addressing the reversal of population decline and even less
theory
that addresses the subject. There is, however, a rich body of literature pertaining
to
related topics (for e.g., urban revitalization, gentrification, post-war urban

form)-the

underlying theoretical approaches of which can be drawn on to explain repopulation.
These approaches point to sets of factors that explain various manifestations
of irurer

city

change. The approaches have been classified or labelled in numerous ways.
In his study
that specifically address repopulation, Bourne (1992) categorizes the factors
according to

four theoretical approaches----ecological (focusing on spatial and demographic
factors),
neo-classical (focusing on housing preference and ability to pay), political
economic

(focusing on the capitalism and the political structure that supports it),
and socio_cultural
(focusing on culture, values and post-industrialism).
While theoretical approaches may be thought to "compete" or
"clash', with one
another' marìy researchers advocate that explorations of inner city phenomenon
require the
use of multiple theories (theory triangulation). Others look to an integrated
theoretical
approach that synthesizes the multiple causes of the phenomenon into
a comprehensive

explanation (integration). Yet othe¡s advocate not the reconciliation
of dichotomies but
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the acceptance of various equally valid but complementary
pictures (complementarity).

Finally, another way of ordering knowledge on inner
city change is according to certain
basic questions regarding a specific process, i.e.,
the ,,where, who, when and why.,,

The current research does not adhere to either a
single perspective or a
comprehensive model of inner city repopulation (not
an unusual approach for urban
researchers) but is informed by the position that
to adequately study inner city change

requires incorporating insights from a variety of
theoretical perspectives. This approach
lead the author to examine multiple components
of analysis. This conceptual base not

only appealed to the author's interdisciplinary position
but served the author,s ,,pragmatic
or problem-centered

framework,-a fiamework that contrasts with others such

as those

that emphasize theory verification, theory generation,
orpolitical agenda (creswell, 2003).

This approach also served the author's "personal" (as
opposed to ,,research,,) motive in
conducting this research-to gain a thorough understanding
of the repopulation process in
order to pave the road to future more focused studies.
Though not among one of the study's objectives,
let us nevertheless briefly ponder
the study's findings in light of the theoretical paradigms
that can be drawn on to explain
repopulation that were outlined more fully in chapter
2 (i.e.,ecological, neo-classical,

political economy' socio-cultural|-the objective
not to develop a comprehensive theory
ofrepopulation but father to provide some direction for
future research endeavours.
Following the current conclusion that the strongest
factor in the tumaround
process was the tight rental market conditions
prevailing throughout Winnipeg during the

study period (a result of a number of economic and
demographic conditions), the two
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theories with the most explanatory power for Winnipeg are the demographic and the

political economic. In fact the author concluded earlier in the chapter that, in the absence
of a tight rental market in combination with the associated set of demographic and
economic conditions, it is unlikely that tumaround for the inner city as a whole would
have occurred. This conclusion would be of no surprise to Foot and Stoffrnan (1996) who

assef that "demographics explain about two-thirds of everything" (p. 2).
Demography, the study of human populations, is the most powerful-and most
underutilized-tool we have to understand the past and to foretell the future. . .
[Demographics] play a role in the economic and social life of our country. Yet
because demographic acts seem so obvious once they are pointed out, many
people are inclined to resist them. Life, they say, can't possibly be that simple.
(rbid.)
Tumaround in Wiruripeg was strongly associated with increases in the 20-34 and35-44
age group, and also the 0-4 age

group. New household formations and growth in the

prime rental cohorts increased demand on rental accommodations.
Explaining central city reinvasion by the coming of age of the baby boom
generation in the 1980s has been used in the American context. The growing percentage

of the population between the ages of twenty five and thirty five is said to have placed
tremendous demands on the housing supply which was met in part by the recycling

of

inner city neighbourhoods (Bourne,1977; Kem, 1977; Clay, 1978,1979; Cades, n.d.).

Another variation of this theme is that certain kinds of high income and often childless
households have always lived in the centre of the city, and when there came to be more
these households (in the 1980s)

of

it could be expected that there would be a corresponding

irtcrease in the population of potential core dwellers (Bourne, 1989).
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ln addition to the coming of age of the baby boom generation in the 1980s, other
demographic changes are also viewed in the literature to influence the resurgence of the
inner

city-the rising

age at

first marriage, declining fertility rates, later birth of first child,

entry of women into the labour force and increases in the number of dual wage-earner

families. Taken together they may represent

a decline

in familism that played an important

role in the postwar flight to the suburbs. In the current stud¡ however, these
demographic changes were not investigated for their applicability to V/iruripeg but should
be given consideration in future research. How applicable are these societal
gener alizations

to Winnipeg?

Another variation on the demographic-ecological explanation correlates inner city
revival positively to the growh of white collar administrative activity in the inner city and
negatively to blue collar or industrial activity; revival is viewed as a reflection of the
expansion of high-paying quaternary sector jobs in the downtown and the consumption
demands and market force created by a ne\¡¡ class of professionals (Ley, 1980, 1981,

l9B4;

Broadway, 1995). Traces of this explanation are found in the study findings.
Quaternary
sector growth did occur during the study period albeit minimally (but turnaround and non-

turnaround tracts showed few differences socio-economically). Some social upgrading
occurred (but so did deepening poverty). The author, nevertheless, concluded earlier that

Winnipeg does not fit neatly into the continuum of change model of Canadian inner cities.
The impact of the restructuring of the work force on Winnipeg's inner city requires much

fufher investigation than

has been offered here.

While demographics certainly played a strong role in Winnipeg's case, what is the
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applibability of ecological models in the spatial vein, for e.g., the reurbanization model
(van den Berget

al.,l98l;

Klaassen et

al.,l98l;

Klaassen, 1987), or the impact of new

urban design practices (Tanghe et a1.,1984) or policies supporting expressways and

parking within cities (Newman and Kentworthy, 1989). The spatial vein of the ecological
model was not given attention in the current study but may have applicability. What, for
example, was the efiect of Winnipeg's disproportionately large inner city on processes

of

change? How did select inner city tracts not only experience turnaround in the 1981-1986
period but sustain growth in following periods given V/innipeg's supposed pro-suburban
development policies?

Let us tum now to the political-economy approach that also has strong
explanatory power in the case of Winnipeg. This approach points to the North American

profit motivated market system, capitalism, the commodification of urban land, the flow
and exchange of capital, the growth and movement of large corporations, and the political

structure that supports the capitalist system as important factors in explaining urban
events, patterns and spatial expressions. Traditional political-economic interpretations
stress the role that developers, real estate agents and

public sector programs play in

bringing about socio-economic change in the city @radford, 1979; checkoway, 1980;

Wolfe et a1.,1980). Middle class reinvasion of the American central city, for example, is
explained as the result of the interaction of a number of factors: the decreasing availability

of suburban land; rampant inflation in suburban housing costs; rising transportation costs;
the relatively low cost of inner city housingl and political factors such as civil rights

legislation (Cades, n.d.).
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The political economy approach plays out in Winnipeg in terms of the extremely

tight rental market conditions and strong demand for rental accommodations that
prevailed throughout Winnipeg during the study period. Factors contributing
to the rental
squeeze were:

low private construction activity; condominium conversion (further

reducing the private market); economic uncertainty (making renting more
desirable than

buying); high mortgage and interest rates (reducing private developer activity;
making
renting more desirable that buying; reducing the rental supply elsewhere in the
city thus
increasing demand for inner city units); deçreased inter-provincial out-migration;
increased

inter-provincial in-migration; and the general ageing of the population in prime
rental
cohorts (25 -3 a; 65-plus).

As well, though not as influential as demographic changes (increases in prime
rental cohorts) and an uncertain economic climate (resulting in increased
rental demand,
decreased out-migration and increased in-migration), public interventions
were a factor in

the repopulation process. Public interventions in response to high interest
rates, economic
uncertainty, the recession and high inflation of the early l9g0s certainly
did

(unintentionally) play a role. These interventions included: high provision
of public
housing units (that were quickly absorbed); rent controls (that fufher tightened
an already

tight market thus increasing demand for rental accommodations); homebuyer
support
programs (that made inner city housing even more affordable); and
residential renovation
progftrms (that increased the general stability of inner city neighbourhoods).

While the demographic and political-economy theoretical approaches appear
to
best explain inner city repopulation in the case of Winnipeg in the lgBl-19g6
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period the

author contends that the socio-cultural approach-that focuses on values, attitudes, ideas,
choices and beließ in explaining the location of groups and institutions within cities-must
also have applicability. The author agïees with those who argue that the distinction

between demographic-ecological and sociocultural is in some respects a "false

dichotomy." "No ecological phenomenon can be fully understood if the focus of
explanation is solely on structural phenomena to the exclusion of those learned, cultural
values that often motivate individual behavior" (London and Palen, 1984,

p.l6).

(1984), for example, raises the question of what produces a differential supply

Rose

of

gentrifiers between one metropolitan area and another. Not all public policies and/or
initiatives to improve cultural a¡rd environmental amenities, she says, have been equally
successful in stimulating consumer demand in the inner

city. Meanwhile, Mills (1991)

argues that although the inner city has value to developers because of the "gap" betwecn

the capital return on redundant uses and the possible return on new uses, the existence and

potential of that "gap" are culturally constituted ftr. 309). Developers must depend on
"cultural utility" to make the inner city a good location for reinvestment. A sociocultural
explanation is advantageous as it "binds together" the production-oriented and the
consumption-oriented explanations for this process (p. 310).

"Cultural utility" appe¿ìrs to have been present ¿rmong the downtowners who
chose to live downtown because

it

supported their desired lifestyle based on simplicity,

convenience and access and among the newcomers to the older inner city neighbourhood

who desired to live in a neighbourhood that offered a sense of neighbourliness, diversity,
and character that was perceived to be absent in newer developments.
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In the sociocultural model, a central pursuit of a postindustrial city is enhanced
amenity and improved quality of life (Bell, 1976;and Ley,

l9g3f-both of which

newcomers felt were gained in their chosen neighbourhood. Also in this model,
middle
and upper class reinvasion to the American central city has been explained in
terms of the

following values: high value placed on homeownership; the importance of individuality
and personal identity achieved in the form of architecturally distinguished
homes

in

prestigious neighbourhoods; the need for conformity; the need for community;
and the
search for a sense ofplace (Fusch, 1978). The first three values did not
appear to be have
been upheld among newcomers to the inner city neighbourhood but the latter two
values

certainly did.
In sociocultural explanations, the post-industrial era is thought to have set the
stage for the remaking of the inner over the past generation. Inner city

revival is a

reflection of the expansion of high-paying quatemary sector jobs in the downtown
and the
consumption demands and market force created by a new class of professionals (Ley,
1980, 1981 ,1984; Broadwa¡ 1995). The growth of these high order occupations
have
created a new class of residents that values urban amenities and lifestyles.
For the sçrvice
dependent household, time is a scarce resource; the inner city responds to
the need

for

effective use of time þroximity to services and employment). In addition to the growth

of

high order occupations, post-industrialization is characterized by the reduction in
the
manufacturing sector and expansion of low payrng service sector jobs attacting
"marginal

gentrifiers"-single parents and underemployed university graduates who settle in
the
inner city as a matter of necessity or convenience. Post-industriali zationhas
also resulted
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in more diverse living arrangements-smaller residential units
becoming more acceptable
as households become smaller and often childless and

condominiums garnering growing

attraction. Traces of the post-indust nalizationexplanation are found
in the study findings
(for e'g', the quaternary and sales and service sectors increased,
the manufacturing sector
decreased, some social upgrading occured and so did deepening
poverty, women made

economic gains, condominium conversion stands out as a not¿ble
process occ¿rring

during the study period). The efFects of post-industriarization
on winnipeg,s inner city,
however, requires much firller enquiry than is offered in the
current study.

Finall¡ in the neo-classical model, residential behaviour, cultural

and social

characteristics of a population are underplayed in favour
of income differentials.

Important in this reasoning is that 1) higher income households
can afiÊord to exercise
choice in choosing where they live and usually do exercise
that choice; 2) choice has
economic benefits; and 3) choice is affected by: demographic
change (smaller households,
females in the labour force, deferred and lowered fertility);
economic constraint (inflation,

reduction in new housing starts, high price of new housing);
the energy crisis; and decline

in familism. Certainly the current study does not give due
attention to the relationship
between these factors. Traces of this model, however,
may be evident in the current sfudy

findings with respect to the findings on women. As noted earlier,
repopulation

\¡¡¿rs

accompanied by some growth in the quaternary sector and
women were associated with

this growth' Certainly the relationship between v/omen of
economic means and inner city
housing options, and its impact on inner city evolution deserves
further stud¡-The study

findings might also suggest a lack of coherency of this model
and the case of Winnipeg.
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The neo-classical model tends to associate repopulation with higher income households.

This study concluded that newcomers to the inner city were a diverse group economically.
fn sum, the current study neither adheres to a single perspective nor seeks to
develop a comprehensive model of inner city repopulation. Methodologically, this
approach provided an appropriate framework for the current research objectives and

facilitated a rich and full porhayal of turnaround in the case of Winnipeg. Furthermore,
the findings confirm that, indeed,

limiting the explanation of inner citypopulation

tumaround to a single theoretical paradigm would not have allowed the current author, at
this point in time, to provide a sensitive porhayal of turnaround in the case of Winnipeg.
Nevertheless, it can be concluded that, of the various theories that can be drawn on to

explain inner city population turnaround, those theories with most explanatory power for
Winnipeg in the 1981-1986 period are demographic and political-economic-the sociocultural paradigm, therefore, implied as no ecological phenomenon can be fully ¡nderstood
to the exclusion of those learned, cultural values that often motivate individual behaviour.
These findings, however, do not lead the author, for now at leas! to posit that

theoretically "wide" frameworks are the most appropriate nor that a comprehensive theory
of repopulation should be developed. Certainly, the notions of theory triangulation (the
use of multiple theories), integration (the synthesis of the multiple causes of the

phenomenon into a comprehensive explanation), and complementarity (not the

reconciliation of dichotomies but the acceptance of various equally valid but
complementary pictures) merit firther consideration in their application to investigations

of not only inner city repopulation but of ongoing change and evolution.
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8.6

INNER CITY WIIYNIPEG: THE CONTINUUM oF CHANGE IN TIIE
POST-TURNAROT]ND PERIOD

The current study has explored the process of population turnaround
in inner city

Winnipeg between 1981 and 1986-aperiod twenfy years

ago-in terms of the underlying

demographic/socio-economic, local, and cultural factors. It also has
already been
established that, for the inner city as a whole, population turnaround
in this period w¿ìs an

aberration in a thirty year period of population decline (Chapter

4). Itwas

shown that

population growth in the 1981-1986 period was followed by dectine
in each of the next
two periods. By 1996,t}re inner city had lost all of the population it had gained
in the
period of tumaround and was reduced to apre-l9gl count. similarly,
among the
turna¡ound census tracts, all tracts but two (both in the downtown) lost population
in the

two subsequent periods and were reduced to a pre-1981 coturt. To this analysis
the
recently available 2001 datac¿ì.n now be added that shows, between
1996 and200l, the
inner city as a whole again declined in population (-1.3 %). Given
the decline that the
inner city has experienced in the past 45 years, with the exception of
the l9g1-19g6 period

with its unique period-specific demographic and Iocal factors, it is hard to
imagine that
anything but continued decline

will occur-at

least for the in¡rer city as a whole. How

does continued population decline in Winnipeg's inner city

fit into the larger context of the

evolution of other Canadian inner cities?
In discussing this question, let us draw upon some of the recent literature
on the
subject of irurer city evolution. According to the literafure, inner city
Winnipeg has not
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fared well in comparison to many other Canadian inner cites. As outlined in an early
Chapter, inner city population turnaround was experienced

in all 12 of Canada's largest

CMAs in the 1981-1986 period after a 35 year period of decline; population turnaround
was not sustained in inner city Winnipeg. In "most" other Canadian central cities, it was

(Ley,2000,p.276).

Sustained growth in these cities is attributable

in large measure to redevelopment, particularly of formerly industrial land such as
the St Lawrence and Harbourfront sites in Toronto and False Creek in Vancouver.
This trend can be experienced to continue with ongoing projects in such districts as
the Expo Site and Coal Harbour in Vancouver, the railway lands in Toronto, Little
Burgundy in Montreal, and the Halifax waterfront, where in each instance
industrial land is being recycled to mixed uses that include a substantial
component of medium- or high-density housing units.
(rbid.).

It should

be pointed out that growth rates

in central parts of metropolitan areas

have never been high relative to those in new, outlying, areas due to the prohibitive

monetary and other costs (Bunting, Filion and Priston, 2000). Miron (l9SS) further adds
that reduced household size and adjustments within the older building stock to provide
increased floor space consumption have also contributed to decreased central cities.
Nonetheless, conclude Bunting et al. Q002), an absence of at least minimal central

population growth (as in the case of Winnipeg) signals

in central-area living. When the relationship between elevated
proximity
density and
to the CBD wanes because of fallirrg central populations, we
assume that we are witnessing diminished household demand for central locations.
a lack of appeal

(T,.2533)
In their study of Canada's 15 largest CMAs, Bunting et sl. fi)rther point out that
between

l97l

and 1996 the majority (i.e., 11) have undergone transition towards an
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increasingly decenhalized urban form. Some density losses were well above the norm and
.Winnipeg's

(16 % decrease)

\¡/¿rs

among these (Montreal experienced a24 %odecrease and

five other CMAs experienced decline in the tlYoto 15 o/o range). At the same time,
however, there is evidence of recentralizationin some CMAs that appears to be a
"subordinate trend" to decentralization. Core area densities increased in four CMAs:

Toronto and Vancouver as explained by high density, infill housing and relatively high
rates of employment growth especially in the advanced services; Victoria as explained by

amenities coupled with housing demand among retirement-age interurban migrants; arid
Calgary as explained by consistent growth in CBD employment. Contributing to the core
area density variations is

city size ("big" cities more likely to experience increases), growth

rate (the highest rates of recentralization accompany strong metropolitan-wide growth),
economic base (white collar growth associated with centralization), and policies

promoting residential presence within or close to the CBD.
Moreover, the authors point out that while decentralization may predominate, the
evidence as regards household shift, as opposed to population shift is different indicating
that even though in absolute numbers of individuals residing in central parts of Canadian

metropolitan areas are down, the number of housing units has growïr as has the number

of

households. All nine of the largest Canadian CMAs have witnesses central areahousehold
growth between

l97I

and 1996. Winnipeg's growth was among the lowest (10 %);

Toronto and Vancouver's the highest (g2 % and.6gYo,respectively). The central area then
remains attractive to at least a segment of the population, particularly small
households---one of the fastest growing sectors in contemporary Canadian society. The
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authors warn that population counts may underestimate demand for residence in arry given

atea- Inthe case of the inner city, for example, a drop in base population may actually
mask increased demand for housing units on the part of smaller-sized households. That
households may be a more telling unit in the analysis of urban change has also identified by
Rose and Villeneuve (L993) in their exploration of the changing geography of labour and

households in Canadian metropolitan areas.

What other trends are evident in the recent Canadian inner city? Since the 1990s,
inner city residents in the five largest cities (Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Ottawa-Hull
and Edmonton) have shown an overrepresentation of some 20 percent in the proportions

of professional and managerial jobs; "indeed inner city residents employed in these sectors
grew by over 150,000 between 19t7I and,l991, while inner-city residents employed in
other fields fell by over 200,000 (Ley, 1996). Thése changes relate to the process

of

gentrification-the movement of middle-class professionals into select lower cost inner
city districts and the renovation or redevelopment ofthe housing stock.
Gentrification is one of two "dominant paradigms in contemporary Canadian inner
city research" (the other "the distinctiveness of Canadian cities from their US
counterparts") (Broadway and Jesty, 199S). In his volume The New Middle Class and the
Remaking of the Central Cíty devoted to the topic of gentrification,Ley,for example,
explains that

it is clear that in the last third of the twentieth century

\¡¡e are living through an
important period rebuilding and redefining the economic and social geography of
the city inherited from the period when manufacturing was the dominant land
use. . .Part and parcel ofthe transition has been the remarkable growth of. . .the
professional-managerial sector that accounts today for close to 30 per cent of the
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Canadian work-force. This new middle class is a large and heterogeneous
category, yet within it lie strata and status groups who have been cãntrally
involved in the remaking of the central ciÇ orrêr the past generation.
(1996,

viii)

The new middle class of professional and administrative workers has not only ,,remade,'
the housing stock through renovation and expansion but has transformed the

neighbowhood social struchlre into a "consumption cornucopia" (Ley, 2000Fnew parks,
new museums, refl[bished theatres, concert halls, and historic districts. Furthermore,
the
state is f,rlly implicated. In Vancouver, for instance, two
between the

billion dollars were spent

mid 1980s and 1990s on several major and smaller inner city projects.

"Arguably, the state is the most powerfirl single actor in the construction ofthe
contemporary inner city" (Ibid., p.297).
Despite the shong case to be made for the embourgeoisement

of the Canadian

inner city, "this qualifier immediately leads to the important recognition that there
is a
geography to gentrification, that the hends remaking the inner cities
of Toronto, San
Francisco, or London are not shared by winnipeg, Detroit, or Liverpool" (Ley,
1996, p.

8). As for the role of the state in the shaping of Winnipeg's

present inner city, this requires

thought beyond the present discussion. Certainly it can be restated that public intervention
had less to do with repopulation in the 1981-1986 period in Winnipeg than

Toronto. In the same breath, it is stated that, although

th,e state may

it had in

not have the strength

in Winnipçg that it does in larger centres, the current (tugh) Ievel of public investment in
the downtown and adjacent inner city neighbourhoods appears to be having positive
a

impact on the growth of the residential component of these locations.
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Despite gentrification, however, all Canadian irurer cities have not experienced a
marked elevation of irurer city incomes relative to the CMA mean, except where there are
double-income professional households (Bourne, 1993a; Rose and Villeneuve, 1998).

Excluding Toronto, across Canada's eight next largest CMAs (of which Winnipeg is
included) average household incomes for central cities fell further behind levels for their
CMAs, although the rate of decline has fallen (Bourne, 1997).
Further, in CMAs that have experienced slow growth and the erosion of a

traditional industrial base without significant downtown office development, the inner city
has experienced limited reinvesünent pressure and a broadening of poor households.

Broadway, for example, illustrates that in Winnipeg, Regina and Saint John (unlike in

Vancouver, Toronto, and Halifax), disproportionate and intensifying concentrations of the
unemployed, the elderly, and female lone parent households all coexist in the same inner

city districts (Broadway,1992). With respect to inner city deprivation levels, Winnipeg
and St John's have the distinction of having the highest inner-city economic deprivation

levels within Canada. In inner city Winnipeg between 1981 and 1991, for example, the
unemployment rate doubled, the proportion of low-income families was higher than in any
other city, and, although all cities experienced a reduction in the proportion of persons

with less than a grade nine education residing in the inner city, Winnipeg had the highest
percentage of such persons (Broadway and Jesty, 1998).

This retums us to the notion of the "continuum of social change" in the Canadian
inner cities, a product of post-industrial forces. At one end, claims Broadway (1995), are
the amenity rich inner cities that have experienced growth in quatemary sector
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employment and population (as epitomized by Vancouver). At the other end are that are
charactenzed by a weak or non-existent quaternary sector in the downtown area,

i¡rcreasing impoverishment and population decline (as epitomized,by Oshawa). tn the

"middle" are those inner cities comprised of those "stable" cities which have been able to
balance between declines in manufacturing employment and growth in the service sector.

The author argued earlier that Winnipeg does not seem to fit anywhere definitively and
concluded that the continuum explanation is too simplified, generalized, and inappropriate
given the diversity that exits wìthin inner cities (the lack of homogeneity in Winnipeg's

inner city is likely to be present in other inner cities) and that exists betweeninner cities.
Broadway and Jesty address the variability of the inner city in a later piece

of

'work, where they question if Canadian inner cites are
becoming more dissimilar (199g).

While they argue that current research emphasises (i.e. gentrification; the distinctiveness

of

the Canadian inner city) ignore the role of structural economic change (resulting in the loss

of manufacturing jobs) in producing high levels of inner city unemploymen! they conclude
that "increasing divergence of deprivation levels at the inter-city and intra-city levels could
not be attributed to structural economic change; instead, local factors appear to be major
determinants of overall inner-city conditions" (f,.1423). In studying Canada's 22largest

cities, the authors forurd, for example, that increases in inner city deprivation were not
associated with cities in cenhal Canada which lost manufacturing jobs during the
decade

to foreign competition and restructuring-a finding in marked contrast to studies

of

British cities. Rather, in Canada "regional economic conditions and local perceptions of
the inner city as a desirable place to live are more important than a city's economic
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structure in determining inner city deprivation levels" (p. 1436). The full extent of the
apparent polarization between rich and poor areas needs to be addressed, they conclude,

in future research that focuses upon an individual city, thereby allowing the use of locally
generated data regarding health, the environmental, crime and social services.

It should be noted that changes in the suburbs have impacted on the recent inner

city. Though still strongly

charactenzed by low-density, single family development, the

suburbs now host ethnic enclaves (for example, the South Asian community in
North

Sutrey), high-rise aparfnent complexes around "suburban downtown" developments

(Tomalty, 1997), and social housing (Murdie, lgg4). The central city then no longer
has
these "markets" cornered.

The contemporary Canadian inner city sums up Ley includes a "con-fi¡sing mix

of

wealth and poverty" (2000, p.297). He asserts that an essential contextual template for
interpreting the contemporary inner city involves consideration of post-industrial service
economies, internationalizedproper{y markets, polarized income profiles, high levels

immigration, consumer amenities for national and international tourists,

anrd

of

government

services unable to meet growing social needs. While the applicability of these

considerations to large centres like Toronto and Vancouver may seem obvious, what is

their applicability to the inner city of Winnipeg? Perhaps more easy to conceptualize is
Ley's assertion (Ibid., p.295) that inner-city change at a cerûain period in a particular place

is contingent on the intersection of a range of processes, some local, some national, and
some intemational. The preceding discussion has underlined some of these

themes-local

perceptions and government intervention, national trends of polarization within
cities and
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smaller households, and globalization that accentuates advantages and disadvantages
between cities.

This study has from the onset underlined that the inner city is not one homogenous
whole and as such there is great variability within individual neighbourhoods.
In this vein,
let us, in the second part of this discussion on the post-turnaround period,
take a quick
peek into select tracts of the inner

city. Let us identify growth occurring in select tracts,

the public and private initiatives supporting growth and revitalization,and
the atmosphere

of hope surrounding these initiatives-the intent not to offler up an
"academically sound

inquiry" at time but rather to call attention to local factors, including public perception,
that Broadway and Jesty (1998) identified as the most important determinant
of overall

inner-city conditions.
What does the 2001 population data show for individual census tracts? Some
interesting observations can be made. First, population decline appears
to be entrenched

in certain census tracts-tract 35 and 48, both in the northend, for example, have
now
experienced decline for nìne continuous intercensal periods; tract2T,running
north

of

Notre Dame Avenue, and tract 18, the west most edge of the inner city south
of portage
Avenue, fot eight continuous intercensal periods. Second, despite the overall
inner city
popùlation decline, thirteen other tracts grew inpopulation in the lgg6-200lperiod
(in
comparison to previous intercensal periods, twenty-one tracts out of

3l

had grown in the

1981-1986 period, five grew in the 1986-199l period, and seven grew
in the 199l-1996

period). Among these thirteen tracts showing growth, eleven were tracts
that had turned
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around in the study period. Could this mean that a good portion of the turnaround
toacts
in the 1981-1986 period, though they did not immediately sustain growth
into the next
intercensal periods, are once again growing in population? Third, the two
downtown
tracts continue to grow (ct 14) or remain stable (23).

Downtown Winnipeg is presently garnering a lot of resident interest and private
and public investment. Confidence in the downtown is illustoated in
this recent Winnipeg
Free Press Editorial:

The Hampton Inn. Redevelopment of 136 Market. Cambrian Credit
}y''ezzo club. New-Maq club
redevelopment. James Avenue Pumping Station redevelopment. Loft conversion
at 186 Bannatyne. Loft development at 123 Princess. Linãsay Building
redevelopment. Criterion Hotel redevelopment. The new True North
aren4 of
course. The Red River College satellite campus. Two new bridges, one for
pedestrians. CanWest Global call centre to anploy I,200. A waterfront
drive.
Expansion at the ball park. Expansion of the Centennial Library. The
Wellington
V/est building- The Mountain Co-op redevelopment, Thunderbird House
is bãing
landscaped'..etc. Altogether, there are 36 new construction or redevelopment
projects underway in downtown winnipeg. More are in negotiation...Tï"
economy is strong. The unemployment rate is at its lowest level in
memory...When a slowdown comes, as it inevit¿bly will, all of the positive
development currently taking place will not be undone. They will ri-pty
be part of
a larger and stronger base from which to build next time. This
has Ueen ttre
pattern...of Winnipeg and Manitoba...It is not just that we are
currently embarking
on a whole series of important developments and initiatives, it also is
that many of
these developments represent the end to problems that are not so
easily tackled in
a less-optimistic envi¡onment.
(Wnnipeg Free press, July 12,2001)

union. Ashdown store redevelopment.

Not only is the strong economy enabling downtown development, there is
strong
public support for downtown projects. The three levels of governmen!
for example, are
spending $8.6 million to build the V/aterfront Drive, $14.1 million to
develop the
pedestrian bridge linking St. Boniface with the Forks,
$6.7 million to redevelop Main
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Sheet from Lombard to the Disraeli Freeway, and $9.1 million toward the new library

(O'Brien, August 17,200I). Manitoba Hydro will build a 400,000 square feet offrce
tower downtown for "a stable workforce of 2,000 well-paid professionals" says
CentreVenture Development Corporation of Winnipeg (see O'Brien and Rabson,2002).
Recently established is a new federal tax credit incentive that offers tax breaks for
businesses that refi:rbish heritage buildings in

city

cores

(Ibid., April 5,2001).

Private initiatives are equally numerous. Portage Place, only thirteen yea.rs old, is
presently undergoing a major overhaul by its owner who is re-evaluating how Portage
Place fits into downtown Winnipeg. The owners of the

union Bank Tower

(a key

downtown heritage building and national historic site and a stone's throw from the Red
River College expansion that will draw 2,000 students to the area) are investing $25

million in renovations to accommodate the University of Winnipeg's continuing education
program. CanWest Global recently relocated 300 payroll-processing and accountspayable positions from across the country to downtown Winnipeg and created 400 new
customer-contact positions; another 700 positions will be brought to Winnipeg (likely to

downtown) between 2001 and 2006. CanWest is rumoured to be considering a signature

building in dovmtown Winnipeg.
Current development will most likely maintain (or even increase) present strong
demand for downtown living among "young professional, empty nesters, and artists,"

according to Annitta Stenning, CEO of CentreVenture. Over 350 apartments could easily
be absorbed in the downtown especially in the Exchange District (N.D.

Lea

1999).

Demand lies in the younger rental cohorts appealed by the trendy Exchange District and
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its "eclectic mix of bars, restaurants, bookstores, antique shops, cyber ventures, and arts
and cultural

activities-the

idea of

living in a diverse neighbourhood where lots of

interesting things are going on" (see O'Brien, April 15, 2902).
Developers recently responded to demand with a "loft-style, live/work, zerocommute project" (see Fraser, July 2I,2002) in a recent residential conversion in a
heritage building at 87189 Frincess Street.

All thirteen units (six condominiums ranging in

price from $100,000 to $125,000 with size varying from 1,000 to 1,400 squa-re feet, and
seven loft rental units from $550 to $850 for 600

to 1,100 square feet) sold without any

advertising within weeks of the project getting offthe ground (see Santin, November 18,
2002). Meanwhile The Lindsay Building at228 Notre Dame Avenue is presently
undergoing conversion into a highrise apartment complex with 35 new suites and it is
expected that these units

will

also be quickly occupied.

Other unique housing projects are underway in the downtown. The University

of

S/innipeg, for example, has transformed dilapidated and abandoned inner city houses into
residences for 32 students on Balmoral

Avenue-the first

step in increasing the

university's enrollrnent and creating a community atmosphere around the downtown
campus. In Osborne Village, a private developer is developing a brownstone walkup
çondo project--{he market young urban professionals and well-established seniors þrices
range from $119,000 to $250,000 excluding the Penthouse).

What

will

be the effect of these public and private residential, office, recreational,

and institutional initiatives be on inner cif.' Winnipeg? While these projects
increase the population of the inner city generally, they most certainly
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will

will not likely

raise the

downtown population. What the impact of these projects has on the quality of the

downtown's residential environment, however, remains to be seen. Downtown residents
are of the position that more retail, ofFrce and recreational development (such as the new

arena)

will do little to improve the day-to-day living of downtown residents (see: Chapter

6; Clark, 200I; Holmes, 200I: Hutton, 2002). What is needed they say is more emphasis

on "encouraging and supporting permanent residents, rather than transient visitors from
the suburbs for work, family outings, ball games, classes or pubbing" (Clark, 2001).
Perhaps the present stage in downtown Winnipeg's development

will

see more catering

to

residents'needs. The consultant examining the future of Portage Place, for example, is
recoÍtmending that the complex should move away from "traditional retailing" and make
eflorts to attract services that cater to the downtown residential community. The first

tenant he says, should be the retailer that's most wanted downtown-a grocer;
store and a bakery should also be

*grg

a hardware

new retail outlets (see Santin,200l).

ln addition to the downtown, two inner city neighbourhoods adjacent to the
downtown a¡e currently gamering a lot of resident interest and private and public

investment-tract 24 andftact25. These tracts experienced repopulation in the 19811986 period, sustained growth in the next period, population loss in the following period,
and have now grown in the 1996-2001period. Tract24, corresponding to the South

Point Douglas rteighbourhood, grew by 24.0

%o

or from 605 to 750 persons. \Vayne

Helgason, executive director of the Social Planning Council

of

Winnipeg, explains the

growth in terms of, changing demographics (seniors have moved out and have been
replaced by larger households); the presence of support programs and groups; and efforts
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launched by the three levels of government to revitalize the area (see O'Brien, March 13,

2002)- The South Point Douglas neighbourhood may also be attracting young people
from other areas of the city who are "won over by its charm, its friendliness and the rockbottom prices for homes" and who represent "your typical suburban backlash" (see Santin,

March 13,2002). Area residents are convinced that Point Douglas is poised to benefit
from the development renaissance occurring in the downtown (Ibid.). Meanwhile, tract
25,

just north of the downtown core is benefiting from current interest in the downtown

and in the north Main Street area.
These and other inner city tracts

will no doubt

be impacted by the presently high

public involvement in housing provision. The largest ever housing renewal agreement was
signed recently (a federal-provincial agreement worth $52

million) marking the frst time

in almost a decade that the federal government will help rejuvenate affordable housing.
Other programs making smaller impacts include the Winnipeg Housing and Homelessness

Initiative; Winnipeg Habitat for Humanity (recently added 25 newhomes on Manitoba
Avenue); S/innipeg and Housing Rehabilitation Corporation (having the goal of buying
and renovating 40 to 50 homes over the next five years); Housing Opporhrnity partnership

(acquiring homes in the west end, doing major renovations and then re-selling to low- or
moderate-income singles and families); and the North Ënd Housing Project
þlanning to
acquire and renovate 55 ageing homes in the area and then hand them over to low-income
households on a rent-to-own basis targeting six inner city neighbourhoods).

In short, the inner city as whole will most likely experience continued population
decline in the absence of severe changes in demographics and/or local conditions including
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public intervention. Certainly, however, the downtown appears well on a continued path
of population growth or maintenance, as do select inner city neighbourhoods-for the
time being anyway. Future study of inner city change should be at the neighbourhood
and/or census tract level so that turnaround amid overall decline can be identified and

explained.

8.7

POLICY ISSTJES
What do the study findings suggest about policy issues? Four issues are

immediately clear. Firs! one great danger which accompanies the sea¡ch for appropriate
urban policy solutions is the "ever-present temptation to overgeneÍalize," to assume that

what works in one or some cities will work in others (Choguill, 1994,p.937). It has been
shown that the explanation of the process of population turnaround in the 1981-1986

period in Winnipeg's inner city varied from the conventional explanation attributed to
other cities (i.e., that tumaround represents a renewed interest in inner cities as places

of

residence a¡rd is fuelled by upper class professionals attracted by new work and housing

options). Furthermore, the present "have-not" condition of Winrripeg's inner city in
comparison to other Canadian inner cities and its high levels of impoverishment

will

require a specialized solution approach. Moreover, poliçy approaches need to recognize
the variability found within the irurer city and the uniqueness of particular neighbourhoods.
Second, a word of caution is made for researchers and policy makers regarding the

time frames upon which it is concluded that "trends" and "processes" are occurring. While
a lot should not be made of a short term trend, too much focus on long term trends may

overlook short-term but nevertheless significant occurrences. Turnround was a short lived
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phenomenon in Winnipeg's inner city but to have overlooked that it had happened (as in
Broadways' 1995 study-the time period of which is too large to pick up that turnaround
occurred) would have ignored the unique processes that were occurring from which
lessons about revitalization approaches can be drawn.

Third, inner city population alone is not an adequate indicator for measuring the
well being of the inner city nor the demand for housing. As we saw, repopulation in
inner city Winnipeg was not overall accompanied by social upgrading. The "veiled

optimism. . .that gentrification and inner-city repopulation will save the (inner) city from
social disintegration must be questioned" (V/alks,200l, p.

a3\.

on the flip side, even

when population growth rates have declined, the number of households in the inner city
has risen, indicating that there is a growing demand

for housing among small sized

households.

Fourth, the apparent non-eflect

of the Winnipeg

Core Area Initiative as well as

the continued addition of public housing units in the inner city in sustaining population

growth in the period immediately following turnaround is a difficult pill to swallow for
planners and policy makers. Are the difficulties facing Winnipeg's inner city so stubborn
and so entrenched that public initiatives cannot arrest decline? What is most certain is that

demographics and the economic climate (and its eflect on employment, and out- and in-

migration) figure prominently into the conditions in Winnipeg's inner city. To be effective,

policy approaches will need to place these two factors at the fore. lnproving the
economic competitiveness of Winnipeg will be necessary to encourage inward capital
investment and to stimulate local entrepreneurship. Helpfi.rl will be efforts to reduce taxes
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and red tape (e.g., more flexible zoning), to channel public investment into new

infrastructure and to solicit public-private partnerships for ¡najor improvements in
community facilities.
In terms of arresting the continued decline of population in inner city Wiruripeg, a
number of other policy issues are evident. Increasing income polarization and poverty is a
characteristic of Western cities and indeed within cities. Recent reductions in social
assistance and restrictions on social housing have contributed to the problem. Winnipeg's

inner city is one of Canada's poorest. It's most marginalized group is comprised of first
nations persons, particulary youths. That one in four persons in Wiruripeg

will

be

Aboriginal in twenty years time, has major repercussions. Income/opporhrnity distribution
and anti-discrimination/cultural diversity measures

will

become an even more prominent

policy issue.
Urban decentralization, experienced in Winnipeg at a level well above the norm in
comparison to Canada's other largest CMAs, is particularly problematic given V/innipeg's

slow population and economic growth. More attention needs to be given to growth
m¿uragement. To ensure cities are more economically and environmentally sustainable, the

interrelated processes of both cenfralization and decentralization need to be better

understood @unting et al., 2000, p.

3a!.

A contributor to the stabilizing the inner city residential community is the offering
of diverse housing options in the inner city---options that are underlined by: demographic
trends (for e.g., aging; the "echo" generation now entering the housing market); lifestyle
trends (for e.g., conjoining of work and home; smaller households; more diverse family
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types); and economic restructuring and labour market reorganization (for e.g., growth

of

the tertiary sector; economic polarization; increase in high-order and low-order

occupations). Housing that is socially mixed has been offered as a measure to address
polanzation.
As for the most suitable form of redevelopment (intensification, extension,
implantation and conversion) this will depend upon the targeted inner city neighbourhood,
the current land market, and the local political aren4 each form requiring a suitable and
supportive framework of public policies and byJaws that serve to sanction change within
an already developed urban landscape.

Let us retum to the notion that local factors appear to be major determinants

of

overall inner city conditions (Broadway and Jesty, 199S). In conjunction with regional
economic conditions, "local residents'perception of the inner city as a desirable place to

live appear to play significant roles in influencing the area's economic health" (p. 1430).
Negative perceptions plague Winnipeg's downtown and inner city and programs geared
at
changing public perception will need to be given due consideration.

Finally, the emphasis on neighbourhoods that have experienced population
turnaround, gentrification and/or other forms of upgrading, should not divert attention

from those neighbourhoods that have

not-nor are likely to----experience upgrading. It is

in the neighbourhoods that are "more-or-less stable" or are "poorer and more deficient as
places to live...that the contest over the future quality of life and social well-being
in our

inner cities and older suburbs will be won or lost" (Boume,l993,p.1s9).
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8.8

FUTT]RE RE SEARCH DIRECTIONS
This disserûation explored the process of inner city population turnaround in

Winnipeg's inner city in the 1981-1986 period. ln this dissertation, the demographic and
socio-economic changes accompanying turnaround were analyzed, the local factors and

conditions that underlay turnaround were identified, the culture of turnaround was
explored, and the intersection of factors which in combination and in certain situations
have led to the repopulation was reflected upon. As the research unfolded, ideas surfaced

for future research directions-both in terms of general approaches and areas requiring
further development. These ideas are presented as follows:
Future Research Approaches

More work needs to be done on a small scale, that is, at the census tract and./or
neighbourhood level, as opposed to the "whole inner city" level, in order to more
accurately describe the process of population tumaround. The inner city is diverse

demographically, socio-economically, and physically and this study illustrated the cultural

variability that exists in terms of the reasons, rationales and factors and underlying values
that influenced residents to relocate to the inner city during the study period. This study
attempted to address the inner city's variability by separating the non-turnarotmd tracts

from the turnaround û'acts-a move that did result in a more accurate description of the
demographic and socio-economic changes accompanying turnaround-but analysis is
required for smaller scale areas within the inner city.
On this topic of delineating the inner city, one could ask here if the present study
results might have been different had adifferent delineation been used. What
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if, for

example, tracts

1I,12,18,

116 and 117 were not included (for reasons outlined earlier

in

Section 1.3). It is most likely that the results would have varied little; as shown in Chapter
5, certain select demographic and socio-economic trends (for e.g., increase in Canadian

born) were occurring across the CMA at large a¡rd would have showed up regardless

of

the inner city delineation used. Fufhermore, these five tracts were mostly non-turnaround
and, therefore, would not have affected the composition of the tumaround tracts that were

the focus of the present research. Certainly, however, had the present study adhered to a
very restricted inner city delineation focusing largely on the downtown vicinity as per Ram
et al. (1989), the results would have been very

different; the inner city, for example,

would have been comprised almost exclusively of turnaround tracts! Downtown research
definitely has its purpose but its results should not be extrapolated to the larger inner city.
Nevertheless, as stated above, what is more critical than delineating "the inner city," is

recognizing the variability within the inner city. Future research approaches would best
examine areas within "the inner city" (census tracts? neighbourhoods? aggregates
thereof?) rather than "the inner city" at large.

In the same vein as the preceding suggestion, explanations of population
turnaround need to be f,rlly cognizant of the time period and place of study as both

will

affect the outcome. Different time periods will have associated with them different local
and demographic conditions. Explanations should not be transferred fiom place to place

loosely. In addition to intra-city variation, there exists inter-city variations. As we have
seen, the explanation of turnaround

for Winnipeg has shaped up quite differently than the

explanation derived from looking at all Canadian metropolitan centres combined or from
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the case study of Toronto.

Much more work needs to be done in developing a theoretical framework
for the
process

of population turnaround in the Canadian inner city. While

the scope of the

present study did not entail a critical assessment of theoretical
frameworks, the choice to
use a triangulated perspective drawing on the insights of demographical,
ecological,

sociocultural and political economic theories did serve the author well.
Limiting the
explanation of inner city population turnaround to a single theoretical paradigm
would not
have provided a

full

and accurate porhayal in the case of Winnipeg. Given the importance

of the empirical data in describing the repopulation process in this case
study of Winnipeg
and given the variability from one Canadian inner city to the next,
strictlytheoretical based

treatments on the topic are, however, advised against.

As with any theoretical or empirical research on any subject, the question
can be
asked of the findings "So what?" The incorporati on of practical
applications into future
research designs on the topic would increase the contribution
of the research to the field
and the significance of the research. For exarnple, what planning
and./or policy lessons

for

the inner city could be learned from the research findings? How
could the research

findings be used to benefit and improve the inner city?
While this research design incorporated both quantitative and qualitative
methods
to the betterment of the explanation of the repopulation process, the research
does not
advocate that future research designs should do the s¿rme. Certainly
both methods have

valuable contributions to make and the purpose of future research
should determine the
most suitable research design.
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Areas Requiring Further Development

First, a series of neighbourhood analyses should be undertaken to further develop
the reasons, rationales and factors influencing residential choice during the turnaroturd

period. The analyses would seek to determine if the rationales identified in the current
research (i.e., "choosing downtown because

it supported alifestyle based on simplicity,

convenience and access," "moving downtown due to matters of necessity," and "moving

to an older inner city neighbourhood because of its sense of community, diversity and
character) pertain to other neighbourhoods and/or

if there were yet other d.istinct

rationales. Such an analysis would involve carrying out more focus groups in other inner
city neighbourhoods with persons who relocated to that particular neighbourhood during
the period of turnaround. The analyses would also involve determining demographic and

socio-economic changes unique to that neighbourhood An obvious place to start the
neighbourhood based investigations of turnaround is census ftact 17 that was
chaructenzed by the "active search" rationale. The demographic/socio-economic changes
and local factors underlying repopulation in this neighbourhood need to be identified more

specifically, and critical analysis needs to be given to the notion that repopulation
represents an urban social movement as mentioned previously.

Second, a more thorough investigation is needed of public policy and planning
interventions influencing repopulation that received only some attention here. For
example, more needs to be know about the agents of change that facilitated the four forurs

of redevelopment associated with turnaround (intensification, extension, implantation and
conversion) that were noted to have accompanied repopulation in inner city Winnipeg.
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What role did down-zoning play, for example, that occurred
in the older inner city
neighbourhood?

Third, condominium conversion standsout as a notable process
occurring during
the study period, and units built as condominiums (not converted
to, although they
remained on the rental market) played a strong role in housing
the increased population in
the fumaround period. The exact role, however, that condominiums
played was not

defined here and much more needs to be known about the impact
that this form of housing
has not only on repopulation but on inner

city change generally.

Fourth, requiring further investigation is the impact of declining
household size on
the inner city which has substantially increased the demand
for housing, even when

population growth rates have been declining.

Fifth, the culture of turnaround-the reasons, rationales and factors
influencing
residential choice and the underlying values-needs to
be placed within the context of the
large body of residential locational choice literature and
the culture of cities generally. Is
the culture of furnaround unique or a reflection of wider
societal values?

Sixth, in addition to the culture of community and the residential locational
choice
literature, there exists a long standing and rich body of other
sociological literah¡e that
requires further attention in light of the existing findings---ethnicity
and ethnic segregation

in particular. During the I 98 1 - I 986 study period, tumaround
tracts were unique in that
they experienced an increase in the single ethnic origin
category due to rises in the Filipino
and Aboriginal communities. These communities have
experienced continuous growth to

the present' What were the implications of growth in these
communities forpopulation
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changes in the inner city in the post-turnaround period? What impact are they
likely to
have in the future?
Seventh, the recently available 2001 census tract dat¿ needs to be added to the

description of population change occurring in inner city Winnipeg since 1956. What
does
the new datatell us about repopulation in inner city Wirxdpeg?

A

deeper examination

similarly should be undertaken for census tracts 24 and,25 thathave possibly "rebounded,,
in the 1996-2001period following turnaround in the study period but decline in the
next
two periods. Is there a pattem of growh and decline within hacts that indeed are
on a
path of sustained population?

Eighth, the applicability of the findings beyond Winnipeg need to be investigated,
especially in terms of smaller centres that tend to be studied less than Canada's
largest
centres and that tend to lose their unique identity in studies that group
together all

Canadian inner cities. If a similar stud¡ for example, \ryere to be conducted
in Regina or
Saskatoon, what conclusions would be made about the demographic/socio-economic,

local, and cultural factors underlying inner city population tumaround in those
centres?
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CHAPTER

9.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

In this final Chapter, the research objective and study design is briefly restated
(Section 9.1) and the critical research findings are summarized (Section9.2).

9.I

RESEARCH OBJECTTVE AND STTJDY DESIGN
The central purpose of this study is to explain the process of inner city population

turnaround in Winnipeg in the 1981 to 1986 period. The study does not adhere strictly to
ariy one theoretical paradigm that can be drawn on to explain population turnaround, nor
does the study attempt to develop a comprehensive model of repopulation. Informed by

various theoretical perspectives, the study undertakes three angles

of

study--demographic/socio-economic, local factors, and culture-using both quantitative
and qualitative methods. As a result, the study scope is broad but nevertheless sufficiently
deep; the aim of future research endeavours

will

be to develop further some of the ideas

raised in the current work.
The specific objectives are: 1) to establish the nature and extent of population
turnaround in inner city Winnipeg;2) to determine the demographic and socio-economic
changes underlying population tumaround in inner city

Winnipeg; 3) to identifr local

factors and conditions-neighbourhood amenities, housing stock, and public

interventions-that underlay population tumaround in inner city Winnip

eg; 4)

to explore

the culture of population turnaround in inner city Winnipeg in terms of the reasons,
rationales and factors influencing residential choice and the underlying values; and 5) to
determine the interrelation among the various factors underlying population tumaround
that are identified in the research.
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The topic is investigated through a series of quantitative and qualitative methods:
descriptive and statistical analysis of Census of Canada data from 1981 and 1986; analysis
of private and public rental housing stock and vacancy rates; interviews with local experts;

visual inspections of inner city neighbourhoods; and focus groups and interviews with
residents who contributed to population growth in the inner city between 1981 and 1986.

9.2

ST]MMATION OF'CRITICAL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
The investigation of population tumaround in inner city Winnipeg leads to four

critical findings. First, the strongest factor in the repopulation process for inner city
Winnipeg as a whole in the 1981-1986 period was strong demand for rental
accommodations-accommodations that were in abundance in the inner city. Factors
contributing to the rent¿l squeeze were: the ageing of the population in prime rental
cohorts (23-34 year olds and seniors); low private construction activity; condominium
conversion (firther reducing the private market); economic uncertainty (making renting
more desirable than renting); high mortgage and interest rates (reducing private developer

activity; making renting more desirable than renting); decreased interprovincial outmigration; increased interprovincial in-migration; and the ageing of the population in the
prime rental cohorts (25-34;65-plus). It is concluded that, in the absence of tight rental
market conditions and thé associated set of demographic and economic conditions,

population turnaround for inner city Winnipeg as a whole would not have occurred.
Second, the findings challenge two prominent conventional notions presented

in

the literature: 1) that turnaround is led by childless young adults who have above average

incomes and educational levels, who work downtown
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in

professional occupations; and

2) that turnaround represents a renewed interest in inner cities as places of residence.
Turnaround in inner city Winnipeg is shown to be supported by strong growth in
preschool age children and young- and middle-aged adults ("babyboomers), immigration

from Asi4 and increases in the public rental housing stook. Further, quaternary sector
growth was low and the inner city experienced increasing impoverishment between 1981
and 1986. Newcomers to the downtown who had freely chosen to move into the inner

city tended to be predisposed towards central city living. Positive attitudes toward central

city living appear to be longstanding ameng newcomers and the culture of acceptance to
irurer city

living was not widespread among newcomers'friends, acquaintances, and/or

realtors. Furthermore, some ne\¡/comers explained that they moved downtown due to
maffers of personal circumstance and said they would have preferred to have moved
elsewhere.

Third, three difFerent rationales for relocating to the inner city were charactenzed:
relocating downtown not because the do\ryntown oflered an urbane living and working
environment, as suggested in the literature, but because the downtown supported a

lifestyle based on simplicity, convenience and access; relocating downtown due to matters
of personal circumstance; and relocating to an older irurer city neighbourhood because of
its sense of diversity, character and community.
Fourth, the neighbourhood athibutes that brought ne\¡/comers to the non-

downtown inner city neighbourhood were strikingly similar to the attributes identified in
Caulfield's field study of what draws middle-class resettlers to old-neighbourhoods in
Toronto (1994). Caulfield's conclusion that resettlement by the middle class to the inner
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city represents an urban social movement based on the desire to live within the traditional

lifeworld of older inner-city neighbourhoods may have some applicability to this Winnipeg
inner city neighbourhood.

As for the various theories that can be drawn on to explain inner city population
tumaround, the three theories with the most explanatory power for Winnipeg in the
1986 period are demographic and

l98l-

political-economic-the socio-cultural paradigm implied

as no ecological phenomenon can be

fully understood to the exclusion of those leamed,

cultural values that often motìvate individual behaviour. While the scope of the current
study does not entail a critical assessment of theoretical frameworks, the author does
conclude that limiting the explanation to a single theoretical paradigm would not have
enabled a

full and accurate portrayal of the repopulation process in Winnipeg in the 1981-

1986 period. As well, given the importance of the empirical data in describing the

repopulation process in this study of Winnipeg and given the variability from one Canadian
inner city to the next, strictly theoretical based treatrnents of the topic are advised against.
The findings suggest that the process of population turnaround may be more
"diverse" than the explanation offered for the inner city as a whole (i.e., that repopulation
resulted largely from tight rental market conditions and the associated set of demographic
and economic conditions). The suitability of explaining inner city population tumaround
based on the inner city as whole requires reassessment. The findings suggest the

importance of considering the "time and place" when attempting explanations

of

population turnaround, as both will affect the outcome. Different "time" periods will have
associated with them different local and demographic conditions (for example, how might
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repopulation be explained in those neighbourhoods that occurred in post 1981-1986
period that were charactenzed by a different set of conditions). Different "places"
(neighbourhoods within the inner city) may be undergoing processes that are not
consistent with processes affecting "the inner as a whole." "Places" extends to cities. As
we have seen, the explanation of turnaround in Winnipeg has shaped up quite differently

from those explanations combining Canadian inner cities from all wban centres or those
that focus on one of Canada's largest cities.

Collectively, the findings in this study ofiFer an explanation of population
tumaround that differs from the conventional

view-that furnaround

represents a renewed

interest in inner city living and is fuelled by young, upwardly mobile, childless

professionals. While the study determines that the strongest factor in the turnaround
process was the tight rental market conditions prevailing throughout Winnipeg during the
study period due to a series of economic and demographic conditions,

it also suggests that

the explanation of tumaround for the inner city as a whole may not be equally applicable

to all inner city neighbqurhoods. Socio-cultural explanations may be playing a stronger
role in certain parts of the inner city. Additional analysis at the neighbourhood scale as

well as analysis of neighbourhoods that have experienced turnaround in the post 198l1986 period would detennine

if population turna¡ound is best explained according to a

specific time and place.
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Advantages of Gentrifying Neighbourhoods as Expressed by Residents

City, neighbourhoods
Montreal
Plateau
' 1. Milton-Parc.
Mont-Royal,

Papineau n

:91

new flat owners
(forced choice,
multiple answers)

Ansrvers

Question

What are the
most impo¡tant
factors in the
choice of your
present
dwelling?

1. Proximity to work

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Quality/size of dwelling
Purchase price

Architecture
Neighbourhood character
Proximity friends/¡elatives
Proximity city services
Proximity to schools
Proximity to shops/
services

10. Expected capital gain

2. Milton-Parc,

1. Proximity to work
2. Neighbourhood character
3. Size of dwelling
4. Quality of dwelling

Plateau

Mont-Royal,

Papineau

n:264

new flat tenants

5. Proximity to
6.
7.
8.
9.

schools

Proximity to city services
Proximity friends/relatives
Architecture
Proximity shops/services

Ottawa

3. Centretown South
n = 32 owners,

1. Investment potential

Factors

mainly single-family
dwellings (forced

contributing to
the decision to
move to the

choice, multiple

neighbourhood?

answers)

'

4. Centretown South

2. Proximity to shops
3. Proximity to work
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Historic character
Neighbourhood services
Proximity to recreation
Established area

Community facilities

1. Proximity to shops
Well-maintained

n:43tenants

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Established area

Proximity to work
Reasonable rents
Proximity to recreation

7. Community facilities
8. Neighbourhood services
Toronto
5. Older, inner
neighbourhoods
n : 63 middle-class
owners, mainly singlefamily dwellings

Main reasons for
living in older
inner cìty
neighbourhoods?

1. Community/anonymity
2. Social/cultural diversity
3. Non-traditional lifestyles
4. Landscape and ambience

(unstructured
interviervs)

Continued
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City, neighbourhoods
Vancouver

6. False Creek n

Question

:

32L

new apartment
owners, tenants, and
co-op residents (openended, single answer)

Why did you
choose this
address over
the other places

you looked at?

Answers

1. Access to downtown

2. Attractive

3. Proximity to waterfront
4. Reasonable rent
5. Close to work
6. Availability
7. Views
8. Social mix
9. Co-op concept
10. Safety
1.1. Good investment

7. Fairview Slopes

n:61new

Reasons

1. Views

and tenants (forced
choice, multiple

contributing to
your decision
to live in the
Fairview Slopes

answers)

neighbourhood?

apartment owners

S.Kitsilano n:150
owners and tenants,
varied housing (openended, multiple

Causes

of

neighbourhood
satisfaction?

answers)

2. Proximity to rvork
3. Proximity cultural/
recreational activities

4. Neighbourhood character
5. Investment potential
6. Relative housing price
7. Proximity to False Creek
1. Central location

2. Neighbours
3. Beaches and
4. Quietness

views

5. Local shops

6. Well-maintained
9. Grandview-Woodland
n : 41. new, middleclass, residents mainly

single-family
homeowners

Why did you
choose this

neighbourhood

to live in?

1. Ethno-cultural mix

2. Affordability
3. Proximity to work and city
4. Friends and neighbours
5. Local shops
6. Neighbourhood services
7. Family area
8. Architecture

Sources: 1-2. Saint-Pier-, Ch.1ï:^Çhgko (1985); 3_4. Rubis (1982);
5. Caulñetd (t99g; 6.
Vischer, skaburskis, planne-rs (1990) Fatseòr""í Ar"o
6 phase'i: p";r-ör;;;;';;; Evaruation

,Thg Revitarization
ãf the rnner city: A case study of the
!Y,::,:"::::']:]:,9:_L,1i
f le.sl),
rarrvrew
Sropes' (unpub. MA
thesis,. Department of Geography, univårsity of British
corum_
bia);8. Ley (1981);9. Buchan (i985).

Source:

Ley, D. 1996. The New Middle class and the Remaking of
the central
Czþ. New York: Oxford University press.
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APPENIDD( B

VARIABLES COLLECTED FOR INNER CITY WIÀINIPEG CENSUS
TRACTS:
1981

AtlD

404

1986

t.

AGE AIID SEX VARIABLES:
1) population male
2) population female
3) population 0-4
4) population 5-14
5) population 15-19
6) population20-34
7) population35-44
8) population45-64
9) population 65+

HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION VARIABLES

:

10) total households

1l) family households
1

2) non-family households

13) persons in family households
14) persons in non-family households
15) family households with children
16) family households without children
17) single parent households
18) average household size

J.

ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT STRUCTTJRE VARIABLES:
19) population l5 +
20) population holding a university degree
2l) total all occupations
22) manæerial occupations
23) teaching occupations
24) medicine and health occupations
25) technology, social, religious occupations
26) clencal occupations
27) quatemary occupations (sum variables Zl-25)
28) sales occupations
29) Service occupations
30) sales and service occupations (sum variables2T-2g)
3 1) processing occupations
32) machining occupations
33) construction occupations
34) transportation occupations
35) other occupations
36) manufacturing occupations (sum variables 30-34)
37) average household income
38) average income males
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39) average income females
40) females 15 +
41) females in labour force
42) females employed in labour force
43) female unemployment rate
44) female participation rate
45) males 15 +
46) males in labour force
47) males employed in labour force
48) male unemploynnent rate
49) male participation rate

HOUSING VARIABLES:
50) number of occupied dwellings
5 I ) owner-occupied dwellings
52) renter-occupied dwellings
53) owners paytng over 25%o of income for housing
54) renters payng over 25yo of income for housing
55) average value of owner occupied dwellings
56) single detached occupied dwellings
57) occupied apartments less than 5 storeys (19g1 only)
58) occupied apartments 5 storeys or more
59) occupied duplex (198 I only)
60) other multiple dwellings
61) dwellings built pre-1946
62) dwellings builr 1946-1960
63) dwellings built t96t-1970
64) dwellings built t97t-t980
65) dwellings built t98l-1986
5.

ETHMCITY VARIABLES:
66) Canadian born
67) recetû immigrant population (immigrants to winnipeg in
the last
years)

68) total population single ethnic origin
69) British single ethnic origin
70) French single ethnic origin
71) single ethnic origin other than BritishÆrench
1?)Ilkainian single ethnic origin (19g6 only)
73) German single ethnic origin (1936 only)
74) Polish single erhnic origin (19g6 only)
75) Filipino single ethnic origin (19g6 only)
76) Jewish single ethnic origin (19S6 only)
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l0

77) single ethnic origin other than those listed inTl-75 (19g6 only)
78) aboriginal population (1986 only)

6.

MOBILITY VARIABLES:
79) population 5 +
80) non-movers
8l) movers
82) non-migrants (mover same census subdivision)
83) migrants (mover different census subdivision)
84) migrants from same CMA
85) movers from same province
86) movers from different province
87) movers from outside Canada
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INFORMAL INTERVIEW DISCUSSION GUIDE
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INT'ORMAL INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL EXPERTS
DISCUSSION GUIDE

l.

What was your position in Winnipeg in the early l9g0s?

)

\ühat factors may have contributed to population turnaround in Winnipeg's
inner city in the early 1980s? (probe after free response)

t

o
o
o

what changes in residential development may have contributed to
furnaround?
- intensification (infill housing, high density redevelopment)
- extension of residential development into non-residential
areas (for e.g. Harbourfront in Toronto)
- implantation (new residential uses into existing commercial
and institutional dishicts)
- conversion (older non-residential structures, such as
warehouses, converted into dwellings)
- co-ops, non-profits, social housing, condominium
conversions
what role did government play in repopulation?
(public policy, investmen! in_frastructure, services, etc.)
what role did landlord behaviour play?
what role did neighbourhood amenities play?

3.

In what ways rüas the 1981-1986 period different from the intercensal periods
before or after?

4.

\ilhat changes may have been taking place in the following select census

tracts? (possible focus group locations).
o
ct23 and ct 14-the only ones to sustain population growth
following turnaround
.
ct24 and21-very high percentage population growth in the l9g11986 and 1986'1991period, followed by decline in the tggl-lgg1
period
o ct l7---experiencing turnaround in the post 19g1_19g6
period
5.

what other sorts of factors should be rooked at in trying to explain
population turnaround (in addition to the socio-economic datar local
factors, and resident viewpoints to be explored in this study)?

6.

what is in store for inner city winnipeg in terms of population change?

7.

Concluding thoughts?
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I)

CALL FOR FOCUS GROTIP PARTICIPANTS

410

TNWTATION TO PARTICIPATE IN A ONE.TIME
DISCUSSION ABOUT YOUR NEIGHBOURIIOOD
ÐID YOU MOVE INTO THE NEIGHBOURIIOOD SHO\ryN
BELOW BETWEEN JUNE

1981 AND APRIL 1986?

-o

e

aS

uo$

IF YOU DID' WOULD YOU LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN A DISCUSSION
ABOUT YOUR
NEIGHBOURHOOD?
FoR MORE rNF'oRMATroN, PLEASE CALL c. CITARETTE
AT 488-,xxxx

I am a student at the university of Manitobu. I u*
*nducting this discussion group as part
neighbourhood change in winnipes. r am wanting
ro find out
1*:loting
:*t"ll;?:lï"-1!1_
what has drawn residents
to this and other neighbourhoodã in winnipeg.
The discussion will take place at a location in the
neighbourhood at the end of May.
date, time and place to be arranged once the participants
have been identihed.
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FOCUS GROT]P DISCUSSION GUIDE

4t2

FOCUS GROUPS WITH RESIDENTS WHO MOVED TO THE INNER CITY
DURING THE PERIOD OF TURNAROTJNI)
DISCUSSION GUIDE

t.

What part of the city did you live in just prior to living in the inner city?

t

How long did you remain in the inner cify? what area of the city do you
Iive in now?

3.

Let's move to the central topic of discussion, what led you to relocate to the
inner cify during the 1981-1986 period? þrobe, but only after free responses):

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
a

4.

improved environmental amcnities and u¡ban design enhancement
such as parks, landscaping, public facilities such as theatres and
leisure spaces, fashionable commercial establishments
athaction to condominium developments
proximity to work; decreased commuting time; other transportation
related issues
homeownershippossibilities;affordabilþ;investmentpotential
athaction to central locations because they are more "urbane" living
environments
socially assisted housing
neighbourhood character
practical reasons, preferences for particular
housing/neighbourhood, and./or ideological reasons (e.g., distaste
for other areas of city)

What sorts of services did you use that were located within the inner cify
(daycare, household maintenance, medical, recreation, entertainment,
restaurants, cultural)? How often did you use these seryices (frequently,
occasionally, sometimes)?

5.

would you say your move was by choice or necessity? lf a choice was it

a

conscious choice?
6.

How safisfied are you with your current place of residence? Explain.
if not answered through responses ofprevious questions, ask how current
place of residence compares with previous place of residence.

7.

How long do you intend to stay/did you stay Ín the inner city? Explain.
þrobe after free response)
if intend to leave, where is preferred place of residence
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8.
9.

10.

What lines of work are you in? Is your place of work located in the inner
cify? IIow do you get to work? Do you own ân automobile?
Let's talk a littte bit about where you have lived previously.
How many other cities have you lived in besides this óne.
Where did you live in those other cities-inner city or non-inner city?
For those who have lived in other inner cities, how do you enjoy it? How
did that inner city compare with where you live now.

a)
b)
c)

I)o you have anything to add? Any questions?
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STT]DY OF POPULATION CHANGE AT THE Ei\T]MERATION
LEVEL: CENSUS TRACTS 14,23,17 AND 36

4t5

STT]DY OF POPT]LATION CHANGE AT ENUMERATION AREA

A quick study of population change at the enumeration

a.rea

level was conducted

for select census tracts to determine how population changed within areas of

a tract

that

had experienced population turnaround. The tracts selected were those in which the focus

groups were conducted (14, 23,I7) and the tract that experienced the highest increase in

population during the tumaround period (tract 36). The findings are summarized in
Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.3). It is expected that this data will also be of use in future studies
that

will focus on smaller

area analysis than the inner city as a whole.

CENSUS TRACT 14
1976-1981

After at least twenty years of decline losing over a quarter its population between
1956 and 197 6, tltts downtown census fract increased by I 66 persons or 4.4

o/o

between

1976 and 1981. Two areas within the census tract gained in population, two lost and one
showed no negligible change in population. Gaining in population was the area north

of

Broadway (169 persons). kì this area presently there are only four structures-two
highrises and two low rises-th at are readily identifiable as residential. The two low rises
were built prior to 1976 and one highrise

\¡/¿rs

built after 1981. The other highrise

(Chateau York) was built in 1979 during the period of turnaround. With 174 units (104
one bedroom;70 two bedroom),

it is most likely that the Chateau York was a major

contributor to growth within this area of the census tract.
The other area within the census tract gaining in population (approximately
persons) is comprised of the Riverwalk Apartments highrise and the block south
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of

5l

Assiniboine Avenue between Kennedy and Donald containing pre-1970 low rise
structures. The 156 unit Riverwalk was built in 1979 and it is most likely that growh is
related to the addition of this structure.
Loss in population occurred in two are¿rs. Specifically, the EA consisting of a252

unit highrise built in 1970 near the comer of Broadway and Donald lost 45
residents-leaving one to ponder if the addition of two new highnses close by may have
resulted in an increased vacancy rate in this older block. Also losing population (25
persons) was the EA comprising the eastern portion of the ct; this EA presently contains

two older apartment blocks on Broadway Avenue and a 198 unit apartment block (Plaza
by the Riverside) built in 1974. Although demolition data is not available dating back to

this period, local experts (Randy Rostecki, and Gord Courage Nov., 2000) recall that no
residential demolitions occurred in this eastem EA during this period leaving the
explanation of decreased occupancy in at least one of these three apartment buildings.

In summary, population increase in census tract 14 between 1976 and 1981 was
most likely housed in the two new highrises built during this period. Population increase,

however, does not occur across the entire census tract; one area simply maintained its
population while two other areas lost population.
1981-1986

In the intercensal period following turnaround, ct 14 grew by even more persons
(423 persons or 10.8 %). The only EA boundary that remains consistent for 1981 and
1986 is the one comprised of the Riverwalk Apartments highrise that grew by 70 persons.

Built in 1979, this block likely helped boost growth in the previous period and also
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contributed to growth in this period through increased occupancy.
Despite radical EA boundary changes between 1981 and lg86,the EAs can be
combined to make three areas that are roughly comparable and it appea.rs that each area
has increased-again most likely due to increased occupancy as the visual inspection
suggests no residential buildings were constructed in these

two portions during this

period.
1986-1991

Between 1986 and 1991, census tract 14 grew by 34.7% (l,502persons|-the
second highest percentage increase in all cts dating back

to 1956. Growth occured in

almost all areas of the census tract. The Riverwalk Highrise Apartments gained another
136 persons. The central strip between Edmonton and Smith grew by roughly 260

persons. The eastem strip grew by over I,200 persons accounting for 80% of the growth
that occurred in this census tract between 1986 and 1991. The large growth in this EA
corresponds to the building of the three Fort Garry Place Towers all built between 1986

and 1988.
The only area to lose population (39 persons) was the block east of the Legislative

grounds. Home to a number of older apartment buildings, it is possible that at play again
is reduced vacancy in older blocks due to the availability of new apartment
accommodations in the census tract.

t29r-t996
In the latest intercensal period for which data is available, ct 14 experi
gain of 102 persons. An exact comparison can be made between

4T8

l99l

enced, a

net

and 1996 as the

EAs have remained almost entirely consistent. Of the 17 EAs roughly half gained in
population and half lost although most changes were relatively small-less than 3Yo. EAs
experiencing growth are interspersed with EAs experiencing decline. The block

of

apartrnents just east of the Legislative grounds, for example, gained 35 persons; the

adjacent block directly to the east lost 48 persons and the next block east gained 46

persons. Age of dwelling units does not appear to be related to the gain or loss of
persons. One of the three Fort Gary Towers, for example, lost 35 residents while another
tower gained 38 residents. The population residing in the Broadway Manor and the
Chateau York highrises both of which were related to growth in previous periods had a

combined decline of 9Yu The block south of Assiniboine that contains low rise older
stock structures grew by 9%. The Manitoba Remand Centre built

in 1992 accovnted for

67 persons.
Census Tract

14: Summary 1976-1996

Population turnaround occurred in census t¡act 14 between

197 6 and

1

98 1 ; the

increase in population was most likely housed in the two new highrises built during this

period. Population increase, however, does not occur across the entire census tract; of the
five areas, one area simply maintained its population while two other areas lost population
due to decreased occupancy rather than loss ofstock.

Following turnaround in the 1981-1986 intercensal period, the census tract as a
whole grew in population as did all four areas comprising the trac! most likely due to
increased occupancy.

In the next period (1986-1991) growth occurred in three of four areas. Between

4t9

1991 and 1996 half gained and half lost although changes were low and the result was net

growth.
While the census tract shows population growth for all four intercensal periods
between I976 and1996,for three periods the growth is net growth with some parts of the

ct showing growth, some decline and some no negligible change. Only in the 1981-1986
period, do all regions of the ct show growth. Further, regions exhibit a variety of forms

of

population change (i.e., growth, decline or maintenatrce) during the four intercensal
periods.

CENSUS TRACT 23
1976-1981
A-fter at least twenty years of decline census tract 23 experienced turnaround in the

1976-1981intercensal period increasing by 248 persons. When the EAs are grouped
according to a north or south region, the growth in population appears to be concentrated

in the northern part of the tract (approximately 300 persons) while the south half of the
census tract loses population (approximately 40 persons). Within the northern half of the

tract, there are two EAs whose boundaries remain consistent for 1976 and 198l-Central
Park Lodge, that maintains its populat ion of 277,and Regency Towers that increases by
38 persons.

1981-1986
Census

tract23,like hact 14, grew by an even larger percentage in the intercensal

period following turnaround-I2.5% or 459 persons. The enumeration areas are very
consistent between the two periods allowing for a more exact comparison of these two
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years. Five of the eight EAs have grown in population and four comprise the northern
portion of the ct. Regency Tower apartment block gained 66 additional persons;
the EA
to the east of Regency Towers - 49 persons; the EA west of Central Park - 72 persons;
and the northernmost

EA '292 additional persons. The fifth EA gaining in population is a

relatively large EA comprising the entire south hatf of the tract; it increased by 52persons.
Among the remaining three EAs, Central Park Lodge maintains its population

of

277 persons, the Marlborough Hotel registers no permanent residents, and the EA
comprised of Central Park and the areas fringing the park to the west and east loses 74
persons.
1986-1991

In this intercensal period, census tract 23 grew by

7

.7%o

or

3 17

persons. The

northern portion of this tract that had increased so dramatically in the previous
two
periods drops by 365 persons. Alternately, the southern half of the ct, increases
by 6g9
persons resulting in the net growth of over 300 persons. Boundaries
remain unchanged

for th¡ee EAs-the EA comprised of Regency Tower and the EA comprised of Central
Park Lodge, the populations of which remained constant, and the Marlborough
Hotel with
no permanent residents.

t99t-1996
In the final period for which census data is available, census tact23 grows by l 19
persons. When EAs are grouped to form a rough comparison of the north
and south
region, the growth in the region appears to be concentrated in the north which gains
approximately 620 persons; the south declines in population by approximately 500
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persons.

Exact comparisons, however, can be made for five individual aparhnent blocks
each one constituting a separate

EA. In the northern part, Regency Towers, that has

steadily gained in population since 7971, agunincreases (by
large increase overall in the northem part of the

6l persons).

Despite the

c! three apartments decline in

population-374 Edmonton,393 Kennedy (down lg persons from 150 to 132),
and
Central Park Lodge (down 11 persons from 150 persons

to l32persons, the first time it

has shown a decline in the years examined). In the southern hatf of
the

ct, a loss of lg4

persons at Kiwanis ChateauÆred Douglas Place contributes to the
overall loss in the
southern part of the tract.

Although EA boundaries in census tract 23 most often do not remain consistent

from one census year to the next, EA data contributes to our understanding
of the way in
which the population changes during the period of turnaround and beyond.
When population turnaround occurred, not all areas within the census
tract grew in

population-the south portion of the tract lost in population and one EA neither
gained
nor lost in population. Net growth was due to growth in the northem part
of the tract.
In the period following tumaround, net growth again occurred although
decline or
maintenance of population was evident in some EAs. Growth occurred
in both the
northern and southern region although growh in the former outpaced growth
in the south.

In the next period (1956-199I) the northern region that grew in both the previous
periods declined; net growth in the ct occurs nevertheless due
to solid growth in the
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southem portion.

In the final period for which there is data (1991-1996),
the southern portion loses
almost all the population it had gained in the previous
intercensal period. Growth in the
northern part of the tract makes up for this loss and
more, resulting in net growth.
Despite healthy growth in the northem part of the tract,
anumber of individual apartment
blocks located there register losses in population.
The only EA that remains consistent for all five census
years consists of the
apartment block called Regency Towers; for each intercensal
period this apartment block
either increased in population (from 7yo

to rryo) ormaintained its population.

census tract 17 experienced population turnaround
between lg76 andlggl and
continues to grow in all tlree following intercensal periods.
Growth in the ct for all
intercensal periods is net growth; while the census
tract as a whole grows, parts of the

tract show no population increase or even significant
decline. Further, regions exhibit a
variety of forms of population change (i.e., growth,
decline or maintenance) dwing the

fow intercensal periods.
CENSUS TRACT 17

t99t_t996
After continuous decline since 1961, this tract gains in the
latest intercensal

period-by 89 persons or 2.6Yo, a relatively small percentage

increase in comparison to

increases that occurred in some other tracts when
they experienced population tumaround.

As in the two downtown tracts
areas

(r4 and23),

however, the growth

is

within the ct exhibiting population gain, loss and maintenance.
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netgrowth with

Gain in population occurs in th¡ee areas: the seven-block EA forming the southem
edge of the ct along the Assiniboine River between Palmerston and Wolseley Avenue (26

persons); the three-block EA bound by Westrninster, Preston, Evanson and Ethelb ert (36
persons); and the seven-block area edging Portage Avenue and continuing south along
Canora Street (approximately 158 persons). Within the latter EA, it is most likely that the

growth was along Canora Street given the many non-residential uses contained within the
blocks extending south from Portage Avenue including commercial, recreational (for e.g.,

Vimy Ridge Memorial Park covering an entire block between Home and Canora Street),
parking, and institutional (for e.g., the church located on the corner of Home and
Preston).

Declining in population, possibly by as much as 103 residents, \¡/as

¿ur

area in the

northem portion of the tract bound by Aubrey and Ethelbert Street and Preston and
Westminster.

Maintaining its population was the area within the centre of the ct comprised

of

seven blocks bound by Aubrey and Ethelbert Street and W'estminster and Wolseley

Avenues.

In the period prior to turnaround, this tract declined 370 persons. As closely as
can be determined using EA data, all areas within the tract lose in population.

CENSUS TRACT 36
1981-1986
Located in the North Point Douglas neighbourhood, census tract 36 experienced

tumaround in the 1981-1986 period growing by 116 persons or 13.8%o--the highest
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percentage growth among all 31 inner city census tracts for this period. The tract is

comprised of two EAs. The EA comprising the northern tip is made up one apartment

block, a smattering of two storey residences, and institutional and commeroial buildings.
The second EA comprises the majority of the hact.
1986-1991

ln the period directly following tumaround, ct 36 lost 26 persons. As EA
boundaries do not remain consistent it can not be determined if population loss occurred in
both EAs.

t99t-1996
In this period, ct 36 loses another 147 people. Some population loss occurs in the
larger EA bound by the river and tracks while dramatic loss (33%) occurs in second EA
bound by Main Street, Euclid and Sutherland Avenue.
Census Tract 36: Summary 1981-1986
Because the tract is comprised of only two EAs and because the EA boundaries do

not remain consistent from period to period, the EA data is not usefi.rl in determining

population fluctuations within the tract.
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VISUAL INSPECTION OF SELECT CENSUS TRACTS
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CENSUS TRACT 14
Forming the southern edge of the downtown tract l4 is bound
,
by the Assiniboine
River to the south, Osbome Street to the wes! York Avenue to
the north, and Main
Street to the east. Numerous changes would have taken place
in this tract since the

lggl-

1986 period when the population turned around. Certainly,
however, the most obvious
unchanged neighbourhood attribute associated with population
turnaround in this

neighbourhood is centrality, that is, proximity to downtown
and worþlaces. Other
attributes associated with turnaround that are evirdent in this
tract include the presence

of

ofifice concentrations, proximity to cultural and recreational
venues (for e.g., art galleries,
restaurants, bars, concert venues) and access to transit
service. The Legislative grounds,

the Assiniboine River, Broadway Avenue, the Forks, and
the large elm trees contribute to
the environmental and historic athactiveness of the tract.
Housing is in the form

of

aparhnent blocks with architectural charm, either three to
five storey, located primarily
along Assiniboine Avenue, or highrises that are located mainly
in the blocks between

Assiniboine and Broadway Avenue. The low rise apartments
were on stream well before
the 1976-1981 period- Highrises were built before,
during and after the period of
turnaround. For example, these highrises were shown to have
the following dates of
construction (verified by leasing companies): Chateau 100
on Donald
Riverside on Garry - mid 1970s; Chateau York on Smith

-

-

1970;plazaby the

!979;Broadview Manor on

Donald - mid 1980s; and the three Fort Garry place Towers 19g6.
CENSUS TRACT 23
This triangular shaped ct is located in the heart of downtown
and is bound by
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Portage Avenue on the south, Notre Dame Avenue on the northeast and Colony/Balmoral
Street on the west. The tract contains numerous high rise apartments, many of which

were built during the late 1970s and many of which are associated with CMHC and the

Manitoba Housing Authority. Some of the apartment blocks were built for particular
populations (e.g., seniors, ethnic groups). Others were built with daycares incorporated
into their main levels and with small outdoor playspaces. Two blocks were identified as
housing co-ops. There remains a small number of single family homes along some streets.

At the centre of the tract is Central Park,

a seemingly

well used park by all ages.

The multi-ethnic character of the neighbourhood is readily apparent in the people
on the street and in the apparent related services operating in the central park area (for
e.g-, The International centre; the citizenship

council of Manitoba).

Offiçe, retail, and commercial buildings including a number of hotels are all
present. Two large churches (Knox United and Calvary Temple) have a strong physical
and social neighbourhood presence. Knox United Church operates an outreach program

to improve the quality of life for core a¡ea residents (Knox Community Economic
Development Society) and also houses the International Centre, Knox Daycare and the

Healtþ start Program for young mothers. calvary Temple runs a program for
neighbourhood children and some meal programs for neighbourhood residents.

Among the nine blocks forming the southern edge of the tract, three are home to
Portage Place, one to the Investors Group, one to

Air

Canada (the buildings of which

were all built in the late 1980s), and the rest to various retail and commercial

establishments. To the north of the tract is the Exchange district, to the east portage and
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Main, to the south more of the downtown heart, and to the west lower density
development and the University of Winnipeg.

Like ct 14, ct 23 offers easy access to worþlaces, culturaVrecreational venues
and transit service.

CENSUS TRACT 17
Bound by Portage Avenue to the north, Canora Street to the east, the Assiniboine

River to the south and Aubrey Street to the west, census tract 17 falls within
one
trVinnipeg's historic neighbourhoods (Wolseley) and certainly has a number

of

of

neighbourhood athibutes associated with population tumaround. It is
steps from

downtown. It is close to cultural and recreational amenities (such as concert
venues,
restaurants, Centennial Library, Cornish Library, retailers).

It is close to institutional

facilities including the University of Winnipeg, the Health Sciences Centre
and the
Misericordia Hospital. The tract appears to be well serviced by City transit;
routes run
along Portage Avenue as well as through the middle and south portions
of the tracts.

Architectural significance abounds in character pre-war single family residences
and in a number of fine stately looking apartment blocks such as the
one located just south

of Vimy Ridge Park, or another on the corner

of

Wolseley and Lipton, the sign posted on

the outside of the building reading as follows:

Newly Renovated Cha¡acter Suites. Features: security system, new hardwood
floors, new kitchen, ne\¡¡ batlrrooms with antique style tubs and showers
reasonable rents.

A

board is nailed over top the sign stating the apartrnent is
"Full." Highrises and

condominium developments are absent and the tract is home to a facility
for persons with
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mental health diff,rculties.

Natural and man-made neighbourhood amenities are in abundance. The river and
elms have a strong neighbourhood presence making it a great neighbourhood for walking.
Wolseley Avenue, for example, according to one resident "is a favourite walking street
where you can really meet your neighbours." The tract is home to a number of small
passive and active children's parks. The Robert

A.

Steen Community Centre replaced the

old Laura Secord Sports and Recreation Centre n 1992. According to a staffperson who
also resides in the neighbourhood, the new Centre offers increased programming for all
ages from infants to seniors and has helped

to "stabilize" the area. Adjacent to the

community centre is Laura Secord School-a very popular "three track" school offering
English, French and Alternative programs. The school serves not only the immediate
neighbourhood; children are bused in because of the varied program offerings. The
commercial heart of Wolseley is contained within ct 17. Shopping is great, says a resident
"you don't have to go too far for anything."
The tract falls within the Wolseley neighbourhood known for its social
consciousness. Dubbed "the granola belt," the neighbourhood embraces their elms,

community activism and the environment. Says the owner of the Humboldt's Legacy (a
small eco-friendly deparfnent store), "Wolseley attracts like minded people politically or

socially left leaning. There's an organic grocery and an organic grains bakery just down
the street. You'll also find a new agelspiritual bookstore close by." Says another resident,

"Wolseley is like a small town bound by the Assiniboine River, Portage Avenue,
Sherbrook Street and Omands Creek. There's lots of divçrsity here-lawyers, doctors,
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people in the media industry, artists, and the lower income all live here."

CENSUS TRACT 36
Census tract 36 is bound by Main Street to the west, Euclid Avenue and Barber
Street to the to the north, The Red River to the east and the Canadian Pacific rail line to

the south. The tract is located in the south portion of the neighbourhood known as North

Point Douglas that, along with South Point Douglas, was Winnipeg's first residential areaThe neighbourhood is associated with Winnipeg's troubled "north end."

Within the tract, residential buildings are mainly one and two storey single family
residences. Three apartment blocks are located in the tract-two older run-down threestorey blocks in the middle of the neighbourhood, and one newer ten-storey aparhnent

block on Main Street (North Point Douglas Manor that was built in 1972). The tract also
contains a few older row-houses and duplexes. The majority of the housing is of pre-WW

II stock. There are a few infill housing

sites that were most

likely constructed during the

study period. Extremely well maintained homes in appearance are intermingled with
unkempt homes, boarded up homes and homes closed down by the City of Winnipeg's
Sanitation departrnent. Curent residents note that the neighbourhood is suffering from
the effects ofabsentee landlords.

Two blocks are taken up by Centra Gas and aCity of Winnipeg Electric Terminal.
The southern edge of the tract between Sutherland Avenue and the CP hacks is home to
many long time light industrial businesses such as Brown and Rutherford Lumber, Naylor

Publication and Metro Meats, the oldest smokehouse in the city. Throughout there is a
smattering of commercial businesses. Industrial and commercial encroachment appears to
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be occurring in the neighbourhood.

A community park celebrating some of the neighbourhood's and Wiruripeg's
historical roots is located at the comer of Euclid Avenue and Meade
Street. The park
contains monuments erected in the early 1940s to commemorate
the settlement

of

lllrrainians to Canad4 tlkrainian involvement in the second world war,
and Ukrainian
literary figures. Newer built interpretive plaques outline the
contributions of certain

British settlers to winnipeg. The Ross House (Museum), the frst post
office in western
car,¿,d4 was relocated to the park

in l9g4 from just

south of the tract.

Throughout the tract are a number of other parks and playgrounds.
Norquay
School (nursery to grade 6; originally built lgss,addition in
1970) is located on the north
edge of the tract and Norquay Community Centre (built prior
to the study period) is

situated one block further north. The tract is home to at least
three churches, two

of

which are Ukrainian. Natural amenities include the Red River
and large elm trees (one
measuring four feet across). Retail outlets are located along
Main Street; within the
neighbourhood there is the odd corner store or cafe. Transit
routes, though not running
through the neighbourhood, are easily accessed on Main
Street. From the northem tip

of

the tract to the Exchange District is a ten minute walk.
One current resident sums up the appeal of the neighbourhood
by saying that it,s

"like

a

village in the middle of the city." The neighbours are friendly,
there are large trees

and the river is close' Another resident who moved in
during the turnaround period tends

to agree that these features also drew her and her family to this
neighbourhood; however,
the problems of crime, prostitution and drugs led her family
to leave after three years.
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